


 
 

ABSTRACT 

Biomimetic heterogeneous scaffolds for a layered tissue 

engineered heart valve 

by 

Daniel S Puperi 

This dissertation describes strategies that I have developed to introduce 

mechanical and biochemical heterogeneity into synthetic tissue engineering 

scaffolds for heart valves. For a tissue engineered heart valve to work well, it must 

meet the mechanical demands of the natural heart valve and support healthy valve 

cell behavior. Natural heart valve leaflets have a heterogeneous structure with 

distinct layers that provide the valve with unique mechanical functions. My research 

focused on mimicking the mechanics and biochemical signaling of each layer so that 

the entire scaffold will function similar to the natural valve. Three specific strategies 

to add heterogeneity into tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds are described in 

this thesis. First, I designed an innovative method to direct the proper spatial 

arrangement of cell adhesive peptides in order to promote the correct organization 

of the two different cell types in the valve (valve endothelial cells and valve 

interstitial cells). Second, hyaluronan hydrogels were utilized as a mechanical and 

biochemical mimic of the middle, spongiosa layer of heart valves. Third, I learned 

how valve interstitial cells respond to synthetic fibrous structure in 3D culture by 

designing a composite scaffold made from poly(ethylene glycol) hydrogels and 

electrospun polyurethane fibers. The electrospun fibers were incorporated to give 



 
 

the valve scaffold the anisotropic, viscoelastic, and non-linear mechanical behavior 

similar to native valves, while the hydrogel material functioned as a cell-friendly 

substrate. These specific research projects provide methods and results that 

advance the heart valve tissue engineering field while having broad applicability to 

other tissue engineering applications, especially for tissues which have a layered 

structure and a stratified distribution of multiple cell types. The results of this 

research also lay the groundwork for constructing heart valve scaffolds for the 

purpose of in vitro disease modeling. A synthetic heart valve model based on this 

research would be more consistent than explant animal valves and could be used to 

study the initiation and progression of heart valve disease. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Heart valve tissue engineering is still an emerging field. Despite the considerable 

amount of research and progress over the last 25 years, a clinically available tissue 

engineered heart valve replacement remains elusive. Heart valve disease is 

becoming more prevalent because of longer life expectancies and wider access to 

diagnostic services[1], making the need for improved therapies even greater. While 

currently available bioprosthetic and mechanical valves work well and greatly 

improve survival after surgery, they have limitations. Most bioprosthetic valves 

deteriorate within 15 years and mechanical valves clot without lifelong 

anticoagulant medication[2]. Neither are capable of somatic growth and therefore 

are not ideal for pediatric patients. A tissue engineered heart valve (TEHV) would 

eliminate the disadvantages of current valve replacements by providing autologous 

tissue than can integrate and grow with the body. 
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Despite the variety of proposed designs for tissue engineered heart valves, no 

cell seeded valves have been able to progress to clinical trial. Some designs have 

shown promise in vitro and in early animal trials[3], but in longer term trials they 

have undergone fibrotic remodeling and leaflet contraction, leading to backflow of 

blood through the valve[4]. One reason for this contraction may be that, in general, 

scaffolds for TEHVs have a homogenous makeup, which does not match the 

structure nor the spatially varying functionality of the natural valve. In order to 

improve on previous designs, new TEHV scaffold designs will need to guide cell 

behavior to degrade the temporary scaffold material while secreting nascent 

extracellular matrix (ECM) in a controlled manner. 

To achieve this goal, advanced TEHVs will likely need to be constructed from 

several different materials to better mimic the heterogeneity of the natural valve. 

Valve tissue has many different kinds of ECM components, including collagens, 

elastin, proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). The arrangement and 

combination of the ECM molecules allow the valve to open and close reliably over a 

lifetime. A newly implanted TEHV must serve the functional purpose of the native 

valve to regulate unidirectional blood flow through the heart. Therefore, the scaffold 

must mimic the non-linear and anisotropic mechanical properties of the native 

valve. However, the TEHV will also have to correctly signal and direct proliferation, 

engraftment, and behavior at the cellular level. These diverse requirements demand 

advanced scaffolds capable of being tuned to match both the mechanical and the 

biochemical properties needed to perform all of the functions of valve leaflets. 
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The goal of this dissertation is to investigate biomaterial strategies for the 

creation of a heterogeneous TEHV scaffold by focusing on the unique biochemistry 

and biomechanics of the different layers of the natural valve. Evaluation of valve cell 

response to synthetic mimics of the natural valve will provide insight into valve cell 

behavior in both diseased and healthy states and will direct future heart valve tissue 

engineering research. Three specific aims described in this dissertation document 

the layer-by-layer biomimetic design and evaluation of synthetic scaffolds for valve 

cell culture and tissue engineering. 

1.1. Specific Aim I: 3-Dimensional Spatially Organized PEG-

based hydrogels for an aortic valve co-culture model 

Specific Aim I describes the design of a tunable synthetic hydrogel platform to 

study valve cell interactions and better understand how these interactions may 

contribute to valve disease. Cell adhesive ligands bound in a biomimetic spatial 

arrangement in the scaffold promoted cell growth as well as organization of valve 

interstitial cells (VICs) and valve endothelial cells (VECs) in 3D co-culture. Both cell 

types maintained healthy phenotypes and function and retained their physiological 

spatial arrangement. The co-culture model is applicable to advanced tissue 

engineering scaffolds and also improves the capabilities of in vitro research and 

disease modeling. For instance, the co-culture platform can be used to study VIC and 

VEC interactions under stressed or diseased conditions to determine how VIC-VEC 

signaling may contribute to the onset and progression of valve disease. The results 
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from this study demonstrate that directed arrangement of multiple cell types via 

spatial control of adhesive peptides is a promising strategy for incorporating a 

robust endothelial layer on tissue engineered heart valves. Furthermore, the 

innovative method to spatially arrange cell adhesive ligands has broad applicability 

for other endothelialized/epithelialized tissues.  

1.2. Specific Aim II: Hyaluronan hydrogels for a biomimetic 

spongiosa layer of tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds 

The spongiosa layer of heart valves functions to lubricate and dampen leaflet 

motion because it consists of well-hydrated GAG molecules. Hyaluronan makes up 

approximately 60% of the GAGs in heart valves, therefore hyaluronan hydrogels 

were investigated as biochemical and biomechanical mimics of the spongiosa layer. 

Hyaluronan was modified to enable crosslinking into a hydrogel, and the mechanical 

properties of hyaluronan hydrogels were tuned for the mechanical function of the 

spongiosa layer by modulating the molecular weight and degree of modification of 

the hyaluronan molecule. In order to evaluate the extent of biochemical signaling 

from hyaluronan in the scaffold, valve cells were cultured in both hyaluronan 

hydrogels and enzymatically-degradable, but otherwise biochemically inert, 

poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels of the same stiffness. Enzyme activity and 

quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) results 

demonstrated that valve cells responded to both the crosslinked hyaluronan and 

PEG scaffolds in a very similar manner. In both hydrogel scaffolds, valve cells 
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maintained a healthy, quiescent phenotype as they proliferated and remodeled the 

scaffold. The results of this study indicate that hyaluronan hydrogels are suitable for 

the spongiosa layer of advanced heart valve scaffolds. 

1.3. Specific Aim III: Electrospun polyurethane and hydrogel 

composite scaffolds as biomechanical mimics for aortic valve 

tissue engineering 

Electrospun fibrous meshes are promising scaffolds for tissue engineering in 

general and heart valve tissue engineering in particular. The nanoscale fibers mimic 

the structure of fibrous components of the natural ECM, and electrospun polymer 

fibers can be collected on a rotating drum to match the anisotropic mechanical 

properties in valves. Electrospun scaffolds can be adapted to replicate the function 

of the fibrosa layer in heart valves. However, cell seeding and engraftment into the 

electrospun mesh is a challenge because of the small pore sizes and lack of natural 

adhesive ligands. Moreover, the natural ECM is a composite of many different types 

of molecules, including both fibrous and non-fibrous components. A composite 

scaffold of electrospun biodegradable polyurethane (BPUR) and enzymatically 

degradable PEG hydrogel was designed to mimic the heterogeneous valve ECM and 

mechanical properties of the natural leaflet. 

After brief tensile preconditioning, the BPUR matched the elastic modulus 

and the extensibility found in valve tissue in both the circumferential and radial 

directions. Of particular interest was the ability to match the non-linear stress vs. 
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strain response of native tissue. Cells encapsulated in 3D in the hydrogel portion of 

the composite scaffold under static culture exhibited a fibrous remodeling, typical of 

a diseased state. This response was used to understand how valve cells react to 

stresses placed on the scaffold. In one experiment, the scaffold was physically 

constrained in one direction, which caused seeded cells to align in the direction of 

the constraint. By slightly bending the scaffold while in culture, we observed 

differences in valve cell behavior between the tension side of the bent scaffold and 

the compressive side. The cells in tension exhibited a more severe fibrotic 

remodeling response, while cells in compression remained in a quiescent state. 

Overall, the composite scaffold was able to replicate the mechanical properties of 

valve tissue, and the demonstration of encapsulated VIC behavior provided insight 

into the future design of composite fiber/hydrogel tissue engineering scaffolds. 

 

The remainder of this dissertation expands upon the highlights discussed above. 

Chapter 2 includes a comprehensive background on heart valves and progress and 

materials used in heart valve tissue engineering. Chapter 3 describes the 

construction and evaluation of the VIC-VEC co-culture model. Chapter 4 is an 

evaluation of valve cell behavior when cultured in 3D in hyaluronan hydrogels, and 

Chapter 5 describes the research investigating electrospun BPUR and PEG hydrogel 

composite scaffolds for heart valve tissue engineering. Finally, Chapter 6 

summarizes the body of work, provides insight for future research, and concludes 

the dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

Before considering the design of complex scaffolds for heart valve tissue 

engineering, it is critical to understand the native valve’s structure, function and 

what scientists know about valve disease. It is also important to be familiar with the 

different methods and materials that engineers have used to design previous tissue 

engineered heart valve scaffolds. The background chapter will provide a brief 

overview of heart valves and review current progress in heart valve tissue 

engineering literature to provide context for the research presented in this 

dissertation.  
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2.1. Heart valves, heart valve disease, and current treatments 

The four valves in the heart help direct blood flow to and from the lungs and 

body in order to maintain healthy circulation. Blood enters the heart in the right 

atrium through the inferior and superior vena cavae. The right atrium contracts to 

pump blood through the tricuspid valve and into the right ventricle. When the right 

ventricle contracts during systole, the tricuspid valve closes and blood is forced 

through the pulmonary valve to the lungs. The pulmonary valve prevents backward 

blood flow (regurgitation) from the lungs and into the right ventricle during 

diastole. The blood returns from the lungs into the left atrium, which pumps the 

blood into the left ventricle. The mitral valve is located between the left atrium and 

left ventricle with the purpose of preventing backflow of blood from the left 

ventricle into the left atrium as the ventricles contract. The contraction of the left 

ventricle forces blood out of the heart through the aortic valve to the rest of the 

body. As ventricular pressure drops below aortic pressure, the aortic valve closes, 

preventing regurgitation back into the left ventricle. Figure 2-1. depicts the heart 

and associated valves as discussed above. 
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Figure 2-1 – Heart and valves [5] 

 

Aortic valve disease results in inefficient operation of the heart. When the aortic 

valve does not remain tightly closed, the condition is called aortic insufficiency and 

results in regurgitation of blood back into the heart, eventually leading to dilated 

cardiomyopathy. The aortic valve can also present too small an opening for blood to 

flow through, a condition called aortic stenosis. Aortic stenosis is the most common 

heart valve pathology and is usually caused in the United States by calcification of 

the valve leaflets, although endocarditis, congenital bicuspid valve defect, or 

rheumatic valve disease also often result in aortic stenosis[1]. Figure 2-2 shows an 
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aortic valve that has been heavily calcified and therefore has a stenotic opening 

where the leaflets cannot completely coapt together. Without treatment, aortic 

stenosis eventually leads to congestive heart failure with a poor prognosis for 

symptomatic patients, in whom survival has been shown to be about 2-3 years after 

symptom onset[6]. Additionally, even before patients experience symptoms due to 

aortic stenosis, valve leaflet thickening has been shown to be associated with a 50% 

greater risk of death from cardiovascular disease[7]. Effective treatment of aortic 

valve disease will result in improvement of overall cardiovascular health and will 

reduce the frequency of cardiovascular disease, which is the number one cause of 

death in America[1].  

 

Figure 2-2 – Calcified aortic valve disease showing minor stenosis [8]. 

 

The only treatment available for severe aortic stenosis or aortic insufficiency is 

replacement of the aortic valve. This surgery is performed about 300,000 times 

annually worldwide[9] and is very successful at improving survival and patient 
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lifestyle[10]. However, currently available replacement options include 

bioprosthetic or mechanical valves, both of which have problems associated with 

them. Examples of mechanical and bioprosthetic replacement valves are shown in 

Figure 2-3. 

 

Figure 2-3 - Examples of current replacement heart valves. (A) St. Jude Medical 
Regent mechanical valve[11]; (B) Medtronic Hancock II bioprosthetic valve[12]; (C) 
Edwards Sapien 3 transcatheter bioprosthetic valve[13]. 

 

Bioprosthetic valves are usually glutaraldehyde fixed xenograft porcine aortic 

valves or valves with leaflets made from fixed bovine pericardium tissue. 

Cryopreserved homografts are also often used in the pulmonary position during the 

Ross procedure, a surgery in which the native pulmonary valve is moved to the 

aortic position and the pulmonary valve is replaced by the homograft[14]. None of 

these bioprosthetic valves contain viable cells so they are unable to self-repair, 

which means that most will only last 10-15 years before falling apart[2]. The 

fixation process also can cause calcification of the valves[2]. Mechanical valves are 

made from pyrolytic carbon and have no structural concerns, but the hemodynamic 

environment around the valve can cause clotting[9]. Therefore, patients are 
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required to take lifelong anticoagulation medication, which brings a host of negative 

side effects. Neither replacement option is capable of somatic growth and therefore 

cannot be used in pediatric patients without reoperation[14]. 

Because the current options are not sufficient, one solution is to create an 

autologous TEHV so that the implanted valve will grow and integrate with native 

cardiac tissue. The implanted valve must immediately function as a natural valve to 

direct blood flow, but also must integrate with the body without producing an 

inflammatory or disease-like response. For this research, I examined the native 

aortic valve’s structure, makeup, and functional properties to design biomimetic 

features into advanced TEHV scaffolds. We aimed to replicate the natural valve’s 

healthy function by focusing on the recapitulating the natural valve’s healthy 

structure in a synthetic scaffold. A description of the valve’s cells and structure 

follows. 

2.2. Aortic valve cells 

The cells in the aortic valve are responsible for remodeling the ECM and 

maintaining the homeostasis of the valve leaflets. Therefore, it is important to 

understand how the cells contribute to valve function and how this functionality will 

be accommodated in a tissue engineered replacement valve. There are two types of 

cells in heart valves. Valve interstitial cells (VICs) occupy the interior of the valve 

leaflet and perform most of the ECM synthesis and remodeling functions in the 
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valve. Valve endothelial cells (VECs) line the blood-contacting surfaces of the valves 

and function to prevent clotting and regulate VIC behavior. Previous research has 

demonstrated that VECs contribute to VIC phenotype and therefore influence the 

valve ECM and response to injury[15]–[17]. VIC-VEC interactions will greatly 

influence how cells remodel TEHV scaffolds. An important outcome of this thesis is 

to describe the degree to which the valve cells influence each other and how the 

valve cells degrade the synthetic scaffold and secrete de novo ECM based on their 

interactions. The co-culture model described in Chapter 3 was used to study VIC-

VEC interactions in a controlled manner. 

The understanding of VIC phenotype, development, and behavior is important 

for heart valve tissue engineering because it helps to inform the type of 

microenvironment that must be supplied to cells. VICs are a phenotypically 

heterogeneous group of cells of mesenchymal origin which reside inside heart 

valves[18]. VICs have been thought of as fibroblastic in nature due to their matrix 

secretion, but are recognized as having key markers that make them different from 

typical fibroblasts[19]. VICs express the alpha subunit of smooth muscle actin 

(αSMA) and exhibit contractile properties, so in the past, they have been grouped as 

myofibroblasts[19]. However, VICs are now understood to have several different 

possible phenotype variations, with plasticity between types depending on 

biochemical or mechanical stimulus[20], [21]. Almost all of the VICs in a normal 

healthy adult are referred to as “quiescent” or “non-activated” or simply labeled 

fibroblasts. These cells maintain ECM components and normal state of the valve. 
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However, cells can become “activated” at which point they become proliferative, 

mobile, and contractile. Activated cells are identified in culture by the expression of 

αSMA and therefore are often labeled myofibroblasts. 

When cultured in vitro, VICs exhibit a range of activated and quiescent behavior 

depending on mechanical stimuli and the addition of exogenous factors[20], [22], 

[23]. Within several days of being encapsulated in 3D hydrogels, VICs are mostly in a 

quiescent state as shown by the immunofluorescent image in Figure 2-4. Only a 

couple of the cells in this image express distinct αSMA stress fibers and would be 

considered myofibroblasts, with other cells remaining quiescent. Activated cells are 

seen in response to injury or diseased states, but it has also been shown that most of 

the interstitial cells of the valve during fetal and postnatal development are in this 

activated state[24] in contrast to the mostly quiescent cells in healthy adults. Finally, 

diseased valves also have cells that take on a VIC phenotype with some osteoblast 

qualities. These osteoblastic VICs secrete alkaline phosphatase and result in 

mineralized calcific nodules on the leaflets, leading to calcific aortic valve 

disease[20]. An example of a calcified nodule formed by VICs in in vitro culture is 

shown in Figure 2-5. 
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Figure 2-4 - VICs grown in 3D PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel. VICs strongly expressing αSMA 
are considered activated (indicated by white arrows); blue = DAPI/nucleus; green = 
phalloidin/f-actin; red = αSMA; scale = 25 µm. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 - Calcified nodule formed by VICs in vitro culture on TCPS. Stained with 
alizarin red S; scale = 100 µm. 
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The last VIC phenotype variation to discuss is progenitor VICs. It is still unclear 

how VICs replenish their population because, in general, quiescent VICs are not 

highly proliferative[20]. However, there are a couple of theories that might explain 

this process. When valves form in the developing fetus, endothelial cells from the 

endocardial cushions undergo endothelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and 

invade the cardiac jelly from which the valves develop[25]. Therefore it is 

postulated that VICs may be replenished from VECs that undergo EMT[26] in the 

adult valve as well.  Another hypothesis to explain the source for new VICs is that 

these cells come from outside the heart valve. The cells can either be circulating 

mesenchymal progenitor cells that can integrate into the leaflet or cells that migrate 

from the myocardium into the leaflet and differentiate into valve cells. Finally, it has 

been hypothesized that some VICs residing in the valve are progenitor cells and are 

able to proliferate and differentiate toward quiescent VICs as needed. 

The VIC phenotype relationships are crucial to understand because the cells 

used for TEHV scaffold development in this thesis will be primary cells from porcine 

aortic valve leaflets. The cells will be extracted and initially grown on tissue culture 

polystyrene (TCPS) flasks, a substrate which is much stiffer than their natural 

environment. Previous research has shown that VICs grown on such a stiff surface 

will mostly express the activated state[22]. This condition is likely beneficial for 

initial seeding into a TEHV scaffold so that cells will proliferate and actively remodel 

the scaffold.  The possible transition from activated to quiescent state, mediated by 
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the TEHV scaffold mechanical properties, will be important to monitor in order to 

assess the development of the valve scaffold. 

2.3. Aortic valve structure 

The structure of the valve and leaflets allows them to flex open and closed every 

heartbeat without failure over a full human lifetime. The aortic valve is made up of 

three leaflets which fully open during systole, when the ventricular pressure is 

greater than the aortic pressure. As ventricular pressure drops below systemic 

blood pressure during diastole, the valve leaflets are inflated and stretch together 

radially to close and sustain resistance to diastolic pressure, blocking the flow of 

blood back into the heart. Figure 2-6 shows a photograph looking down into the left 

ventricle with the aortic valve in its open and closed position.  

Aortic valve leaflets are roughly semicircular in shape, with regions of the leaflet 

shown in Figure 2-6 each serving a specific purpose. The basal or hinge region 

attaches the valve leaflet to the aortic root and helps prevent dilation of the root, 

while the free edges will all press together during diastole to completely seal the 

valve at the coaptation region. The coaptation region is the area in contact with the 

other leaflets when the valve is closed. The belly region of the leaflet stiffens during 

closure to prevent prolapse of the leaflet back into the ventricle.  
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Figure 2-6 - Aortic valve (A) open during systole and (B) closed during diastole as 
viewed from above. (C) Excised aortic valve leaflet with labeled regions. Adapted 
from Schoen, 2008[27] and Liao, 2008[28]. 

 

Aortic valve leaflets are also heterogeneous in the thickness direction,  being 

comprised of three layers: the fibrosa, the spongiosa, and the ventricularis[29]. 

These layers are shown in the histological cross-section in Figure 2-7. Each layer 

performs specific biological and mechanical functions so that the valve can close 

properly. The fibrosa layer is located on the outflow side of the leaflet and consists 

of a dense network of circumferentially aligned collagen fibers[30], giving the valve 

its strength to resist systemic diastolic blood pressure. The middle layer, the 

spongiosa, contains mostly GAGs which aid in compressive resistance, damping 
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valve motion, and lubrication between the outer layers[31], [32]. Finally, the 

ventricularis layer on the inflow side of the leaflet consists of mostly elastic fibers 

which help to return the valve to its relaxed size and shape when it is unloaded[33]. 

As previously mentioned, both surfaces of valves are covered with a monolayer of 

VECs. The purpose of this thesis is to replicate some of the natural heterogeneity 

throughout the thickness of the valve in a synthetic tissue engineered scaffold, so a 

description of the extracellular matrix components in the valve follows. 

 

Figure 2-7 - Layers of the aortic valve. F = fibrosa, S = spongiosa, V = ventricularis. 
Movat pentachrome staining yellow = collagen, blue = glycosaminoglycans and 
proteoglycans, black = elastin; scale = 100 µm. 
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2.4. Aortic valve extracellular matrix 

The ECM defines the local microenvironment for valve cells by providing an 

attachment to a substrate of appropriate rigidity, transferring mechanical forces to 

the cell cytoskeleton and regulating biochemical signaling. Cells will respond to the 

microenvironment created by the ECM by proliferating, differentiating and further 

restructuring of ECM proteins and carbohydrates. Much of the discussion of the VIC 

phenotype focused on how they remodel the ECM in valves, which is critical because 

the valve’s mechanical properties are imparted to it through the ECM makeup and 

arrangement. Without proper mechanical properties, valves cannot perform their 

job of guiding unidirectional blood flow through the heart. Therefore, understanding 

the ECM in the native valve is crucial to creating a tissue engineered substitute. In 

the heart valve there are three general components of the ECM that dictate the 

mechanical properties and function of the leaflets. The molecular makeup and 

macromolecular function of collagen, elastin, and glycosaminoglycans will be 

discussed, with emphasis on how these molecules are responsible for heart valve 

function. 

2.4.1. Collagen 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in humans, making up 25% of the total 

protein mass[34]. The collagen family consists of both fibrillar and non-fibrillar 

versions with the purpose of providing structural support to the ECM and resisting 

tensile forces applied to tissue. Collagen is composed of a helical structure of three 
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polypeptide α-chains, each with the generic repeated amino acid sequence Gly-X-

Y[35]. The small glycine amino acid at every third position allows the collagen triple 

helix to pack tightly with glycine amino acids on the inside. The diagram of a single 

α-chain molecule and collagen triple helix is shown in Figure 2-8. Collagen 

molecules are hierarchically organized, with the triple helices arranged into collagen 

fibrils and the collagen fibrils arranged into collagen fibers.  

The distribution and arrangement of the collagen fibers throughout the heart 

valve leaflet give the leaflet its characteristic strength to resist the tensile forces 

experienced during diastole. In the heart valve, fibrillar collagens type I and type III 

are present and account for between 45 and 55% of the dry weight of the aortic 

valve[36], with type I collagen found in the fibrosa layer and type III collagen found 

throughout all layers of the leaflet[30], [36]. One important organizational aspect of 

the collagen fibers in the heart valve leaflet is their anisotropic organization, with 

collagen type I fibers in the fibrosa layer aligned more in the circumferential 

direction than in the radial direction[30]. A second important feature is the crimp of 

the collagen fibers, which can be seen under polarized light in Figure 2-8. The crimp 

in the collagen fibers imparts the characteristic bilinear stress-strain response 

observed in collagenous tissues.  The biomimetic tissue engineering scaffolds 

described in Chapter 5 of this dissertation replicated the collagen alignment and 

crimp observed in the fibrosa layer of valve leaflets. 
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Figure 2-8 – Collagen molecule and crimp. (A) α-chain and triple helix representative 
of the collagen molecule[34]; (B) Crimp of collagen fibers in heart valve visualized 
with polarized light microscopy; scale = 25 µm. 

 

2.4.2. Elastin 

While collagen gives tissue its strength, it does not have the elasticity required to 

return tissue to its original shape after load is removed. Elastic fibers, which are 

primarily made up of the protein elastin, provide the elasticity needed to accomplish 

this function. Like collagen, elastic fibers also have a hierarchical structure with the 

soluble tropoelastin protein secreted from the cell as the basis of the organized 

elastic fiber. Tropoelastin is a polypeptide consisting of repeating hydrophobic and 

lysine-containing crosslinking domains[35]. The enzyme lysyl oxidase crosslinks 

tropoelastin at lysine amino acids, forming insoluble elastin. Figure 2-9 depicts the 

crosslinked elastin in its coiled, relaxed state and stretched out. Although the exact 
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mechanism of elastic recoil is not well understood, researchers have hypothesized 

that hydrophobic interactions and/or entropic forces cause elastin to return to its 

original shape when the load is removed[37]. Elastic fibers are made up crosslinked 

elastin and microfibrils, which provide a scaffold for organizing elastin as it is 

deposited[34].  The microfibrils are composed mostly of the glycoprotein 

fibrillin[34]. Elastic fibers can take various forms including small rope-like 

segments, sheets, or honeycomb depending on the function of the tissue[35]. 

The purpose of the elastin in the valve is to return the valve to its proper 

orientation after the large deformations experienced with every loading cycle[33]. 

In heart valves, the ventricularis layer is made from sheets of elastic fibers[38]. 

Recently, the spongiosa layer has been shown to contain a honeycomb elastin 

structure with the pattern varying by region of the valve[39] as depicted in Figure 

2-9. The relationship between collagen fibers resisting load and elastic fibers 

returning the valve to original shape is an important mechanical function to mimic 

in a TEHV scaffold. 
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Figure 2-9 – Elastin. (A) Elastic fibers are crosslinked networks of elastin and can be 
reversibly stretched[34]. (B) The honeycomb structure of elastin in the spongiosa 
layer of aortic valve leaflets varies by region[39];  scale = 200 µm. 

 

2.4.3. Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and Proteoglycans 

Glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans (PGs) are carbohydrate based ECM 

molecules that serve a wide variety of functions in the body. GAGs are long 

polysaccharides consisting of alternating uronic acids and amino sugars and are 

usually attached to a PG. PGs consist of a core protein with at least one GAG chain 

attached. PGs are a very diverse family of molecules as the core protein can vary in 

size and can have anywhere from one to hundreds of attached GAG chains[35]. 

Because of the variety in their family, PGs perform a wide range of important 

functions as part of the ECM. Small PGs help organize other ECM components. Cell 

surface PGs help regulate signaling inside and outside the cell by selectively binding 
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and controlling diffusion of cytokines or as acting as co-receptors with more typical 

plasma membrane spanning receptor proteins[34].  

GAGs do not have as much variety as PGs and are classified into 4 groups: 1) 

hyaluronan, 2) chrondroitin and dermatan sulfate, 3) heparin and heparin sulfate 

and 4) keratin sulfate. Hyaluronan is unique from the others in that it is never 

covalently attached to a proteoglycan core protein. GAGs possess a high negative 

charge due to large number of sulfate and carboxyl groups and therefore are very 

hydrophilic. This property allows GAGs to bind water, giving these molecules 

hydration, lubrication, and compressive resistance functionality. Hyaluronan is a 

non-sulfated GAG of particular interest for heart valve tissue engineering as 

hyaluronan accounts for 50-60% of all GAGs in valves[40] and has been found to be 

critical in both formation of the endocardial cushions and cardiac jelly from which 

heart valves develop[41].  Hyaluronan is also important in signaling endothelial 

cells initiation of EMT to create the fetal VIC population[41]. 

In the aortic valve, GAGs and PGs occur throughout the leaflet structure, but they 

are the primary component of the spongiosa layer[31], [42].  GAGs and PGs perform 

a number of critical roles in heart valve leaflets. As mentioned, hyaluronan plays an 

important role in the fetal development of the leaflets. Proteoglycans throughout the 

valve support cell function and organization of ECM. For example, decorin is 

important in collagen fibrillogenesis. Overexpression of GAGs and PGs is also a 

concern because it is usually indicative of valve disease[42]. The GAGs and PGs in 
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the spongiosa layer are generally believed to provide compressive resistance, 

lubricate the outer layers, and provide damping for valve closure and leaflet flutter 

during systole[31], [32], [36], [39]. The mechanical and biochemical role of the GAG 

hyaluronan in a spongiosa layer-mimicking hydrogel is described in Chapter 4 of 

this dissertation. 

2.5. Aortic valve mechanical properties 

Any replacement valve must reproduce the native valve’s mechanical 

functionality to properly open to allow unobstructed unidirectional blood flow out 

of the heart and fully closing to resist systemic back pressure.  The replacement 

valve must also not create unnatural disturbances in the flow which may involve 

areas of stagnation or high shear stresses leading to blood cell lysis and/or clotting. 

Therefore, the mechanical properties of the aortic valve are of great interest for the 

goal of creating a substitute valve. 

In general, biological tissue exhibits mechanical properties that are different 

from other common plastic structural materials including metals and polymers. 

Plastic materials have a linear stress strain response before yielding. This is 

different from biological tissue, which has a bilinear stress-strain relationship with a 

region of low elastic modulus followed by a region of higher elastic modulus, with a 

gradual transition between the two. The mechanical behavior of biological tissue is 

due to the collagen present in the ECM. Collagen fibers have varying amounts of 
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crimp depending on the tissue source. As the collagen crimp unfolds, there is little 

resistance to applied force which results in the low modulus toe region. When the 

tissue is fully uncrimped, the collagen fibers are fully extended and the tissue 

stiffens causing the higher elastic modulus in the collagen region of the stress-strain 

curve. In Figure 2-10, a typical biological stress-strain relationship is shown with toe 

region, transition region, and collagen region annotated. The plot is compared to a 

more familiar linear stress-strain relationship that plastic materials would exhibit 

under the same test conditions. Figure 2-10 also shows how the elastic modulus (E) 

is calculated from the slope of the collagen region. Finally, the definition of 

extensibility of the tissue, the strain at which the extended collagen elastic modulus 

line intersects the x-axis, is also depicted. Plastic materials do not exhibit 

extensibility. 
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Figure 2-10 - Biological stress strain curved compared to plastically deformed 
materials. The toe, transition, and collagen regions are annotated. The slope of the 
collagen region is the elastic modulus, and the extension of the elastic modulus line to 
the x-axis defines the extensibility, which is a measure of the amount of collagen 
crimp. 

 

In addition to having a bilinear stress-strain relationship typical of collagenous 

tissue, heart valves exhibit anisotropic properties, being stiffer in the 

circumferential direction (around the valve) compared to the radial direction (from 

valve cusp to the free edge)[43]–[51]. Likewise, valves are more extensible in the 

radial direction than in the circumferential direction so that they can stretch 

together to properly close and prevent regurgitant flow[28], [52]. The anisotropic 
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material properties in the valve are due to the collagen type I fiber aligned in the 

circumferential direction in the fibrosa layer. 

2.5.1. Review of aortic valve mechanical properties found in literature 

A number of studies have documented the measurement of the mechanical 

properties of the aortic valve leaflets. These results are summarized in Table 2-1 

through Table 2-4 below. It is important to point out that while the mechanical 

properties of heart valves are an important goal for an in vivo implanted tissue 

engineered aortic valve, these results are not necessarily design goals for a TEHV 

scaffold prior to in vitro conditioning. It is expected that as cells remodel the ECM of 

the scaffold the mechanical properties will change. These mechanical properties are 

discussed to help direct design of the scaffold and provide a goal for a TEHV that is 

ready for implant. Table 2-1 summarizes the circumferential and radial direction 

collagen region elastic modulus found in published literature.  

Table 2-2 shows the same data for toe region elastic modulus. However, not 

as many studies have measured the toe region modulus because the toe region is 

difficult to define.  

Table 2-3 documents studies which have calculated the extensibility of the 

native aortic valve in the circumferential and radial directions. Finally, Table 2-4 

shows the effective flexural modulus of those studies which have measured bending 

in aortic valve leaflets.  
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Table 2-1 – Published tensile elastic modulus of collagen region of aortic valve 
leaflets 

First author, Year Species Number of 
samples 

Ecircum 
(MPa) 

Eradial 
(MPa) 

Clark, 1973[43] Human 50 5.87 1.71 
Missirlis, 1973[47] Human 20-28 7.10 2.27 
Missirlis, 1978[48] Porcine 4 3.36 1.09 
Sauren, 1983[46] Porcine 3 28.0 1.33 
Lee, 1984[45] Porcine 22-26 11.4 6.0 
Vesely, 1990[53] Porcine 18 13.0 N/A 
Duncan, 1996[49] Porcine 15 6-9.6 0.7-1.1 
Huang, 2012[50] Porcine 6 1.577 0.325 
Kalejs, 2012[51] Human 5 15.34 1.98 
Kalejs, 2012[51] Porcine 5 9.7 1.0 
Masoumi, 2013[54] Porcine 5 6.7 1.0 

 
Table 2-2 – Published toe region tensile elastic modulus of aortic valve leaflets 

First author, Year Species Number of 
samples 

E_toecircum 
(MPa) 

E_toeradial 
(MPa) 

Clark, 1973[43] Human 50 0.019 0.011 
Huang, 2012[50] Porcine 6 0.089 0.034 
Masoumi, 2013[54] Porcine 5 0.05 0.01 

 
Table 2-3 – Published extensibility of aortic valve leaflets tested in tension 

First author, Year Species Number of 
samples 

Extcircum 
(%) 

Extradial (%) 

Duncan, 1996[49] Porcine 15 12.6-14.8 20.6-33.3 
Lee, 2001[55] Porcine 10 9.3-11.6 42.7-62.6 

 
Table 2-4 – Published effective bending modulus of aortic valve tissue 

First author, Year Species Number of 
samples 

Eeff with 
curvature 

(MPa) 

Eeff against 
curv. (MPa) 

Merryman, 2006[52] Porcine 9 0.703 0.492 

Liao, 2008[28] Porcine 10 0.156 0.134 
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The results shown in Table 2-1 can be summarized to demonstrate that the 

average elastic modulus in hearts valves reported in literature is approximately 8.5 

MPa in the circumferential direction and 2.3 MPa in the radial direction, which 

results in an anisotropic ratio in the range of 4:1. But, as evident from the tabulated 

data, results can vary considerably. This range is attributed to the differences in 

protocols and testing equipment used. All of the tissue engineered constructs 

analyzed in this thesis were mechanically tested with protocols and equipment that 

are different from those used for these summarized published data. Therefore, fresh 

leaflets from porcine aortic valves were dissected and tested in tension both radially 

and circumferentially in the same way that the tissue engineered constructs were 

analyzed in order to provide a direct comparison to natural tissue under the same 

testing conditions.  

2.6. Tissue engineered heart valves 

Because of the deficiencies in both metallic and biological prosthetic heart 

valves, an autologous tissue engineered aortic valve replacement would be the ideal 

solution. A TEHV would offer an implanted material that degrades and develops into 

the patient’s own tissue over time, allowing for healthy remodeling and somatic 

growth. These notable advantages have led researchers to spend considerable effort 

attempting to design a TEHV that would address the shortcomings of prosthetic 

valves. However, to date, the goal of a tissue engineered aortic valve remains 

unrealized.  
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Despite the lack of an autologous solution to aortic valve disease, preliminary 

designs and research about valvular cell biology and heart valve biomechanics 

provide a strong basis to continue to press toward innovative solutions to solve this 

elusive problem. Tissue engineered scaffolds for replacement aortic valves can be 

split into two groups: biological and synthetic. No matter what the source of 

material for the scaffold, the goal is complete degradation of the implanted scaffold 

replaced by de novo ECM secreted by autologous valve cells. 

2.6.1. Biological scaffolds 

Biological scaffolds are made from human or other animal tissue. These scaffolds 

have been decellularized to help prevent immunogenic response to the donor tissue. 

The advantage of decellularized tissue is that it already possesses all of the ECM 

proteins and bound growth factors in their natural spatial arrangement. Therefore, 

the decellularized tissue will exhibit material properties and biochemical signaling 

very similar to the native tissue. It seems that decellularized tissue would solve one 

of the most difficult hurdles in synthetic scaffold design, which is mimicking the 

complex mechanical properties of the native valve in a tissue engineered scaffold. 

However, the decellularization process does not preserve the native tissue 

architecture[56] or mechanical properties[28] of the native tissue. A large variety of 

decellularization techniques have been proposed to overcome these limitations, but 

none have perfectly preserved the heart valve structure when tissue is 

decellularized[56]. 
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There have been many documented attempts of using decellularized xenograft 

tissue for heart valve replacement, but none have resulted in clinical tissue 

engineered valve replacements[57]–[62]. Some of these methods have involved 

seeding cells prior to implantation while others have relied on cellularization of the 

implanted graft from host tissue. There have been mixed results based on these 

studies. Some have shown that unseeded decellularized grafts will obtain a 

complete endothelial layer in vivo and therefore seeding endothelial cells in vitro 

was unnecessary[57], [61]. Conversely, a different study showed that seeding cells 

in vitro with endothelial cells prior to in vivo implantation formed a more complete 

endothelial lining and also an interstitial cell repopulation due to migrating cells 

into the valve interior[62]. The optimal method for decellularization and 

recellularization of valve scaffolds is also still under debate, but complete 

recellularization throughout the interior to the extent of the native valve has not 

been achieved. The most promising results have come out of a German study in 

which 11 patients over the past 10 years had a Ross operation with a cryopreserved 

allograft pulmonary valve seeded with autologous saphenous vein cells[60]. 

However some patients have also died with these same valves[56]. Although 

decellularization of xenograft or allograft material and recellularizing with 

autologous cells would seem to be the ideal solution for a tissue engineered heart 

valve, these valves have not worked well, even in the pulmonary position. The 

reasons for the failure of these types of valves are not well documented. Informal 

communication indicates that cells invade and destroy the decellularized matrix by 
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inducing inflammation and fibrotic overgrowth[56]. The goal of this dissertation is 

to recreate native tissue architecture in a purely synthetic scaffold with 

encapsulated cells, which stands in sharp contrast to using a decellularization 

strategy. While there are challenges to overcome in either strategy, the goal of 

encapsulating cells within the scaffold is to avoid invasion and the resultant 

destruction of natural ECM. 

2.6.2. Synthetic scaffolds 

Synthetic tissue engineering scaffolds are made out of synthetic polymers and 

then seeded with cells. The cell laden TEHV scaffold is then cultured in vitro and 

implanted into an animal model for evaluation. The major advantages of synthetic 

scaffolds over the decellularized biological scaffolds are control over material 

properties and consistency between scaffolds. The first instance of polymeric tissue 

engineered heart valves in vivo were pulmonary leaflets constructed out of non-

woven poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) meshes[63].  However, this material was too stiff 

and led to a stenotic valve when the PGA valve was implanted. This problem was 

addressed by adding an elastic and thermoplastic polymer to a thinner PGA non-

woven mesh. Initially, polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA)[64] or polyhydroxyoctanoate 

(PHO)[3] was used to coat the PGA meshes, but soon a poly-4-hydroxybutyrate 

(P4HB) coating became the thermoplastic material of choice and the PGA/P4HB 

combination continues to be used[65]–[69]. Pulmonary valve scaffolds have also 

been made out of non-woven sheets of 50% PGA and 50% poly (L-lactic acid) 
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(PLLA) and have similarly been seeded with cells in vitro and implanted into 

sheep[70], [71]. Different cell types have been seeded onto the PGA/P4HB and 

PGA/PLLA scaffolds including a combination of autologous endothelial cells and 

myofibroblasts[3], [65] or less differentiated cells such as bone marrow stromal 

cells[66] and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)[71].   But despite some of the long 

term (20 week) in vivo (sheep model) success shown in these studies, none of these 

valves have advanced toward clinical testing. Unfortunately the failure mechanisms 

of these valves are not well documented in literature, but personal communication 

with the researchers confirms that these valves have suffered from fibrosis and 

eventual incompetence when closing[56].  

A lack of published histological evidence and mechanical testing data from failed 

TEHVs makes it difficult to know why these valves have worked well only in the 

short term. Lessons can only be inferred from the common makeup and treatment 

of the valve scaffolds. These valves are all constructed based on bulk properties and 

ease of fabrication, without layers or region specific design. All of the resulting 

scaffolds have been reported to be 1 mm thick[64], [67], [71]. The valves were 

seeded with cells on the surface for 2-8 days and then conditioned in a bioreactor 

with mechanical stimulation increasing from sub-physiological to physiological 

conditions. The initial elastic modulus of these scaffolds has been reported to be 

isotropic in the 3 MPa range which seems to increase and become anisotropic with 

bioreactor conditioning[67], but applicable mechanical testing data from explanted 
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valves and valves that have been conditioned in a bioreactor are generally lacking in 

literature. 

Based on these observations, a number of specific improvements are analyzed in 

this thesis including:  

 Better biomimetic scaffold structure, including physiologically inspired 

layers and anisotropic mechanical properties. 

 A different cell seeding method, such as encapsulation in the polymer so that 

cells do not need to become invasive to populate the interior of the scaffold. 

 A thinner scaffold which will allow oxygen and nutrients to diffuse more 

readily throughout the entire scaffold.  

Finally, all of these scaffolds are designed with polymers that are hydrolytically 

degradable, a process which cells are not familiar with in their natural environment, 

as natural ECM scaffolds are remodeled enzymatically[72]. A biologically active, 

enzymatically degradable scaffold may encourage cells to respond in a more 

physiologically relevant manner than the hydrolytically degradable scaffolds that 

have been used previously. However, more research is needed to test this 

hypothesis. 

2.6.3. Synthetic scaffold with biological materials 

The last class of TEHV scaffolds that merits discussion blends biologically-based 

materials with synthetic scaffold design. These materials and techniques are 
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important to consider for construction of a TEHV. The materials include collagen, 

fibrin, hyaluronan, and gelatin. None of the experimental scaffolds based solely on 

these materials have shown much promise, but their use in a composite structure 

remains an option for TEHV design. In particular, hyaluronan is considered in 

Chapter 4 for a TEHV scaffolding material in the context that it can be included with 

stronger materials in a full heart valve scaffold. The discussion of fibrin, collagen, 

and gelatin is relevant because of on-going research in other laboratories for heart 

valve applications. 

2.6.3.1. Fibrin 

Fibrin can be collected from a patient’s blood by isolating fibrinogen and 

thrombin and therefore it can be used for an autologous scaffold material[73]. 

Additionally, cells adhere well to fibrin and degrade it through natural enzymatic 

activity[73]. Fibrin has been studied as a possible TEHV scaffold in vitro and in vivo, 

and although there was excellent remodeling demonstrated through histology, the 

fibrin gels were too weak and contraction of the gels by encapsulated cells led to 

valvular insufficiency[74]. Therefore if fibrin is to be used as a material for TEHV 

scaffolds, it will have to be structurally supported with another material, a 

technique which has been demonstrated in previous research[75]. Fibrin has 

recently been used to grow a heart valve tissue under sub-physiological conditions 

in vitro, which was then decellularized and implanted into a sheep model[76]. This 

method is an alternative to using decellularized valves because it will yield more 
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consistent tissue, but it suffers from the same low cellularization limitations that 

limit the utility of decellularized valves. 

2.6.3.2. Collagen 

Collagen sponges have been fabricated into defined shapes[77] and even seeded 

with VICs in static culture[78], [79] to show that they are an appropriate scaffold for 

consideration of a TEHV scaffold. However, none of this work has progressed 

toward a collagen based replacement valve. One issue is that collagen is derived 

from a xenograft source and therefore has greater chance of in vivo reaction to the 

scaffold material than with fibrin or hyaluronan based scaffolds. Collagen sponges, 

like other natural materials, produce weak scaffolds, but taking advantage of the 

ability of cells to contract collagen into a very strong, compact and aligned fibrillar 

structure has been studied[80]. However this method does not appear to have 

persisted. Collagen has also been explored as an electrospun polymer to create 

porous, fibrous tissue engineered scaffolds[81]–[83]. Finally, an interesting collagen 

based TEHV scaffold design that has been investigated is decellularized and elastase 

treated pericardium, leaving only a collagenous matrix[84]. This design is closer to 

the previously discussed biological scaffolds than a collagen based sponge or gel, but 

this material could be used as part of a laminated scaffold as the authors of that 

research propose. 
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2.6.3.3. Hyaluronan 

Hyaluronan has been used for previous research into valve cell behavior in 3D 

culture[85]–[88]. As noted above, hyaluronan plays an important role in the 

development of heart valves and occupies a major component of the spongiosa 

layer. Although hyaluronan is considered a “natural” polymer, it can be produced 

through bacterial fermentation rather than derived from animal products like 

collagen. As a result, hyaluronan exhibits more consistency between lots and is less 

likely to have antigens which stimulate an immune reaction. However, hyaluronan 

hydrogels have not been pursued as an element of a TEHV scaffold in previous 

research, so Chapter 4 describes a detailed study to study VIC response to the 

mechanical and biochemical properties of hyaluronan hydrogels. 

2.6.3.4. Gelatin 

Gelatin is another animal derived hydrogel material that has been used to 

study valve cell behavior. In particular, gelatin has been functionalized with 

methacrylate groups and crosslinked with methacrylated hyaluronan to make 

hydrogels in which VICs are encapsulated in 3D[23], [89]. The hyaluronan provides 

strength, while the gelatin provides ligands for cell adhesion and migration. Gelatin 

has also been used in combination with both alginate and methacrylated hyaluronan 

to construct preliminary 3D printed heart valves[90], [91]. Overall, gelatin is too 

weak mechanically to be useful by itself, but because it contains adhesion ligands 
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recognized by cells and can be degraded by cell-secreted enzymes, it has been useful 

as part of a composite strategy to design heart valve scaffolds[92]. 

2.7. Polymeric biomaterials for synthetic heart valve tissue 

engineering scaffolds 

Materials used for tissue engineering scaffolds must be biocompatible and able 

to degrade over time as the cells remodel the scaffold into native tissue. These 

conditions imply that the scaffold must allow for cell attachment and proliferation, 

have nontoxic degradation products, and be non-immunogenic so as not to induce a 

fibrotic mass as the end state. A plethora of polymers have been used for a large 

variety of researched tissue engineering scaffolds, but this discussion will focus on 

those which have been used for heart valve tissue engineering and those synthetic 

polymers which were explored in this thesis research. 

2.7.1. Poly lactic acid (PLA) and poly glycolic acid (PGA) 

PLA and PGA along with the copolymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) are 

the most popular biodegradable synthetic polymers used for research and clinical 

applications[93]. PLA, PGA, and PLGA are United States Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approved, are biocompatible and have a long history of use 

for tissue engineering scaffolds[94]. The copolymer PLGA can be designed with 

specific degradation properties by adjusting the monomer ratio and 
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isomerization[93]. However, these polymers have proven to be too stiff for heart 

valve tissue engineering applications by themselves and have required a composite 

structure with other materials to be useful for TEHVs[3]. 

2.7.2. Poly hydroxyalkanoate (PHA), poly hydroxyoctanoate (PHO), and 

poly-4-hydroxybutyrate (P4HB) 

PHA, PHO, and P4HB are a group of polyesters which have been used in some of 

the synthetic TEHV scaffolds as discussed above. The rationale for their use is that 

they are strong, flexible, and bio-resorbable and therefore their degradation 

products will not cause a host reaction. They are also thermoplastic at about 60° 

Celcius, which means they can be easily warmed and molded into the shape of an 

aortic valve and conduit. P4HB is preferred over PHA and PHO because it has a 

shorter hydrolytic degradation time[65], which was hypothesized to be beneficial 

for the generation of de novo ECM. 

2.7.3. Poly ɛ-caprolactone (PCL) 

PCL has been used with electrospinning to produce fibrous structures that have 

been proposed for a TEHV scaffold[95], [96]. Like other polyesters, PCL is 

bioresorbable and has been FDA approved and used clinically for degradable 

sutures[97]. However, because of its hydrophobic nature, PCL takes much longer 

(>1 year) to degrade that PLA (<6 months) and PGA (<4 weeks) [97]. The slower 

degradation time may be better for a TEHV scaffold so that it will give cells more 
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time to secrete and organize their own ECM and will also produce a lower 

concentration of acidic degradation products compared to faster degrading 

scaffolds[95]. 

2.7.4. Poly ester urethane urea (PEUU) 

PEUU is another popular synthetic polymer used for proposed electrospun TEHV 

scaffolds[83], [98]–[101]. PEUU is synthesized as a block tripolymer of 

polycaprolactone diol, 1,4-diisocyanatobutane and putrescine and is biocompatible 

and biodegradable, with cell friendly degradation products [102]. PEUU should not 

be confused with non-degradable polyurethanes that have been attempted for 

bioinert replacement heart valves, which have failed due to calcification[103]. PEUU 

is preferred as an alternative to polyesters because it is elastomeric with lower 

stiffness[83] than PCL, PLA, PGA and their copolymers. To improve on the 

properties of PEUU, an innovative poly(ether ester urethane)urea polyurethane was 

developed and used for a TEHV scaffold as described in Chapter 5 of this 

dissertation. The improved polyurethane was shown to have mechanical properties 

that match heart valve tissue better than PCL and PLGA. 

2.7.5. Poly glycerol sebacate (PGS) 

PGS is a newer elastomer developed specifically for tissue engineering 

applications[104]. PGS has been suggested for heart valve tissue engineering 

because of its valve-like stiffness and elasticity[54], [105]–[107]. While PGS cannot 
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be electrospun by itself due to its low molecular weight, it has been mixed with PCL 

and electrospun together[107] and has been precisely machined either by casting 

against a mold[106] or by laser ablation[105] to produce anisotropic material 

properties in the scaffold.  Like the other polyesters discussed, PGS is biodegradable 

and has been shown to support VIC attachment and growth in these studies. PGS 

degrades much faster than PCL, but VICs grown on PGS have secreted more ECM 

than those grown on PCL, which may balance the faster degradation time[107]. PGS 

was not analyzed in this dissertation, but it is an important material that could be 

part of an advanced TEHV scaffold. 

2.7.6. Poly ethylene glycol (PEG) 

PEG is an ideal biomaterial for tissue engineering scaffolds as it is bioinert, has 

tunable mechanical properties, can be quickly photocrosslinked under cell friendly 

conditions, and can be functionalized through incorporation of PEGlyated peptide 

sequences or entire proteins. PEG is being used for a number of clinical products 

and is approved for use by the FDA[108]. PEG resists protein adsorption, but 

specific bioactive sites can be patterned into the hydrogel scaffold[109]. The 

mechanical properties of PEG based scaffolds can be adjusted by changing the 

polymer concentration or crosslinking conditions[110]. Of the synthetic polymers 

discussed here, only PEG has been modified with the ability to be enzymatically 

degradable[111]. Although PEG has been used to study VIC biology in static 

culture[111]–[113], PEG has not been used as a TEHV scaffold material because of 
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its low mechanical strength when compared with a native valve leaflet. However, 

the trilayered tissue engineered scaffold proposed for this research overcomes this 

weakness by using PEG in composite with stiffer materials so that PEG can be 

pursued as the backbone of the scaffold. 

2.8. Designing biomimetic complexity into TEHV scaffolds 

Most heart valve tissue engineering research to date has targeted one or simple 

combinations of the materials described above. These methods have some merit as 

the scaffolds are easy to manufacture and the research has provided a wealth of data 

about the behavior of cells in a TEHV scaffold. However, they simply have not been 

successful at creating an implantable TEHV to cure heart valve disease. Researchers 

have postulated that the key to constructing a successful TEHV is by designing 

biomimetic microstructure into the scaffold[30]. While much of the TEHV literature 

recognizes that valve leaflets have a complex, heterogeneous structure, the synthetic 

scaffolds that have been constructed to date have largely been devoid of biomimetic 

structure in their designs. The research described in this dissertation explores some 

biomimetic strategies to recapitulate the native valve structure and function. In 

particular, Chapter 5 describes the use of electrospun fibers to mimic the fibrosa 

layer of heart valves. The other biomimetic methods are included here as reference, 

with important applications, but neither electrospraying nor additive manufacturing 

was used in this research. 
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2.8.1. Electrospinning 

One biomimetic process that has been often explored for heart valve tissue 

engineering is the use of electrospinning to create nanometer to micrometer sized 

fibers, an approach which mimics the structure and alignment of fibrillar collagen 

within the valve[96], [100], [101], [107], [114]–[116]. Electrospun fibers are able to 

be captured on a rotating mandrel, imparting anisotropic mechanical behavior[100], 

[116]. Anisotropy is important for valve as discussed previously because it allows 

the valve to stretch together in the radial direction while maintaining stiffness in the 

circumferential direction. One shortcoming of electrospun matrices is their small 

pore size compared to a cell. Until the polymer fiber degrades, cells cannot populate 

the interior of the electrospun matrix because they cannot fit in between the pores. 

Cells seeded in 2D on top of electrospun meshes are therefore unable to maintain 

healthy phenotype. To address this issue, we have constructed a composite fibrosa 

layer mimicking scaffold out of electrospun polyurethane and PEG hydrogels, 

described in Chapter 5. The composite scaffold has the mechanical advantages of the 

electrospun fibers, but allows the encapsulation of valve cells in 3D. 

2.8.2. Jet-spraying and electrospraying 

Jet-spraying or is a method that is similar to electrospinning except that it results 

in fibrous mats that have much higher porosity and larger pore sizes than 

electrospinning[117]. Like electrospinning, jet-sprayed fibers can be collected on a 

rotating mandrel to create scaffolds that approximate the anisotropy found in heart 
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valve leaflets[117]. Electrospraying[118] is another method that uses an electric 

field to disperse a solution. It does not produce a fibrous mesh, but can be combined 

with electrospinning or jet-spraying to create complex tissue engineering scaffolds. 

Neither jet-spraying nor electrospraying was pursued in this dissertation, but is a 

strategy that could be combined with other materials and methods (including 

electrospinning) to develop a complex, biomimetic heart valve leaflet[83], [119], 

[120]. 

2.8.3. Layering 

There has also been some recent research which has focused on integrating 

heterogeneity into TEHV scaffolds through layering. Several studies have proposed 

a layered TEHV scaffold to recapitulate the layered structure of the natural valve. 

Initial research has demonstrated that hydrogel materials can be laminated through 

photocrosslinking[121]. An unrelated strategy involves using electrospun PCL for 

the fibrous fibrosa and ventricularis layer and elastomeric PGS for the spongiosa 

layer[122]. A third proposed layering strategy uses biocompatible tissue adhesive to 

glue different types of materials together into a tri-layered construct[84]. Finally, 

composite scaffolds made of electrospun fibers and hydrogels was proposed to 

include the bioactivity of the hydrogel portion, while retaining the mechanical 

strength provided by the electrospun fibers[92]. This dissertation focuses on 

forming a layered TEHV scaffold through layering. Photocrosslinked hydrogels were 

used for all the work described herein to facilitate a lamination strategy that 
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involves a electrospun composite for the fibrosa layer (Chapter 5), a hyaluronan rich 

spongiosa layer (Chapter 4), with the possibility of endothelial cells on each side 

(Chapter 3). 

2.8.4. Additive manufacturing 

A recent and powerful strategy to created scaffolds that reproduce natural tissue 

heterogenetic is additive manufacturing (or commonly, 3D printing). 3D printers 

can be used to make molds to manufacture TEHVs or directly print heart valve 

structures. The Butcher lab has printed hydrogel-based aortic valves and roots both 

without[123] and with[90] encapsulated cells. Additive manufacturing was not 

pursued in this dissertation, but represents an opportunity to combine many of the 

elements described here to automate the construction of TEHVs. 

2.9. Conclusion 

Despite the recent research trend toward heterogeneous synthetic TEHV 

scaffolds, there are still many challenges and opportunities for advancement. 

Researchers still do not understand which microenvironmental cues are needed to 

elicit desired cellular response. Likewise, the level of precision, complexity, and 

sophistication required to direct cell behavior remains unclear[124]. This thesis 

focuses on strategies to construct heterogeneous tissue engineered scaffolds in 

order to help address these unanswered questions. Specifically, a biomaterial 

functionalization strategy to create completely endothelialized scaffolds was used to 
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study VIE-VEC interactions and spongiosa and fibrosa layer mimics were designed 

to match the mechanical functionality in natural valve tissue. Future research 

building on these designs and strategies will guide a better understanding of valve 

cell interactions with engineered scaffolds and may lead to a clinically successful 

TEHV. 
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Chapter 3 

3-Dimensional Spatially Organized 

PEG-based hydrogels for an aortic 

valve co-culture model1 

3.1. Introduction 

Over the past 50 years, in vitro study of cell behavior has been important for 

understanding biological processes. Cells are studied with in vitro models before 

attempting to study them in the in vivo context because in vitro research is less 

expensive, is higher throughput, and offers better control of culture conditions. 

Much in vitro research has historically been performed in 2D, but 3D cell culture has 

become an increasingly important technique as research has demonstrated that 

                                                         
 

1 This chapter has been published as: 
 

Puperi DS*, Balaoing LR*, O’Connell RW, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. “3-dimensional spatially 
organized PEG-based hydrogels for an aortic valve co-culture model.” Biomaterials. 2015;67:354-
364. * authors contributed equally to this manuscript 
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many cell types retain their physiological behavior in 3D culture because of the 

relevant spatial presentation of micro-environmental cues[125]. Most 3D cell 

culture research, however, starts with cells and/or scaffolding in a homogeneous 

state, which does not recapitulate the physiological arrangement of tissue. 

Advancements in 3D culture systems, such as designed scaffold heterogeneity and 

co- or tri-culture of multiple cell types have given researchers greater flexibility and 

greater ability to mimic the natural microenvironment. Recent research has 

demonstrated that a heterogeneous 3D culture scaffold can be constructed using 

additive manufacturing[123], [126], photopatterning[127], and/or layering 

techniques[128], [129]. Co- and tri- culture approaches are of interest because they 

allow researchers to study cell-cell interactions in a controlled environment[130] 

and have been particularly useful in studying angiogenesis in multiple tissue 

contexts, including cancer[131]. 

Despite these advances in 3D cell culture technology, development of 

physiologically relevant in vitro models has proven challenging[132]. Difficulties in 

optimizing culture conditions and maintaining long-term 3D co-culture without 

phenotypical change represent notable concerns[130], especially when attempting 

to understand the complex processes which cause the onset and progression of age-

correlated diseases. 

To address the need for an improved in vitro co-culture model, we have designed 

a synthetic hydrogel platform for studying cell-cell interactions in their natural 

spatial arrangement. This tunable model provides control over parameters such as 
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cell-type specific ligand presentation and mechanical properties, thereby more 

accurately mimicking natural ECM presentation to the cells. We used this system to 

develop a co-culture model in which we can study the factors which contribute to 

heart valve disease. Although heart valves are populated by two distinct cell types, 

there are very few studies of how the two cell types interact. Valvular interstitial 

cells (VICs) are fibroblast-like cells that occupy the interior of the valve and are 

responsible for ECM maintenance [18]. The valvular endothelial cells (VECs) line the 

exterior surfaces of valves and regulate tissue inflammatory and thrombotic 

responses, as well as signal underlying VICs and remodel valve ECM [133], [134]. 

Both cell types have been implicated in valve disease; understanding how the cells 

contribute to the disease state may help the development of a non-invasive 

treatment option. Co-culture models have been used to investigate VIC-VEC 

interactions[15], [16], [135], but this model is the first to facilitate cell specific 

binding to the scaffold through use of zonally organized ECM ligand presentation. 

The model was developed to expand on previous studies by investigating some 

additional questions about valve cell interactions, including how VECs respond to 

the presence of VICs in the scaffold and which external cues from the ECM and 

surroundings are necessary to maintain valve homeostasis. The strategy of 

presenting a physiologically relevant 3D spatial arrangement of cell-specific cues 

can be applied to other endothelialized or epithelialized tissues which have a similar 

stratified arrangement of cells and matrix components. This model is the next step 
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toward creating an in vitro 3D co-culture platform for high throughput analysis of 

disease development and drug screening. 

 

3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Valve cell isolation and culture 

Aortic valve leaflets were dissected from fresh young adult (3-6 month old) 

porcine hearts acquired from a commercial abattoir (Fisher Ham and Meats, Spring 

TX). Aortic valve endothelial cells (VECs) and valve interstitial cells (VICs) were 

harvested following previously described methods [133], [136]–[138]. Dissected 

aortic valve leaflets were enzymatically digested in a collagenase II/dispase solution 

for 1 hour at 37°C. Next, VECs on the surface of the leaflets were isolated via gentle 

scraping using sterile swabs. The VECs were cultured on tissue culture plastic 

(TCPS) coated with 2.5% gelatin in EGM-2 medium and growth factor bullet kit 

(Lonza, Walkerville, MD) with 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin in an incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, 95% 

humidity). At first cell passage, CD31 positive VECs were purified using anti-CD31 

(Millipore, Billerica, MA) antibody-conjugated CELLection magnetic sorting beads 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). If VECs were used after freeze, a second bead sort 

purification was performed. VECs were used between passages 2 to 5. 

VICs were harvested by mincing aortic valve leaflets that had been denuded of 

their endothelium. The minced leaflets were digested in a collagenase III buffer for 4 
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hours. The cells were isolated by straining the digested tissue solution through a 70 

micron cell strainer and then seeded onto TCPS flasks. VICs were cultured in a 

standard humidified incubator at 37° C with 5% CO2 in 50:50 DMEM:F12 media 

(Corning, Tewksbury, MA) with 1% FBS (Lonza) and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin (Lonza) and buffered with 1% 1M 4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA). VICs were used between passages 1 to 3. 

Porcine aortic endothelial cells (AECs) were harvested from fresh porcine aortic 

tissues (Fisher Ham and Meats) following the same methods as VEC isolation, and 

cultured using the same culture conditions and medium as VECs. AECs were also 

purified at passage 1 for CD31 positive expression using magnetic bead sorting. 

AECs were used between passages 2 to 5. 

Flow cytometry for CD31 expression using mouse anti-porcine CD31 antibody 

(AbD serotec, Oxford, United Kingdom) was performed to verify endothelial cell 

phenotype. Culture media for all cell cultures were changed every 2-3 days. All cell 

cultures in subsequent hydrogel scaffold based experiments used a 50:50 ratio of 

VIC:VEC culture medium based on the above formulations.  

3.2.2. Peptides 

MMP-2 and 9 sensitive peptide sequence GGGPQG↓IWGQGK (hereafter identified 

as PQ) was synthesized using solid phase synthesis (APEX 396, Aapptec, Louisville, 

KY). Fibronectin-derived integrin binding peptide sequence RGDS and laminin-
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derived syndecan binding peptide CRKRLQVQLSIRT (hereafter identified as RKR) 

were purchased from American Peptide Company (Vista, CA). RKR was dissolved in 

DMSO at a concentration of 15 mM and stored at -80°C in aliquots. 

3.2.3. PEG-peptide conjugation 

PEG-RGDS and PEG-PQ-PEG was synthesized as previously described [139]. 3.4 

kDa monoacrylated PEG succinimidyl valerate (Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) was reacted at 

a molar ratio of 1.2:1 RGDS: PEG-SVA or 1:2.1 PQ: PEG-SVA overnight in HEPBS 

buffer (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) at pH 8.0. The PEGylated peptide 

solution was dialyzed against pure water in a 3500 molecular weight cutoff dialysis 

membrane (SpectrumLabs, Rancho Dominguez, CA) for 3 days to remove unreacted 

precursors. After dialysis, the solutions were sterile filtered and kept sterile 

throughout freezing, lyophilization, and experimental use. Gel permeation 

chromatography was used to confirm PEG-peptide conjugation and proton NMR was 

used to ensure the acrylate groups remained intact.  

3.2.4. Co-culture construction 

The hydrogel-based endothelialized aortic valve model (HEAVM) was 

constructed over 2 days as depicted in Figure 3-1A. First a 500 µm thick, 12 µm 

diameter base gel of 10% w/v 6 kDA PEGDA was made in a silicone mold. PEGDA 

was synthesized from 6kDa PEG (Sigma) using acryloyl chloride (Sigma) as 

previously described[140]. This base gel was used as a non-fouling support platform 
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in order to be able to manipulate the cell-encapsulated HEAVM gel without direct 

contact thereby preventing damage. The base gel was blotted dry using sterilized 

Kimwipes and a 250 µm thick square of PDMS with a 5 mm diameter cut out was 

placed on the base gel to be used as a mold for the HEAVM gel. VICs were released 

from a TCPS flask using 0.25% Trypsin with EDTA (Corning), diluted in media, and 

counted. Six gels were made simultaneously to minimize the time that VICs were in 

the photoinitiator solution. 900,000 VICs were centrifuged at 750x g and 

resuspended in 60 µL of 4% w/v PEG-PQ-PEG and 2 mM PEG-RGDS photoinitiator 

solution (15x106 cells/ml). An established white light photoinitiator system[141] 

consisting of 1.5% triethanolamine (TEOA), 10 µM Eosin Y, and 0.35% (v/v) 1-vinyl-

2-pyrillidinone (NVP) in HEPES buffered saline was used to crosslink hydrogels. 9 

µL of the cell suspension was pipetted into each PDMS mold and photo-crosslinked 

under 160 kLux of white light (UltraTow LED Floodlight, Northern Tool and 

Equipment, Burnsville, MN) for 35 seconds. The PDMS mold was removed, and VIC 

encapsulated gels were put in an incubator overnight in VIC media to wash out 

unreacted photoinitiator and allow VICs to grow in the scaffold. 

After overnight incubation, the VIC encapsulated gels were washed in sterile PBS 

and blotted dry with sterilized Kimwipes. The 15 mM RKR in DMSO was diluted to 3 

mM using Eosin Y photoinitiator solution. 10 µL of the 3mM RKR solution was 

pipetted onto the top of the hydrogel. The gels were placed under white light for 1 

minute to initiate a free-radical thiol-ene reaction between the cysteine of the RKR 

peptide and unreacted vinyl groups on the surface of the VIC encapsulated hydrogel. 
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The gels were then washed extensively to remove unbound RKR peptide. Sterile PBS 

was pipetted onto the surface of the hydrogel to physically dislodge unbound RKR 

and then the gels were placed in VIC media in an incubator for 10 minutes to allow 

for diffusion of unbound RKR and photoinitiator solution. This process was repeated 

3x to ensure only covalently bound RKR was left on the surface while keeping the 

encapsulated VICs viable. VECs were released from TCPS flasks using 0.25% Trypsin 

with EDTA (Corning), counted, and resuspended in VEC media at a concentration of 

200,000 cells/ml. Cloning columns (10 mm x 10 mm) were used to restrict VEC 

seeding to the HEAVM surface. The cloning columns were placed on top of the base 

gel around the HEAVM scaffold, creating a sealed volume in which 150 µL of VEC cell 

suspension was pipetted to seed 30,000 cells per gel. The cloning columns 

concentrated the VECs in the vicinity of the HEAVM scaffold and prevented VECs 

from attaching to the bottom of the well plate. The outside of the cloning columns 

was flooded with 50:50 VIC:VEC media and the cloning columns were removed after 

1 hour in culture. The HEAVM gels were cultured for 7 days. 

In experiments where VIC-only and VEC-only controls were compared to the 

HEAVM co-culture, the same procedure was followed. VIC-only scaffolds were 

constructed by encapsulating VICs in 4% PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with 2 mM PEG-

RGDS. The gels were incubated in VIC media overnight and the next day RKR was 

crosslinked to the surface, but no VECs were seeded onto the gels. VEC-only 

scaffolds were constructed by forming acellular 4% PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with 2 
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mM PEG-RGDS, incubating them in VIC media overnight, and crosslinking RKR 

peptide to the surface followed by seeding VECs on the surface as detailed above. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 - (A) Schematic of hydrogel-based endothelialized aortic valve model 
(HEAVM) co-culture construction. (B) HEAVM scaffold on base gel. (C) Fluorescently 
tagged RKR+AF532 (red) on the surface of RKR conjugated scaffold (left only). PEG-
RGDS+AF488 (green) present throughout the hydrogel. Scale bars = 100 µm. 
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3.2.5. Fluorescently Labeled Peptides 

RKR and PEG-RGDS were fluorescently tagged with AlexaFluor 532 or 

AlexaFluor 488 succinimidyl ester, respectively, following the manufacturer’s 

protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).PEG-RGDS was dissolved at 20 mg/mL in 0.1 M 

sodium carbonate buffer and RKR was first dissolved in DMSO at 30 mM and then 

adjusted to 10 mg/ml in 0.1 M sodium carbonate buffer. The AlexaFluor 

succinimidyl ester was dissolved at 10 mg/mL, added dropwise to the peptide 

solutions, and vortexed lightly for 1 hour. The solution was dialyzed against pure 

water and lyophilized before use. PEG-RGDS-AF488 was incorporated into a 4% 

PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel and RKR-AF532 was covalently bound on top of the hydrogel 

in the same manner as described above for unlabeled peptides. 500 µm thick 

sections were sliced with a razor blade and laid on their side to image the cross-

section of the hydrogel using a confocal microscope (LSM 510 Live 5, Zeiss, 

Oberkochen, Germany) 

3.2.6. Mechanical characterization of hydrogels 

HEAVM scaffold and base gel stiffness were characterized through compression 

testing. Hydrogels consisting of 4% PEG-PQ-PEG with 2 mM PEG-RGDS were 

crosslinked under white light in cylindrical PDMS molds 6 mm in diameter by 0.8 

mm thick for 35 seconds. The hydrogels were soaked in PBS overnight and subject 

to unconfined compression at a rate of 0.02 mm/sec using a Bose Electroforce ELF 

3200 mechanical testing machine equipped with a 1000 g load cell (Bose 
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Electroforce, Eden Prairie, MN). After this non-destructive testing, RKR was added 

to the surface of each gel as described in the previous section and crosslinked under 

white light for 1 minute. Unreacted RKR was washed off and the gels were left to 

soak in PBS overnight. Hydrogels were mechanically tested again using the same 

parameters to determine how the bulk stiffness of the hydrogel changed with 

additional crosslinking. For all tests, the compressive modulus was calculated as the 

least-squares linear fit slope of the stress/strain curve between 5% and 15% strain. 

Volumetric swelling was calculated by using cross-sectional area and thickness 

measurements from stereoscope images.  

3.2.7. 2D cell adhesion and phenotype verification 

To verify the ability of valve cells to adhere to adhesive peptides RKR and RGDS, 

VECs and VICs were seeded onto the surface of PEG-PQ-PEG scaffolds that had 

either: 3 mM of RKR conjugated only on the hydrogel surface, 2 mM PEG-RGDS 

conjugated throughout the bulk hydrogel, or combined RKR (on the surface)-RGDS 

(bulk) conjugated hydrogels. AECs were used as a reference endothelial population, 

and were also seeded onto all hydrogel scaffold combinations. After 7 days of 

culture, the cells were imaged using brightfield microscopy to visualize cell 

morphology, and then immunostained for CD31 and αSMA.  
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3.2.8. Cytotoxicity assessment 

The ability of the cells to survive the encapsulation and seeding process was 

assessed using the Live/Dead viability kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) following 

manufacturer’s instructions. After 3 days in culture, HEAVM constructs were 

incubated in 2 µM of calcein AM and 4 µM of ethidium homodimer-1 in culture 

media for 30 minutes at room temperature. The gels were washed once in PBS and 

immediately imaged with confocal microscopy (A1-Rsi, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Cells 

were counted using the ImageJ 3D Objects Counter plug-in. 

3.2.9. Immunohistochemistry 

Cells cultured on all hydrogel scaffold combinations were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 45 minutes and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton-X for 15 

minutes at RT. Next, samples were the blocked with PBS with 3.5% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) at 4°C overnight. The samples were incubated with primary 

antibodies of interest at manufacturer recommended dilutions in PBS and 0.35% 

BSA overnight at 4°C. Negative controls were left incubating in PBS with 0.35% BSA. 

The next day, samples were incubated with fluorescent secondary antibodies 

(AlexaFluor 488/555/633; Pacific orange, Invitrogen) overnight at 4°C. After 

washing, samples were counterstained with DAPI and phalloidin for 1 hour prior to 

imaging with confocal microscopy (Nikon A1-Rsi or Zeiss LSM 510). 

Antigens investigated in this study included the endothelial marker CD31 

(Abcam, Cambridge, MA., ab28364, 1:50); VIC activation marker αSMA (Abcam, 
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ab7817, 1:50); eNOS (BD biosciences, BD610296, 1:100); and extracellular proteins 

laminin (Lam, Abcam, ab14055, 1:200), collagen type IV (Col IV, Abcam ab6586, 

1:500), perlecan (Pln, Abcam, ab26265, 1:1000), collagen type I (Col I, Abcam, 

ab34710, 1:50) and fibronectin (FN, abcam, ab6328, 1:100).  

3.2.10. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to visualize VEC monolayer 

morphology on the surface of HEAVM scaffolds that had been in culture for 28 days 

and to visualize adhered platelets. The gels were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 

for 45 minutes at RT, dehydrated through a serial ethanol gradient (10-100%) and 

dried in a critical point dryer (EMS 850, Electron Microscopy Sciences). Before 

drying, the VEC monolayer and associated basement membrane were carefully 

peeled back from one HEAVM sample to visualize the underlying VICs. The dried 

samples were sputter coated with 10 nm of gold (Desk V, Denton Vacuum, 

Moorestown, NJ) and imaged using an FEI Quanta 400 ESEM microscope (FEI, 

Hillsboro, OR) in high vacuum mode at 15 kEV. 

3.2.11. Quantitative RT-PCR 

Quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) was used to quantify the relative gene expression of 

αSMA, CD31 and eNOS between all 3D scaffold culture groups (n=4–6). After 7 days 

in culture, cell seeded hydrogels were homogenized and mRNA was extracted and 

purified using Quick-RNA MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). The purified 
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mRNA was reverse-transcribed into cDNA (1st Strand cDNA synthesis kit, Takara 

Bio, Otsu, Japan). All cDNA samples were stored at -20°C until use. qPCR was 

performed using QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Clontech Laboratories, 

Mountain View, CA) in a Mastercycler ep realplex qPCR system (Eppendorf, 

Hamburg, Germany). Relative expression ratios were calculated using the REST 

2009 program[142] using the pairwise fixed reallocation randomization test for 

statistical significance (p-value less than 0.05). Relative gene expression of αSMA 

was normalized to VIC-only seeded scaffolds; and CD31 and eNOS gene expression 

were normalized to VECs cultured on TCPS. All primers used (Integrated DNA 

Technologies, Coralville, Iowa) are listed in Table 3-1. 

Because the HEAVM scaffold contained 2 different cell types, the Ct values of the 

housekeeping gene, GAPDH, were adjusted based on the average number of VICs 

and VECs in the scaffold. This adjustment was performed to portray the behavior of 

the cells of interest more accurately (VICs for αSMA and VECs for CD31 and eNOS). 

VICs and VECs were counted using ImageJ in representative scaffolds (n=5) giving a 

ratio of 37.3% VECs and 62.7% VICs. Based on the GAPDH primer efficiency of 

94.2%, the HEAVM GAPDH Ct value was reduced by 0.72 for αSMA and 1.22 for 

eNOS and CD31. 
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Table 3-1 - Summary of DNA primer sequences used for qPCR. 

Gene  5’ DNA Sequence  3’ 
Product 
Size 

Accession 
Number 

CD31 
Forward TGCTGTTCTATAAGGATG 

131 X98505 
Reverse CTTGTTGTTCAGAATCAC 

αSMA 
Forward GGAATCCTGACCTTGAAG 

100 FJ547477 
Reverse CACGAAGCTCATTGTAGA 

eNOS 
Forward AGAGAATGGAGAGAGTTT 

104 AY266137 
Reverse TATTGAAGCGGATTTTGT 

GAPDH 
Forward CATTGACCTCCACTACAT 

119 AF017079 
Reverse AGATGGTGATGGGATTTC 

 

3.2.12. Nitric Oxide Production 

A total nitric oxide (NO) detection kit (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY) was 

used to measure the sum of nitrites (NO2-) and nitrates (NO3-) in collected media 

samples to determine the levels of nitric oxide produced by HEAVM co-cultures. 

Because nitric oxide is quickly degraded into nitrates and nitrites in culture, the kit 

coverts the collected NO breakdown products into nitrites that can be 

colorimetrically detected when reacted with Greiss reagents.  

Fresh culture media samples were collected from HEAVM co-culture, VEC-only, 

and VIC-only scaffolds after 3 days since last medium change, on day 5 of culture 

(n=5). Fresh 50:50 VIC-VEC culture medium was used as a baseline control. 

Following the kit protocol, media samples were diluted 1:2 with NO kit reaction 

buffer and ultrafiltered through a 10,000 molecular weight cut off filter (Millipore). 
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Next, 50 µL of each sample was incubated in a microtiter plate with NADH and 

nitrate reductase enzyme for 30 min. at 37°C. The mixtures were then reacted with 

Greiss reagents for 10 min. at room temp. The peak absorbance of each of the 

solutions were measured between 400-600nm with a spectrophotometer (Cary 60 

UV-Vis Spectrophotometer, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and the total 

nitrite concentration was calculated using a standard curve produced using serial 

dilutions of a nitrate standard. The nitrite concentration from the fresh 50:50 

culture medium controls were used as a baseline and subtracted from the nitrite 

concentrations measured in the cell seeded hydrogel scaffolds.  

3.2.13. Platelet adhesion assay 

A quantitative platelet adhesion assay adapted from Xu et al. was performed to 

assess the HEAVM co-cultures’ ability to prevent platelet activation and adhesion 

[143]. Whole blood was collected from consented healthy adults using a Rice 

University IRB approved protocol and centrifuged to isolate platelet rich plasma 

(PRP). The PRP was then treated with prostacyclin (5 µg/mL of PRP), washed 2x 

with CGS buffer (12.9 mM sodium citrate/33.33 mM glucose/123.2 mM NaCl, pH 7) 

to remove remaining plasma. The platelets were resuspended in calcium free 

Tyrode’s buffer at half the original volume of collected PRP and were dyed with 

Sudan B Black solution (5% w/v in 70% ethanol) for 2 hours at RT. After staining, 

the platelets were washed 3x with PBS to remove excess dye, counted using a 

hemocytometer, and resuspended to a concentration of 10x106 platelets/mL in PBS. 
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Next, 5x106 platelets were added to HEAVM co-culture, VEC-only, VIC-only, and 

blank hydrogel scaffolds and incubated for 1 hour in a shaking incubator at 37°C. All 

constructs were then washed 3x with PBS to remove unbound platelets. Next, each 

scaffold was carefully removed from the PEG base gel and placed in a 

microcentrifuge tube. DMSO was added to each sample to lyse the bound platelets 

and release the SBB dye into solution. Afterwards equal volume of PBS was added to 

the lysed platelet suspension in order to normalize to the PBS measured in the 

standard curve. The solutions for each sample were collected into cuvettes and the 

peak absorbance were measured at 614 nm using a Cary 60 UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer. The total adhered platelets were calculated based on a standard 

curve made from serial dilutions of the dyed platelet stock solution, and then 

normalized to the amount of adhered platelets on the blank scaffolds.  

To visualize SBB dyed adhered platelets, a sample of blank, VIC-only, VEC-only, 

and HEAVM were fixed in 4% PFA for 30 minutes. Gels were washed 3x in PBS and 

counter stained with DAPI for 1 hour before being imaged on Nikon A1-Rsi confocal 

microscope. Each of the fixed samples were incubated with 15 µg/mL of fluorescent 

acetylated low-density lipoprotein complexes (Dil-AcLDL, Invitrogen) 4 hours prior 

to the addition of the platelets. Dil-AcLDL is commonly used to identify endothelial 

cells in culture by their ability to take up the fluorescent AcLDL complexes. 

Fluorescent and brightfield images were overlaid to identify areas of the hydrogels 

where activated platelets adhered.  
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3.3. Results  

3.3.1. Constructed hydrogel-based aortic valve model scaffolds have 

relevant spatial arrangement of cell adhesive peptides 

HEAVM scaffolds were constructed over a 2 day period (Figure 3-1A). A 12 mm 

diameter by 0.5 mm thick 10% (w/v) 6 kDa PEGDA base gel was used to facilitate 

moving the HEAVM scaffold with tools without damage. The stiffness of the base gel 

was 126.7 ± 2.5 kPa with a volumetric swelling ratio of 27.5 ± 2.5%. The 5 mm 

diameter by 250 µm thick VIC encapsulated PEG-PQ-PEG gel was seeded with VECs 

on the surface. The resulting co-culture system consisted of a VEC covered-VIC 

encapsulated scaffold on top of the PEGDA base gel (Figure 3-1B).  

Peptide incorporation was verified using fluorophore-labeled RGDS and RKR 

peptides (Figure 3-1C). PEG-RGDS+AlexaFluor 488 was incorporated into the bulk 

of the PEG-PQ-PEG gel (Figure 3-1C-2 and Figure 3-1C-4) while RKR+AlexaFluor 

532 was crosslinked to the surface (Figure 3-1C-1). Some excitement of the AF488 

fluorophore due to the 532 nm laser was observed, but there was a distinct 

difference between the fluorescent signal on the surface with RKR (Figure 3-1C-1 

and Figure 3-1C-2) compared to the surface without RKR (Figure 3-1C-3 and Figure 

3-1C-4).  

The volumetric swelling ratio of 22.9 ± 1.5% was calculated by comparing the 

initially cross-linked volume to the fully swollen volume of the hydrogel. The bulk 

compressive modulus of the swollen hydrogels was 5.95 ± 0.20 kPa. RKR was cross-
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linked to the surface of the hydrogels after compression testing and then left 

overnight in PBS. There was no significant difference in swelling after this 

secondary crosslinking (p = 0.61), but the compressive modulus increased to 10.25 

± 0.98 kPa (p = 0.02) because unreacted free-acrylate groups in the bulk of the 

hydrogel crosslinked to completion. 

3.3.2. Combined RKR-RGDS conjugated scaffolds support VEC monolayer 

formation 

VECs, VICs, and aortic endothelial cells (AECs) were seeded onto PEG-PQ-PEG 

scaffolds with RGDS and RKR ligands to observe the cell adhesion behavior. VECs 

adhered to the surface of RGDS only, RKR only, and combined RGDS-RKR scaffolds, 

and maintained characteristic cobblestone morphology as well as positive CD31 

expression in all conditions (Figure 3-2, middle row). There was no positive VEC 

expression of αSMA on any of the scaffold combinations. However, VECs did not 

form continuous monolayers on the RGDS-only gels, whereas VECs on the RKR-only 

and the RGDS-RKR scaffolds formed continuous, tightly packed monolayers. No VEC 

invasion into the MMP degradable scaffold was observed in any of the conditions.  

AECs served as reference endothelial cell population. Similar to VECs, AECs 

adhered onto the surface of all ligand combinations and maintained their 

cobblestone morphology and positive CD31 expression (Figure 3-2, top row). No 

αSMA expression was observed in any AEC culture. However, AECs seeded on RGDS 

only and RKR only did not form continuous monolayers on the scaffold surface. In 
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contrast, AECs on the RGDS-RKR scaffold formed continuous, tightly packed 

endothelial monolayers.  

2D cultures of VICs adhered and spread onto both RGDS-only and RGDS-RKR 

conjugated scaffolds. VICs adhered to RKR only scaffolds, but aggregated with 

surrounding VICs rather than spreading on the surface or invading into the hydrogel 

(Figure 3-2, bottom row). VICs cultured in 2D atop the RGDS-only and RGDS-RKR 

conditions invaded into the hydrogel scaffold and stained strongly for αSMA. 

 

Figure 3-2 - Aortic endothelial cells (AECs), valve endothelial cells (VECs) and valve 
interstitial cells (VICs) cultured on the surface of PEG-PQ scaffolds immobilized with 
+RGDS/-RKR, -RGDS/+RKR, or +RKR/+RGDS. (A) Brightfield images show that cell 
adhesion and proliferation are affected by adhesive ligand combination. Black scale 
bars = 100 µm. (B) Confluent regions of VECs and AECs stained for CD31 (green) and 
no αSMA (red) on all scaffold combinations. VICs stained for αSMA on all scaffold 
combinations, but had limited spreading on the -RGDS/+RKR scaffold. White scale 
bars = 50 µm. 
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3.3.3. HEAVM co-cultures maintain valve cell phenotypes and 

physiologically relevant localization 

Live/Dead stains of cell seeded HEAVMs after 3 days in culture showed that 

most of the VECs (88%) seeded on the surface remained viable (Figure 3-3). 

Encapsulated VICs showed lower survival with 66% of cells staining positive for 

calcein. 

After 7 days in culture, immunohistological stains of HEAVM co-cultures showed 

that VECs localized on the surface formed a monolayer and were positive for CD31, 

while VICs within the hydrogel had low, diffuse expression of activation marker 

αSMA (Figure 3-4A). SEM pictographs of the HEAVM confirmed the formation of a 

tight, continuous VEC monolayer on the scaffold surface (Figure 3-5A and Figure 

3-5B). SEM and confocal imaging demonstrated healthy 3-dimensional spreading by 

VICs within the hydrogel scaffold (Figure 3-5C-D). VEC-only surface-seeded 

scaffolds stained positive for CD31 and negative for αSMA, and did not invade into 

the PQ-degradable hydrogel. 3D encapsulated VIC-only scaffolds stained negative 

for CD31, but stained positive for αSMA when localized closer to the bottom of the 

scaffold (Figure 3-6).   

Quantitative real time-polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) confirmed that 

HEAVM co-culture and VEC-only scaffolds, as well as VECs cultured atop TCPS had 

significantly lower levels of αSMA mRNA expression versus VIC-only encapsulated 

scaffolds (p<0.05). VICs grown on TCPS had significantly higher αSMA mRNA 

expression than all other groups (p<0.05) (Figure 3-4B). VIC-only scaffolds had 
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1000x less CD31 mRNA expression than the baseline VEC TCPS group (p<0.05) 

(Figure 3-4C). HEAVM and VEC-only scaffolds had no significant differences in CD31 

gene expression relative to VEC TCPS. The GAPDH Ct value for the HEAVM scaffold 

was adjusted in order to account for only the cell of interest (VICs for αSMA and 

VECs for CD31) as described in the materials and methods. Adjusting the value did 

not change the results or statistical significance (Figure 3-7A,B). 

 

 

Figure 3-3 - LIVE/DEAD viability stain of HEAVM co-culture after 3 days in culture. 
Scale bar = 200 µm. 
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Figure 3-4 - (A) After 7 days in culture, HEAVM co-cultures maintain valve cell 
phenotypes. VECs on the surface of the gel formed a confluent monolayer and express 
CD31 (green), while encapsulated cells had low levels of αSMA (scale bars = 50 µm). 
(B) HEAVM co-cultures, VEC only scaffolds, and VECs on TCPS all express significantly 
less αSMA mRNA relative to VIC only scaffolds. VICs cultured on TCPS express 
significantly more αSMA mRNA than all other groups. (C) All VEC based cultures have 
similar levels of CD31 gene expression, while VIC only scaffolds express significantly 
less CD31 than all other groups. *p<0.05 versus all others. ^p<0.05 versus all others. 
n=4. 
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Figure 3-5 - Scanning electron microscope pictographs HEAVM co-culture showing (A-
B) VEC monolayer formation on the scaffold surface and (C) VICs encapsulated within 
the hydrogel scaffold. (D) 52 µm thick z-projection of F-actin confocal imaging of VICs 
encapsulated inside HEAVM scaffold after 28 days in culture. (A and C scale bars = 
200 µm; B scale bar = 20 µm; D scale bar = 50 µm). 
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Figure 3-6 - VICs stained for low levels of αSMA (red) throughout the VIC only 
scaffold, but increase in αSMA levels towards the bottom of the scaffold (left). VECs on 
the VEC only scaffold formed a continuous monolayer on the hydrogel surface and 
stained positive for CD31 (green) and negative for αSMA (right). Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 3-7 - qPCR results without adjusting HEAVM GAPDH Ct values based on cell 
counts. (A) Unadjusted HEAVM αSMA does not change significance of results from 
figure 3B. *p<0.05 versus all others. ^p<0.05 versus all others. (B) Unadjusted 
HEAVM CD31 does not change significance of results from figure 3C. *p<0.05 versus 
all others. (C) Unadjusted HEAVM eNOS is significantly less than VEC-only (^p=0.049) 
n=4. 
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3.3.4. HEAVM co-cultures synthesize and release nitric oxide  

HEAVM co-cultures stained for endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) co-

localized with CD31-positive VECs at the surface of the scaffold co-culture (Figure 

3-8A). HEAVM co-culture (p=0.14) and VEC-only (p=0.06) scaffolds expressed 

similar levels of eNOS mRNA as VECs on TCPS (Figure 3-8B). VIC-only scaffolds 

expressed significantly lower (1000x) levels of eNOS mRNA than all other groups 

(p<0.05). The GAPDH Ct value for the HEAVM scaffold eNOS expression was 

adjusted to account for VECs only as described in the materials and methods. If 

GAPDH from both VICs and VECs in the HEAVM scaffold was used in the analysis, 

qPCR results indicate that the HEAVM expressed less eNOS mRNA (p=0.049) than 

the VEC-only case (Figure 3-7C). 

NO byproducts released into culture medium were measured to quantify the 

levels of nitric oxide (NO) produced by the cells (Figure 3-8C). Less than 1 µM of 

nitrite was measured in VIC-only scaffolds. The VEC-only and HEAVM scaffolds had 

significantly higher nitrite concentrations than the VIC-only scaffolds (p<0.05).  
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Figure 3-8 - (A) HEAVM co-cultures stain for eNOS (magenta) co-localized with CD31 
positive (green) VECs at the surface of the scaffold (Scale bars = 50 µm). (B) HEAVM 
co-cultures had similar levels of eNOS gene expression as VEC only scaffolds and VECs 
on TCPS, and all had significantly higher eNOS gene expression than VIC only 
scaffolds. n=4 (C) VEC only and HEAVM scaffolds released significantly higher 
concentrations of nitric oxide byproducts (that were converted into nitrates) into the 
culture medium than VIC only scaffolds. n=5. *p<0.05 between noted samples. 
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3.3.5. VEC monolayer reduces platelet adhesion to underlying HEAVM 

scaffold 

Platelet adhesion on the hydrogel constructs was quantified through the 

measured absorbance of lysed adhered platelets. VEC-only scaffolds had 0.33% less 

adhered platelets (p = 0.26) than acellular, blank hydrogels, while HEAVM scaffolds 

had two times more adhered platelets (p = 0.06) than blank (Figure 3-9A). HEAVM 

co-cultures had significantly greater platelet adhesion than VEC-only scaffolds 

(p<0.005). VIC-only scaffolds promoted significantly greater platelet adhesion than 

all other groups, including 10x more adhered platelets than found on VEC-only 

scaffolds (p<0.005).  

VEC-only scaffolds had a continuous endothelial monolayer that stained 

positively for dil-AcLDL with minimal platelet adhesion (Figure 3-9B, Figure 3-10A). 

Large platelet clumps adhered to the VIC-only scaffolds, especially in areas where 

VICs were visible on the surface of the hydrogel (Figure 3-9C, Figure 3-10B). 

Acellular blank gels had regions of adhered platelet clumps scattered throughout 

the hydrogel surface (Figure 3-9D, Figure 3-10C). The majority of HEAVM co-culture 

scaffolds had a dil-AcLDL positive endothelial monolayer free from adhered 

platelets on the scaffold surface (Figure 3-9E). However, platelet clumps could be 

seen on small regions on the HEAVM scaffold with dil-AcLDL negative cells, blank 

regions, and areas where there were disruptions in the endothelial monolayer 

(Figure 3-9F-G, Figure 3-10D). 
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Figure 3-9 - (A) Adhered platelets on VEC only, VIC only, and HEAVM scaffolds relative 
to the number of adhered platelets on blank acellular scaffolds. HEAVM co-cultures 
had significantly less platelet adhesion than VIC only scaffolds, but significantly more 
adhered platelets than VEC only cultures. VIC only was significantly higher than all 
other cases. HEAVM was significantly greater than VEC only, but significantly less 
than VIC only, but not significantly different from blank gel, n=6-8. Bars that are not 
connected be the same letter significantly different. p<0.05. (B) VEC only scaffolds 
stained for Dil-AcLDL and had minimal visible platelet adhesion across the hydrogel 
surface. (C). Large platelet clumps adhered to regions where VICs were present on the 
surface on VIC only scaffolds. (D) Platelets adhered on acellular, blank HEAVM 
scaffolds. (E) Most HEAVM co-culture scaffolds stained for Dil-AcLDL on the surface 
coated monolayer and had minimal platelet adhesion. (F) Blank regions and (G) cells 
negative to Dil-AcLDL uptake on HEAVM co-cultures promoted platelet clump 
adhesion. Scale bars = 50 µm 
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Figure 3-10 - (A) SEM image of a rare instance of platelets adhered to VEC-only scaffold 

where endothelial cells had formed a confluent monolayer. (scale bar = 10 µm). SEM images 

of platelets adhered to (B) VIC-only and (C) blank PEG-PQ hydrogel (scale bars = 20 µm). 

(D) HEAVM co-cultures stained with Dil-AcLDL and exposed to platelets. A majority of the 

HEAVM surface was coated with Dil-AcLDL positive VECs with no platelet adhesion. 

Regions on the scaffold surface with dil-AcLDL negative cells, blank uncoated regions, and 

disruptions in the cell surface monolayer had adhered platelet clumps and overlapped with 

dil-AcLDL negative regions. Scale bars = 50 µm 
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3.3.6. Long term HEAVM co-cultures produce zonally organized 

extracellular matrix 

HEAVM co-cultures cultured for 28 days produced an abundance of basement 

membrane proteins laminin, perlecan, and collagen type IV on the surface of 

hydrogel scaffold (Figure 3-11A). Collagen type I fibers were present throughout the 

interior of the hydrogels and fibronectin, a ubiquitous ECM protein, was present 

both on the surface and throughout the HEAVM scaffold (Figure 3-11B). 

 

 

Figure 3-11 - (A). HEAVM co-cultures produce basement membrane components 
laminin (red), perlecan (green), and Col IV (purple) at the surface of the scaffold 
within 28 days of culture. (B) Fibronectin (FN) (red) is present throughout the 
surface (top) and within the HEAVM scaffold, while Col I fibers (green) are present 
beginning 10um below the scaffold surface (bottom). Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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3.4. Discussion  

In vitro culture of primary cells is an important technique for learning how cells 

behave in the body and how they respond to both normal and pathological stimuli. 

However, the utility of in vitro culture is limited by the inability to mimic the natural 

microenvironment perfectly. Advancements in cell culture technology improve on 

shortcomings by providing physiologically relevant scaffolds and cues in platforms 

which can then be used to study disease states, response to external stimuli, and/or 

preliminary drug-screening. In this study, we present a hydrogel-based 

endothelialized aortic valve model (HEAVM) construct to co-culture aortic valve 

cells, VICs and VECs. This platform was designed to allow for precise control and 

independent modulation of various factors that can influence cell behavior, 

including mechanical properties and cell ligand concentration and arrangement. 

PEG has been widely used as a scaffold material due to its innate property to resist 

non-specific protein adsorption and its tunability that allow researchers to tailor 

material properties and incorporate covalently bound cell signaling molecules 

through different crosslinking mechanisms [108]. Previous studies have successfully 

supported VIC viability and function in long-term 3D culture using PEG hydrogels 

with PQ MMP degradable peptide sequences and RGDS adhesion ligands [111], 

[113]. VEC cultures, on the other hand, have been shown to maintain healthy 

phenotype and monolayer formation when cultured on RKR peptide-functionalized 

PEGDA hydrogels, but lose stability and hemostatic balance when cultured on RGDS 
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only-functionalized hydrogels[144].Thus, the HEAVM platform was constructed by 

combining the strategies to encapsulate VICs in 3D throughout the interior of PEG-

PQ-PEG/PEG-RGDS hydrogel and to functionalize the surface with RKR adhesive 

ligands to support VEC monolayer growth (Figure 3-1). This design mimics the 

natural arrangement of heart valves with VICs throughout the valve interior and 

VECs lining the blood-contacting surfaces [30], [145]. VECs seeded in 2D onto the 

RKR functionalized surfaces (both RKR only and the RKR-RGDS combination) 

quickly formed stable monolayers and did not invade into the MMP-2 degradable gel 

(Figure 3-2). These results are in agreement with published data which has 

demonstrated the synergistic effects of integrin and syndecan in the binding of 

endothelial cells to their substrate [146]. Conversely, VICs did not spread when 

cultured in 2D on top of RKR only hydrogels, but retained cell spreading and 

proliferation when cultured on the RGDS only and combined RKR-RGDS scaffolds 

(Figure 3-2). When encapsulated in hydrogels and grown in 3D, VICs retained a 

healthy, spread morphology (Figure 3-5C,D). Therefore, using a tunable scaffold 

with regionally localized syndecan binding (RKR) at the surface and integrin binding 

(RGDS) throughout the hydrogel was ideal in promoting the corresponding cell 

growth of VECs at the scaffold surface and VICs within (Figure 3-4A).  

The HEAVM scaffold design is the first reported direct contact co-culture model 

that utilizes synthetic constructs to spatially distribute multiple cell adhesive 

peptides in order to support layer specific cell growth as a means to mimic 

physiological cell organization. Previous valve cell co-culture models using collagen 
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gels [15], [17], [147] achieved VEC monolayer formation on the surface with VIC 

encapsulation underneath, but collagen gels are limited in allowing customization of 

specific ligand presentation and localization. The goal of the HEAVM was to build 

upon the work done with collagen gels by creating a synthetic scaffold with cell-

specific functionalization. While specific scaffold functionalization has been applied 

in non-contact co-culture models[135], [148], the elimination of valve cell contact 

limits the evaluation of key aspects of disease progression, such as VEC invasion or 

VIC disruption of the endothelial layer [135], [148]. Even in the broader field of 

vascular research, there are many examples [149] of vascular endothelial 

cell/smooth muscle cell co-culture platforms using collagen [150], fibrin[151], 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [152], and poly-glycolic acid (PGA) + poly-4-

hydroxybutyrate (P4HB) [153] scaffold materials; none of these studies, however, 

incorporated spatially organized cues into the scaffold designs. The HEAVM concept 

can also be applied to the vascular field to study atherosclerosis, intimal 

hyperplasia, cancer metastasis, and cell and tissue responses to drug models in vitro. 

Our model improves upon the limitations of previously reported co-culture 

platforms by providing customizable control of localized ligand presentation as well 

as mediating physiologically relevant cell localization to improve the in vitro study 

of normal and pathological cell functions. Unlike collagen-based scaffolds, this 

synthetic material also allows for modulation of bulk mechanical properties. 

In addition to supporting cell adhesion to physiologically relevant locations 

within the hydrogel scaffolds, the long term maintenance of valve cell phenotypes 
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are essential in developing a healthy aortic valve model. Previous studies of valve 

cell co-cultures have shown to greatly influence both VIC and VEC phenotypes. 

Specifically, the presence of VECs in co-cultures reduced VIC proliferation and αSMA 

activation, and diminished the VIC’s capacity to form calcific nodules [15]–[17], 

[147]. Conversely, a direct contact co-culture study using magnetically levitated 

valve cell constructs resulted in decreased VEC expression of endothelial markers 

(CD31, von Willebrand factor) and increased αSMA activation within the construct 

when surrounded by VICs[16], suggesting that localization and spatial organization 

of VECs when co-cultured with VICs is critical for the maintenance of VEC 

phenotype. In HEAVM co-cultures, VECs were seeded onto the surface of the 

scaffold, and within 7 days in culture, proliferated to form a continuous CD31 

positive monolayer with limited αSMA activation (Figure 3-4A), suggesting that 

organized placement of VECs relative to VICs on the HEAVM co-culture supported 

the maintenance of healthy VEC phenotype (Figure 3-4C). Culture of VICs in 3D PEG-

PQ hydrogels significantly reduced αSMA compared to 2D culture on TCPS (Figure 

3-4B), a finding that is consistent with previously published research[154]. Co-

culture of VICs in the HEAVM further significantly reduced αSMA activation levels in 

encapsulated VICs relative to VIC-only scaffolds, promoting VIC quiescence while 

providing an organized platform for a healthy VEC layer (Figure 3-4B).  

Furthermore, the long term culture (28 days) of VECs and VICs in the HEAVM 

construct resulted in cell secretion of ECM corresponding to their location within 

the valve. In vivo, VECs are adhered to basement membrane composed primarily of 
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laminin, perlecan, collagen type IV, and nidogen proteins [155]. Though initially 

supported only by RKR and RGDS ligands, VECs on the HEAVM constructs secreted 

abundant quantities of laminin, perlecan, and collagen type IV proteins localized at 

the scaffold surface, resulting in an interwoven basement membrane to support long 

term endothelial growth (Figure 3-11A). Within the scaffold, encapsulated VICs 

produced collagen fibers and fibronectin proteins throughout the hydrogel interior, 

both primary components of the leaflet fibrosa layer[30], [145], [155], suggesting 

the potential to produce other ECM present in mature valve tissues in future 

optimized conditions (Figure 3-11B). While the simplicity of the HEAVM design 

provided sufficient cell adhesion through the presentation of ECM-derived peptide 

ligands, long term co-culture of the valve cells in this scaffold promoted regional 

production and localization of full ECM proteins.  

Since the HEAVM design was able to maintain valve cells in stable phenotypes 

and promote production of physiologically appropriate ECM, the model provided a 

platform for studies of valve cell interactions and functions. Previous co-culture 

literature has demonstrated that VICs respond favorably to co-culture with VECs, 

but fewer studies have focused on the VEC response. For example, NO, a vasodilator, 

has been shown to lower VIC αSMA activation in vitro, and may be an important VEC 

signaling molecule in maintaining VIC quiescence and valve tissue health [17], [135]. 

VECs on HEAVM co-culture scaffolds had similar eNOS expression, and thus, similar 

NO production levels in comparison to VEC-only scaffolds (Figure 3-8B,C). 

Therefore, NO produced by VECs was likely a major factor in overall reduction of 
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VIC activation as seen by the lower αSMA levels of VICs in HEAVM co-cultures 

compared to VIC-only scaffolds. In addition to influencing VIC phenotype, VECs also 

play a critical role in regulating thrombotic and inflammatory events at the tissue 

surface [133], [156], [157]. In homeostatic states, endothelial cells prevent platelet 

adhesion and activation, as depicted by the minimal platelet adhesion measured and 

observed on VEC-only scaffolds (Figure 3-9A,B). There were only a very few 

instances of platelets adhering to areas with endothelial cells on VEC-only scaffolds 

(Figure 3-10A). HEAVM co-cultures promoted more platelet adhesion than the VEC-

only scaffolds, but significantly less than VIC-only scaffolds. Under closer inspection 

with confocal microscopy, the majority of the HEAVM surface was covered by dil-

AcLDL-positive VEC monolayers, which had minimal platelet adhesion similar to 

VEC-only scaffolds (Figure 3-9E). However, platelet adhesion was visible on regions 

on the HEAVM co-culture surface that had VIC infiltration (as seen by dil-AcLDL-

negative cells), blank regions (lack of VEC adhesion), and disruptions in the 

endothelial monolayer (caused by handling of the hydrogels) (Figure 3-9F-G,Figure 

3-10). The HEAVM scaffold had more platelets adhered in these regions than the 

VEC-only scaffolds because when there were breaks in the monolayer, platelets 

adhered more readily to underlying VICs (Figure 3-10B) as compared to the 

underlying PEG-PQ hydrogel in the VEC-only case (Figure 3-10C). Nevertheless, 

most of the hydrogel regions with VEC monolayers reduced platelet adhesion by 

acting as a barrier to underlying ECM and VICs, and confirms that the 
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endothelialized hydrogel-based scaffold can maintain this essential anti-thrombotic 

function.  

There are still improvements that can be made in this co-culture construct 

design. After the secondary crosslinking step in HEAVM construction, the viability of 

encapsulated VICs decreased. In order to preserve free acrylate groups on the 

surface in which to bind the RKR peptide, the hydrogel was initially 

undercrosslinked, leaving free acrylate groups both on the surface and throughout 

the bulk of the VIC-encapsulated hydrogel. Some VICs may have been harmed during 

the secondary crosslinking, which resulted in photoinitiated free-radicals in bulk 

and an increase in scaffold stiffness and decrease in pore size. The surviving VICs 

maintained their quiescent phenotype and produced organized ECM; regardless, 

further optimization in the HEAVM synthesis protocol will be explored to improve 

encapsulated cell viability in future studies. Secondly, the mechanical properties and 

physical makeup of the current HEAVM design are not representative of a 

physiologic valve. The base gel caused a stiff boundary condition on the bottom of 

the co-culture gel, which VICs responded to with increased αSMA expression (Figure 

3-6). However, the PEGDA base gel is an improvement over stiffer substrates such 

as glass or polystyrene. The heterogeneous ECM composition and mechanical 

properties of the interior of the native valve leaflet are not modeled well in this 

system, but future work can add these properties to this co-culture model. 

Furthermore, the HEAVM scaffold was statically cultured in this study, meaning that 

it was not subjected to exogenously applied mechanical stimulation. Physiologically 
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relevant mechanical stimulation will likely be necessary to fully recapitulate all 

aspects of valve biology. 

3.5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we developed a novel co-culture scaffold that was used to evaluate 

VIC-VEC maintenance of quiescent cell phenotypes, production of ECM and NO, and 

prevention of platelet adhesion. This system utilized the tunable characteristics of 

PEG-based hydrogels to localize adhesive ligands shown to support cellular 

adhesion of specific cell types to spatially organized regions. As a result, the HEAVM 

co-culture platforms preserved both VIC and VEC functional responses to develop a 

simplified healthy aortic valve model. Though valve cells cultured in the HEAVM 

model produced localized ECM within the construct, developing an aortic valve 

model with the valve’s complex ECM composition and layered structure would likely 

require additional approaches to recapitulate physiological organization. Additional 

strategies such as 2-photon photo-lithography and or embedding layered 

biomaterials into the constructs may be integrated to increase scaffold design 

complexity of future studies[127], [140]. Optimization and combinations varying 

the cell seeding density, adhesive ligands, and growth factors can be implemented to 

investigate injured and diseased valve states. The application of these proposed 

improvements to this fully synthetic scaffold could be considered in future tissue 

engineering applications. The PEG based VIC-VEC co-culture model presented here 

is a next step in designing a system to improve the field’s understanding of how 
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arrangement and communication between VICs and VECs affect the onset and 

progression of valve disease. 
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Chapter 4 

Hyaluronan hydrogels for a biomimetic 

spongiosa layer of tissue engineered 

heart valve scaffolds2  

 

                                                         
 

2 This chapter is currently in press: 
 

Puperi DS, O’Connell RW, Punske ZE, Wu Y, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. “Hyaluronan hydrogels for a 
biomimetic spongiosa layer of tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds.” Biomacromolecules. In press. 
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4.1. Introduction 

A variety of tissue engineering strategies are being investigated to address the 

need for a living replacement heart valve[158] that would mitigate the limitations of 

currently available mechanical and bioprosthetic valves[159], [160]. A tissue 

engineered heart valve would be constructed of a temporary biocompatible scaffold 

and seeded with autologous cells either in vitro or in vivo. Over time, the cells would 

degrade the scaffold and replace it with secreted extracellular matrix (ECM), 

resulting in a tissue that would ideally resemble a native heart valve in both 

structure and function. This goal has not yet been realized, however, as many 

previous attempts have resulted in leaflet contraction and fibrous tissue[56]. There 

is growing interest in developing a more biomimetic scaffold that will improve on 

previous designs by giving seeded cells local cues to direct remodeling in a way that 

recreates native valve architecture[161].  

Heart valves have distinct layers, distinguished by their ECM composition. On 

the outflow side, the fibrosa layer, which primarily consists of circumferentially 

aligned collagen fibers, gives the valve strength to resist the pressure gradient 

across the valve. The ventricularis layer is located on the inflow side of the 

pulmonary and aortic valves and is rich in elastic fibers. Between the fibrosa and the 

ventricularis is the spongiosa layer, consisting of mostly glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) 

and proteoglycans (PGs). The spongiosa layer provides compressive resistance 

during coaptation between the leaflets, lubrication between the stiffer outer layers 
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during valve flexure, and a dampening effect on leaflet motion[31], [32]. Recently, 

several tissue engineering approaches to design scaffolds that mimic the layered 

structure of the natural valve have been reported[121], [122], [162]–[164]. In this 

work, we examined the polymer hyaluronan with two motivations in mind: first, as 

a part of a broader strategy to create a layered tissue engineered heart valve 

scaffold; second, to better understand how valve interstitial cells (VICs) maintain 

hyaluronan homeostasis within the spongiosa layer of heart valves. 

Hyaluronan is a naturally-occurring chain of repeating disaccharides that makes 

up 60% of the GAGs in valve tissue[165]. Hyaluronan has been used as a substrate 

for studying the behavior of many different cell types in both 2D and 3D[166], and 

also plays an important role in cardiac valve development[167]. Valve cells interact 

with hyaluronan through several different receptors and enzymes. CD44 is the 

primary cell surface receptor through which hyaluronan influences cells[168]; it 

participates in the transduction of intracellular signaling for cell proliferation, 

survival, and movement[169]. The receptor for hyaluronic acid-mediated motility 

(RHAMM or CD168) can be found in the cytosol or on the cell membrane and shares 

some of the same intracellular signaling pathways with CD44[169]. Cells control 

hyaluronan synthesis and degradation through enzymes, predominately the 

hyaluronan synthases HAS1, HAS2, and HAS3 and the hyaluronidases HYAL1 and 

HYAL2. Finally, the recently discovered protein KIA1199 has been shown to play a 

role in hyaluronan endocytosis and degradation. KIAA1199 was originally 

investigated for its role in hearing loss[170] and has been observed to be 
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upregulated in human cancers[171]. More recently, KIAA1199 has been shown to be 

responsible for hyaluronan catabolism in human and mouse fibroblasts, 

independent of CD44 and hyaluronidase enzymes[172], [173]. 

To gain insight into the extent of biochemical signaling from the hyaluronan 

scaffold, we directly compared VIC behavior in crosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels to 

enzymatically degradable – but otherwise biochemically inert – poly(ethylene 

glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogels; both PEGDA and hyaluronan hydrogels have 

been previously investigated as 3D scaffolds for VICs[23], [85]–[88], [92], [113], 

[154], [174]. We used these materials to evaluate hydrogels for the mechanical 

requirements of the spongiosa layer and to study how VICs alter expression of 

hyaluronan-related proteins in response to the biochemical makeup of the scaffold. 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless 

indicated otherwise. 

4.2.1. Valve Interstitial Cell Isolation and Culture 

VICs were harvested from aortic valve leaflets of fresh porcine hearts obtained 

from a local commercial abattoir (Fisher Ham and Meats, Spring, TX) according to a 

validated protocol[138]. To loosen endothelial cells, dissected leaflets were digested 

in a collagenase 2 solution (500 U/ml, Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ) for 
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30 minutes at 37°C. After the endothelial cells were scraped from both surfaces of 

the leaflets, the residual leaflet tissue was minced. The minced tissue was digested 

in a collagenase 3 solution (300 U/ml, Worthington Biochemical) for 4 hours at 

37°C. The solution was passed through a 70 µm cell strainer and then VICs were 

plated in tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) flasks. VICs were cultured in a standard 

humidified incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) in 50:50 DMEM:F12 media (Corning, 

Tewksbury, MA) with 10% bovine growth serum (BGS, Lonza, Walkerville, MD), 1% 

1M 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin (Corning). 

For consistency, all VICs were frozen after passage 1 and used in passages 2-3. VICs 

were used from 3 separate harvests with cells pooled from all aortic valve leaflets of 

6 porcine hearts during each harvest. 

4.2.2. PEG-Peptide Conjugation 

The peptide sequence GGGPQG↓IWGQGK (PQ) was prepared using solid phase 

synthesis (APEX 396, Aapptec, Louisville, KY) and verified using matrix-assisted 

laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry 

(Autoflex, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA). RGDS peptide was purchased from 

American Peptide Company (Vista, CA). Acryloyl-PEG-RGDS (PEG-RGDS) and 

acryloyl-PEG-PQ-PEG-acryloyl (PEG-PQ) were conjugated as previously 

described[174]. Briefly, 3400 Da acryloyl-PEG-succinimidyl valerate (PEG-SVA, 

Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) was reacted with RGDS at 1:1.2 ratio or PQ at 2.1:1 ratio 
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overnight at pH 8.0. The products were dialyzed for 48 hours using a 3500 Da 

molecular weight cutoff dialysis membrane. Dialyzed PEG-peptide conjugates were 

then sterile filtered using a 0.22 µm Steriflip 50 ml tube filter (EMD Millipore, 

Billerica, MA), frozen, and lyophilized. Gel permeation chromatography equipped 

with UV and evaporative light-scattering detectors (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) was used 

to confirm PEG-peptide conjugation while proton NMR (Avance III HD 600 MHz, 

Bruker Daltonics) was used to confirm intact acrylate groups on the peptide-

conjugated polymer. 

4.2.3. Modification of hyaluronan 

Hyaluronan was modified with either methacrylate or acrylate groups for photo-

initiated free-radical crosslinking. Hyaluronan was acrylated using a modified 

version of a published protocol[175]. First, 35 kDa sodium hyaluronate (NaHA, 

Lifecore Biomedical, Chaska, MN) underwent cation exchange (sodium to 

tetrabutylammonium) so that it could be dissolved in organic solvents[176]. Briefly, 

Dowex resin (Dowex 50WX8 H+ form, 200-400 mesh) was washed in diH2O before 

mixing with 1% w/v NaHA in water overnight at room temperature to capture the 

Na+ ions. After 24 hours, a Buchner funnel was used to filter the Dowex from the HA 

solution. The HA solution was titrated to pH 8.0 using 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

hydroxide (TBA-OH) and then lyophilized. The amount of TBA in the product was 

determined from proton NMR. Acrylation of hyaluronan-tetrabutylammonium (HA-

TBA) was performed under argon using acryloyl chloride (A-Cl) as shown in Figure 
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4-1. HA-TBA (~100 mg) was dissolved in a round-bottom 3-neck flask at 1% w/v in 

anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF). Anhydrous triethylamine (TEA) was added 

to the flask at a molar ratio of 4:1 TEA:A-Cl. The A-Cl was diluted to 10% v/v in DMF 

and then added to the reaction flask dropwise to achieve a final molar ratio of 0.9:1 

A-Cl:(HA-TBA disaccharide). The reaction was left overnight at room temperature, 

protected from light. Acrylated hyaluronan (AHA) was recovered by precipitating 

the reaction flask contents in cold diethyl ether. The precipitate was captured by 

filtering in a Buchner funnel through filter paper (Whatman #3, Fisher), which was 

then air dried in the dark. The filter paper with dried AHA was submerged in diH2O 

for 10 minutes to dissolve the AHA. 

Methacrylation of hyaluronan was accomplished following a previously 

described method with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) in PBS[177] and depicted in 

Figure 4-2. Either 35 kDa or 1700 kDa NaHA (~200 mg) was dissolved at 0.375% 

w/v in PBS in a round bottom flask at room temperature. TEA was added to the flask 

at a 7:1 TEA:(HA disaccharide) molar ratio followed by dropwise addition of GMA to 

a molar ratio of 14:1 GMA:(HA disaccharide). The solution was allowed to react 

(protected from light) for 5 days at room temperature to produce methacrylated 

hyaluronan (MeHA). Both MeHA and AHA solutions were dialyzed extensively 

against 150 mM NaCl for 3 days followed by dialysis against pure water for 3 

additional days. The solutions were then sterile filtered and kept sterile during 

lyophilization and experimental use. 
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Figure 4-1 – Hyaluronan acrylation reaction. Functionalization of hyaluronan 
polymers for free-radical crosslinking with acrylate groups using acryloyl chloride 
overnight in DMF. 

 

Figure 4-2 – Hyaluronan methacrylation reaction. Functionalization of hyaluronan 
polymers for free-radical crosslinking with methacrylate groups using glycidyl 
methacrylate for 5 days in PBS. 
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4.2.4. Calculation of Degree of Modification 

Refer to NMR spectra in Figure 4-3 for proton lettering used. 

To calculate degree of modification for acrylated hyaluronan, divide the integral 

of the 3 protons from the carbon-carbon double bond of the acrylate group (proton 

a: 1H δ 6.47; b: 1H δ 6.01; c: 1H δ 6.22) by the integral of the three protons from the 

methyl group on the N-acetylglucosamine of hyaluronan (protons d: 3H δ 2.01). In 

the spectra in Figure 4-3A, the percentage of hyaluronan disaccharides that have an 

acrylate modification is 6.78/100.0 = 6.78%. Note that numerator and denominator 

both represent 3 protons. 

The correct calculation of the degree of modification of methacrylated 

hyaluronan is more involved because the NMR peak due to the protons from the 

methyl group of the methacrylate modification (protons g: 3H δ 1.94) is buried in 

the NMR peak due to the protons from the methyl group on the N-acetylglucosamine 

(protons d: 3H δ 2.01). To estimate the signal from only the N-acetylglucosamine 

protons, we integrate the entire mixed peak and subtract out the assumed signal 

from the methacrylate. If the NMR spectrum were perfect, there would be an equal 

number of (e) and (f) protons, which would also equal the number of methyl groups 

containing 3 (g) protons. The number of methacrylate groups is then represented by 

the average of the integrals for (e) and (f) protons. Therefore, we would expect the 

integral for the (g) protons to be 3 times this number. To calculate the number of (d) 
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protons, we subtract 3*number of (g) protons from the total integral around the 

methyl peaks at 2.0 ppm shift. 

From the example in Figure 4-3B: 

𝑎 = 2.01; 𝑏 = 2.12; 𝑐 =  
2.01 + 2.12

2
= 2.07 

3𝑐 + 3𝑑 = 300; 𝑑 = 100 − 2.07 = 97.93 

𝐷𝑂𝑀 =  
2.07

97.93
= 2.1% 

The numerator represents the average signal of a single proton in the 

methacrylate group and the denominator represents a single proton from the 

methyl group on the N-acetylglucosamine. 

4.2.5. Hydrogel Crosslinking and VIC encapsulation 

Sterile, lyophilized polymer was dissolved in sterile filtered photoinitiator buffer 

consisting of 1.5% v/v triethanolamine (TEOA), 10 µM Eosin Y, and 0.35% v/v 1-

vinyl-2-pyrillidinone (NVP) in HEPES buffered saline (HBS) at 4% w/v for PEG-PQ, 

2% w/v for AHA, 4% w/v for 35 kDa MeHA, and 0.75% w/v for 1700 kDa MeHA. All 

solutions contained 2 mM PEG-RGDS. VICs were resuspended in the 

photoinitiator/polymer solution at a concentration of 15x106 cells/ml and cast in 5 

mm diameter x 250 µm thick PDMS molds. The gels were crosslinked under ~160 

kLux of white LED light (UltraTow LED Floodlight, Northern Tool and Equipment, 
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Burnsville, MN) for the amount of time determined from mechanical testing to 

produce similar stiffness hydrogels. Gels were cultured in 24 well plates in a 

standard humidified incubator. Encapsulated cells were grown in the same 50:50 

DMEM:F12 media with 10% BGS as described above with media changes every 2-3 

days. 

The LIVE/DEAD Cell Viability/Cytotoxicity kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 

calcein AM and ethidium homodimer-1 reagents was used to assess cell viability at 

days 3 and 7 after encapsulation following manufacturer instructions. Briefly, cell 

encapsulated gels were incubated in media with 2 µM of calcein AM and 4 µM of 

ethidium homodimer-1 for 30 minutes. Scaffolds were washed in PBS and 

immediately imaged on a confocal microscope (A1-Rsi, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan or LSM 

510, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Live and dead cells were counted (n=3) using 

Bitplane Imaris 8.2 software (Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, UK) to calculate the 

percentage and density of alive cells. 

4.2.6. Mechanical characterization of hydrogels and aortic valve tissue 

All hydrogel formulations were mechanically characterized in unconfined 

compression. Hydrogel disks of 6 mm diameter x 0.8 mm thickness were prepared 

in PDMS molds and allowed to swell in PBS overnight. In order to compare response 

of cells to hydrogel polymer independently of stiffness, all hydrogels were made the 

same stiffness through an iterative process. The polymer density and crosslinking 

time for the hydrogels were varied and the stiffness of the gels was tested in 
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compression. This process was repeated until all hydrogel formulations were 

approximately equal to the target compressive modulus of 2.5 kPa. The volume of 

the hydrogel disks was calculated from stereoscope images taken immediately after 

crosslinking the gels and again after swelling in PBS overnight. The volumetric 

swelling ratio was determined by dividing the increase in volume by the original 

hydrogel volume. Swollen gels were compressed to 30% strain using a Bose ELF 

3200 mechanical tester with force measured by a 1000 g load cell (Bose ELF, Eden 

Prairie, MN). The compressive modulus was calculated from a linear regression of 

the stress versus strain plot between 5% and 15% strain. Hysteresis was 

determined by dividing the area between the loading and unloading stress versus 

strain curves by the total area under the loading curve. For comparison, aortic valve 

tissue (5 mm diameter cylinders cut with a biopsy punch from the belly region of 

aortic valve leaflets) was tested in compression using the same parameters for 

characterization. 

4.2.7. Enzymatic Digest of Hydrogels 

PEG-PQ and AHA hydrogels were digested in both collagenase and 

hyaluronidase solutions to ensure their susceptibility and specificity for enzyme 

activity. Hydrogel disks of 6 mm diameter x 0.8 mm thick were placed in either 50 

U/ml of bovine testicular hyaluronidase (Worthington) in PBS or 10 U/ml of 

collagenase 3 (Worthington) in Tris buffered saline (TBS) with 2 mM CaCl2 for 1, 2, 

4, 12, and 24 hours. Digest solution was aspirated at each time point and gels were 
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frozen, lyophilized, and weighed. The mass of digested lyophilized gels was 

compared to the mass of undigested lyophilized gels. 

4.2.8. Immunofluorescent staining 

Protein expression was visualized using immunofluorescent (IF) staining after 

14 days in culture. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 45 minutes, 

permeabilized in 0.25% Triton X-100 for 15 minutes, and blocked in 3.5% w/v 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 4°C overnight. Primary antibodies were diluted in 

PBS with 1% w/v BSA and 0.05% NaN3 and were placed on samples overnight at 

4°C. Proteins visualized via IF were αSMA (abcam ab7817; 1:50), CD44 (Calbiochem 

217594; 1:120), and RHAMM (Novus NBP1-95379; 1:120). Gels were washed 4x to 

remove unbound primary antibody over an 8 hour period in PBS with 0.01% v/v 

Tween 20. Secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor 488/555/633, Invitrogen Carlsbad, 

CA) were added at 1:200 concentration overnight at 4°C. Samples were 

counterstained with DAPI and AlexaFluor 488 or 633 conjugated phalloidin 

(Invitrogen) for 2 hours prior to imaging with a confocal microscope (Nikon A1-Rsi 

or Zeiss LSM 510).  

4.2.9. RNA isolation, qPCR, and sequencing 

Quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qPCR) was performed as previously 

described[174]. After 7 days in culture, cell-seeded hydrogels were placed in RNA 

lysis buffer (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) and homogenized. mRNA was extracted 
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with Quick-RNA MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research) and transcribed to cDNA using a 1st 

Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan). The quantity and quality of 

mRNA was assessed using a Nanodrop 2000 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). Sample mRNA that did not have a 260/280 ratio of at least 1.8 or 

that was less than 5 ng/µl concentration was not transcribed to cDNA. A 

Mastercycler ep realplex qPCR system (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) with 

QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Clontech Laboratories, Mountain View, CA) 

was used to measure relative mRNA expression in VICs. Primer efficiencies and 

relative expression ratios were calculated using the REST 2009 program[142]. All 

mRNA targets and primers are listed in supporting information Table 4-1. 

KIAA1199 qPCR products were purified using a QIAquick PCR purification kit 

(Quiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) and sequenced by Lone Star Labs (Houston, TX). 

4.2.10. Gelatin and hyaluronan zymography 

Gelatin and hyaluronan substrate zymography was performed using hand cast 

10% polyacrylamide gels containing either 0.2% gelatin or 0.17 mg/ml 1700 kDa 

sodium hyaluronate. Protein content of conditioned media from days 11-14 of VICs 

cultured in PEG-PQ and AHA hydrogels was determined using the Pierce BCA total 

protein assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following manufacturer’s instructions. 

Sample volume corresponding to 7 µg of protein was added to each well for 

zymography. After electrophoresis (100V for 1 hour 15 minutes), the 

polyacrylamide gels were soaked for 30 minutes in 2.5% Triton X-100 for 
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renaturing, and then allowed to develop overnight at 37°C. Gelatin substrate 

zymography developing buffer contained 50 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 

and 0.02% v/v Brij 35 at pH 7.8[178]. Parallel sets of hyaluronan substrate 

zymography gels were developed in either the pH 7.8 gelatin zymography 

developing buffer or a pH 3.0 developing buffer to detect acid-active hyaluronidases 

(50 mM citric acid, 50 mM dibasic sodium phosphate, 137 mM NaCl)[179]. Gelatin 

substrate zymograms were stained for 30 minutes with 0.5% w/v Coomassie Blue 

and destained in 20% isopropanol and 10% acetic acid for 2 hours. Hyaluronan 

substrate zymograms were stained for 1 hour with 0.5% w/v Alcian Blue in 3% 

acetic acid and destained with 7% acetic acid for 2 hours. In order to visualize 

protein bands in the hyaluronan substrate polyacrylamide gels, identical 

electrophoresis gels were stained for 20 minutes with Imperial Blue Stain (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and then destained in diH2O water for 1 hour. ImageJ (NIH, 

Bethesda, MD) was used to measure the amount of enzyme activity in the 

zymograms. 

4.2.11. Statistical Methods 

Single factor ANOVA with Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis was performed for all 

comparisons of material properties. Student’s t-tests were used for comparison of 

VIC enzyme activity. qPCR data were evaluated using the pairwise fixed reallocation 

randomization test with the REST 2009 program. A p-value of less than 0.05 was 
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considered significant for all tests. All results are reported as mean ± standard error 

of the mean. 

 

Table 4-1 - Primers used for qPCR 

Target Primer Pair (forward and reverse) Tm (ᵒC) 

Primer 

Efficiency 

Accession 

Number 

GAPDH 
5'-GTGAAGGTCGGAGTGAAC-3' 61.5 

93.5% NM_001206359 
5'-GGTGGAATCATACTGGAACA-3' 61.1 

αSMA 
5'-CCACCTACAACAGCATCA-3' 60.8 

94.0% NM_001164650 
5'-CCAATCCAGACGGAGTATT-3' 60.4 

CD44 
5'-TCACAGACCTACTTAATACCTT-3' 59.9 

92.2% * 
5'-CCACTGCTCATATCATCCT-3' 60.2 

HYAL1 
5'-TGGCTATGGCTTTCTCAA-3' 60.0 

100% NM_214441 
5'-GCAACTATCCTGGTCTGTA-3' 60.0 

HYAL2 
5'-CACAGCACCACCTATCTT-3' 60.5 

94.6% NM_214440 
5'-GTTCACGAAACCCTCATTAG-3' 60.2 

MMP2 
5'-AATACCTGAACACCTTCTAC-3' 58.3 

100% NM_214192 
5'-TCTTCTTTAGTGTGTCCTTC-3' 58.5 

HAS1 
5'-CACGAACTTGCTGGATTG-3' 60.5 

97.8% NM_001136212 
5'-GGCTGAAGAGTCTTGAGT-3' 60.0 

HAS2 
5'-GACCAAGAACTGAACAAGAT-3' 59.4 

97.1% NM_214053 
5'-GGTAGCCAACGATATAAGC-3' 59.4 

HAS3 
5'-TCTTCCTTATTGCCACAGT-3' 60.2 

92.4% NM_001001268 
5'-CCTTGATGATGCCTACCA-3' 60.2 

KIAA1199 
5'-CTACAGTGGATGGAGTGAA-3' 60.0 

97.4% XM_005656271 
5'-CGGTCATAGCACACAAAC-3' 60.2 

* Primers for CD44 were designed from a published partial porcine CD44 gene 

sequence[180] 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Hyaluronan was functionalized with either methacrylate or acrylate 

groups for crosslinking 

Sodium hyaluronate (NaHA) was functionalized with both acrylate and 

methacrylate groups for photocrosslinking as depicted in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2, 

with representative resultant 1H NMR spectra shown in supporting information 

Figure 4-3. Hyaluronan acrylation was consistent and repeatable with 7.2 ± 0.7% 

(n=12) degree of modification (DOM) for the reaction conditions used. Low (35 kDa) 

and high (1700 kDa) molecular weight hyaluronan were methacrylated with 2.6 

±0.1% (n=2) and 2.1% (n=1) DOM, respectively. Details of DOM calculations are 

provided in the supporting information. High molecular weight NaHA was not 

successfully ion exchanged to a HA-TBA salt that was soluble in DMF, and therefore 

was functionalized with methacrylate groups in an aqueous solution. 
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Figure 4-3 - (A) acrylated hyaluronan 1H NMR (D2O, 600 MHz):  δ 2.01 (s, 3H), 3.2-4.65 
(m, hyaluronic acid disaccharide protons), 6.01 (dd, 1H), 6.22 (m, 1H), 6.47 (dd, 1H). 
(B) Methacrylated hyaluronan 1H NMR (D2O, 600 MHz): δ 1.94 (s, 3H), 2.01 (s, 3H), 3.2-
4.65 (m, hyaluronic acid disaccharide protons), 5.74 (m, 1H), 6.17 (m,1H).  
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4.3.2. Hyaluronan hydrogel mechanical properties can be optimized for a 

spongiosa layer mimic 

Crosslinked hydrogels were characterized by unconfined compression testing. 

The compressive modulus of valve tissue dissected from the belly region of aortic 

leaflets was 5.13 ± 0.36 kPa (n=24), which served as an approximate target elastic 

modulus for hydrogels. Hydrogel weight fraction and crosslinking time under ~160 

kLux of white light were varied to achieve a similar modulus among materials so 

that the biochemical results were independent of the substrate stiffness. The 

resulting mechanical characteristics of the hydrogels are shown in Table 4-2 and 

Figure 4-4. PEG-PQ, AHA, and 35 kDa MeHA hydrogels were all prepared to have 

approximately 2.7 kPa compressive modulus. It was not possible to prepare 1700 

kDa MeHA hydrogels to achieve an elastic modulus greater than 1.6 kPa: increasing 

crosslinking time above 120 seconds had no effect and increasing weight percent 

over 0.75% made cell encapsulation difficult due to high viscosity at 37°C. In order 

to provide a comparison between 1700 kDa MeHA and PEG-PQ hydrogels of similar 

stiffness, PEG-PQ was also formulated with less crosslinking time (t=22 sec) to 

produce a weaker hydrogel. The 1700 kDa MeHA and soft PEG-PQ hydrogels were 

significantly less stiff than other formulations (n=5; p<0.01). 
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Table 4-2 - Hydrogel formulation and resultant mechanical properties. Statistical 
comparisons of the mechanical properties are shown in Figure 4-4. 

Polymer DOM (%) Density 
(% w/v) 

X-link 
time (s) 

Compressive 
modulus (kPa) 

Hysteresis 
(%) 

Volumetric 
Swelling (%) 

PEG-PQ-PEG  4  28 2.67 ± 0.12 43.1 ± 2.1 59.7 ± 2.3 
soft PEG-PQ-PEG  4 22 1.46 ± 0.13 82.2 ± 2.6 54.7 ± 5.0 
35 kDa AHA 7.2±0.7 (n=12) 2 25 2.66 ± 0.10 58.3 ± 1.4 70.9 ± 5.4 
35 kDa MeHA 2.6±0.1 (n=2) 4 40 2.88 ± 0.16 42.8 ± 3.4 184.3 ± 6.7 
1700 kDa MeHA 2.1 (n=1) 0.75 120 1.53 ± 0.12 74.7 ± 2.1 28.4 ± 5.1 

 

 

Figure 4-4 – Mechanical characterization of crosslinked hydrogels. (A) Bulk 
compressive modulus of PEG-PQ and hyaluronan variants. 0.75% w/v 1700 kDa MeHA 
and soft PEG-PQ had significantly lower compressive modulus than others (p<0.01). 
(B) Hysteresis during compression; 1700 kDa MeHA, soft PEG-PQ and AHA had 
significantly greater hysteresis than others with 1700 kDa MeHA and soft PEG-PQ 
significantly higher than AHA (p<0.01). (C) Volumetric swelling ratio overnight in PBS 
demonstrates dimensional change after crosslinking. Swelling for the 35 kDa MeHA 
was significantly greater than all others (p<0.01); swelling for the 1700 kDa MeHA was 
significantly less than all others (p<0.05) (bars which do not share a common letter 
are statistically different from each other). (D) Susceptibility and specificity of PEG-PQ 
and AHA hydrogels to collagenase and hyaluronidase enzyme digest demonstrates that 
collagenase degraded PEG-PQ hydrogels and hyaluronidase degraded AHA hydrogels. 
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The hysteresis of valve leaflets in compression was 64.9 ± 2.2 % (n=24). As 

shown in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-4B, hysteresis of the 1700 kDa MeHA and softer 

PEG-PQ hydrogels was significantly higher than all other materials (p<0.01; Figure 

4-4B). Hysteresis of the AHA hydrogel was greater than that of the PEG-PQ and 35 

kDa MeHA, despite having similar compressive moduli (p<0.01). The volumetric 

swelling of the hydrogels after crosslinking was calculated to determine how well 

hydrogels would retain their molded dimensions. 1700 kDa MeHA hydrogels 

swelled significantly less and 35 kDa MeHA hydrogels swelled significantly more 

that PEG-PQ and AHA hydrogels (p<0.01; Figure 4-4C). Because of the 2x greater 

swelling in 35 kDa MeHA hydrogels, they were not used for cell encapsulation. 

MeHA refers to 1700 kDa MeHA throughout the remainder of this study. 

Finally, hydrogels were digested in exogenous enzymes to verify the specificity 

of their degradation mechanism (Figure 4-4D). PEG-PQ hydrogels quickly degraded 

over a 4-hour period when subject to collagenase, but were unaffected by 

hyaluronidase for up to 24 hours. Hyaluronan hydrogels were degraded with 

hyaluronidase, but were unaffected by collagenase, over the same time periods. 

4.3.3. Hyaluronan hydrogels support 3D culture of VICs with the RGDS cell-

adhesive ligand 

VICs were grown first grown in 2D atop of PEG-PG and AHA hydrogels to 

determine if RGDS integrin ligand was required. Neither PEG-PQ and AHA scaffolds 

without PEG-RGDS supported strong VIC attachment as VICs formed round clusters 
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of cells on the surface of the hydrogels after 7 days in culture (Figure 4-5A,B). VICs 

readily adhered in 2D to PEG-PQ and hyaluronan scaffolds that had PEG-RGDS 

present for cell attachment after 7 days in culture (Figure 4-5C-E). Therefore, when 

VICs were encapsulated in 3D, all scaffold materials contained 2 mM PEG-RGDS and 

the healthy, spread morphology of VICs was evident and similar in all materials for 

at least 14 days in culture (Figure 4-6A,B). 

Expression of VIC activation marker αSMA expression was low in all hydrogel 

formulations as demonstrated through qPCR and IF staining (Figure 4-6C,D). The 

only location on hydrogels where strong αSMA stress fiber staining was observed 

was on the surface of the gels (Figure 4-6E). As expected, αSMA gene expression of 

VICs cultured on TCPS was significantly higher than for VICs encapsulated in all 

hydrogel formulations (n=16 TCPS, 9 AHA, 11 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA, 4 soft PEG-PQ; 

p<0.01; Figure 4-6F). VICs in MeHA and soft PEG-PQ also had significantly lower 

αSMA gene expression than did VICs in the stiffer PEG-PQ hydrogels (p<0.01). 

VICs demonstrated greater than 80% viability in PEG-PQ, AHA, and MeHA hydrogels 

as shown by LIVE/DEAD staining after 3 and 7 days in 3D culture (Figure 4-7). Cells 

were more spread after 7 days, but cell numbers were not statistically different 

from day 3 to day 7. At day 7, the cell density is significantly higher (p<0.05) in the 

MeHA hydrogels than the AHA and PEG-PQ hydrogels (Figure 4-7H), but that is 

attributed to the faster hydrogel degradation, which resulted in lower imaged 

volume because the z-stack size was only 150 µm compared to 200 µm for AHA and 
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PEG-PQ samples.

 

Figure 4-5 - (A-B) When PEG-RGDS is not incorporated into scaffold, 2D seeded cells 
form balls on surface, preferring cell-cell interactions (A) PEG-PQ-PEG; (B) acrylated 
hyaluronan; blue=DAPI; green=phalloidin (C-E) When RGDS ligand is present, VICs 
spread in 2D in all hydrogels (C) PEG-PQ-PEG; (D) acrylated hyaluronan; (E) 
methacrylated hyaluronan; all scale bars= 50 µm. 
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Figure 4-6 - (A-B) 100 µm maximum intensity z-projection of VICs encapsulated for 
14 days in (A) PEG-PQ and (B) AHA hydrogels; blue=DAPI; green=F-actin; scale=100 
µm. (C-D) Faint, diffuse αSMA expression in interior of hydrogels. 30 µm maximum 
intensity z-projection of VICs inside (C) PEG-PQ and (D) AHA hydrogels. (E) The only 
strong positive staining for αSMA stress fibers was on the surface of hydrogel (15 µm 
maximum intensity z-projection); blue=DAPI; green=αSMA; scale=20 µm. (F) Gene 
expression of αSMA; TCPS αSMA expression was significantly greater than in 3D 
hydrogels (p<0.01); 1700 kDa MeHA αSMA expression was less than PEG-PQ (p<0.05) 
(bars which do not share a common letter are significantly different from each other). 
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Figure 4-7 - Representative LIVE/DEAD staining of VICs at (A,C,E) day 3 and (B,D,F) 
day 7 post-encapsulation. 200 µm maximum intensity z-projections of VICs 
encapsulated in (A,B) PEG-PQ, (C,D) AHA, and (E) MeHA hydrogels; (F) 150 µm 
maximum intensity z-projection of VICs encapsulated in MeHA hydrogels; green=live; 
red=dead; scale=50 µm. (G) Encapsulated VICs had greater than 80% viability in all 
hydrogel formulations. (H) Total cell density remained consistent from day 3 to day 
7. At day 7, there was a significantly higher density of VICs in MeHA hydrogels than 
PEG-PQ and AHA hydrogels (p<0.05). 
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4.3.4. VICs alter hyaluronan-related gene expression in response to 

hyaluronan hydrogels 

VICs expressed similar, very strong levels of CD44 in all hydrogel formulations 

(Figure 4-8A,B). In contrast, VICs had very little RHAMM protein, showing only 

diffuse intercellular IF staining in all hydrogels (Figure 4-8C). qPCR was used to 

measure gene expression of CD44 and the hyaluronan synthases HAS1, HAS2, and 

HAS3 (Figure 4-8E-H; CD44 n=12 TCPS, 16 AHA, 11 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA; HAS1-3 n=8 

TCPS, 8 AHA, 5 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA). There were no significant differences in gene 

expression of CD44 and HAS2 between scaffold materials. HAS1 gene expression 

was significantly higher in VICs cultured in AHA than in PEG-PQ or on TCPS 

(p<0.01). VICs in PEG-PQ hydrogels had significantly higher HAS3 expression than 

VICs in MeHA hydrogels (p<0.05). 

4.3.5. KIAA1199 protein is expressed in VICs 

KIAA1199 gene expression was confirmed through qPCR in VICs grown in 2D on 

TCPS and 3D in PEG-PQ and hyaluronan hydrogels. KIAA1199 gene expression was 

significantly less in the MeHA and soft PEG-PQ hydrogels than on TCPS (Figure 

4-8D; n=6 TCPS, 8 AHA, 9 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA, 4 soft PEG-PQ; p<0.01). The DNA 

sequence of qPCR products from VICs cultured on TCPS using the forward 

KIAA1199 primer is shown in Figure 4-9A. A BLAST search of the sequenced qPCR 

product in the Sus scrofa genome confirmed predicted KIAA1199 nucleotide 

sequences (Figure 4-9B). 
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Figure 4-8 - After 14 days in culture, VICs in both (A) PQ and (B) AHA hydrogels 
showed similar, ubiquitous CD44 expression (90 µm maximum intensity z-
projection); blue=DAPI; red=CD44; scale=20 µm ). (C) Only weak, diffuse intercellular 
RHAMM was seen in AHA hydrogels (50 µm maximum intensity z-projection); 
blue=DAPI; red=RHAMM; scale=20 µm. (D) Gene expression of protein KIAA1199 in 
VICs grown on TCPS was significantly greater than VICs grown in 1700 kDa MeHA and 
soft PEG-PQ hydrogels, demonstrating that stiffness might play a role in KIAA1199 
expression (* p<0.05). (E-H) CD44 and hyaluronan synthase (HAS1, HAS2, HAS3) gene 
expression was similar in all scaffolds, except for AHA HAS1 expression, which was 
significantly greater than both TCPS and PEG-PQ (^ p<0.01). HAS3 expression was 
also significantly greater in PEG-PQ than MeHA (* p<0.05). 
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Figure 4-9 - (A) Sequenced qPCR product of VIC TCPS sample with KIAA1199 forward 
primer. (B) Results of BLAST nucleotide search in Sus scrofa genome confirms that 
the product is from (predicted) KIAA1199. 

 

4.3.6. VIC enzyme activity remains consistent across hydrogel material 

Gelatin substrate and hyaluronan substrate zymography were used to identify 

enzyme activity of VICs encapsulated in hydrogels. VICs did not change their 

secreted gelatinase (MMP2 and MMP9) or hyaluronidase enzyme profile when 

cultured in either PEG-PQ or AHA hydrogels, as evidenced by zymogram band 

intensity (Figure 4-10A-D). Controls ensured that the clear bands observed in the 

hyaluronan substrate zymograms were from cell secreted hyaluronidase activity 

(Figure 4-11). VICs cultured in media without serum secreted hyaluronidase 

enzymes that were active on the hyaluronan substrate at pH 3.0 (Figure 4-11A). 

While some of the observed enzyme activity is from hyaluronidase in the serum, 
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hyaluronidase activity was also observed without serum in the media. Another 

potential problem was that protein may have been blocking alcian blue from 

staining the electrophoresis gel. To investigate that possibility, gels were developed 

at neutral pH. Protein bands were present at ~50 kDa in both acidic and neutral pH 

cases, but the enzymes were not active at pH 7.8 and did not prevent alcian blue 

from staining the hyaluronan substrate (Figure 4-11B). Bovine testicular 

hyaluronidase controls were active at pH 7.8. 

Gene expression of hyaluronidase-1 (HYAL1), hyaluronidase-2 (HYAL2), and 

MMP-2 enzymes from VICs cultured in different hydrogels were compared using 

qPCR (Figure 4-10E-G). MMP-2 gene expression was significantly higher in VICs 

cultured in PEG-PQ hydrogels than TCPS or MeHA substrates (Figure 4-10E; n=5 

TCPS, 8 AHA, 5 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA; p<0.01). There was no significant difference in 

HYAL1 expression between VICs grown on any substrate (Figure 4-10E; n=12 TCPS, 

13 AHA, 13 PEG-PQ, 8 MeHA; p>0.8), which was consistent with zymography 

results. There was significantly lower HYAL2 gene expression in VICs grown on 

TCPS compared to VICs grown in PEG-PQ or MeHA hydrogels (Figure 4-10F; 

p<0.01). 
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Figure 4-10 - Zymograms to detect enzyme activity in conditioned media. (A) Gelatin 
substrate zymography detects strong MMP2 activity, however, there is (B) no 
statistically significant difference between cells grown in PEG-PQ or AHA hydrogels. 
(C) Hyaluronan substrate zymography detects strongest enzyme activity (HYAL1) at 
just above 50 kDa; there is (D) no difference in hyaluronidase enzyme activity between 
cells grown in PEG-PQ or AHA hydrogels. (E-G) Gene expression of MMP2, HYAL1, 
HYAL2 enzymes. (E) MMP2 expression significantly higher in PEG-PQ hydrogels than 
TCPS and MeHA (*p<0.01); (F) HYAL1 expression similar in all scaffolds; (G) VICs 
grown on TCPS have significantly lower HYAL2 expression than VICs grown in PEG-PQ 
or MeHA hydrogels (*p<0.01). 
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Figure 4-11 - Hyaluronan zymography controls. (A) PEG-PQ and AHA serum-free 
conditioned media samples show hyaluronidase activity when developed at 37ᵒ C 
overnight at pH=3.0. Serum also shows hyaluronidase activity as well as positive 
control conditioned media from C4-2 cancer cells. Coomassie blue stained gel shows 
major protein bands. (B) Same samples developed at pH=7.8 demonstrates that 
hyaluronidase from conditioned media is active only in acidic conditions and that 
protein is not blocking alcian blue from staining hyaluronan in polyacrylamide 
electrophoresis gel. Bovine testicular hyaluronidase (BTH) positive controls develop 
at pH=7.8. 
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4.4. Discussion 

The layered structure of the ECM in natural heart valves has led engineers 

toward a layering approach to construct a biomimetic tissue engineered valve 

scaffold[121], [122], [163], [164]. In this study, hyaluronan hydrogels were utilized 

to represent the GAG-rich spongiosa layer of heart valves as part of a broader 

layering strategy. Hyaluronan was functionalized with acrylate (Figure 4-1) and 

methacrylate (Figure 4-2) groups to allow for photo-initiated free-radical 

polymerization, which was well tolerated by encapsulated cells (Figure 4-5, Figure 

4-6). The mechanical properties of the hydrogels were successfully tuned to 

approximate both the mechanical properties and function of the spongiosa layer in 

the heart valve leaflet. To gain insight into the degree of biochemical signaling from 

the crosslinked hyaluronan scaffold, we studied behavior of VICs encapsulated in 

hyaluronan hydrogels compared to PEG-PQ hydrogels. Throughout the study, VICs 

demonstrated very similar behavior in both hyaluronan and PEG-PQ hydrogels. 

Similar levels of CD44 expression, KIAA1199 expression, and hyaluronidase enzyme 

activity were observed in both materials. Results from gene expression analysis of 

the three isoforms of hyaluronan synthase enzymes showed that HAS1 expression 

was upregulated in AHA hydrogels, whereas HAS2 and HAS3 expression were 

similar in AHA and PEG-PQ. Overall, the results of this study demonstrate that 

hyaluronan hydrogels can be tuned for the mechanical purpose of building complex 
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tissue engineering scaffolds and can provide insight into the extent of biochemical 

signaling to encapsulated cells from crosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels. 

The goal of this study was to compare behavior of VICs encapsulated in photo-

crosslinked AHA versus PEG-PQ scaffold materials. Hyaluronan was functionalized 

at a low DOM to retain as much biological activity from the hyaluronan as possible. 

Seven percent DOM from the acrylation reaction resulted, on average, in one of 

every 14.3 disaccharides with a vinyl group, corresponding to ~5400 Da of 

hyaluronan disaccharide between crosslinks, independent of the molecular weight 

of the sodium hyaluronate used in the reaction. The 7% DOM is lower than reported 

DOM for other studies of VICs encapsulated in hyaluronan hydrogels[23], [88]. 

Because very little difference was observed between AHA and PEG-PQ scaffolds, 

hyaluronan was also methacrylated with only 2% DOM in order to maximize the 

biological availability of hyaluronan to encapsulated cells. Two percent DOM 

corresponds to having one in every 50 disaccharides functionalized, or about 19000 

Da of hyaluronan between crosslinks. Additionally, larger molecular weight 

hyaluronan is more representative of the physiological molecule[181]. The 

acrylation reaction did not have fine enough control to target 2%, and we could not 

ion exchange 1700 kDa NaHA to a HA-TBA product that was soluble in DMF. 

Therefore, methacrylation was used to synthesize a crosslinkable hyaluronan 

molecule that most closely resembles the hyaluronan found in the natural heart 

valve (large molecular weight=1700 kDa, low crosslinking density=2% DOM). 
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The mechanical properties of photocrosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels were 

comparable to native valve tissue. The bulk compressive modulus of the aortic valve 

leaflet was measured to be 5.13 ± 0.36, but this value includes compressive 

resistance of all three layers. Few studies have isolated the mechanical properties of 

the spongiosa layer; a recently published report used atomic force microscopy to 

approximate Young’s modulus of the spongiosa layer to be in the 4-8 kPa 

range[114]. We targeted the compressive modulus of the hyaluronan and PEGDA 

hydrogels to be between 2 and 3 kPa by varying polymer concentration and 

crosslinking time. The stiffness value was chosen based on our bulk compressive 

measurements of the whole leaflet, capabilities of the polymers that we were using, 

and comparison to previously published work that used hyaluronan hydrogels for 

VIC culture[23]. The 1700 kDa MeHA hydrogels were unable to be crosslinked to 

stiffnesses greater than ~1.6 kPa at 0.75% w/v. The 1700 kDa MeHA hydrogels 

could theoretically have been made more stiff with higher weight percentage of the 

polymer, but at higher weight percentage, the liquid was too viscous at physiological 

temperatures to be used effectively for cell encapsulation. PEG-PQ hydrogels which 

matched the compressive modulus of the 1700 kDa MeHA were constructed in 

order to determine if differences seen in VIC behavior encapsulated the 1700 kDa 

MeHA scaffolds were a result of bulk stiffness or due to the biochemical signaling 

from the hyaluronan scaffold. 

Both 1700 kDa MeHA and AHA had significantly higher hysteresis than PEG-PQ 

and 35 kDa MeHA and in the range of the measured 64.9% hysteresis of valve 
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leaflets. The mechanical function of hyaluronan in the heart valve is one of 

lubrication and dampening[31], [32]. Scaffolds with an increased level of hysteresis 

would serve these functions well, as hysteresis is a measure of energy dissipation. 

Therefore, either AHA or 1700 kDa MeHA would be appropriate materials to match 

the dampening function of the spongiosa layer. The proposed goal of lamination of 

the spongiosa hydrogel with other scaffold materials requires that the spongiosa 

layer swelling be minimized to prevent possible delamination and/or unnatural 

force distribution in the tri-laminate scaffold. The 1700 kDa MeHA swelling was 

significantly less than the AHA or PEG-PQ materials, despite having lower DOM and 

compressive modulus. The reduced swelling is a result of the higher molecular 

weight of the hyaluronan molecule. Despite the same 2% DOM as the 1700 kDA 

MeHA, the 35 kDa MeHA hydrogels had significantly greater swelling than had all 

other materials, rendering it unsuitable for a laminated heart valve scaffold 

prepared using our previously reported lamination strategy[121]. Therefore, all 

following biological studies (zymography, qPCR, IF) did not use 35 kDa MeHA. 

Overall, the mechanical properties of the 2% DOM 0.75% w/v 1700 kDa MeHA 

appear to be the best at supporting the mechanical requirements of the spongiosa 

layer. However, when VICs were cultured in 3D, the 1700 kDa MeHA scaffold 

degraded after only about 2 weeks. In comparison, the PEG-PQ and AHA hydrogels 

did not fully degrade for at least 4 weeks in culture. 

VICs seeded in 2D atop both hyaluronan and PEG-PQ hydrogels without the 

RGDS peptide confirmed previous research showing that VICs require integrin 
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ligands to attach to hydrophilic crosslinked scaffolds[23], [174]. Without RGDS, any 

viable VICs retained rounded morphology and clumped together rather than spread 

on the substrate (Figure 4-5A,B). Therefore, all hydrogel formulations used for 

encapsulation contained 2 mM of PEG-RGDS for integrin binding. VICs were 

encapsulated throughout the hyaluronan scaffold during photocrosslinking so that 

the cells did not need to adopt an invasive, disease-like phenotype in order to 

populate the interior of the scaffold. 

Immunofluorescent imaging and qPCR analysis demonstrated the relative 

expression of hyaluronan related proteins in VICs grown in 3D hydrogel culture. 

Hyaluronan-binding cell surface receptor CD44 was strongly present in VICs in 

either PEG-PQ or hyaluronan hydrogel scaffolds (Figure 4-8A-B). qPCR confirmed 

similar expression levels of the CD44 gene, regardless of scaffold material (Figure 

4-8E). Hyaluronan synthase gene expression was also very similar between 

hydrogel formulations, but interestingly HAS1 was upregulated in VICs cultured in 

AHA hydrogels compared to PEG-PQ hydrogels (Figure 4-8F). While HAS2 has been 

studied in valves and is known to be required for proper valve development[41], 

there are no previously published reports of HAS1 expression in valve cells or 

tissue. In other types of fibroblasts, inflammatory factors IL-1β and TGF-β as well as 

glycemic stress have been shown to cause upregulation of HAS1 expression[182]–

[184]. HAS1 has also been implicated in malignant transformation of several types 

of cancer[185], [186]. Encapsulated VICs break down the scaffold as they elongate 

and migrate; the resulting cleaved hyaluronan fragments may induce an 
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inflammatory response[187], [188] as evidenced by upregulation of HAS1 in the 

AHA scaffold. Based on these results, further research into the VIC inflammatory 

response due to breakdown of crosslinked hyaluronan scaffolds is warranted. 

This study confirmed the expression of the hyaluronan binding and 

depolymerizing peptide KIAA1199 in porcine aortic VICs. KIA1199 was studied in 

order to investigate another possible mechanism of hyaluronan binding and 

degradation in light of the weak hyaluronidase activity that was observed in 

zymography. KIAA1199 has been investigated in hearing loss[170], cancers[171], 

and dermal fibroblasts[172] of humans, but has not been studied in porcine cells or 

in heart valves of any species. We have shown through qPCR that KIAA1199 is 

expressed in porcine aortic VICs (Figure 4-8D). The biological significance and role 

of KIAA1199 in valve cell and tissue function is still unknown, but our data suggests 

that less stiff substrates downregulate the expression of KIAA1199. For the least 

stiff scaffolds (1700 kDa MeHA and soft PEG-PQ) KIAA1199 gene expression was 

significantly less than it was for TCPS. Future work will be needed to demonstrate 

how porcine KIAA1199 is involved in hyaluronan catabolism in valve cells. 

Although we had hypothesized that VICs would respond to the hydrogel scaffold 

by upregulating the enzymes that would degrade each scaffold material, 

zymography confirmed similar enzyme activity between VICs independent of 

substrate polymer makeup (Figure 4-10A-D). The gelatin substrate zymogram 

showed strong MMP2 activity, while the hyaluronan substrate zymogram had bright 
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bands at ~52 kDa, corresponding to hyaluronidase 1, which is known to be 

activated at an acidic pH[187]. Hyaluronidase 2 was not expected to be detected in 

conditioned media as it is tethered to the cell membrane by glycosylphosphatidyl-

inositol[187]. The zymograms also demonstrate that overall MMP activity was much 

stronger than hyaluronidase activity per mass of total protein from the conditioned 

media. Although the expression of hyaluronidase genes (HYAL1 and HYAL2) was the 

same between AHA and PEG-PQ hydrogels, mRNA expression of MMP2 was 

significantly higher in PEG-PQ hydrogels (Figure 4-10E-G), indicating some ability of 

the cells to control enzyme activity appropriate for the PEG-PQ scaffold. However, 

MMP activity is also heavily regulated by other enzymes, including tissue inhibitors 

of metalloproteinases (TIMPs), therefore MMP2 gene expression is a less complete 

description of enzyme activity than the zymography results. 

The results of this study showed only subtle differences in VIC behavior between 

the AHA and PEG-PQ hydrogels, but previous research has shown that scaffold 

design has a noticeable effect on VIC behavior. For instance, substrate stiffness is 

known to play a role in VIC response to the scaffold[23], and VICs are highly 

dependent on integrin ligands for healthy, spread phenotype[111], [113], [189]. To 

control for these factors, we designed scaffolds from different materials while 

maintaining consistent stiffness and PEG-RGDS concentration. The corresponding 

consistency in our results may indicate that stiffness and adhesive ligand 

presentation are the most influential factors to guide VIC behavior, rather than the 

specific material substrate. Furthermore, although hyaluronan DOM was targeted to 
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be low (7% or 2%), crosslinking may still have rendered the hyaluronan hydrogel 

biochemical inert to hyaluronan receptors. Research has demonstrated that CD44-

hyaluronan interactions are a multivalent process, requiring large fragments of 

hyaluronan and clustering of CD44 to maintain the bound state[190], [191]. The 

results of this study suggest that crosslinked hyaluronan scaffolds, at even lower 

DOM, may render the hyaluronan unavailable for the complex interactions 

necessary to bind with CD44. 

Although we have proposed using hyaluronan hydrogels as part of a tissue 

engineered heart valve scaffold, these results presented here should be interpreted 

in the appropriate context. To begin, all data was acquired from statically cultured 

samples, without applied mechanical stimulation. Heart valves normally experience 

cyclic tension, shear, compression, and bending forces continuously throughout 

their lifetime, so understanding how cells in the spongiosa layer react to 

physiologically relevant forces and motion is an important research goal. While 

hyaluronan makes up 60% of the GAGs in valve tissue, the natural valve spongiosa 

layer also contains other important biological molecules, such as sulfated GAGs, 

proteoglycans, and elastic fibers[39]. A scaffold intended to mimic all of the key 

biochemical features of the spongiosa layer would need to account for this 

additional complexity. Additionally, previous research found increased elastin 

secretion by VICs in hyaluronan scaffolds with the addition of exogenous 

hyaluronidase enzymes, small hyaluronan fragments, or culture times of up to 6 
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weeks[85], [86], [88]. We were not able replicate these results without addition of 

exogenous factors, although in this study VICs were only cultured for up to 4 weeks. 

Finally, although we investigated several hyaluronan hydrogel formulations, 

there still remain opportunities to identify whether modulating a combination of 

polymer functionalization, DOM, stiffness, RGDS concentration, and hydrogel weight 

fraction can significantly alter VIC behavior in the hydrogels. Strategies to make the 

hyaluronan backbone or digested hyaluronan fragments more available for cellular 

processing may lead to changes in cell signaling from the scaffold material. The 

mechanical properties of the AHA and PEG-PQ scaffolds were fine-tuned by 

modulating crosslinking time. However, under-crosslinking will leave free acrylate 

groups in the hydrogel. While the acrylate groups are unlikely to affect cell 

viability[192], they may react with biological molecules and in turn have an effect on 

cell behavior in an unpredictable manner. To mitigate this possibility, mechanical 

properties could also be adjusted by changing the polymer weight fraction, but we 

had better fine control over final compressive modulus by changing crosslinking 

time, rather than polymer weight fraction. 
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4.5. Conclusions 

Photocrosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels were investigated for use in a layered, 

synthetic, tissue engineered heart valve. The mechanical properties of hyaluronan-

based hydrogels were tuned to match the mechanical purposes of the valve 

spongiosa layer. VICs cultured in hyaluronan demonstrated only subtle differences 

compared to those cultured in PEG-based scaffolds. These results suggest that 

factors such as scaffold stiffness or RGDS integrin ligand concentration may be far 

more influential than hydrogel polymer formulation for directing VIC behavior. 

However, the results may also suggest that crosslinking the hyaluronan renders it 

less biochemically available for cell signaling. In either case, crosslinked hyaluronan 

was shown to be a tunable scaffold material that promotes the quiescent, healthy 

phenotype of VICs in 3D culture and can be used as part of a broader layering 

strategy for heart valve tissue engineering. 
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Chapter 5 

Electrospun polyurethane and 

hydrogel composite scaffolds as 

biomechanical mimics for aortic valve 

tissue engineering3 

 

                                                         
 

3 This chapter has been prepared as a manuscript:  

Puperi DS*, Kishan A*, Punske ZE, Wu Y, Cosgriff-Hernandez E, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. 
“Electrospun polyurethane and hydrogel composite scaffolds as biomechanical mimics for aortic 
valve tissue engineering,” * authors contributed equally to this manuscript 
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5.1. Introduction 

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine are promising fields with the 

potential to transform medicine by supplying replacements for diseased and injured 

tissues. However, few engineered replacement tissues are currently available 

clinically. This limitation can be attributed to the complexity of native tissue that 

researchers are unable to replicate in the laboratory[193]. Tissue is comprised of 

heterogeneous extracellular matrix (ECM) with multiple cell types, each with their 

own heterogeneous phenotypes. The ECM consists of a complex variety and 

network of proteins and carbohydrate molecules. Heart valves, in particular, are 

mechanically active tissues that rely on their distinct ECM makeup to function 

flawlessly over a lifetime of cardiac cycles. The circumferentially aligned collagen 

fibers in the fibrosa layer of heart valves give leaflets the non-linear, viscoelastic, 

and anisotropic mechanical properties that provide strength and resiliency to 

ensure unidirectional blood flow through the heart[43], [45], [46], [48]. Many 

previous synthetic tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds, however, have not 

mimicked the heterogeneity found in native heart valve tissue and therefore have 

not replicated valve leaflet mechanics[71], [194]. As a result, these scaffolds failed to 

provide the mechanical and biochemical signaling necessary to promote proper cell 

response[158]. Mimicking the structure and mechanical behavior of the natural 

heart valve may provide a means to direct ECM production and organization, and 

ultimately enhance the functionality of tissue engineered valves.  
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Synthetic materials and methods offer the promise of precisely designing the 

spatial and even temporal cell signaling moieties into the scaffold[124]. Small scale 

heterogeneity has been built into synthetic scaffolds using photolithography[127] or 

microscale and nanoscale surface modification[195]. Processes such as additive 

manufacturing (3D printing) offer ways to design a complex structure to mimic 

large scale tissue organization[90], [196]. It has been challenging, however, to 

construct a tissue engineered scaffold that has the microscale features to direct cell 

behavior while reproducing both the size, shape, and bulk mechanics of tissue[197]. 

Electrospinning, a method that produces fibrous scaffolds, has been proposed 

for a variety of tissue engineering applications, including heart valve tissue 

engineering, as the fibers mimic the fibrous nature of ECM[101], [198]–[203]. 

Furthermore, the versatility of electrospinning provides a facile method to alter the 

microstructure of the scaffolds during fabrication, enabling the production of 

anisotropic scaffolds[100], [116], [122], [140], [202]. A wide variety of electrospun 

polymers have been utilized for heart valve tissue engineering. However, many of 

these current materials are limited by their linear stress-strain response and 

stiffness, which fail to mimic the mechanical response of the natural heart 

valve[122], [204], [205]. Segmented polyurethanes have been investigated for soft 

tissue engineering due to their elastomeric behavior, fatigue resistance, and high 

tunability[83], [102], [198], [206]–[208]. Specifically, electrospun poly(ester 

urethane) ureas have previously been investigated for heart valve tissue 
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engineering and were shown to mimic the anisotropic response of the native 

tissue[100].  

A major limitation in electrospun fibers, however, is their limited ability to 

support 3D cell engraftment as the pore sizes are often too small to permit cell 

migration. As a result, many studies using electrospun fibers have examined the 

biological response of cells cultured in 2D, seeded on top of the fibers[202], [203]. 

Some researchers have overcome the cell infiltration limitation by perfusion of cell 

suspension through the scaffold to encourage cells to migrate to the interior[209] 

Others have attempted to electrospin while simultaneously spraying a cell 

solution[98], [119], [120]. Alternatively, groups have investigated embedding 

electropsun meshes within hydrogels to allow for cellular encapsulation[92]. This 

last approach allows for control over biochemical signaling in the hydrogel portion 

of the composite scaffold in order to direct cell behavior without affecting the bulk 

mechanical properties, which are dominated by the electrospun mesh.  

Hydrogels have frequently been used as a substrate to study valve cell behavior 

in both 2D and 3D culture. Valve interstitial cell (VIC) biology and response to 

biomaterial mechanical and biochemical properties has been previously 

investigated using synthetic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels[111], [113], 

[189], [210]. PEG-based hydrogels are ideal scaffolds for directing cells in 3D culture 

as they are bioinert, resist non-specific protein adsorption, have tunable mechanical 

properties, and can be specifically functionalized with bioactive ligands, including 
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enzymatically degradable regions so that cells can break down the scaffold as they 

proliferate and secrete their own ECM[109]. However, PEG hydrogels are not strong 

enough in tension to be used for a tissue engineered replacement valve, therefore 

reinforcement is necessary if hydrogel-based scaffolds are to be used for heart valve 

applications. 

The objective of this study was to fabricate a composite scaffold using 

electrospun polyurethane and PEG hydrogels to mimic the heterogeneous heart 

valve ECM and mechanical properties. By combining these two aspects, the 

composite scaffold takes advantage of the electrospun polyurethane mechanical 

behavior, while enabling the 3D culture of VICs in the PEG hydrogel portion of the 

scaffold. A novel, biodegradable, synthetic polyurethane urea (BPUR) was 

synthesized and electrospun into aligned scaffolds. Electrospun BPUR meshes were 

then embedded into enzymatically degradable PEG to form the composites, which 

were tuned to match the mechanical properties the natural valve. The response of 

encapsulated aortic VICs was investigated, and scaffold remodeling was evaluated. 

Ultimately, this composite provided a method to produce scaffolds that combine the 

benefits of BPUR and PEG to mimic the anisotropic environment of the heart valve. 

5.2. Materials and Methods 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless 

otherwise indicated. 
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5.2.1. Biodegradable poly(ether ester urethane) urea synthesis  

Biodegradeable poly(ether ester urethane) urea (BPUR) was synthesized as 

shown in Figure 5-1. Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, MW 400 Da) and  poly(ε-

caprolactone) (PCL, MW 530 Da) were dried under vacuum for 48 hours to remove 

residual water before use. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was dried over molecular 

sieves. 

Poly(ethylene glycol) diisocyanate (PEG-DI) was synthesized in bulk by adding 

PEG diol (0.02 mol) dropwise (1 drop per 10 seconds) via addition funnel into a 

three-neck round bottom flask charged with hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI, 0.06 

mol) under a nitrogen atmosphere at 75 °C for 5 hours. The completion of the 

reaction was confirmed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) by 

the disappearance of the hydroxyl peak at 3515 cm-1. The PEG-DI was then washed 

three times with hexane (30 mL per 10 g of product) to remove any unreacted HDI. 

The final product was placed under high vacuum overnight prior to use in the 

triblock synthesis. 

A poly(ether ester) triblock (PCL-PEG-PCL) was synthesized by reacting PEG-DI 

(0.027 mol) with PCL (0.055 mol) in bulk with 0.2 wt% stannous octoate. The 

triblock was prepared by adding PCL with stannous octoate dropwise to the 

solution of PEG-DI under a nitrogen atmosphere and continuous stirring. 

Polymerization was carried out at 80 °C for 7 hours. The completion of the reaction 

was confirmed using FTIR by the disappearance of the isocyanate peak at 2270 cm-1. 
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The triblock was then washed three times with diethyl ether (30 mL per 10 g of 

product) to remove any unreacted PCL. The final product was placed under high 

vacuum for use in the polyurethane urea synthesis. 

The BPUR was synthesized under a dry nitrogen atmosphere using a two-step 

reaction. In the first polymerization step, a 10 wt% solution of excess HDI in DMF 

was continuously stirred via overhead stirrer while a 10 wt% solution of the 

triblock diol in DMF, containing 0.2 wt% stannous octoate, was added dropwise. The 

mixture was allowed to react at 80 °C until no change in the hydroxyl stretch was 

observed via FTIR (~5 hours). The prepolymer solution was cooled to room 

temperature. A solution of the diamine chain extender consisting of ethylene 

diamine in 10 wt% DMF was then added dropwise while stirring for chain 

extension. The reaction was continued at room temperature for 12 hours, resulting 

in a poly(ether ester urethane)urea. The completion of the reaction was confirmed 

using FTIR by the disappearance of the isocyanate peak at 2270 cm-1. The polymer 

product was then precipitated in distilled water and dried under vacuum in ambient 

conditions for 48 hours. 
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Figure 5-1 - Synthesis of poly(ether ester urethane) urea 

 

5.2.2. Electrospinning 

BPUR electrospun meshes were fabricated from an 10 wt% solution of BPUR in 

1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) that was pumped using a syringe pump at 

a constant rate of 0.3 mL/hr. A positive voltage of 7.5 kV was applied at the needle 

tip, which was placed 20 cm away from a -5.0 kV charged rotating mandrel. The 

mandrel (stainless steel, 15 cm diameter) was rotated at a speed of 1000 rpm. The 

total collection time for each mesh was 7 hours. All of the electrospinning runs were 
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performed at ambient conditions (20°C, 45-55% relative humidity). The fabricated 

meshes were vacuum dried for a minimum of 12 hours prior to characterization. 

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA; ~76-115 kDa MW) dissolved 15% w/v in HFIP 

and PCL (~70-90 kDa MW) dissolved at 15% w/v in 1:1 tetrahydrofuran:DMF were 

each also electrospun and collected on a rotating mandrel for comparison to the 

mechanical properties of electrospun BPUR. 

5.2.3. Fiber characterization  

Specimens (n=4) approximately 7 mm square were cut from the center of each 

fiber mesh to avoid edge effects. The fiber morphology was observed using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM; Phenom Pro, NanoScience Instruments, Phoenix, AZ) at 

10 kV accelerating voltage. Prior to imaging, the specimens were coated with 4 nm 

of gold using a sputter coater (Sputter Coater 108, Cressingtion Scientific 

Instruments, Hertfordshire, UK). Fiber diameter was calculated using Image J by 

analyzing 10 fibers from each specimen. The thickness of the electrospun 

polyurethane mats was measured both under a stereomicroscope (n=59) and from 

cryosectioned composite scaffold sections (n=30).  

5.2.4. In vitro electrospun mesh degradation  

Enzymatic degradation of the BPUR electrospun meshes was performed in PBS 

containing 200U/mL lipase (Sigma, from Thermomyces lanuginosus) at 37 °C[211]. 

Electrospun specimens (40 x 5 x 0.2 mm3) were placed into capped tubes containing 
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2 mL of the lipase solution and incubated with shaking. Solutions were changed 

twice per week. At each time point, specimens (n=3) were collected using 

centrifugation and carefully rinsed 3 times with distilled water. Samples were 

subsequently frozen overnight and then lyophilized. The mass loss (%) of the 

degraded sample was determined after lyophilization by dividing the mass loss by 

the initial dry mass. 

5.2.5. PEG-peptide synthesis 

PEG-PQ-PEG and PEG-RGDS polymers were synthesized exactly as previously 

detailed[174]. Briefly, GGGPQG↓IWGQGK (PQ) peptide was made using solid phase 

synthesis and RGDS peptide was purchased from American Peptide Company (Vista, 

CA). Monoacrylated PEG succinimidyl valerate (3400 Da Acr-PEG-SVA, Laysan Bio, 

Arab, AL) was reacted with the PQ peptide at a molar ratio of 2.1:1 or with RGDS at a 

molar ratio of 1:1.2 overnight at pH 8.0 in HEPBS buffer (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

Dallas, TX). The reactants were then purified by dialysis for 3 days in a 3500 

molecular weight cutoff dialysis membrane (SpectrumLabs, Rancho Dominguez, 

CA). Purified polymer solutions were sterile filtered and lyophilized. Gel permeation 

chromatography and H1 NMR were used to verify the PEG-peptide conjugation. 

5.2.6. Valve interstitial cell harvest and culture 

Valve interstitial cells were harvested from 3-6 month old pig hearts obtained 

from a commercial abattoir (Fisher Ham and Meats, Spring, TX) as previously 
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described[138]. Aortic valve leaflets were dissected and incubated at 37 °C in a 

collagenase II buffer (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ) for 30 minutes. The 

endothelial lining was scraped from the surface of the leaflets using sterile cotton 

swabs and leaflets were finely minced. The minced leaflets were incubated at 37° for 

4 hours in a collagenase III buffer (Worthington Biochemical). Cells were separated 

from residual ECM by passing the digested solution through a 70 µm cell strainer. 

The cells were plated on tissue culture polystyrene flasks and passaged once before 

freezing and storage in liquid nitrogen. Two separate harvests were used for all 

experiments and cells from 6 hearts were pooled together during each harvest to 

ensure biological heterogeneity. All cells were frozen after passage 1 and 

encapsulated in the PEG scaffolds at passage 3, having been grown out for one 

passage on tissue-culture polystyrene (TCPS) flasks post-thawing. During both cell 

culture and culture of BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds, 50:50 DMEM:F12 media 

(Corning, Tewksbury, MA) was used with 10% bovine growth serum (BGS; Lonza, 

Walkerville, MD), 1% 1M 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

(HEPES; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin (Corning). 

5.2.7. Electrospun polyurethane/PEG composite scaffold construction 

The electrospun BPUR/PEG composite scaffold was constructed as depicted in 

Figure 5-2A. Electrospun BPUR strips 5 mm x 15 mm were cut both parallel to and 

perpendicular to the direction of the principle alignment of the electrospun fibers 
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and encapsulated in 3.5% w/v PEG-PQ-PEG with 2 mM PEG-RGDS follows. 250 µm 

thick PDMS molds with a 5 mm x 15 mm cutout were placed onto glass slides that 

had been pre-treated with Sigmacote silanizing reagent. VICs were suspended in 

3.5% w/v PEG-PQ-PEG + 2mM PEG-RGDS polymer solution in a white light 

photoinitiator buffer (10 µM Eosin Y, 1.5% v/v triethanolamine, 0.35% v/v 1-vinyl-

2-pyrillidinone in HEPES buffered saline) at 15x106 cells/mL. 16 µL of polymer/VIC 

suspension was pipetted into the PDMS mold. The electrospun BPUR strip was 

carefully placed on top of the liquid and 16 µL of the polymer/VIC suspension was 

added to the top of the electrospun BPUR in the PDMS mold. A Sigmacoted 25 mm x 

25 mm coverslip was placed on top and pressed down to squeeze out excess cell 

suspension. The scaffold was crosslinked under ~160 kLux of white light (UltraTow 

LED Floodlight, Northern Tool and Equipment, Burnsville, MN) for 35 seconds on 

each side. The crosslinked composite scaffold was cultured in standard VIC media in 

either 24 well plates or custom-build grips (shown in Figure 5-13A). Scaffolds 

containing only PEG-PQ-PEG were similarly constructed for comparison by 

pipetting 32 µL of polymer/VIC suspension in the same 250 µm thick PDMS mold 

between a glass slide and coverslip and crosslinked under white light for 35 seconds 

(no need to flip and crosslink each side).  
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Figure 5-2 - (A) Construction of electrospun polyurethane composite scaffold. (B) 
H&E staining of composite scaffold with encapsulated VICs fixed immediately after 
scaffold construction; scale=100 µm. (C) Picture of BPUR/PEG composite scaffold 
sutured onto a sewing ring and formed into an aortic valve. 
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5.2.8. Mechanical testing 

The mechanical properties of composite scaffolds cultured with and without 

VICs for 1 and 28 days were determined by uniaxial tension testing. Strips (5 mm x 

15 mm) of electrospun BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds were cut both parallel to and 

perpendicular to the direction of the principle alignment of the electrospun fibers 

(n=4-10). Electrospun BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds with varying thickness of PEG 

(0 µm, 250 µm, 500 µm, and 1000 µm; n=4 each) that had been soaked in media for 

1 day were also tested to determine if the PEG-PQ-PEG contributed to the tensile 

elastic modulus of the scaffolds. 

Balsa wood blocks (5 mm x 5 mm) were superglued on either side of the scaffold 

to facilitate gripping in the mechanical tester (Bose Electroforce 3200, TA 

Instruments, Eden Prairie, MN) (Figure 5-5B). The pieces were pulled for 20 cycles 

at 1Hz triangle waveform with an extension of 2 mm for strips cut in the parallel 

direction and 3.5 mm for strips cut in the perpendicular direction. Force was 

measured using a 1000 g load cell (Bose Electroforce). The displacement and force 

were measured at 100 points per seconds and converted to strain and stress by 

dividing by the initial length between grips and by the scaffold cross-sectional area, 

respectively. The cross-sectional area of each sample was determined by 

multiplying the measured width of the sample with the average thickness of the 

electrospun BPUR mats. The elastic modulus of the material was calculated by 

finding the maximum slope of the stress vs. strain curve. The extensibility was 
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defined as the strain where the extended modulus line intersected the x-axis as 

shown in Figure 5-5A. Fresh porcine aortic valve tissue strips (5 mm x 15 mm) were 

cut in the circumferential (n=8) and radial (n=7) directions and tested under the 

same parameters to compare the mechanical properties of valve tissue to the 

composite scaffold. 

5.2.9. Cryosectioning 

Cell-seeded composite scaffolds were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 45 

minutes at room temperature followed by washing 3x in PBS for 5 minutes each. 

The scaffolds were soaked overnight in 30% w/v sucrose solution, then soaked 

overnight in a 30% v/v solution of Optimal Cutting Temperature (OCT; Tissue-Tek, 

Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA) medium in 30% w/v sucrose. Finally, the scaffolds 

were soaked overnight in pure OCT, mounted in Cryo-Gel (Electron Microscopy 

Sciences, Hatfield, PA) in 10 mm x 10 mm plastic cryomolds (Tissue-Tek), and 

frozen in liquid nitrogen. Scaffolds were sectioned at -20° C in a Leica CM1850UV 

cryostat (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) at either 30 µm thick (for 

histological staining) and 60 µm thick (for immunofluorescent / confocal imaging). 

Sections were mounted on electrostatically charged glass slides (Superfrost Plus, 

VWR, Radnor, PA) and heated on a slide warmer at 50° C for 30 minutes. Cryo-Gel 

was dissolved from the sections by soaking slides in diH20 for 20 minutes. 
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5.2.10. Histological staining 

Cryosectioned samples (30 µm thick) were histologically stained to characterize 

VICs and secreted ECM in the composite scaffolds. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 

staining was used to visualize cell locations and general tissue formation. Modified 

Movat’s pentachrome staining (without crocein scarlet) identified collagen (yellow), 

glycosaminoglycan and hydrogel (blue), and elastin and electrospun BPUR (black). 

Picrosirius red stain was used to investigate the alignment and maturity of secreted 

collagen. Aligned collagen fibrils stained with picrosirius red will appear bright red 

under polarized light due to the birefringent properties of collagen[212]. 

5.2.11. Immunofluorescent staining 

Cryosections (60 µm thick) and whole scaffolds were stained with secondary 

immunofluorescent (IF) antibodies to visualize cell morphology, phenotype, and 

collagen secretion using confocal microscopy. Scaffolds were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 45 minutes and washed 3x for 5 minutes in PBS. Cells in 

sections and whole scaffolds were permeabilized with Triton-X 100 for 10 minutes 

(0.125% v/v) for sections and 15 minutes (0.25% v/v) for whole scaffolds followed 

by washing 4x for 10 minutes in PBS. 3.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA; 

ThermoFisher Scientific) was used to block non-specific binding in sections (1 hour 

at room temperature) and whole scaffolds (overnight at 4 °C). Samples were 

incubated in primary antibodies for αSMA (abcam ab7817, 1:50) and collagen I 

(abcam ab34710, 1:200) for 1 hour for sections or overnight for whole scaffolds at 4 
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°C. After extensive washing of unbound primary antibodies in 0.01% Tween 20, 

fluorescent secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor555 anti-mouse and AlexaFluor633 

anti-rabbit, Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific, 1:200) were added for 1 hour 

(sections) or overnight (whole scaffolds) at 4 °C. Samples were counterstained for 

DAPI and AlexaFluor488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific) with the 

secondary antibodies. Samples were washed 3x for 10 minutes before imaging on a 

confocal microscope (A1-Rsi, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan or LSM 510, Zeiss, Oberkochen, 

Germany). Large images were stitched together using the Stitching ImageJ 

plugin[213].  

The Directionality ImageJ plugin[214] was used for quantification of cell 

alignment on the composite scaffolds. Maximum intensity z-projections of phalloidin 

stained samples were analyzed (n=4-8 per scaffold) using the Fourier components 

method of the Directionality plugin. Results were averaged in 4 degree bins from -

90 to +90 degrees, with frequency defined as the percentage of f-actin filaments 

aligned in the given direction.  

5.2.12. Statistical methods 

All data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. Mechanical testing 

elastic modulus and extensibility results were compared using 3-way ANOVA (fiber 

alignment, time in culture, scaffold type) with Tukey HSD post-hoc testing to 

determine significant differences between groups. Mechanical properties of valve 

tissue were compared to the composite scaffold using single-factor ANOVA. To 
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compare cell alignment, pairwise t-tests with the Bonferroni correction was 

conducted to determine if different groups had a difference in orientation of f-actin 

filaments in the scaffold. For all tests, a p-value of less than 0.05 was used for 

statistical significance. 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Biodegradable Poly(ether ester urethane)urea synthesis 

FTIR of the resulting BPUR is presented in Figure 5-3 and was utilized to confirm 

the structure. Notably, the carbonyl absorbance at 1730 cm-1 indicated successful 

urethane formation and hydrogen bonded urea peaks at 1630 cm-1 confirmed 

successful chain extension as well as secondary interactions consistent with a two-

phase morphology. The hard segment (HS) is further characterized by the N-H 

stretch from 3200-3500 cm-1. The absorption peaks between 2850 and 3000 cm-1 

are attributed to the –CH2- groups, which are primarily in the soft segment (SS). The 

ratio of the HS peaks (3200-3500 cm-1) and the SS peaks (2850-3000 cm-1) reflects 

the ratio between HS and SS content in the polymer[211]. The spectra also shows 

peaks at 1580 and 1530 cm-1 which are due to the C-N stretch and N-H (in plane 

bending), respectively. In addition, no unreacted isocyanates were present as 

indicated by the absence of the isocyanate peak at 2267 cm-1. 
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Figure 5-3 - FTIR spectrum of poly(ether ester) urethane urea. 
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5.3.2. Electrospinning characterization 

SEM images were analyzed to determine fiber diameter and degree of alignment 

for the electrospun meshes. The fibers were smooth with homogenous morphology 

(Figure 5-4A) and average fiber diameters of 0.50 ± 0.07 µm. Fiber alignment 

analysis indicated that fibers were predominately aligned in one direction, as 

indicated in Figure 5-4B. Measurements taken from both stereomicroscopic images 

(n=59) and cryosections (n=30) were used to determine the average thickness of 

the BPUR. The electrospun BPUR meshes were measured 95.5 ± 3.8 µm thick using 

the stereomicroscope and 91.7 ± 4.79 µm using cryosections. Combined, these 

measurements yield an average thickness of 94.2 ± 5.2 µm. This value was used to 

determine cross-sectional area in converting from measured load to stress during 

all mechanical testing. 

5.3.3. Cyclic tension of BPUR/PEG composites results in tensile mechanical 

properties comparable to native valve tissue 

Electrospun BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds were loaded into the grips of the 

mechanical testing device (Figure 5-5B) and pulled in uniaxial tension at 1 Hz. 

Samples were pulled in the direction either parallel or perpendicular to the primary 

electrospun fiber alignment for comparison to valve tissue in the circumferential 

and radial directions, respectively. Cyclic tension resulted in a change in tensile 

behavior of the composite scaffold (Figure 5-5C,D). The 1st pull demonstrated a 

linear elastic response, typical of most elastic materials. Subsequent cyclic pulls had 
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stress vs. strain curves that demonstrated a roughly curved or bilinear response, 

similar to biological tissue, with some extensibility before reaching the maximum 

elastic modulus. The mechanical properties quickly stabilized after 2 cycles, as 

neither elastic modulus (Figure 5-5E) nor extensibility (Figure 5-5F) changed 

significantly after the second loading cycle. SEM images of the electrospun BPUR 

fibers while under tension demonstrate that fibers are aligning and not undergoing 

yield (Figure 5-4C,D). 

After 20 cycles of tension, the composite scaffold had a bilinear stress vs. strain 

response that was similar to the valve tissue in both the circumferential (Figure 

5-6A) and radial (Figure 5-6B) directions. The elastic modulus of porcine aortic 

valve tissue was 17.6 ± 3.6 MPa in the circumferential direction (n=8) and 2.6 ± 0.6 

MPa in the radial direction (n=7). In comparison, the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold 

after 1 day of swelling had an elastic modulus of 10.5 ± 1.1 MPa in the parallel 

direction (n=9) and 2.8 ± 0.1 MPa in the perpendicular direction (n=4). In the 

circumferential direction, the elastic modulus of valve tissue was significantly larger 

(p<0.05) than the composite scaffold (Figure 5-6C). The elastic modulus of the 

BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds was significantly larger in the parallel direction than 

in the perpendicular direction (p<0.05, Figure 5-6C). 

The extensibility of the composite scaffolds was also compared to valve tissue 

(Figure 5-6D). The BPUR/PEG scaffold was stretched by approximately 20% strain 

in the parallel direction and 35% in the perpendicular direction to approximate the 
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physiological strain of the heart valve in the circumferential and radial directions, 

respectively. Valve extensibility was 10.9 ± 0.6% in the circumferential direction 

and 19.8 ± 1.5% in the radial direction. Composite scaffold extensibility was 11.9 ± 

0.8% in the parallel direction and 18.2 ± 0.7% in the perpendicular direction. In 

both the circumferential and radial directions, there was no significant difference in 

extensibility between valve tissue and the composite scaffold. The extensibility of 

the composite scaffold was significantly greater in the perpendicular direction than 

the parallel direction (p<0.05). Correspondingly, valve tissue also had a significantly 

greater extensibility in the radial direction than the circumferential direction 

(p<0.05). 

To determine if the PEG-PQ-PEG affected the mechanical properties of the 

composite scaffold, BPUR with increasing thickness of PEG-PQ-PEG was tested in 

tension in the direction parallel to the primary alignment of the electrospun fibers. 

The thickness of PEG-PQ-PEG did not have a statistically significant effect on the 

elastic modulus of the resulting scaffolds (n=4 each case) (Figure 5-7). 

Finally, the mechanical properties of dry electrospun BPUR were compared to 

the mechanical properties of dry electrospun PLGA and electrospun PCL. The PLGA 

(Figure 5-8A) was too stiff to be used for heart valve tissue engineering, and it 

yielded after only 3% strain, as evidenced by the SEM images of PLGA under tension 

(Figure 5-8B). For comparison, electrospun BPUR fibers did not yield while under 

tension (Figure 5-4C,D). Electrospun PCL was designed to approximate the elastic 
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modulus of dry BPUR in both the direction parallel to the alignment of electrospun 

fibers and perpendicular to the fibers. The modulus of dry BPUR was 37.7 ± 2.1 MPa 

and 8.3 ± 0.4 MPa in the parallel (n=10) and perpendicular direction (n=9), 

respectively. The modulus of electrospun PCL was 44.0 ± 1.6 MPa in the parallel 

direction (n=3) and 4.0 ± 0.5 MPa in the perpendicular direction (n=3). However, 

the electrospun PCL also exhibited unfavorable tensile behavior. After the first pull 

to 20% strain, the electrospun PCL was permanently deformed (as shown by the 

completely flat region in the stress vs strain curve in Figure 5-8D). In contrast, the 

electrospun BPUR/PEG composite scaffold did not undergo the same permanent 

deformation (Figure 5-5C). 
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Figure 5-4 - (A) SEM of electrospun BPUR; scale=10 µm. (B) Histogram of fiber angle 
showing the alignment of fibers. (C-D) SEM images of electrospun BPUR under 
tension; gray = direction of primary alignment of electrospun fibers; black = direction 
of applied force; scale = 10 µm. 
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Figure 5-5 - (A) Typical stress vs. strain curve (blue) for aortic valve tissue cut in 
radial direction; toe region, transition region, and collagen region are indicated. 
Elastic modulus is defined as greatest slope of stress vs. strain curve. Extensibility is 
defined as point where extension of elastic modulus line intersects the x-axis. (B) 
Image of BPUR/PEG-PQ scaffold being tested in uniaxial tension; scale=2 mm. (C-D) 
Cyclic uniaxial tension stress vs. strain curves for composite BPUR/PEG-PQ scaffold 
stretched (C) parallel to direction of primary BPUR fiber orientation (n=9) and (D) 
perpendicular to direction of primary BPUR fiber orientation(n=4); 1st, 2nd, and 20th 
pull shown. (E) Change in elastic modulus with cyclic tension for 20 cycles. (F) Change 
in extensibility with cyclic tension for 20 cycles. Both elastic modulus and 
extensibility stabilize after 2 cycles. 
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Figure 5-6 - (A-B) Stress vs. stain plots from uniaxial tensile testing of preconditioned 
composite electrospun BPUR/PEG-PQ scaffold compared to fresh porcie heart valves 
in (A) circumferential and (B) aligned direction. (C) Comparison of uniaxial tensile 
elastic modulus of fresh porcine valve tissue and composite scaffolds. Valve tissue is 
stiffer than composite scaffolds in circumferential direction (* p<0.05). Valves and 
composite scaffolds are stiffer in circumferential direction than radial direction (^ 
p<0.05). (D) Comparison of tensile extensibility of valve tissue and composite 
scaffolds. Valves and composite scaffolds are more extensible in radial direction than 
circumferential direction (^ p< 0.05). 
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Figure 5-7 - Elastic modulus of BPUR/PEG composite scaffold as a function of 
thickness of the PEG-PQ-PEG. PEG-PQ-PEG does not contribute to the elastic modulus 
of the composite scaffold as there is not a statistically significant change in elastic 
modulus as a function of scaffold thickness. Pictures above bars are cut sections 
under stereomicroscope to visualize the total width of the scaffold. Dashed yellow 
lines indicate margin of hydrogel portion of scaffolds; dashed black lines indicate 
margin of BPUR; scale=500 µm. 
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Figure 5-8 - (A) Stress vs. strain curve for electrospun PLGA. PLGA is too stiff to use 
for heart valves and yields after only 3% strain. (B) SEM image of PLGA fibers in 
tension, showing the yielded behavior; scale=10 µm.  (C) Stress vs. strain curve for 
electrospun PCL. Dry PCL has a modulus similar to dry BPUR, (D) but after cyclic 
loading, the PCL was permanently deformed (0-5% strain is completely flat) whereas 
the BPUR was not (Figure 5-6A). 
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5.3.4. BPUR does not degrade nor change tensile mechanical properties 

after 4 weeks in culture 

Culturing the composite BPUR/PEG scaffold with and without encapsulated VICs 

for 4 weeks resulted in no change to the elastic modulus or extensibility of the 

scaffold (Figure 5-6C,D). The composite scaffold cultured for 4 weeks in media 

without cells had an elastic modulus of 10.4 ± 1.0 MPa in the parallel direction 

(n=10) and 4.1 ± 0.4 in the perpendicular direction (n=5). With encapsulated cells, 

the elastic modulus in the parallel direction was 6.8 ± 0.6 MPa in the parallel 

direction (n=4) and 3.3 ± 0.3 MPa in the perpendicular direction (n=4). The 

extensibility also did not significantly change, as the composite scaffold cultured for 

4 weeks without cells had an extensibility of 17.9 ± 2.9% in the parallel direction 

and 17.9 ± 0.3% in the perpendicular direction. The composite scaffold with 

encapsulated VICs had extensibility of 12.4 ± 1.4% in the parallel direction and 19.4 

± 0.7% in the perpendicular direction. When the electrospun polyurethane was 

subject to lipase digest (n=3), there was less than 3% mass loss after 4 weeks 

(Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-9 - Digestion of electrospun BPUR in lipase; less than 3% little mass loss 
occurred up to 28 days (n=3). 

 

5.3.5. Heterogeneous seeding of VICs in composite scaffold resulted in 

heterogeneous, fibrotic scaffold remodeling 

VICs were seeded into the composite scaffolds at a density of 15x106 cells/ml. 

Most cells were initially activated, strongly expressing the contractile protein αSMA 

(Figure 5-10A). When cells were seeded into a control PEG-PQ-PEG scaffold with no 

BPUR reinforcement, VICs had a homogeneous distribution with greater than 80% 

viability (Figure 5-10C). However, when VICs were seeded in the composite scaffold 

as detailed in Figure 5-2A, the liquid polymer solution/cell suspension exhibited 

capillary action onto the BPUR scaffold that resulted in a heterogeneous distribution 

of cells, with less cells along the edges of the scaffold (Figure 5-10D). The number of 

cells that survived encapsulation into the composite scaffold compared well with 

live cell numbers in PEG-PQ-PEG-only scaffolds. As a result of the heterogeneous 
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seeding, cell behavior was also heterogeneous across the scaffold. Figure 5-10E-H 

shows f-actin staining examples of composite scaffolds imaged at 3, 5, 7, and 14 

days. Areas of high cell density formed clusters, while areas of lower cell density 

took longer for cells to coalesce. By 14 days, cells formed mostly over-confluent 

layers on top of the PEG layer on both sides of the composite scaffold (Figure 

5-10H).  

By day 28, 12 out of 26 samples were contracted into a ball by encapsulated VICs 

as demonstrated in Figure 5-11A. Some areas of the contracted scaffold had 

indications of fibrotic remodeling, being positive for αSMA and collagen 1 secretion, 

while other areas of the scaffold had cells that did not express αSMA or secrete 

collagen 1 (Figure 5-11B-G). Three general morphologies were observed in the 

scaffolds cultured for 28 days: a) highly compacted cell layers directly on the surface 

of the BPUR, aligned parallel to the surface of the BPUR and containing cells strongly 

expressed αSMA and secreted collagen type 1 (areas indicated by ‘a’ in Figure 

5-11B-D); b) quiescent VICs growing in the PEG hydrogel portion of the scaffold, no 

expression of αSMA and no observable extracellular collagen type 1 (areas indicated 

by ’b’ in Figure 5-11B-D); c) ribbons of activated VICs that were located on the 

surface of PEG hydrogel with areas of either no cells or quiescent VICs between the 

BPUR and the ribbon (areas indicated by ‘c’ in Figure 5-11E-G). The cells located in 

these ribbons were either aligned parallel to the underlying BPUR (as in Figure 

5-11F) or aligned perpendicular to the underlying BPUR (as shown in Figure 5-11E 

and G). Picrosirius red staining was used to study collagen organization (Figure 
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5-11H-I). In the brightfield images (Figure 5-11H), large areas of collagenous matrix 

deposition stained red, but only strips on the outermost edges of these regions had 

highly aligned collagen fibers, as shown by the bright red birefringence under 

polarized light (Figure 5-11I, white arrows). 

For comparison, VICs seeded in PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels without BPUR 

maintained relatively homogeneous distribution and quiescent phenotype (Figure 

5-12A). No αSMA staining was observed in the VICs cultured in PEG-PQ-PEG 

scaffolds without BPUR, and collagen type 1 staining was mostly intercellular 

(Figure 5-12B). VICs did not form thick ribbons of cells on the surface of the PEG-

PQ-PEG, but rather spread throughout the interior of the hydrogel (Figure 5-12C). 
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Figure 5-10 - (A) Immediately after seeding, most VICs were activated, with strong 
αSMA signal due to being cultured on TCPS flasks prior to seeding in 3D PEG-PQ-PEG; 
green=F-actin; red=αSMA; blue=DAPI; scale=20 µm. (B) Macroscopic top view of 
BPUR/PEG composite scaffold indicating the area imaged in panels C-H (yellow 
rectangle); yellow dashed indicate edges of BPUR; scale=1 mm. (C) LIVE/DEAD 
images of VICs immediately after seeding in composite scaffold indicates > 80% 
viability, which is comparable to (D) LIVE/DEAD of VICs seeded in PEG-PQ-PEG 
scaffold (no BPUR). VICs were homogeneously distributed in PEG-PQ-PEG scaffolds 
without BPUR. (C) However, BPUR wicking of cell suspension fluid caused VIC 
variable seeding density with fewer cells towards edges of composite scaffolds; 
green=live cells; red=dead cells; scale=500 µm. (E-H) Cells spreading on composite 
scaffold at (E) 3 days, (F) 5 days, (G) 7 days, (H) and 14 days. The cells formed nearly 
complete over-confluent layer on surface of PEG-PQ-PEG by 14 days; 
green=phalloidin; scale=500 µm. Vertical dark lines in C-H are image stitching 
artifacts. 
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Figure 5-11 - (A) After 28 days in culture, VICs contracted the composite scaffold. (B) 
H&E staining, (C) Movat pentachrome staining, and (D) fluorescent staining of 
contracted scaffold showing dense cells and secreted ECM on one side of scaffold 
(indicated by lowercase ‘a’) with quiescent cells spread in PEG-PQ-PEG on other side 
of scaffold (indicated by lowercase ‘b’). (E) H&E staining, (F) Movat pentachrome 
staining, and (G) fluorescent staining of ribbon of activated cells and ECM on top of 
PEG-PQ-PEG portion of scaffold (indicated by lowercase ‘c’). BPUR is pink in H&E 
stain and black in Movat stain; Collagen stains yellow in Movat; PEG-PQ-PEG stains 
blue/green in Movat; scale=100 µm; Fluorescent images: red=αSMA; 
magenta=collagen 1; green=f-actin, blue=DAPI; scale=20 µm. (H-I) Picrosirius red 
staining of contracted scaffold in (H) brightfield and (I) polarized light. Collagen 
stains red in brightfield; bright red birefringence in polarized light image shows 
areas of highly aligned collagen fibers., as indicated by white arrows. BPUR also is red 
or white in the polarized light image; scale=100 µm. 
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Figure 5-12 - VICs cultured in PEG-PQ-PEG scaffold for 28 days for comparison to 
composite BPUR/PEG scaffold. (A) 200 µm maximum intensity z-projection of cells 
seeded in PEG-PQ; green=f-actin; scale=500 µm. (B) VICs had low, diffused αSMA 
expression and collagen staining was all intercellular, indicating low activation; 
red=αSMA; magenta=collagen 1; green=f-actin; blue=DAPI; scale=20 µm. (C) H&E 
stained cross-section of VICs in PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel. No thick layer of cells and ECM 
were on surface of PEG-PQ-PEG, in contrast to strong cell layers observed on surface 
of BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds; scale=100 µm. 
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5.3.6. VICs align with direction of physical constraint 

Cell encapsulated composite scaffolds were cultured horizontally in a custom 

chamber as pictured in Figure 5-13A for 28 days. The scaffolds were either held on 

one end (Figure 5-13D) or constrained by clamps on both ends (Figure 5-13G). The 

directionality of the f-actin fibers was assessed to determine if the electrospun 

BPUR fiber alignment or if the constrained condition would influence cell alignment 

in the scaffolds. For unconstrained scaffolds, only those which did not contract into 

a ball were evaluated. In unconstrained scaffolds, cells growing directly on the BPUR 

fibers at day 7 aligned with BPUR fibers (Figure 5-13B,C) (p<0.05, n=5 pictures, 2 

scaffolds). After 28 days in culture, the thick cell layers on the surface of the PEG 

portion of the composite scaffold did not orient with the underlying BPUR fibers 

(Figure 5-13D-F) (n=8 pictures, 1 scaffold) when held in place at only one end. 

However, when the scaffolds were physically constrained at both ends, the cells 

aligned horizontally, corresponding to the direction of the constraint (Figure 5-13G-

I) (p<0.05, n=12 pictures, 2 scaffolds).  
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Figure 5-13 - (A) BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds were cultured in a custom clamping 
system so that they could be constrained on both ends or held in place one end only 
(unconstrained). (B) 30 µm maximum intensity z-projection of VICs spreading on the 
surface of BPUR within composite scaffold after 7 days in culture; blue=DAPI; 
green=F-actin; scale=50 µm. (C) Cells on the BPUR align with the primary direction of 
electrospun fibers (p<0.05; n=5 images, 2 samples) (D-F) Unconstrained samples 
were clamped only on one end, with primary direction of electrospun fiber alignment 
indicated by black arrow. (E) Representative image of f-actin in cells on top of  
unconstrained composite scaffold cultured for 28 days; scale=50 µm. (F) Cell 
alignment was determined by measuring angles of f-actin filament fluorescent 
staining. There was no direction of primary alignment of unconstrained samples (n=8 
images, 1 sample). (G-I) Constrained samples were clamped on both ends (H) 
Representative image of f-actin in cells on tope of constrained composite scaffold 
cultured for 28 days; scale=50 µm. (I) Constrained samples had a statistically 
significant primary direction of f-actin filament alignment, corresponding to the 
direction of the constraint (p<0.05; n=12 images, 2 samples). 
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5.3.7. Forces applied by bending of scaffold may play a role in VIC response 

VICs were cultured for 14 days in composite scaffolds that were bent to apply 

specific forces to the cells (Figure 5-14A). When the scaffold was bent away from the 

cell-seeded side, applying tension to the that side, the resultant morphology 

resembled the case in in which cells formed a packed layer on top of the BPUR. The 

surface of the BPUR was nearly completely covered with over-confluent cells 

(Figure 5-14B) and the thick cell layer was visible in cross-section (Figure 5-14C,D). 

Conversely, when the scaffold was bent toward the cell-seeded side, the cells 

remained in a rounded, quiescent morphology. They did not form a complete 

surface layer (Figure 5-14E) and, despite a few cells on the surface, remained inside 

the hydrogel portion of the scaffold (Figure 5-14F,G). 
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Figure 5-14 - (A) Scaffolds were cultured for 14 days with cells only seeded on one 
side of the scaffold to investigate the effect of bending on the cellular response. (B-D) 
When the scaffolds were bent away from the cell-seeded side (applying tension to the 
cells), the cells began forming dense layer of cells and ECM on the surface of the 
BPUR. (B) Top view of f-actin (green) demonstrate nearly confluent layer on surface 
of scaffold; scale=500 µm. (C) Separation of the cell layer from the BPUR is a 
sectioning artifact, but demonstrates thick layer of cells forming on to of BPUR; 
green=f-actin; blue=DAPI; scale=100 µm. (D) H&E staining confirming thick cell and 
ECM layer on surface of BPUR.; scale=100 µm. (E-G) When scaffolds were bent toward 
the cell-seeded side (applying compression to the cells), the cells stayed relatively 
rounded and stayed within the PEG-PQ hydrogel. (E) Top view shows some areas with 
layer of cells growing on PEG-PQ, but in most of the scaffold, the cells remained in 
place in the PEG-PQ hydrogel; green=f-actin; scale=500 µm. (F) Cross-section with 2 
VICs on surface of hydrogel, while other cells remain quiescent inside the hydrogel; 
green=f-actin; blue=DAPI; scale=100 µm. (G) H&E also shows cells inside hydrogel 
with a few on the surface; scale=100 µm. 
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5.4. Discussion 

In this study, a composite scaffold made from electrospun biocompatible 

polyurethane and bioactive poly(ethylene glycol) hydrogel was constructed, seeded 

with VICs encapsulated in 3D, and evaluated for the purpose of heart valve tissue 

engineering. VICs have previously been cultured in 3D enzymatically degradable 

PEG hydrogels to study their phenotype[111], matrix synthesis[113], interaction 

with VECS[174], and response to cytokines[215]. Electrospun meshes, including 

those made from polyurethanes[100], have previously been investigated for heart 

valve tissue engineering[96], [101], [107], [114]–[116]. Combinations of 

electrospun fibers and soft materials have further been used to replicate the tri-

layered structure of the natural valve in a tissue engineering scaffold[122]. More 

specifically, electrospun fiber meshes collected on a rotating mandrel can mimic the 

circumferentially aligned collagen in fibrosa layer in the natural heart valve, 

whereas softer materials, such as hydrogels, can be used to mimic the behavior of 

the spongiosa layer[216]. Previous research in our lab has studied the response of 

VICs in 2D culture atop a composite electrospun PCL/PEGDA scaffold[140]. VICs 

have been also been studied in 3D culture in gelatin/hyaluronan hydrogels with 

embedded electrospun PGS-PCL fibers[92]. We have expanded on these previous 

reports to demonstrate a composite electrospun fiber/hydrogel scaffold that is 

tuned to match the mechanical properties of the native valve with encapsulated VICs 

cultured for up to 4 weeks.  
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The composite scaffold was constructed with encapsulated VICs in 3D in the 

PEG-PQ-PEG portion of the hydrogel around the electrospun BPUR fibers (Figure 

5-2A). The result was a scaffold of ~200 µm total thickness with an approximately 

100 µm thick electrospun BPUR in the middle (Figure 5-2B). 5 mm x 15 mm 

rectangular strips were used for the experiments in this study, but the same 

procedure was used to create aortic valve sized leaflets that could be sutured onto a 

sewing ring to make a valve (Figure 5-2C). 

Biodegradable poly(ether ester urethane)urea with 50% hard segment was used 

for the composite scaffold due to its excellent mechanical properties, 

biocompatibility, slow degradation rate, and hydrophilicity that allowed it to be 

constructed into a composite scaffold with the PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel. BPUR was 

chosen because the mechanical properties of other commonly electrospun materials 

are not ideal for heart valve tissue engineering. PLGA exhibited a high stiffness and 

yielded at only 3% strain (Figure 5-8A,B). PCL also suffers from lack of resiliency, as 

shown in Figure 5-8C,D. After cyclic tension to 20% strain, PCL was permanently 

deformed, which did not happen in electrospun BPUR meshes. Furthermore, PCL is 

hydrophobic and must be modified in order to be used for a composite scaffold with 

a hydrogel component[140]. Due to the PCL-PEG-PCL triblock soft segment, BPUR 

was hydrophilic enough to be encapsulated within the PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel, but it 

also did not suffer from hydrolytic nor enzymatic degradation over the 4-week 

culture period studied.  
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The mechanical properties of the electrospun BPUR were designed through 

synthesis and collection of electrospun fibers on a rotating mandrel to match the 

maximum tangent elastic modulus, the extensibility, and the anisotropy of valve 

tissue. Upon cyclic loading, the composite scaffold developed a tissue-like stress vs. 

strain response, with a bilinear curve that approximated that of valve tissue (Figure 

5-6A,B). Physiological strain for aortic valves is approximately 10% in the 

circumferential direction and 40% in the radial direction[217]. While implanted 

replacement valves should match the maximum elastic modulus of native valve 

tissue, it is just as important that they match the mechanics of valve tissue in this 

lower, physiological strain regime. The stress vs. strain behavior of the BPUR/PEG 

composite scaffold matched the valve tissue well in the circumferential direction up 

to 10% strain, but valve tissue was stiffer than the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold as 

measured by maximum elastic modulus. While the elastic modulus of porcine aortic 

valve tissue we measured was significantly greater than the BPUR/PEG composite 

in circumferential direction, the designed BPUR/PEG modulus of ~10 MPa fell 

within the range of mechanical properties reported for aortic valve tissue[43], [45], 

[48], [49], [51], [53]. In the radial direction, both the measured maximum elastic 

modulus and extensibility of the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold match valve tissue 

well (Figure 5-6C,D). However, the stress vs. strain plot demonstrated an extended 

toe region in valve tissue, which the BPUR/PEG composite did not match well after 

5% strain. 
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VICs encapsulated for 28 days in 3D in the PEG-PQ hydrogel portion of the 

scaffold adopted an activated phenotype that resulted in αSMA stress fiber 

formation and localized mature collagen deposition (Figure 5-11) when compared 

to a PEG-PQ-PEG scaffold that had no electrospun fibers (Figure 5-12). VICs cultured 

in soft hydrogels are known to quickly decrease αSMA expression[154], [218], but 

the presence of the stiff BPUR fibers may have prevented VICs from returning to a 

quiescent phenotype, especially in portions of the scaffold which had a thinner layer 

of PEG-PQ-PEG. However, there were also regions of the composite scaffold with 

cells that did not express αSMA, despite the BPUR fibers (Figure 5-11). Another 

factor may have been the heterogeneous distribution of cells due to the capillary 

action of the BPUR when it first contacted the cell solution (Figure 5-10D). Several 

modifications to the protocol to construct the scaffold, including pre-wetting the 

BPUR with polymer solution, were used, but none resulted in a homogeneous 

distribution of cells observed in the PEG-PQ-PEG only scaffolds (Figure 5-10C). In 

light of these results, we sought to better characterize the proliferation and 

activation of VICs within the composite scaffold. 

Cells grew on the electrospun fibers and aligned with the primary alignment of 

the electrospun fibers (Figure 5-13B,C). After long term culture, a thick layer of cells 

and matrix on top of the electrospun fibers or PEG-PQ-PEG developed. At 28 days, 

the orientation of the cells on top of the PEG-PQ-PEG portion of the scaffold did not 

correlate well with the primary direction of electrospun fibers (Figure 5-13D-F). 

However, the orientation of the cells was controlled by holding the scaffold tight 
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with slight tensile loading. Cells on top of the constrained scaffold aligned in the 

direction of the constraint (Figure 5-13G-I). The cells were not able to contract the 

scaffold, but still remodeled the scaffold in a manner similar to unconstrained 

scaffolds, with thick layers of cells and ECM on top of the PEG-PQ-PEG on each side 

of the scaffold (data not shown). 

Finally, based on observations of the cell and secreted ECM morphologies under 

long term culture (Figure 5-11), we hypothesized that the bending of the scaffold 

reinforced the fibrotic phenotype. To investigate, scaffolds were placed in a pre-bent 

condition with cells seeded only on one side and cultured for 14 days (Figure 

5-14A). Pronounced differences were observed in the cells depending on which side 

of the bent scaffold they were grown. On the tensile loading side (scaffold bent away 

from cells), the cells formed a complete layer of cells on top of the PEG-PQ-PEG 

portion of the scaffold (Figure 5-14B) that resembled the unconstrained scaffolds at 

14 days (Figure 5-10H). A ribbon pattern of cells and matrix had formed on the top 

of the scaffold (Figure 5-14C,D). On the contrary, cells seed on the compression side 

of the bent scaffolds (scaffold bend toward cell side) did not form a complete layer 

(Figure 5-14E) on top of the scaffold. Most cells remained inside the scaffold and 

retained a quiescent phenotype. It remains unclear if only the forces applied to the 

cell layers were the direct cause of the differences seen in the bent scaffolds or if 

there are other factors that also contributed to the observed behavior. 
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We have demonstrated promising mechanics of a BPUR/PEG composite scaffold 

for heart valve tissue engineering and observed valve cell behavior and phenotype 

in response to the scaffold in static culture. However, there are many opportunities 

for subsequent research directions that can be addressed. First, although cell 

engraftment into this composite scaffold was improved compared to a scaffold made 

of only electrospun fibers, the electrospun BPUR still does not allow for cellular 

infiltration because of the small pore size. Strategies such as concurrent 

electrospinning/electrospraying[120], adding sacrificial fibers[219], or melt 

electrospinning with larger pore sizes[220] may be useful for improving the ability 

for cells to populate the interior of the scaffold. Second, we were able to optimize 

the mechanical properties of the electrospun BPUR so that cyclic loading in uniaxial 

tension resulted in valve-like tissue mechanics. However, we did not investigate 

how the complex in vivo mechanical environment would affect the anisotropic 

extensibility we observed after cyclic uniaxial tension. Biaxial cyclic loading or 

bioreactor conditioning studies would be beneficial to evaluate further how the 

mechanical properties of the composite will respond to realistic loading. Third, 

while we observed some interesting phenomena by culturing the composite scaffold 

constrained on both ends or by introducing bending, the sample size of these 

experiments is too small to make generalizable conclusions. However, we are 

optimistic that these types of experiments will improve the understanding of VIC 

responses to an electrospun fiber/hydrogel composite scaffold. Finally, the fibrotic 

remodeling that was observed in these results demonstrated that the current 
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composite BPUR/PEG scaffold needs further refinement in order to be utilized for 

tissue engineering applications. The fibrotic remodeling may be a result of the static 

culture conditions, but contraction and fibrotic remodeling of a tissue engineered 

heart valves has also been frequently observed in dynamic culture in vitro and in 

vivo[4], [56]. Ultimately, the composite BPUR/PEG scaffold may be more useful as a 

model to better understand fibrotic behavior of VICs and fibrotic valve diseases in 

both the aortic and mitral valve. Strategies to prevent or control contraction of the 

BPUR/PEG composite scaffold may lead to insights in understanding the 

mechanisms behind fibrotic disease states. 

5.5. Conclusions 

We have employed the advantages of both polyurethane electrospun fibrous 

meshes and hydrogels to construct a tissue engineering scaffold that mimics the 

structure and the mechanical behavior of the fibrosa layer of natural aortic valve 

tissue. The electrospun BPUR was tuned to approximate the maximum tangent 

modulus, extensibility, and anisotropy of the natural valve. Cells encapsulated in the 

hydrogel portion of the scaffold grew and remodeled the scaffold in response to the 

electrospun fibers. We were able to investigate the response of valve cells by 

constraining scaffold contraction or applying slight bending to the scaffold while in 

culture. These results suggest culture conditions exert some level of control over cell 

remodeling, but also illustrate the need to better understand the valve cell response 

to synthetic electrospun scaffolds. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1. Summary of results 

The research described in this dissertation addresses the challenges of creating 

an advanced tissue engineered heart valve scaffold by examining valve cell response 

to layer-specific biomimetic stimuli. Valve cell response was studied by using 

materials that were selected based on the mechanical and biochemical purpose of 

each layer of the heart valve.  

In specific aim I, we designed a hydrogel-based co-culture system to study the 

interaction between valve interstitial cells and valve endothelial cells. This is the 

first model of its kind to use localization of cell-specific ligands to promote 

physiologically meaningful direct contact co-culture of valve cells in a synthetic 

platform. Integrin-binding RGDS peptide was incorporated throughout the bulk of 
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an enzymatically-degradable hydrogel to support attachment and proliferation of 

VICs, while syndecan-1-binding laminin derived peptide, RKRLQVQSIRT, was bound 

only to the surface of the hydrogel. The combination of RGDS and RKRLQVQSIRT 

peptides present at the surface promoted quick and complete endothelialization of 

the VIC-encapsulated hydrogel. Using this model, we were able to study healthy 

valve cell interaction in vitro. VECs remained CD31-positive in a stable monolayer 

on the hydrogels for up to 4 weeks in culture, produced nitric oxide to maintain 

quiescent VIC phenotype, and were able to prevent platelet adhesion. Additionally, 

VICs and VECs secreted cell-specific and spatially organized ECM, with basement 

membrane proteins on the surface of the hydrogel and collagen 1 throughout the 

bulk of the hydrogel. This system can be considered for future valve disease models 

as well as a strategy for creating endothelialized tissue engineering scaffolds. 

Furthermore, this platform is useful for direct-contact co-culture disease models 

and tissue engineering applications of any tissue which has a stratified arrangement 

of endothelial/epithelial and interstitial cells. Overall, the research conducted in 

specific aim I has resulted in a physiologically relevant in vitro model that can be 

used to study disease and possible therapeutic interventions. 

Hyaluronan hydrogels were studied in specific aim II as a possible mimic of the 

middle spongiosa layer for TEHV scaffolds. Hyaluronan has been studied by other 

researchers as a substrate for valve cell culture, but we specifically tuned the 

mechanical properties of hyaluronan hydrogels for the mechanical function of the 

spongiosa layer and studied valve cell response to the scaffold. The mechanical 
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properties of crosslinked hyaluronan hydrogels and MMP-degradable PEG 

hydrogels were matched to the spongiosa layer. We studied VIC response to the 

hyaluronan scaffold by keeping mechanical properties constant across materials 

and modulating the polymer type. There was no difference in catabolic enzymatic 

activity or CD44 receptor expression between the hyaluronan and PEG hydrogels, 

which indicated that the encapsulated valve cells may not have been able to receive 

biochemical signals from the crosslinked hyaluronan in the scaffold. However, 

upregulation of hyaluronan synthase 1 (HAS1) in the hyaluronan scaffolds was 

observed. This is the first study to report expression of HAS1 in valve cells, but HAS1 

upregulation in other types of fibroblasts has been associated with inflammatory 

cytokines IL-1β and TGF-β. Future research will be required to determine if the 

hyaluronan scaffold was causing an inflammatory response by valve cells, despite 

the lack of other indicators such as RHAMM and HAS2 upregulation. Additionally, 

the recently discovered hyaluronan binding and depolymerizing protein, KIAA1199, 

was found to be expressed at the gene level in valve cells for the first time. There 

was no difference in expression of KIAA1199 between hyaluronan and PEG 

hydrogels, but KIAA1199 was found to be upregulated on stiffer substrates 

compared to the softest hydrogels. Based on this finding, more research is merited 

to study what role, if any, KIAA1199 may play in valve disease and valve cell 

processing of hyaluronan. The work in specific aim II demonstrated that crosslinked 

hyaluronan scaffolds can be mechanically tuned for the spongiosa layer and 
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provided some insights into how valve cells interact with these types of crosslinked 

hyaluronan scaffolds. 

Finally, in specific aim III, we constructed a composite scaffold from electrospun 

biocompatible poly(ether ester urethane)urea and MMP-degradable PEG hydrogels 

to serve as a model fibrosa layer for tissue engineered heart valves. The fibrosa 

layer in a natural heart valve contains aligned collagen fibers, which impart 

mechanical strength. The fiber alignment and strength was replicated by 

incorporating electrospun BPUR into the scaffold. VICs were encapsulated in 3D 

inside the PEG hydrogel portion of the scaffold. Cyclic tensile loading of the 

composite scaffold produced a bilinear stress vs. strain response that approached 

that of natural valve tissue due to the alternating hard and soft segments of the 

BPUR. Few synthetic scaffolds have been able to reproduce the bilinear response 

characteristic of biological tissue, and matching the elastic modulus, extensibility, 

and anisotropy of native valve tissue is an important step in understanding the 

types of materials suitable for tissue engineering applications. Unfortunately, 

encapsulated VICs responded to the scaffold with fibrotic remodeling, ultimately 

limiting its utility as a tissue engineering scaffold. However, we were able to use the 

VIC response to better understand how applied mechanical forces can affect the VIC 

behavior in these types of scaffolds. Furthermore, the fibrotic remodeling provided 

some initial insight into how valve cells respond to the stiffness of the fibrous 

portion of the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold. 
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6.2. Future directions 

The results presented in this dissertation build on previous research and takes 

another step on the continuum toward understanding the onset and progression of 

valve disease and ultimately constructing a clinically useful tissue engineered heart 

valve. Future research will be able to use the hydrogel-based platforms presented 

here to progress toward the goals of creating viable replacement valves and 

stopping valve disease before it starts. 

The co-culture model presented in specific aim I was validated as a model of 

healthy valve function. However, this model is well suited to introducing 

pathological states through mechanical stresses, cytokines, or drugs to investigate 

valve cell interaction in response to the changing environment. These types of 

studies may shed light on disease-like processes such as endothelial-to-

mesenchymal transformation or immune cell interaction with valves. Additionally, 

the ligands used and the method of creating the scaffold are applicable to a wide 

variety of cell and tissue types. This co-culture model can be used to study blood 

vessels, intestinal tissues, or any other tissue which has cells in a similar layered 

arrangement. 

In addition, tissue engineering scaffolds can consider the combination of RGDS 

and RKR ligands to promote rapid in vitro or in vivo endothelialization. The research 

conducted in this dissertation focused on small constructs using photoinitiated 

thiol-ene reactions to attach the syndecan-binding RKR peptide. Future research 
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based on these results can determine if the method can be scaled up to a larger 

structure, with surfaces that may not be illuminated evenly. Finally, in this research, 

VECs were seeded by using cloning columns to confine them to the region of the 

functionalized hydrogel, which may not be possible for all tissue types. Studies are 

needed to determine if the RKR and RGDS combination promotes effective capture 

of circulating or migrating endothelial or endothelial progenitor cells in an in vivo 

context.  

The research in specific aim II investigated hyaluronan hydrogel mechanical 

properties and demonstrated valve cell response to crosslinked hyaluronan 

scaffolds. These results are also of interest for both tissue engineering and disease 

modeling. In the native valve, the spongiosa layer lubricates the stiffer layers as they 

flex open and closed. This function is missing from homogenous synthetic tissue 

engineered heart valve scaffolds as well as decellularized tissue engineered valves, 

which have likely lost much of the spongiosa layer due to the decellularization 

process[28]. A tissue engineering strategy which incorporates some form of 

spongiosa layer may prevent the fibrotic remodeling that has been observed in 

these types of scaffolds and merits further investigation. 

While the spongiosa layer of heart valves is important for mechanical function, it 

has also been implicated in valve disease pathology. Fibrotic remodeling results in 

the destruction of the spongiosa layer, so developing an understanding how valve 

cells become dysregulated and quickly break down the GAGs in the spongiosa layer 
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may reveal a target for therapeutic intervention. Myxomatous mitral valve disease 

results in marked thickening of the spongiosa layer[221]. Studying VIC response in 

3D in hyaluronan hydrogels may provide some in vitro insight into both of these 

pathological conditions. 

Finally, the results presented in specific aim III leave many open questions and 

opportunities for follow-on research for the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold. 

Although the intended application was to mimic the fibrosa layer for a tissue 

engineered heart valve, this research introduces a composite scaffold that may also 

be useful for creating controlled environments to understand the how valve cells 

respond to the gradient of mechanical signaling in the scaffold. If the fibrotic 

remodeling behavior observed in the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold can be 

controlled or reversed, it may lead to insights of why other types of tissue 

engineered implants have suffered a similar fate. There are also opportunities to 

add complex microstructure to the electrospun or hydrogel portions of the scaffold 

to control the cell-mediated contraction. For example, translation of the collection 

mandrel during electrospinning may produce a mechanically heterogeneous and 

patterned electrospun mesh that influences how it contracts. For heart valve tissue 

engineering to progress, researchers need to better understand how to direct valve 

cell ECM synthesis and long term regulation[4]. There are still many opportunities 

to alter parameters of the BPUR/PEG composite scaffold, such as stiffness, thickness 

of the PEG layers, mechanical conditioning, and even co-culture of VECs with the 

encapsulated VICs. Understanding how VICs respond to these changing parameters 
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will improve knowledge of the processes which have stymied the success of tissue 

engineered valves to date. 

6.3. Conclusion 

The work in this thesis investigated valve cell behavior in 3D culture in a number 

of different biomaterial platforms. The strategies described here can be used to 

construct and evaluate tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds that have layer-

specific signaling. Additionally, the various resources and methods developed 

through this research provide tools that can be used to establish in vitro disease 

models for heart valves and are broadly applicable to other tissues. As a result, 

through a better understanding of how valve cells interact with their substrate, 

researchers may one day be able to construct a living, autologous tissue engineered 

heart valve that will vastly improve patient outcomes. 
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Appendix A – Automated processing of 
mechanical testing data 

Introduction 

Due to the large volume and wide variety of mechanical testing that was 

required during the course of this thesis work, it was necessary to develop a method 

to analyze the data which was flexible, reliable, and automated. A software tool was 

designed and implemented in Python programming language to analyze data from 

the Bose Electrofoce mechanical testing systems.  

MATLAB scripts were previously used to automate evaluation of mechanical 

testing data for valve tissue. These MATLAB scripts are limited in that they are 

designed for tensile testing of certain pre-programmed testing parameters. 

Additionally, they currently only work with manually preprocessed data collected 

only from the older Bose machine. The new Python script can read data from either 

Bose machines without preprocessing and can function in tension or compression, 

with user defined testing regimes. The new script was validated against the older 

MATLAB scripts in tension by comparing results of mechanical testing of 

cryopreserved mitral valve tissue. Results from the validation demonstrated that 

the two software tools were working similarly. Compression testing validation was 

achieved by comparing results of the Python mechanical testing software tool to 

manual calculations using Microsoft Excel. The current version of the Python script 

and brief user guide follow.
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tension_compress_modulus.py 1 

#!/bin/env python 2 
 3 
############################################ 4 
# Script to process data from Bose Electroforce 3200 mechanical tester 5 
# 6 
# - uses .txt file or .csv file output with time, displacement,  7 
#   and load data to calculate the relevant mechanical properties  8 
#   of the material 9 
# 10 
# Version 1.2 11 
# 12 
# Update history 13 
# 1.0 01/25/2016  Dan Puperi   Initial release of script 14 
# 1.1 03/15/2016  Dan Puperi   Ability to remove legend from plots / change font 15 
#                              Used OrderedDict for plotting multiple groups 16 
#                              Fix spacing of modulus labels based on font size 17 
#                              Made cyclic results more consistant with constant strain 18 
#                              Fix indexing error in findNearest function 19 
# 1.2 03/25/2016  Dan Puperi   Stronger options to set plot scales in setup file 20 
#                              Options to set line and marker types in setup file 21 
# 22 
# Dependencies: 23 
#   Python2.7  32-bit 24 
# 25 
# Python Packages 26 
#   Matplotlib  v1.2.0  32-bit 27 
#   Numpy  v1.6.2  32-bit 28 
#   Scipy v0.13.2 32-bit 29 
# 30 
############################################ 31 
import sys, os, getopt, glob, re 32 
from math import * 33 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 34 
import matplotlib, timeit 35 
from matplotlib import animation 36 
import numpy as np 37 
import collections 38 
from operator import itemgetter 39 
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit 40 
from scipy import stats 41 
 42 
ERR = sys.stderr.write 43 
OUT = sys.stdout.write 44 
 45 
# For diagnostic purposes 46 
DIAG = 0 47 
 48 
############################################ 49 
# Define all the program settings. Note that anything here can be added 50 
# to the top of an input file to override what is in this script 51 
# 52 
# Define the test setups that might be available 53 
# 54 
POSSIBLE_TESTS=['constant_tensile_strain_rate','constant_compressive_strain_rate','tensio55 
n','compression','stress_relaxation','hysteresis','cyclic'] 56 
PROGRAMS={} 57 
 58 
PROGRAMS['simple_tension'] = [] 59 
PROGRAMS['simple_tension'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':0.0, 60 
'end_time':16.0 } ) 61 
PROGRAMS['simple_tension'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 62 
'start_time':20.0} ) 63 
 64 
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PROGRAMS['tension'] = [] 65 
PROGRAMS['tension'].append( { 'name':'tension', 'start_time':0.0, 'end_time':80.0 } ) 66 
PROGRAMS['tension'].append( { 'name':'cyclic', 'start_time':0.0, 67 
'end_time':80.0,'freq':0.25 } ) 68 
PROGRAMS['tension'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 'start_time':76.0, 69 
'end_time':78.0 } ) 70 
PROGRAMS['tension'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':76.0, 'end_time':80.0 } ) 71 
 72 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'] = [] 73 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( { 'name':'tension', 'start_time':0.0, 'end_time':20.0 } ) 74 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( { 'name':'cyclic', 'start_time':0.0, 75 
'end_time':20.0,'freq':1.0 } ) 76 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 77 
'start_time':19.0, 'end_time':19.5 } ) 78 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':19.0, 'end_time':20.0 79 
} ) 80 
 81 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test_short'] = [] 82 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test_short'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':0.0, 83 
'end_time':20.0 } ) 84 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test_short'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 85 
'start_time':25.0 } ) 86 
 87 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'] = [] 88 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'].append( {'name':'stress_relaxation', 'start_time':0.0, 89 
'end_time':66.0} ) 90 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':79.0, 91 
'end_time':87.0 } ) 92 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 93 
'start_time':146.0, 'end_time':167.4 } ) 94 
 95 
PROGRAMS['simple_compression'] = [] 96 
PROGRAMS['simple_compression'].append( { 'name':'constant_compressive_strain_rate' } ) 97 
PROGRAMS['simple_compression'].append( { 'name':'hysteresis' } ) 98 
 99 
PROGRAMS['compression'] = [] 100 
PROGRAMS['compression'].append( { 'name':'compression' } ) 101 
 102 
PROGRAMS['dsp_compression_test'] = [] 103 
PROGRAMS['dsp_compression_test'].append( { 'name':'constant_compressive_strain_rate', 104 
'start_time':0.0, 'end_time':12.0 } ) 105 
PROGRAMS['dsp_compression_test'].append( { 'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':0.0, 106 
'end_time':24.0 } ) 107 
PROGRAMS['dsp_compression_test'].append( { 'name':'stress_relaxation', 'start_time':26.0 108 
} ) 109 
 110 
PROGRAMS['rufls_short'] = [] 111 
PROGRAMS['rufls_short'].append( {'name':'stress_relaxation', 'start_time':0.0, 112 
'end_time':62.0} ) 113 
PROGRAMS['rufls_short'].append( {'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':76.0, 'end_time':81.0 114 
} ) 115 
PROGRAMS['rufls_short'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 116 
'start_time':81.0, 'end_time':92.0 } ) 117 
 118 
PROGRAMS['rufls'] = [] 119 
PROGRAMS['rufls'].append( { 'name':'stress_relaxation', 'start_time':0.0, 120 
'end_time':63.0} ) 121 
PROGRAMS['rufls'].append( { 'name':'hysteresis', 'start_time':84.0, 'end_time':91.0 } ) 122 
PROGRAMS['rufls'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 'start_time':91.0, 123 
'end_time':102.0 } ) 124 
# 125 
# Choose the selected program to use. 126 
# 127 
SELECTED_PROGRAM='simple_compression' 128 
# 129 
# End of test program definitions 130 
############################################ 131 
 132 
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############################################ 133 
# Define the data to summarize in a table 134 
TABULATE = [ 'modulus', 'ultimate_stress', 'ultimate_strain', 'extensibility', 135 
'L0','gauge_len','hysteresis_pct',  'toughness', 'stress_relax_tc1', 'stress_relax_tc2' ] 136 
TABULATE = [ 'modulus', 'ultimate_stress', 'ultimate_strain', 'L0','hysteresis_pct', 137 
'stress_relax_tc1', 'stress_relax_tc2' ] 138 
CYCLIC_TABULATE = ['time','modulus', 'extensibility', 'hysteresis_pct'] 139 
CYCLIC_TABULATE = [] 140 
 141 
############################################ 142 
# Define which plots to show 143 
STRESS_STRAIN_MODULUS_PLOT = 0 144 
HYSTERESIS_PLOT = 0 145 
STRESS_RELAX_PLOT = 0 146 
STRESS_STRAIN_COMPARISON_PLOT = 0 147 
GROUP_PLOT_STAT = 0 148 
STRESS_STRAIN_VS_TIME = 0 149 
ANIMATED_PLOT=0 150 
CYCLIC_STRESS_STRAIN_PLOTS_TO_MAKE = [] 151 
#CYCLIC_STRESS_STRAIN_PLOTS_TO_MAKE = np.append( np.arange(0,2), 19 ) 152 
CYCLIC_HYSTERESIS_PLOTS_TO_MAKE = CYCLIC_STRESS_STRAIN_PLOTS_TO_MAKE 153 
# Next three show how modulus, hysteresis, and extensibility change wrt cycle # 154 
CYCLIC_MODULUS_PLOT = 0 155 
CYCLIC_HYSTERESIS_PLOT = 0 156 
CYCLIC_EXTENSIBILITY_PLOT = 0 157 
# Option to save plots to file 158 
SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS = 0 159 
PLOT_RES = 600 160 
FONT_SIZE=20 161 
FONT_FAMILY='sans-serif' 162 
TITLE_ON_PLOTS = 1 163 
LEGEND_ON_PLOTS = 1 164 
# To set scales on plots - leave set to [] to autoscale 165 
# example to set x tic marks if you don't want to write every one in:  166 
# XTICS = np.arange(0.0, 0.25, 0.05) 167 
XSCALE=[] 168 
YSCALE=[] 169 
XTICS=[] 170 
YTICS=[] 171 
# 172 
# Used to plot averages of stress and strain 173 
# Not plots can have either stress or strain on x axis depending on which flag is set 174 
PLOT_AVERAGE_STRESS_VS_STRAIN = 0 175 
PLOT_AVERAGE_STRAIN_VS_STRESS = 0 176 
PLOT_MULTIPLE_STRESS_VS_STRAIN = 0 177 
PLOT_MULTIPLE_STRAIN_VS_STRESS = 0 178 
# For multiple plots, can set color and line type and marker type 179 
# If left to [], will use default.  180 
# Note you must incude a big enough array for all the lines plotted, or will error 181 
# BW just sets color black 182 
BW=0 183 
LINE_TYPE_LIST=[] 184 
MARKER_LIST=['x','o','^','s','D','+','*'] 185 
# Set these to stop above plots after a certain range 186 
# Leave set to zero to plot entire range in data set 187 
PLOT_TO_STRAIN=0 188 
PLOT_TO_STRESS=0 189 
# If ALL_DATA=0 and PLOT_TO_ = 0, then the average plots will only plot to the point 190 
where every sample 191 
# has a data point. If ALL_DATA=1, then the plot will continue out, with the number of 192 
samples the data represents 193 
# decreasing as some samples will not have data as far out as others.  194 
# STILL NEED TO FINISH THIS 195 
# ALL_DATA=0 196 
# Define how many points to plot and make error bars for multiple stress vs strain plots 197 
STRAIN_PTS = 0.01 198 
STRESS_PTS = 50.0 199 
ERROR_BAR_PTS = 0.05 200 
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# 201 
# End of plots 202 
############################################ 203 
 204 
############################################ 205 
# Define all the constants 206 
# 207 
# How much displacement (mm) is required to define the start of the test 208 
START_DELTA_TOL = 0.001 209 
# Define the fixed start and end strains to use for the modulus calculation when fixed 210 
strain rates are used 211 
MODULUS_STRAIN_START = 0.05 212 
MODULUS_STRAIN_END = 0.15 213 
TENSION_USE_FIXED_STRAINS = 0 214 
# Define the minimum strain coverage that will be used to calculate a linear fit to the 215 
stress/strain plot and calculate the modulus 216 
MODULUS_MIN_STRAIN = 0.05 217 
# Constants used for finding the gauge length 218 
MIN_GAUGE_PTS = 20 219 
# The initial guess of points to use for the gauge length calculation works very well, so 220 
there really is not much need to turn the optimization on. 221 
# But the code is here just in case. Also, can just turn off the gauge length calculation 222 
and use the initial length to speed things up. 223 
FIND_GAUGE_LENGTH = 1 224 
OPTIMIZE_GAUGE_POLYFIT = 1 225 
GAUGE_OPTIMIZE_POLYFIT_SKIP = 10 226 
GAUGE_PCT_LOW = 0.10 227 
GAUGE_PCT_HIGH = 0.10 228 
# Whether or not to show extensibility line on plot 229 
EXTENSIBILITY=0 230 
# Whether or not to show text items on plot 231 
MODULUS_TEXT=1 232 
EXTENSIBILITY_TEXT=1 233 
# 234 
# Type of stress calculation to apply 235 
#     0 = just use initial area  (engineering stress) 236 
#     1 = constant volume (adjust cross sectional area by strain term) 237 
#     2 = use Poisson ratio 238 
STRESS_TYPE = 0 239 
# Define a Poisson ratio to use v = -(delta d) / d  / (delta L) / L 240 
POISSON_RATIO = 0.5 241 
# Maximum iterations to move the Young's modulus points to optimize linear fit 242 
MODULUS_MAX_ITERATIONS = 100 243 
# 244 
# Toughness calculation - set to zero to not do calculation 245 
TOUGHNESS_STRAIN_END = 0.0 246 
# 247 
# End of settings 248 
############################################ 249 
 250 
############################################ 251 
# The class to process all of the data used. 252 
# This includes the input size data and the raw data from the mech tester. 253 
# Also includes some data manipulation / search functions 254 
# 255 
class Data(): 256 
    257 
# __init__ is called when a new instance of the class is created 258 
    def __init__(self): 259 
        self.possible_matches = [ 'time', 'stress', 'strain', 'force', 'displacement', 260 
'dispE' ] 261 
     262 
# parse_input_file method reads the size data from a .csv input file. 263 
#     The size data should be in comma or tab separated columns, with the format as 264 
below: 265 
#     The columns should be labeled in the first row - not all the columns are required, 266 
but this function will parse the 267 
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#     input data based on the column labels. If the units are given in millimeters 268 
instead of meters, the column title  269 
#     should also have a '(mm)' with no space after the label name 270 
#     Possible column labels are as follows: 271 
#         Title - this is the name of the data file to apply this size data to (without 272 
an extension) 273 
#         Area or Area(mm) - the cross-sectional area of the sample  (width and thickness 274 
should not be given if area is given) 275 
#         Width or Width(mm) - the cross-sectional width of the sample 276 
#         Thickness or Thickness(mm), - the cross-sectional thickness of the sample 277 
#         Length or Length(mm) - the initial length of the sample 278 
#         Program - the program name, to override what is listed in constants above 279 
#         Order - the order in which to process the sample (if you want to comparison 280 
plot samples in a specific color order for example) 281 
# 282 
    def parse_input_file( self,input_fname ): 283 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "parse_input_file( %s )\n" % input_fname ) 284 
        ret = [] 285 
        mmpat = re.compile( '\(mm\)' ) 286 
        start_settings_pat = re.compile( '<SETTINGS>' ) 287 
        end_settings_pat = re.compile( '</SETTINGS>' ) 288 
        comment_pat = re.compile( '^#.*' ) 289 
        blank_line_pat = re.compile( '^ *\n' ) 290 
        try: 291 
             292 
# Read in all the lines of the file 293 
            input_fname = glob.glob( input_fname )[0] 294 
            all_lines = open( input_fname, 'r').readlines() 295 
            lines = [] 296 
            settings_import = False 297 
             298 
# Determine if there are settings at the top of the file to read in 299 
            if start_settings_pat.match( all_lines[0] ): 300 
                i = 1 301 
                import_lines = [] 302 
                while end_settings_pat.match( all_lines[i] ) == None: 303 
                    import_lines.append( all_lines[i] ) 304 
                    i += 1 305 
                for j in range( i+1,len(all_lines) ): 306 
                    lines.append( all_lines[j] ) 307 
                import_file = open( "settings.py", "w" ) 308 
                for line in import_lines: 309 
                    import_file.write( line.split(',,' )[0].strip('"') + '\n' ) 310 
                import_file.close() 311 
                settings_import = True 312 
            else: 313 
                lines = all_lines 314 
             315 
             316 
# Parse the first line. Get the column labels and units. 317 
# The file can either be tab/space separated or comma separated 318 
            pieces = lines[0].split() 319 
            csv = False 320 
            if ( len( pieces ) < 3 ) or ( len ( pieces ) > 7 ): 321 
                pieces = lines[0].split(',') 322 
                if ( len( pieces ) < 3 ) or ( len ( pieces ) > 7 ): 323 
                    ERR( "Error reading heading of input file. Contained less than 3 or 324 
more than 7 columns\n" ) 325 
                    ERR( "%s\n" % line ) 326 
                    sys.exit(1) 327 
                csv = True 328 
            columns = {} 329 
            for i in range( 0, len( pieces ) ): 330 
                factor = 1.0 331 
                if  mmpat.search( pieces[i].lower() ): 332 
                    factor = 0.001 333 
                if pieces[i].lower().strip() == 'title': 334 
                    columns['title'] = (i,0.0)  335 
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                elif pieces[i].lower().split('(')[0].strip() == 'area': 336 
                    columns['area'] = (i,factor) 337 
                elif pieces[i].lower().split('(')[0].strip() == 'width': 338 
                    columns['width'] = (i,factor) 339 
                elif pieces[i].lower().split('(')[0].strip() == 'thickness': 340 
                    columns['thickness'] = (i,factor) 341 
                elif pieces[i].lower().split('(')[0].strip() == 'length': 342 
                    columns['length'] = (i,factor) 343 
                elif pieces[i].lower().strip() == 'program': 344 
                    columns['program'] = (i,0.0) 345 
                elif pieces[i].lower().strip() == 'order': 346 
                    columns['order'] = (i,0.0) 347 
                elif pieces[i].lower().split('(')[0].strip() == 'zero_ref_pos': 348 
                    columns['zero_ref_pos'] = (i,factor) 349 
                else: 350 
                    ERR( "Error reading heading of input file. Bad column heading: %s\n" 351 
% pieces[i] ) 352 
                 353 
# Now parse through each line to get input data for all the cases. 354 
            for line in lines[1:]: 355 
                skip_line = 0 356 
                m = comment_pat.match( line ) 357 
                m1 = blank_line_pat.match( line ) 358 
                if m or m1: 359 
                    skip_line = 1 360 
                else: 361 
                    width = 0.0 362 
                    thickness = 0.0 363 
                    if csv: 364 
                        pieces = line.split( ',' ) 365 
                    else: 366 
                        pieces = line.split() 367 
                    if ( len( pieces ) < 3 ) and ( len( pieces ) > 7 ): 368 
                        ERR( "Warning: Could not read line in input file. Skipping 369 
line.\n" ) 370 
                        ERR( "%s\n" % line ) 371 
                    else: 372 
                        this_line = {} 373 
                        if 'title' in columns.keys():  374 
                            this_line['title'] = pieces[columns['title'][0]].strip() 375 
                        else: 376 
                            ERR( 'Error: Must have a column defining a title for each 377 
sample in input file.\n' ) 378 
                            sys.exit(1)                         379 
                        if 'width' in columns.keys(): width = float( 380 
pieces[columns['width'][0]].strip() )*columns['width'][1] 381 
                        if 'thickness' in columns.keys(): thickness = float( 382 
pieces[columns['thickness'][0]].strip() )*columns['thickness'][1] 383 
                        if 'area' in columns.keys():  384 
                            this_line['A0'] = float( pieces[columns['area'][0]].strip() 385 
)*columns['area'][1]**2.0 386 
                        else: 387 
# If cross sectional area is given, use that for A0. 388 
# Otherwise, assume rectangular cross-section and multiply width and thickness to get 389 
cross-sectional area. 390 
# Otherwise, asssume circula cross-section with either width or thickness as the 391 
diameter. 392 
                            if ( width > 0.0 ) and ( thickness > 0.0 ): 393 
                                this_line['A0'] = width*thickness 394 
                            elif ( width > 0.0 ): 395 
                                this_line['A0'] = pi*((width/2.0)**2) 396 
                            elif ( thickness > 0.0 ): 397 
                                this_line['A0'] = pi*((thickness/2.0)**2) 398 
                            else: 399 
                                ERR( 'Warning: Must define either the cross-sectional 400 
area or a width and thickness of every sample.\n' ) 401 
                                ERR( '  This line will be skipped:\n' ) 402 
                                ERR( "%s\n" % line ) 403 
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                     404 
                        if 'length' in columns.keys(): 405 
                            this_line['L0'] = float( pieces[columns['length'][0]].strip() 406 
)*columns['length'][1] 407 
                        else: 408 
                            found_zero_ref_pos = 0 409 
                            if 'zero_ref_pos' in columns.keys(): 410 
                                    if float( pieces[columns['zero_ref_pos'][0]].strip() 411 
) != 0.0: 412 
                                        found_zero_ref_pos = 1 413 
                            if not found_zero_ref_pos:     414 
                                ERR( 'Warning: Must define a length or zero reference 415 
position for every sample. This line will be skipped.\n' ) 416 
                                ERR( "%s\n" % line ) 417 
                        if 'program' in columns.keys(): 418 
                            this_line['program'] = pieces[columns['program'][0]].strip() 419 
                        else: 420 
                            this_line['program'] = SELECTED_PROGRAM 421 
                        if 'order' in columns.keys():  422 
                            this_line['order'] = pieces[columns['order'][0]].strip() 423 
                        else: 424 
                            this_line['order'] = '' 425 
                        if 'zero_ref_pos' in columns.keys(): 426 
                            this_line['zero_ref_pos'] = float( 427 
pieces[columns['zero_ref_pos'][0]].strip() )*columns['zero_ref_pos'][1] 428 
                        ret.append( this_line ) 429 
        except: 430 
            ERR( "\nError opening input file.\n" ) 431 
            ERR( "%s\n" % input_fname ) 432 
            sys.exit(1) 433 
        return ret, input_fname, settings_import 434 
# end of parse_input_file method 435 
 436 
# Read in the data from the file.  437 
#     Use the units from header to determine if a conversion needs to be made from grams 438 
to Newtons. 439 
#     Convert from millimeters to meters. 440 
#     Find the start of the displacement to determine when good data collection starts 441 
#    Also tare both the force and displacement with respect to initial values. 442 
# 443 
    def read_data_file( self,fname ): 444 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "read_data_file( %s )\n" % fname ) 445 
        csv_file = 0 446 
        csvpat = re.compile( "\.csv$" ) 447 
        txtpat = re.compile( "\.txt$" ) 448 
        csvm = csvpat.search( fname.lower() ) 449 
        txtm = txtpat.search( fname.lower() ) 450 
        if txtm: 451 
            lines = open( fname,'r' ).readlines() 452 
        elif csvm: 453 
            lines = open( fname,'r' ).readlines() 454 
            csv_file = 1 455 
        else: 456 
            try: 457 
                lines = open( fname+'.txt','r' ).readlines() 458 
            except: 459 
                lines = open( fname+'.csv','r').readlines() 460 
                csv_file = 1 461 
        force_mult = 1.0 462 
        disp_mult = 0.001 463 
 464 
        start_line = 0 465 
        i = 0 466 
        load_pat = re.compile( ".*Elapsed.*" ) 467 
        for line in lines: 468 
            if load_pat.match( line ): 469 
                start_line = i+1 470 
            i = i + 1 471 
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        if csv_file: 472 
            force_units = lines[start_line].split( ',' )[3].strip('"') 473 
        else: 474 
            force_units = lines[start_line].split('"')[7].strip() 475 
 476 
        if force_units == "g": 477 
            force_mult = 0.00980665 478 
 479 
        raw_data = [] 480 
        for line in lines[start_line+1:]: 481 
            if csv_file: 482 
                pieces = line.strip().split(',') 483 
            else: 484 
                pieces = line.strip().split() 485 
            try: 486 
                dd = {} 487 
                dd['time'] = float( pieces[0].strip() ) 488 
                dd['displacement'] = float( pieces[2].strip() )*disp_mult 489 
                dd['force'] = float( pieces[3].strip() )*force_mult 490 
# Check to see if using the long stroke displacement - if so, record this position as 491 
well. 492 
# If not (get a error), then just skip over it. 493 
                try: 494 
                    val = float( pieces[4].strip() ) 495 
                    dd['dispE'] = val*disp_mult 496 
                except: 497 
                    pass 498 
                raw_data.append( dd ) 499 
            except: 500 
# If it can't convert pieces to float numbers, just skip the line..probably just a blank 501 
line of corrupted part of the file 502 
                pass   503 
 504 
# Add all of the data to the returned data (will be a dictionary of arrays of data) 505 
        ret = {} 506 
        ret['time'] = np.array([]) 507 
        ret['displacement'] = np.array([]) 508 
        ret['force'] = np.array([]) 509 
        if 'dispE' in raw_data[0].keys(): 510 
            ret['dispE'] = np.array([]) 511 
        for piece in raw_data: 512 
            ret['time'] = np.append( ret['time'], piece['time'] ) 513 
            ret['displacement'] = np.append( ret['displacement'],piece['displacement'] ) 514 
            ret['force'] = np.append( ret['force'],piece['force'] ) 515 
            if 'dispE' in piece.keys(): 516 
                ret['dispE'] = np.append( ret['dispE'],piece['dispE'] ) 517 
        return ret 518 
# End of read_data_file 519 
 520 
# Assign size data for the input file to its appropriate case 521 
#    Have to split this from the load the size data from the file because need to load 522 
the rest of the data first. 523 
    def assign_size_data( self,data,size_data ): 524 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "assign_size_data()\n" ) 525 
        for fd in size_data:             526 
            found = 0 527 
            for i in range( 0, len(data) ): 528 
                if fd['title'] == data[i]['title']: 529 
                    for key in fd.keys(): data[i][key] = fd[key] 530 
                    found = 1 531 
            if found == 0: 532 
                data.append( {} ) 533 
                for key in fd.keys(): data[-1][key] = fd[key] 534 
        return data 535 
# End of assign size data 536 
 537 
# Get a slice of data based on the given start and end times 538 
    def get_data_slice( self, input_data, start_time, end_time ): 539 
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        ret = {} 540 
        if 'time' in input_data.keys(): 541 
            key_list = [] 542 
            for key in input_data.keys(): 543 
                if key in self.possible_matches: 544 
                    key_list.append( key ) 545 
                    ret[key] = np.array([]) 546 
            for i in range( 0, len( input_data['time'] ) ): 547 
                if input_data['time'][i] >= start_time and input_data['time'][i] <= 548 
end_time: 549 
                    try: 550 
                        for key in key_list:  ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], 551 
input_data[key][i] ) 552 
                    except IndexError: 553 
                       pass 554 
        else: 555 
            ERR( 'Could not get data slice because there is no time in the input data.\n' 556 
) 557 
        return ret 558 
     559 
# Cuff off data after a given index 560 
    def remove_after_index( self, input_data, index ): 561 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "remove_after_index( %d )\n" % index  ) 562 
        ret = {} 563 
        for key in input_data.keys(): 564 
            if key in self.possible_matches: 565 
                ret[key] = np.array([]) 566 
                for i in range( 0, min( index+1, len( input_data[key] ) ) ): 567 
                    ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], input_data[key][i] ) 568 
        return ret 569 
         570 
# Tare for displacement data 571 
    def tare_displacement( self, input_data ): 572 
        ret = {} 573 
        for key in input_data.keys(): 574 
            if key == 'displacement': 575 
                tare_pos = input_data[key][0] 576 
                if DIAG > 0: ERR( "tare_displacement(). Tare = %f\n" % tare_pos ) 577 
                ret[key] = np.array([]) 578 
                for i in range( 0, len( input_data[key] ) ): 579 
                    ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], input_data[key][i]-tare_pos ) 580 
            elif key == 'dispE': 581 
                tare_pos_E = input_data[key][0] 582 
                if DIAG > 0: ERR( "tare_dispE(). Tare = %f\n" % tare_pos_E ) 583 
                ret[key] = np.array([]) 584 
                for i in range( 0, len( input_data[key] ) ): 585 
                    ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], input_data[key][i]-tare_pos_E ) 586 
            elif key in self.possible_matches: 587 
                ret[key] = input_data[key] 588 
        return ret 589 
         590 
# Cut off data prior to gauge length - then tare the data to the first point 591 
    def remove_before_gauge_length( self, input_data, gauge_len ): 592 
        ret = {} 593 
        if 'displacement' in input_data.keys(): 594 
            key_list = [] 595 
            for key in input_data.keys(): 596 
                if key in self.possible_matches: 597 
                    key_list.append( key ) 598 
                    ret[key] = np.array([]) 599 
            key_list.remove( 'displacement' ) 600 
            if 'dispE' in key_list: key_list.remove( 'dispE' ) 601 
            for i in range( 0, len( input_data['displacement'] ) ): 602 
                disp = input_data['displacement'][i] - gauge_len 603 
                if disp >= 0.0: 604 
                    ret['displacement'] = np.append( ret['displacement'], disp ) 605 
                    for key in key_list:  ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], 606 
input_data[key][i] ) 607 
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        else: 608 
            ERR( 'Could not cut off data before gauge length because there is no 609 
displacement in the input data.\n' ) 610 
        return ret 611 
         612 
# Compute the total displacement - the displacement from the long stroke motor + any 613 
displacement from the axial mover as it gets pulled 614 
    def dispE_to_displacement( self, input_data ): 615 
        ret = {} 616 
        if 'dispE' in input_data.keys(): 617 
            key_list = [] 618 
            for key in input_data.keys(): 619 
                if key in self.possible_matches: 620 
                    key_list.append( key ) 621 
                    ret[key] = np.array([]) 622 
            key_list.remove( 'displacement' ) 623 
            key_list.remove( 'dispE' ) 624 
            for i in range( 0, len( input_data['displacement'] ) ): 625 
                disp = input_data['displacement'][i] 626 
                dispE = input_data['dispE'][i] 627 
                total_disp = dispE + disp 628 
                ret['displacement'] = np.append( ret['displacement'], total_disp ) 629 
                for key in key_list:  ret[key] = np.append( ret[key], input_data[key][i] 630 
) 631 
        else: 632 
            ret = input_data 633 
        return ret 634 
#     635 
#End of data class 636 
############################################ 637 
 638 
############################################ 639 
# The class used to make all of the plots 640 
class Plotter(): 641 
     642 
# __init__ is called when a new instance of the class is created 643 
    def __init__(self): 644 
        self.frame = None 645 
        self.overlay_multiple = True 646 
#     Set up fonts for the plots 647 
        font = { 'family' : FONT_FAMILY, 'weight' : 'normal','size'   : FONT_SIZE } 648 
        plt.rc( 'font', **font ) 649 
        plt.rcParams['legend.numpoints'] = 1 650 
        plt.rcParams['figure.autolayout'] = True 651 
         652 
# Use following command to set font as needed for individual elements 653 
        #matplotlib.rcParams.update({'font.size': FONT_SIZE}) 654 
       655 
# show the plot options frame 656 
    def showOptions(self): 657 
        self.frame = PlotOptionsFrame() 658 
 659 
# determine the appropriate scale to use on plots 660 
    def scale( self, data, base_units, modulus=0.0 ): 661 
        ret = {} 662 
        tens = log10( max( modulus, np.max( data ) ) ) 663 
        if tens > 9: 664 
            ret['mult'] = 1000000000.0 665 
            ret['units'] = 'G' + base_units 666 
        elif tens > 6: 667 
            ret['mult'] = 1000000.0 668 
            ret['units'] = 'M' + base_units 669 
        elif tens > 3: 670 
            ret['mult'] = 1000.0 671 
            ret['units'] = 'k' + base_units 672 
        else: 673 
            ret['mult'] = 1.0 674 
            ret['units'] = base_units 675 
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             676 
        return ret 677 
             678 
# make the stress vs strain plots with       679 
    def plotStressStrain( self,data,title=None ): 680 
        fig = plt.figure() 681 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 682 
        if 'plot_indices' in data.keys(): 683 
            start = data['plot_indices'][0] 684 
            end = data['plot_indices'][1] 685 
        else: 686 
            start = 0 687 
            end = len( data['stress'] )-1 688 
        if 'line_fit' in data.keys(): 689 
            sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa', data['line_fit'][0] ) 690 
        else: 691 
            sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa' ) 692 
        if BW: 693 
            ax1.plot( data['strain'][start:end], data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'], 694 
color=[0,0,0] ) 695 
        else: 696 
            ax1.plot( data['strain'][start:end], data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'] ) 697 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 698 
            ax1.set_title( title ) 699 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 700 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Strain' ) 701 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 702 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 703 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 704 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 705 
        if 'line_fit' in data.keys(): 706 
            start = data['fit_indices'][0] 707 
            end = data['fit_indices'][1] 708 
             709 
# Plot the linear fit used to calculate the Young's modulus 710 
            xvals = np.array( [data['strain'][start], data['strain'][end] ] ) 711 
            if BW: 712 
                ax1.plot( xvals, np.polyval( data['line_fit'], xvals )/sc['mult'], 713 
color=[0,0,0], linewidth=2.0 ) 714 
            else: 715 
                ax1.plot( xvals, np.polyval( data['line_fit'], xvals )/sc['mult'], 716 
linewidth=2.0 ) 717 
 718 
             719 
# Plot the extensibility line 720 
            if EXTENSIBILITY: 721 
                xvals2 = np.array( [data['extensibility'], data['strain'][start] ] ) 722 
                if BW: 723 
                    ax1.plot( xvals2, np.polyval( data['line_fit'], xvals2 )/sc['mult'], 724 
'--', color=[0,0,0] ) 725 
                else: 726 
                    ax1.plot( xvals2, np.polyval( data['line_fit'], xvals2 )/sc['mult'], 727 
'--' ) 728 
                if EXTENSIBILITY_TEXT: 729 
                    ax1.text( 0.5-(FONT_SIZE-20)/36.0, 0.04, "Extensibility = %5.2f %%" % 730 
( data['extensibility']*100.0), transform = ax1.transAxes ) 731 
            if MODULUS_TEXT:     732 
                ax1.text( 0.5-(FONT_SIZE-20)/36.0, 0.11+(FONT_SIZE-20)/250.0, "Modulus = 733 
%6.2f %s" % ( data['line_fit'][0]/sc['mult'], sc['units'] ), transform = ax1.transAxes ) 734 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 735 
            fig.savefig(title+'_modulus.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 736 
# end of stress-strain plot function 737 
 738 
# make the stress vs strain plots vs time       739 
    def plotStressStrain_vs_Time( self,data,title=None ): 740 
        fig = plt.figure() 741 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 742 
        sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa'  ) 743 
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        ax2 = ax1.twinx() 744 
        if BW: 745 
            ax1.plot( data['time'], data['strain']*100.0, color=[0,0,0] ) 746 
            ax2.plot( data['time'], data['stress']/sc['mult'], '--', color=[0,0,0] ) 747 
        else: 748 
            ax1.plot( data['time'], data['strain']*100.0, color='blue' ) 749 
            ax2.plot( data['time'], data['stress']/sc['mult'], color='red' ) 750 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 751 
            ax1.set_title( title ) 752 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Strain (%)' ) 753 
        ax2.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 754 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Time (s)' ) 755 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 756 
            fig.savefig(title+'_stress_strain_vs_time.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 757 
# end of stress-strain vs time plot function 758 
 759 
# make a plot which compares all stress strain plots 760 
    def compareStressStrain( self, data ): 761 
        fig = plt.figure() 762 
        ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 763 
        modulus = np.array([]) 764 
        for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 765 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 766 
                modulus = np.append( modulus, data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] ) 767 
        sc = self.scale( modulus, 'Pa' ) 768 
        for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 769 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 770 
                this_data = data[i]['modulus_data'] 771 
                start = this_data['plot_indices'][0] 772 
                end = this_data['plot_indices'][1] 773 
                label = "%s modulus = %7.2f %s" % ( data[i]['title'].split('_')[0], 774 
this_data['line_fit'][0] / sc['mult'], sc['units'] ) 775 
                if BW: 776 
                    if LINE_TYPE_LIST==[]: 777 
                        ax1.plot( this_data['strain'][start:end], 778 
this_data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'], label=label, linewidth=3.0, color=[0,0,0] ) 779 
                    else: 780 
                        ax1.plot( this_data['strain'][start:end], 781 
this_data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], label=label, linewidth=3.0, 782 
color=[0,0,0] ) 783 
                else: 784 
                    if LINE_TYPE_LIST==[]: 785 
                        ax1.plot( this_data['strain'][start:end], 786 
this_data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'], label=label, linewidth=3.0 ) 787 
                    else: 788 
                        ax1.plot( this_data['strain'][start:end], 789 
this_data['stress'][start:end]/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], label=label, linewidth=3.0 790 
) 791 
                start2 = this_data['fit_indices'][0] 792 
                end2 = this_data['fit_indices'][1] 793 
                xvals = np.array( [this_data['strain'][start2], this_data['strain'][end2] 794 
] ) 795 
                ax1.plot( xvals, np.polyval( this_data['line_fit'], xvals )/sc['mult'], 796 
linewidth=4.0, color='r' ) 797 
                xvals2 = np.array( [this_data['extensibility'], 798 
this_data['strain'][start2] ] ) 799 
                ax1.plot( xvals2, np.polyval( this_data['line_fit'], xvals2 )/sc['mult'], 800 
'--', color='g', linewidth=3.0 ) 801 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 802 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Strain (%)' ) 803 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 804 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 805 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 806 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 807 
        if LEGEND_ON_PLOTS: 808 
            l = ax1.legend(loc='upper left',fontsize='small',labelspacing=0.25) 809 
            d1 = l.draggable() 810 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 811 
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            fig.savefig('stress_strain_compare.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 812 
             813 
#  Make the hysteresis plot -  814 
    def plotHysteresis( self, data, title=None ): 815 
        fig = plt.figure() 816 
        ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 817 
        sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa' ) 818 
        if BW: 819 
            ax1.plot( data['strain'], data['stress']/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0] ) 820 
        else: 821 
            ax1.plot( data['strain'], data['stress']/sc['mult'] ) 822 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 823 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 824 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 825 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 826 
        ax1.fill_between( data['strain'], data['stress']/sc['mult'], color='red' ) 827 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 828 
            ax1.set_title( "%s - hysteresis" % title ) 829 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 830 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Strain (%)' ) 831 
        if 'hysteresis_pct' in data.keys(): 832 
            ax1.text( 0.1, 0.9, "Percent hysteresis = %4.1f %%" % 833 
(data['hysteresis_pct']*100.0), transform = ax1.transAxes ) 834 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 835 
            fig.savefig(title+'_hysteresis.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 836 
# end of hysteresis plot function 837 
 838 
# Make stress relaxation plot 839 
    def plotStressRelax( self, data, title=None, calc=None ): 840 
        fig = plt.figure() 841 
        ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 842 
        sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa' ) 843 
        if BW: 844 
            ax1.plot( data['time'], data['stress']/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0] ) 845 
        else: 846 
            ax1.plot( data['time'], data['stress']/sc['mult'] ) 847 
        ax1.set_ylim( bottom=0 ) 848 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 849 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 850 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 851 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 852 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 853 
            ax1.set_title( "%s - stress relaxation" % title ) 854 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 855 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Time (sec)' ) 856 
        if 'fit' in data.keys(): 857 
            ax1.text( 0.35, 0.9, "Stress relax constants = %6.2f; %6.2f" % 858 
(data['fit'][2], data['fit'][4]), transform = ax1.transAxes ) 859 
            if calc != None: 860 
                x = np.linspace( 0, data['time'][-1],1000 ) 861 
                if BW: 862 
                    ax1.plot( x,calc.stress_relax_func(x,*data['fit'])/sc['mult'], ':', 863 
color=[0,0,0], linewidth=2.0 ) 864 
                else: 865 
                    ax1.plot( x,calc.stress_relax_func(x,*data['fit'])/sc['mult'], 866 
linewidth=2.0 ) 867 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 868 
            fig.savefig(title+'_stress_relax.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 869 
     870 
# make plot showing the modulus as a function of time for cyclic tests 871 
    def plotCyclicData( self, time, data, title=None, label=None, units=None ): 872 
        fig = plt.figure() 873 
        ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 874 
        if units != None: 875 
            sc = self.scale( data, units ) 876 
        else: 877 
            sc = {'mult':1.0,'units':''} 878 
        if BW: 879 
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            ax1.plot( time, data/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0] ) 880 
        else: 881 
            ax1.plot( time, data/sc['mult'] ) 882 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 883 
            ax1.set_title( title ) 884 
        if label != None: 885 
            ax1.set_ylabel( '%s (%s)' % ( label, sc['units'] ) ) 886 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Time (s)' ) 887 
        ax1.set_ylim( bottom=0 ) 888 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 889 
            fig.savefig(title+'_'+label+'_cyclic.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 890 
         891 
# make bar charts showing group comparisons 892 
    def plotGroupComparisons( self, groups ): 893 
        kk = groups.keys()[0] 894 
        for plot_key in groups[kk].keys(): 895 
            fig = plt.figure() 896 
            ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 897 
            label = np.array([]) 898 
            avg = np.array([]) 899 
            stderr = np.array([]) 900 
            for key in groups.keys(): 901 
                avg = np.append( avg, np.average( groups[key][plot_key] ) ) 902 
                stderr = np.append( stderr, ( np.std( groups[key][plot_key] ) ) / sqrt( 903 
len( groups[key][plot_key] ) ) ) 904 
                label = np.append( label, key ) 905 
            if plot_key == 'modulus': 906 
                sc = self.scale( avg, 'Pa' ) 907 
                ax1.set_ylabel( 'Youngs Modulus (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 908 
            elif plot_key == 'hysteresis_pct': 909 
                sc = self.scale( avg,'%' ) 910 
                ax1.set_ylabel( 'Hysteresis (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 911 
            elif plot_key == 'extensibility': 912 
                if np.max( avg ) > 0.0: 913 
                    sc = self.scale( avg, '%' ) 914 
                else: 915 
                    sc = {'units':'%', 'mult':1.0} 916 
                ax1.set_ylabel( 'Extensibility (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 917 
            elif plot_key == 'stress_relax_tc1': 918 
                sc = self.scale( avg, 'sec' ) 919 
                ax1.set_ylabel( 'Slow stress relax rate (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 920 
            elif plot_key == 'stress_relax_tc2': 921 
                sc = self.scale( avg, 'sec' ) 922 
                ax1.set_ylabel( 'Fast stress relax rate (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 923 
            else: 924 
                sc = self.scale( avg,'' ) 925 
            xlocations = np.arange( len(avg) ) +0.5 926 
            width = 0.4 927 
            ax1.bar(xlocations, avg/sc['mult'], yerr=stderr/sc['mult'], width=width, 928 
color='blue', ecolor='black') 929 
            plt.xticks(xlocations+ width/2, label) 930 
            plt.xlim(0, xlocations[-1]+width*2)   931 
 932 
    def cyclicPlotAnimation( self, data, title=None ): 933 
        dlen = len( data['time'] ) 934 
        fig = plt.figure() 935 
        ax1a = fig.add_subplot( 211 ) 936 
        ax2 = fig.add_subplot( 212 ) 937 
        sc = self.scale( data['stress'], 'Pa'  ) 938 
        ax1b = ax1a.twinx() 939 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 940 
            ax1a.set_title( title ) 941 
        ax1a.set_ylabel( 'Strain (%)' ) 942 
        ax1b.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 943 
        ax1a.set_xlabel( 'Time (s)' ) 944 
        ax2.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 945 
        ax2.set_xlabel( 'Strain (%)' ) 946 
        max_strain = max( data['strain'] )*100.0 947 
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        max_stress = max( data['stress'] )/sc['mult'] 948 
        ax1a.set_xlim( 0, max( data['time']*1.1 ) ) 949 
        ax1a.set_ylim( -0.1*max_strain, max_strain*1.1 ) 950 
        ax1b.set_ylim( -0.1*max_stress, max_stress*1.1 ) 951 
        ax2.set_xlim( -0.1*max_strain, max_strain*1.1 ) 952 
        ax2.set_ylim( -0.1*max_stress, max_stress*1.1 ) 953 
         954 
        e_v_t, = ax1a.plot( [],[],color='blue' ) 955 
        s_v_t, = ax1b.plot( [],[],color='red' ) 956 
        s_v_e, = ax2.plot( [],[] ) 957 
         958 
        def init(): 959 
            e_v_t.set_data( [],[] ) 960 
            s_v_t.set_data( [],[] ) 961 
            s_v_e.set_data( [],[] )     962 
            return s_v_e,e_v_t,s_v_t 963 
             964 
        def animate(i): 965 
            e_v_t.set_data( data['time'][0:i], data['strain'][0:i]*100.0 ) 966 
            s_v_t.set_data( data['time'][0:i], data['stress'][0:i]/sc['mult'] ) 967 
            s_v_e.set_data( data['strain'][0:i]*100.0, data['stress'][0:i]/sc['mult'] ) 968 
            return s_v_e,e_v_t,s_v_t 969 
                                 970 
        anim = animation.FuncAnimation( fig, animate, init_func=init, frames=dlen, 971 
interval=10, blit=True ) 972 
        anim.save( title+'_anim.mp4', fps=60  ) 973 
#   end of plot cyclic animation 974 
 975 
# plot the average stress vs strain of all the samples 976 
    def plotAvgStressStrain( self, data,input_strain=PLOT_TO_STRAIN,title=None ): 977 
        fig = plt.figure() 978 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 979 
        sc = self.scale( data[0]['modulus_data']['stress'], 'Pa' ) 980 
        n = 0 981 
        for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 982 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 983 
                n = n + 1 984 
        plot_to_strain = 1.0 985 
        if input_strain == 0: 986 
            for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 987 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 988 
                    this_max_strain = data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'][-1] 989 
                    if ( this_max_strain < plot_to_strain ): plot_to_strain = 990 
this_max_strain 991 
        else: 992 
            plot_to_strain = input_strain 993 
        strains = np.arange( STRAIN_PTS,plot_to_strain,STRAIN_PTS ) 994 
        stresses = np.zeros( (n,len(strains)) ) 995 
        error_bar_strains = np.arange( ERROR_BAR_PTS,plot_to_strain,ERROR_BAR_PTS ) 996 
        stresses_error_bars = np.zeros( (n,len(error_bar_strains)) ) 997 
        j = 0 998 
        for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 999 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1000 
                this_data = data[i]['modulus_data'] 1001 
                strain_pt = 0 1002 
                for strain in strains: 1003 
                    index,nearest_strain = self.find_nearest( this_data['strain'],strain 1004 
) 1005 
                    stresses[j,strain_pt] = this_data['stress'][index] 1006 
                    strain_pt += 1 1007 
                error_bar_pt = 0 1008 
                for err_bar in error_bar_strains: 1009 
                    index,nearest_strain = self.find_nearest( this_data['strain'],err_bar 1010 
) 1011 
                    stresses_error_bars[j,error_bar_pt] = this_data['stress'][index] 1012 
                    error_bar_pt += 1 1013 
                j += 1 1014 
        if BW: 1015 
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            ax1.plot( strains,np.mean(stresses,axis=0)/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0] ) 1016 
        else: 1017 
            ax1.plot( strains,np.mean(stresses,axis=0)/sc['mult'] ) 1018 
        ax1.errorbar( error_bar_strains, np.mean(stresses_error_bars,axis=0)/sc['mult']  1019 
, yerr=stats.sem(stresses_error_bars,axis=0)/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0], fmt='x'  ) 1020 
 1021 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1022 
            ax1.set_title( title + ' - average stress vs strain' ) 1023 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 1024 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Strain' ) 1025 
        plot_data = {} 1026 
        plot_data['strain'] = error_bar_strains 1027 
        plot_data['avg_stress'] = np.mean(stresses_error_bars,axis=0) 1028 
        plot_data['stderr_stress'] = stats.sem(stresses_error_bars,axis=0) 1029 
             1030 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1031 
            if title==None: title='' 1032 
            fig.savefig(title+'_avg_stress_strain.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 1033 
        return plot_data 1034 
# end of stress-strain plot function 1035 
 1036 
# plot the average stress vs strain of all the samples - using all the data 1037 
    def plotAvgStrainStress_allData( self, data,input_stress=PLOT_TO_STRESS,title=None ): 1038 
        fig = plt.figure() 1039 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 1040 
        sc = self.scale( data[0]['modulus_data']['stress'], 'Pa' ) 1041 
        n = 0 1042 
        for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 1043 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1044 
                    n = n + 1 1045 
        plot_to_stress = 0.0 1046 
        if input_stress == 0: 1047 
            for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 1048 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1049 
                    this_max_stress = data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'][-1] 1050 
                    if ( this_max_stress > plot_to_stress ): plot_to_stress = 1051 
this_max_stress 1052 
        else: 1053 
            plot_to_stress = input_stress 1054 
        stresses = np.arange( STRESS_PTS,plot_to_stress,STRESS_PTS ) 1055 
        strains = np.zeros( (n,len(stresses)) ) 1056 
        error_bar_stresses = np.arange( ERROR_BAR_PTS,plot_to_stress,ERROR_BAR_PTS ) 1057 
        strains_error_bars = np.zeros( (n,len(error_bar_stresses)) ) 1058 
        j = 0 1059 
        for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 1060 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1061 
                this_data = data[i]['modulus_data'] 1062 
                stress_pt = 0 1063 
                for stress in stresses: 1064 
                    if this_data['stress'][-1] > stress: 1065 
                        try: 1066 
                            index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( 1067 
this_data['stress'],stress ) 1068 
                            strains[j,stress_pt] = this_data['strain'][index] 1069 
                        except IndexError: 1070 
                            strains[j,stress_pt] = 0.0 1071 
                    else: 1072 
                        strains[j,stress_pt] = 0.0 1073 
                    stress_pt += 1 1074 
                error_bar_pt = 0 1075 
                for err_bar in error_bar_stresses: 1076 
                    if this_data['stress'][-1] > err_bar: 1077 
                        try: 1078 
                            index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( 1079 
this_data['stress'],err_bar ) 1080 
                            strains_error_bars[j,error_bar_pt] = 1081 
this_data['strain'][index] 1082 
                        except IndexError: 1083 
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                            strains_error_bars[j,error_bar_pt] = 0.0 1084 
                    else: 1085 
                        strains_error_bars[j,error_bar_pt] = 0.0 1086 
                    error_bar_pt += 1 1087 
                j += 1 1088 
        masked_strains=np.ma.masked_equal(strains,0) 1089 
        masked_strains_error_bars=np.ma.masked_equal(strains_error_bars,0) 1090 
        if BW: 1091 
            ax1.plot( stresses/sc['mult'],np.ma.mean(masked_strains,axis=0), 1092 
color=[0,0,0] ) 1093 
        else: 1094 
            ax1.plot( stresses/sc['mult'],np.ma.mean(masked_strains,axis=0) ) 1095 
        ax1.errorbar( error_bar_stresses/sc['mult'], 1096 
np.ma.mean(masked_strains_error_bars,axis=0) , yerr=stats.sem(strains_error_bars), 1097 
color=[0,0,0], linewidth=1.5  ) 1098 
 1099 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1100 
            ax1.set_title( title + ' - average strain vs stress' ) 1101 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 1102 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Strain' ) 1103 
        plot_data = {} 1104 
        plot_data['stress'] = error_bar_stresses 1105 
        plot_data['avg_strain'] = np.ma.mean(masked_strains_error_bars,axis=0) 1106 
        plot_data['stderr_strain'] = stats.sem(strains_error_bars,axis=0) 1107 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1108 
            if title == None: title = '' 1109 
            fig.savefig(title+'_avg_strain_stress.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 1110 
        return plot_data 1111 
# end of strain-stress plot function 1112 
 1113 
# plot the average stress vs strain of all the samples 1114 
    def plotAvgStrainStress( self, data,input_stress=PLOT_TO_STRESS,title=None ): 1115 
        fig = plt.figure() 1116 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 1117 
        plt.subplots_adjust(left=0.15,right=0.95,top=0.95,bottom=0.15) 1118 
        sc = self.scale( data[0]['modulus_data']['stress'], 'Pa' ) 1119 
        n = 0 1120 
        for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 1121 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1122 
                n = n + 1 1123 
        plot_to_stress = 999999999999.0 1124 
        if input_stress == 0: 1125 
            for i in range( 0,len(data) ): 1126 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1127 
                    this_max_stress = data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'][-1] 1128 
                    if ( this_max_stress < plot_to_stress ): plot_to_stress = 1129 
this_max_stress 1130 
        else: 1131 
            plot_to_stress = input_stress 1132 
        stresses = np.arange( STRESS_PTS,plot_to_stress,STRESS_PTS ) 1133 
        strains = np.zeros( (n,len(stresses)) ) 1134 
        error_bar_stresses = np.arange( ERROR_BAR_PTS,plot_to_stress,ERROR_BAR_PTS ) 1135 
        strains_error_bars = np.zeros( (n,len(error_bar_stresses)) ) 1136 
        j = 0 1137 
        for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 1138 
            if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 1139 
                this_data = data[i]['modulus_data'] 1140 
                stress_pt = 0 1141 
                for stress in stresses: 1142 
                    index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( this_data['stress'],stress 1143 
) 1144 
                    strains[j,stress_pt] = this_data['strain'][index] 1145 
                    stress_pt += 1 1146 
                error_bar_pt = 0 1147 
                for err_bar in error_bar_stresses: 1148 
                    index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( this_data['stress'],err_bar 1149 
) 1150 
                    strains_error_bars[j,error_bar_pt] = this_data['strain'][index] 1151 
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                    error_bar_pt += 1 1152 
                j += 1 1153 
        if BW: 1154 
            ax1.plot( stresses/sc['mult'],np.mean(strains,axis=0), color=[0,0,0] ) 1155 
        else: 1156 
            ax1.plot( stresses/sc['mult'],np.mean(strains,axis=0) ) 1157 
        ax1.errorbar( error_bar_stresses/sc['mult'], np.mean(strains_error_bars,axis=0) , 1158 
yerr=stats.sem(strains_error_bars), color=[0,0,0], fmt='x', markersize=18 ) 1159 
 1160 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1161 
            ax1.set_title( title + ' - average strain vs stress' ) 1162 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 1163 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Strain' ) 1164 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 1165 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 1166 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 1167 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 1168 
        plot_data = {} 1169 
        plot_data['stress'] = error_bar_stresses 1170 
        plot_data['avg_strain'] = np.mean(strains_error_bars,axis=0) 1171 
        plot_data['stderr_strain'] = stats.sem(strains_error_bars,axis=0) 1172 
             1173 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1174 
            if title == None: title='' 1175 
            fig.savefig( title+'_avg_strain_stress.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES ) 1176 
        return plot_data 1177 
# end of strain-stress plot function 1178 
 1179 
# plot the average stress vs strain of all the samples in groups 1180 
    def plotAvgStressStrain_multipleGroups( 1181 
self,grouped_data,input_strain=PLOT_TO_STRAIN,title=None ): 1182 
        plot_to_strain = 1.0 1183 
 1184 
        fig = plt.figure() 1185 
        ax1 = fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 1186 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1187 
            grouped_data[key]['n'] = 0 1188 
            for case_key in grouped_data[key]['strain']: 1189 
                grouped_data[key]['n'] += 1         1190 
            if input_strain == 0: 1191 
                for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1192 
                    for case_key in grouped_data[key]['stress']: 1193 
                        this_max_strain = np.max( grouped_data[key]['strain'][case_key] ) 1194 
                        if ( this_max_strain < plot_to_strain ): plot_to_strain = 1195 
this_max_strain 1196 
            else: 1197 
                plot_to_strain = input_strain 1198 
        strains = np.arange( 0.001,plot_to_strain,STRAIN_PTS ) 1199 
 1200 
         1201 
        max_modulus = 0 1202 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1203 
            max_key = 1204 
max(grouped_data[key]['modulus'],key=grouped_data[key]['modulus'].get) 1205 
            max_val = grouped_data[key]['modulus'][max_key] 1206 
            if max_val > max_modulus: max_modulus = max_val 1207 
        sc = self.scale( max_modulus, 'Pa' ) 1208 
        plt_symbols = MARKER_LIST 1209 
        i = 0 1210 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1211 
            grouped_data[key]['stresses'] = np.zeros( 1212 
(grouped_data[key]['n'],len(strains)) ) 1213 
            grouped_data[key]['strains'] = strains 1214 
            error_bar_strains = np.arange( ERROR_BAR_PTS,plot_to_strain,ERROR_BAR_PTS ) 1215 
            grouped_data[key]['error_bar_strains'] = error_bar_strains 1216 
            grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'] = np.zeros( 1217 
(grouped_data[key]['n'],len(error_bar_strains)) ) 1218 
            j = 0 1219 
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            for case_key in grouped_data[key]['stress'].keys(): 1220 
                this_data = {} 1221 
                this_data['strain'] = grouped_data[key]['strain'][case_key] 1222 
                this_data['stress'] = grouped_data[key]['stress'][case_key] 1223 
                strain_pt = 0 1224 
                for strain in grouped_data[key]['strains']: 1225 
                    index,nearest_strain = self.find_nearest( this_data['strain'],strain 1226 
) 1227 
                    grouped_data[key]['stresses'][j,strain_pt] = 1228 
this_data['stress'][index] 1229 
                    strain_pt += 1 1230 
                error_bar_pt = 0 1231 
                for err_bar in grouped_data[key]['error_bar_strains']: 1232 
                    index,nearest_strain = self.find_nearest( this_data['strain'],err_bar 1233 
) 1234 
                    grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'][j,error_bar_pt] = 1235 
this_data['stress'][index] 1236 
                    error_bar_pt += 1 1237 
                j += 1 1238 
            if BW:  1239 
                if LINE_TYPE_LIST==[]: 1240 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['strains'], 1241 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], linewidth=2.0, color=[0,0,0]  ) 1242 
                else: 1243 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['strains'], 1244 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], 1245 
linewidth=2.0, color=[0,0,0]  ) 1246 
            else: 1247 
                if LINE_TYPE_LIST==[]: 1248 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['strains'], 1249 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], linewidth=2.0  ) 1250 
                else: 1251 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['strains'], 1252 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], 1253 
linewidth=2.0  ) 1254 
            ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['error_bar_strains'], 1255 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], plt_symbols[i], 1256 
color=[0,0,0], markersize=18, markeredgewidth=1.2, label=key, mfc="None" ) 1257 
            ax1.errorbar( grouped_data[key]['error_bar_strains'], 1258 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'] , 1259 
yerr=stats.sem(grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], 1260 
color=[0,0,0], fmt=plt_symbols[i], markersize=18, mfc="None" ) 1261 
            i += 1 1262 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1263 
            ax1.set_title( title + ' - average stress vs strain' ) 1264 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 1265 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Strain' ) 1266 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 1267 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 1268 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 1269 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 1270 
        plot_data = {} 1271 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1272 
            plot_data[key] = {} 1273 
            plot_data[key]['strain'] = grouped_data[key]['error_bar_strains'] 1274 
            plot_data[key]['avg_stress'] = 1275 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'],axis=0) 1276 
            plot_data[key]['stderr_stress'] = 1277 
stats.sem(grouped_data[key]['stresses_error_bars'],axis=0) 1278 
        if LEGEND_ON_PLOTS: 1279 
            l = ax1.legend(loc='upper left',fontsize='small',labelspacing=0.25)    1280 
            d1 = l.draggable() 1281 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1282 
            if title == None: title='' 1283 
            fig.savefig(title+'_avg_stress_strain.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 1284 
        return plot_data 1285 
# end of multiple group stress-strain plot function 1286 
 1287 
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# plot the average strain vs stress of all the samples in groups 1288 
    def plotAvgStrainStress_multipleGroups( 1289 
self,grouped_data,input_stress=PLOT_TO_STRESS,title=None ): 1290 
        plot_to_stress = 999999999999.0 1291 
        fig = plt.figure() 1292 
        ax1 =fig.add_subplot( 111 ) 1293 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1294 
            grouped_data[key]['n'] = 0 1295 
            for case_key in grouped_data[key]['stress']: 1296 
                grouped_data[key]['n'] += 1         1297 
            if input_stress == 0: 1298 
                for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1299 
                    for case_key in grouped_data[key]['stress']: 1300 
                        this_max_stress = np.max( grouped_data[key]['stress'][case_key] ) 1301 
                        if ( this_max_stress < plot_to_stress ): plot_to_stress = 1302 
this_max_stress 1303 
            else: 1304 
                plot_to_stress = input_stress 1305 
        stresses = np.arange( STRESS_PTS,plot_to_stress,STRESS_PTS ) 1306 
        sc = self.scale( stresses, 'Pa' ) 1307 
        plt_symbols = MARKER_LIST 1308 
        i = 0 1309 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1310 
            grouped_data[key]['strains'] = np.zeros( 1311 
(grouped_data[key]['n'],len(stresses)) ) 1312 
            grouped_data[key]['stresses'] = stresses 1313 
            error_bar_stresses = np.arange( ERROR_BAR_PTS,plot_to_stress,ERROR_BAR_PTS ) 1314 
            grouped_data[key]['error_bar_stresses'] = error_bar_stresses 1315 
            grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'] = np.zeros( 1316 
(grouped_data[key]['n'],len(error_bar_stresses)) ) 1317 
            j = 0 1318 
            for case_key in grouped_data[key]['strain'].keys(): 1319 
                this_data = {} 1320 
                this_data['strain'] = grouped_data[key]['strain'][case_key] 1321 
                this_data['stress'] = grouped_data[key]['stress'][case_key] 1322 
                stress_pt = 0 1323 
                for stress in grouped_data[key]['stresses']: 1324 
                    index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( this_data['stress'],stress 1325 
) 1326 
                    grouped_data[key]['strains'][j,stress_pt] = 1327 
this_data['strain'][index] 1328 
                    stress_pt += 1 1329 
                error_bar_pt = 0 1330 
                for err_bar in grouped_data[key]['error_bar_stresses']: 1331 
                    index,nearest_stress = self.find_nearest( this_data['stress'],err_bar 1332 
) 1333 
                    grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'][j,error_bar_pt] = 1334 
this_data['strain'][index] 1335 
                    error_bar_pt += 1 1336 
                j += 1 1337 
            if BW: 1338 
                if LINE_TYPE_LIST == []: 1339 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['stresses'], 1340 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0], linewidth=2.0 ) 1341 
                else: 1342 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['stresses'], 1343 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], 1344 
color=[0,0,0], linewidth=2.0 ) 1345 
            else: 1346 
                if LINE_TYPE_LIST == []: 1347 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['stresses'], 1348 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], linewidth=2.0 ) 1349 
                else: 1350 
                    ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['stresses'], 1351 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], LINE_TYPE_LIST[i], linewidth=2.0 1352 
) 1353 
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            ax1.plot( grouped_data[key]['error_bar_stresses'], 1354 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], plt_symbols[i], 1355 
color=[0,0,0], markersize=18, markeredgewidth=1.2, label=key, mfc="None" ) 1356 
            ax1.errorbar( grouped_data[key]['error_bar_stresses'], 1357 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'] , 1358 
yerr=stats.sem(grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'],axis=0)/sc['mult'], color=[0,0,0], 1359 
fmt=plt_symbols[i], markersize=18, mfc="None" ) 1360 
            i += 1 1361 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1362 
            ax1.set_title( title + ' - average strain vs stress' ) 1363 
        ax1.set_xlabel( 'Stress (%s)' % sc['units'] ) 1364 
        ax1.set_ylabel( 'Strain' ) 1365 
        if XSCALE != []: ax1.set_xlim( XSCALE ) 1366 
        if YSCALE != []: ax1.set_ylim( YSCALE ) 1367 
        if XTICS != []: ax1.xaxis.set_ticks( XTICS ) 1368 
        if YTICS != []: ax1.yaxis.set_ticks( YTICS ) 1369 
        plot_data = {} 1370 
        for key in grouped_data.keys(): 1371 
            plot_data[key] = {} 1372 
            plot_data[key]['stress'] = grouped_data[key]['error_bar_stresses'] 1373 
            plot_data[key]['avg_strain'] = 1374 
np.mean(grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'],axis=0) 1375 
            plot_data[key]['stderr_strain'] = 1376 
stats.sem(grouped_data[key]['strains_error_bars'],axis=0) 1377 
        if LEGEND_ON_PLOTS: 1378 
            l = ax1.legend(loc='upper left',fontsize='small',labelspacing=0.25) 1379 
            d1 = l.draggable() 1380 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1381 
            if title == None: title='' 1382 
            fig.savefig(title+'_avg_strain_stress.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 1383 
        return plot_data 1384 
# end of multiple group strain-stress plot function 1385 
 1386 
# Helper function to find strain point nearest to given value 1387 
    def find_nearest(self,array,value): 1388 
        idx = np.searchsorted(array, value, side="left") 1389 
        idx = min( idx,len(array)-1 )  1390 
        if fabs(value - array[idx-1]) < fabs(value - array[idx]): 1391 
            return idx-1,array[idx-1] 1392 
        else: 1393 
            return idx,array[idx] 1394 
# end of find_nearest function 1395 
   1396 
# Output data to file 1397 
    def output_plot_data(self,data,fname): 1398 
        output_file = open( fname+'.csv', 'w' ) 1399 
        for key in data.keys(): 1400 
            output_file.write( '%s,' % key ) 1401 
        output_file.write( '\n' ) 1402 
        n = len( data[data.keys()[0]] ) 1403 
        for i in range(0,n): 1404 
            for key in data.keys(): 1405 
                output_file.write( '%s,' % data[key][i] ) 1406 
                output_file.write( '\n' ) 1407 
        output_file.close() 1408 
# 1409 
# End of plotter class 1410 
############################################ 1411 
 1412 
############################################ 1413 
# Calculation class 1414 
class Calculations(): 1415 
 1416 
# __init__ is called when a new instance of the class is created 1417 
    def __init__(self): 1418 
        pass   # Nothing to do here. 1419 
         1420 
# calculate the stress and strain at every point     1421 
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    def calculate_stress_strain( self,input_data, A0, L0 ): 1422 
        stress = np.array([]) 1423 
        strain = np.array([]) 1424 
        for i in range( 0,len(input_data['time']) ): 1425 
            disp = input_data['displacement'][i] 1426 
            force =input_data['force'][i] 1427 
            e = disp / L0 1428 
            strain = np.append( strain,e ) 1429 
            if STRESS_TYPE == 1: 1430 
                s = force / ( A0 / ( 1.0-e ) ) 1431 
            elif  STRESS_TYPE ==2: 1432 
                s = force / ( A0 * (1.0-e*POISSON_RATIO)**2 ) 1433 
            else: 1434 
                s = force / A0 1435 
            stress = np.append( stress, s ) 1436 
        return stress, strain 1437 
# End of calculate_stress_strain 1438 
 1439 
# A simple elastic modulus calculation 1440 
#     Just use fixed strain amounts and take a linear slope between those points 1441 
    def calculate_modulus_basic( self, data, start, end ): 1442 
        start_strain = data['strain'][start] 1443 
        end_strain = data['strain'][end] 1444 
        start_stress = data['stress'][start] 1445 
        end_stress = data['stress'][end] 1446 
 1447 
        return abs( (end_stress - start_stress ) / (end_strain - start_strain) ) 1448 
# End of calculate_modulus_basic 1449 
 1450 
# Calculate the modulus using a linear regression fit and finding the best fit 1451 
    def calculate_modulus_linear_regression( self, data, start, end ): 1452 
        line_fit = np.polyfit( data['strain'][start:end], data['stress'][start:end], 1 ) 1453 
        r2 = self.r_squared( data['strain'][start:end], data['stress'][start:end], 1454 
line_fit ) 1455 
        return line_fit, r2 1456 
# End of calculate_modulus 1457 
         1458 
# Calculate the gauge length. 1459 
# Using a method developed Carew/Vesely (2003) by best fitting a cubic polynomial to the 1460 
early data. 1461 
# Adjust points used for cubic fit to get best fit possible. 1462 
# Gauge length is defined as the inflection point of the cubic fit 1463 
    def find_gauge_length( self, data, L0 ): 1464 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "find_gauge_length()\n" ) 1465 
        num_pts = len( data['displacement'] ) 1466 
        low = 0 1467 
         1468 
# In order to find the high test point, find where the Young's modulus line would be 1469 
calculated and use the lowest part of that line. 1470 
# Don't want to use the Young's modulus region to cubic fit for the gauge length 1471 
calculation, so set the low point from the Young's 1472 
# modulus calculation as the high point for the gauge length cubic fit. 1473 
# To use the same Young's modulus function, create a "fake" stress and strain data 1474 
structure. 1475 
        fake_data = {} 1476 
        fake_data['strain'] = data['displacement']/L0 1477 
        if STRESS_TYPE == 1: 1478 
            fake_data['stress'] = data['force'] * ( 1.0-e ) 1479 
        elif  STRESS_TYPE ==2: 1480 
            fake_data['stress'] = data['force'] / ( (1.0-e*POISSON_RATIO)**2 ) 1481 
        else: 1482 
            fake_data['stress'] = data['force'] 1483 
        fake_modulus = self.calculate_youngs_modulus( fake_data ) 1484 
        high = fake_modulus['fit_indices'][0] 1485 
        num_pts = high-low 1486 
        if num_pts < MIN_GAUGE_PTS: 1487 
            high = low+MIN_GAUGE_PTS 1488 
            num_pts = high-low 1489 
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 1490 
# Try to fit a cubic polynomial to this region. 1491 
        p = np.polyfit( data['displacement'][low:high], data['force'][low:high], 3 ) 1492 
        r2 = self.r_squared( data['displacement'][low:high], data['force'][low:high], p ) 1493 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "    Intial polyfit: low=%d high=%d  r2=%f\n"  % ( low,high,r2 1494 
) ) 1495 
        pt_max = { 'low': low, 'high':high, 'polyfit': p, 'r2': r2 } 1496 
         1497 
        if OPTIMIZE_GAUGE_POLYFIT:     1498 
# Now try to optimize on r2 value by moving the high and low points             1499 
            for lownew in range( low, int(low+ceil(num_pts*GAUGE_PCT_LOW)) , 1500 
GAUGE_OPTIMIZE_POLYFIT_SKIP ): 1501 
                for highnew in range( int(high-ceil(num_pts*GAUGE_PCT_HIGH )), high, 1502 
GAUGE_OPTIMIZE_POLYFIT_SKIP ): 1503 
                    if highnew-lownew > MIN_GAUGE_PTS: 1504 
                        p = np.polyfit( data['displacement'][lownew:highnew], 1505 
data['force'][lownew:highnew], 3 ) 1506 
                        r2 = self.r_squared( data['displacement'][lownew:highnew], 1507 
data['force'][lownew:highnew], p ) 1508 
                        if r2 > pt_max['r2']: 1509 
                            pt_max = pt_max = { 'low': lownew, 'high':highnew, 'polyfit': 1510 
p, 'r2': r2 }               1511 
            if DIAG > 0: ERR( "    Optimized polyfit: low=%d high=%d  r2=%f\n" % ( 1512 
pt_max['low'],pt_max['high'],pt_max['r2'] ) ) 1513 
         1514 
# Find the gauge length. 1515 
# For most cases the inflection point of the cubic function will be used. 1516 
# However, there will be some cases where the cubic fit is "backwards" -- the local 1517 
section of the curve is fit is between the local minimum and local maximum,  1518 
# and therefore the inflection point gives a bad result. In these cases (when the local 1519 
minimum is at a displacement less than the inflection point displacement), 1520 
# the local minimum will be used for the gauge length. 1521 
# Finally there will be some cases where the cubic fit is the right shape, but the 1522 
inflection point is less than zero. Again in these cases the local minimum will be used. 1523 
# If none of these conditions work to finding a gauge length, it will be set to zero. 1524 
        low = pt_max['low'] 1525 
        high = pt_max['high'] 1526 
        r2 = pt_max['r2'] 1527 
        [a,b,c,d] = pt_max['polyfit'] 1528 
        dydx_coeffs =  np.array( [3.0*a, 2.0*b, c] ) 1529 
        dydx_roots = np.roots( dydx_coeffs ) 1530 
 1531 
# Limit roots to in range of actual displacement 1532 
        dydx_roots = 1533 
dydx_roots[(data['displacement'][low]<=dydx_roots)&(dydx_roots<=data['displacement'][high1534 
])] 1535 
        d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [6.0*a, 2.0*b] ) 1536 
        d2ydx2_root = -b/(3.0*a) 1537 
        curvature = np.polyval(d2ydx2_coeffs, dydx_roots  ) 1538 
        local_min = -1 1539 
        for i in range( 0, len( curvature ) ): 1540 
            if curvature[i] > 0: local_min = i 1541 
        if local_min != -1: 1542 
            if ( d2ydx2_root > 0.0 ) and ( dydx_roots[local_min] > d2ydx2_root ): 1543 
                gauge = d2ydx2_root 1544 
            elif  ( local_min == -1 ) or ( np.iscomplex( dydx_roots[local_min] ) ) or ( 1545 
dydx_roots[local_min] < 0.0 ): 1546 
                gauge = 0.0 1547 
            else: 1548 
                gauge = dydx_roots[local_min] 1549 
        else: 1550 
            gauge = 0.0 1551 
         1552 
        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "    Gauge length = %f\n" % ( gauge ) ) 1553 
        if DIAG > 1: 1554 
            output = np.polyval( [a,b,c,d], data['displacement'][low:high] ) 1555 
            fig1 = plt.figure() 1556 
            ax1 = fig1.add_subplot( 111 ) 1557 
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            ax1.set_title( 'Gauge length calculation' ) 1558 
            ax1.plot( data['displacement'][low:high], data['force'][low:high] ) 1559 
            ax1.plot( data['displacement'][low:high], output ) 1560 
            ax1.plot( [gauge] , [np.polyval( [a,b,c,d], gauge )], '*' ) 1561 
            plt.show() 1562 
        return gauge, r2 1563 
# End calculate gauge length 1564 
 1565 
# Find the start or ending index - this function is used to find when the data crosses a 1566 
threshold strain. 1567 
# A direction of '+' means it will start from the beginning of the data and increase the 1568 
index until crossing the threshold 1569 
# A direction of '-' means it will start from the end of the data and decrease the index 1570 
until crossing the threshold 1571 
# Condition can either be > or < - but that's actually a lie - it will check >= or <=. 1572 
# If pt is given, the search will start at that index point 1573 
    def find_index_strain( self, data, str_lim, dir='+', cond='>', pt=0 ): 1574 
        if pt == 0: 1575 
            if dir == '+': 1576 
                initial = 0 1577 
            else: 1578 
                initial = len( data['strain'] ) - 1 1579 
        else: 1580 
            initial = pt 1581 
        index = initial 1582 
        i = initial 1583 
        while ( index == initial ) and ( ( dir == '+' and i < len( data['strain'] ) ) or 1584 
( dir == '-' and i >=0 ) ): 1585 
            if cond == '<': 1586 
                test = ( data['strain'][i] <=str_lim ) 1587 
            else: 1588 
                test = ( data['strain'][i] >=str_lim ) 1589 
            if test: 1590 
                index = i 1591 
            if dir == '+': 1592 
                i += 1 1593 
            else: 1594 
                i = i -1 1595 
        return index 1596 
# End of find index strain 1597 
 1598 
# Find the starting or ending index by displacement - very similar to above only use 1599 
displacement as variable 1600 
    def find_index_disp( self, data, disp_lim, dir='+', cond='>', pt=0 ): 1601 
        if pt == 0: 1602 
            if dir == '+': 1603 
                initial = 0 1604 
            else: 1605 
                initial = len( data['displacement'] ) - 1 1606 
        else: 1607 
            initial = pt 1608 
        index = initial 1609 
        i = initial 1610 
        while index == initial: 1611 
            if cond == '<': 1612 
                test = ( data['displacement'][i] <=disp_lim ) 1613 
            else: 1614 
                test = ( data['displacement'][i] >=disp_lim ) 1615 
            if test: 1616 
                index = i 1617 
            if dir == '+': 1618 
                i += 1 1619 
            else: 1620 
                i = i -1 1621 
        return index 1622 
# End of find index displacement 1623 
         1624 
# Find ultimate stress - return the index 1625 
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# Normally this would just be the maximum stress across the test 1626 
    def find_ultimate_stress_index( self, data ): 1627 
        maxstress_index = np.argmax( data['stress'] ) 1628 
        maxstress = data['stress'][maxstress_index] 1629 
        return maxstress_index 1630 
# End of find ultimate stress index 1631 
 1632 
# Find ultimate force and return the index. Vey similar to above, only use force as the 1633 
variable 1634 
    def find_ultimate_force_index( self, data ): 1635 
        maxforce_index = np.argmax( abs(data['force']) ) 1636 
        maxforce = data['force'][maxforce_index] 1637 
        return maxforce_index 1638 
# End of find ultimate stress index 1639 
 1640 
# Calculate Young's modulus - adjusts to get best linear fit. 1641 
    def calculate_youngs_modulus( self, data ): 1642 
        start_index = 0 1643 
        maxstress_index = self.find_ultimate_stress_index( data ) 1644 
        maxstrain = data['strain'][maxstress_index] 1645 
        end_index = self.find_index_strain( data, max( maxstrain-MODULUS_MIN_STRAIN, 1646 
data['strain'][start_index] ), '-', '<', maxstress_index ) 1647 
 1648 
# Find the maximum Young's modulus of a part of the curve which covers the minimum strain 1649 
desired 1650 
        max_mod = 0.0 1651 
        max_mod_i = [0,0] 1652 
        for i in range( start_index, end_index ): 1653 
            minstrain = data['strain'][i] 1654 
            maxstrain = minstrain + MODULUS_MIN_STRAIN 1655 
            max_index = self.find_index_strain( data, maxstrain, '+', '>', i ) 1656 
            modulus = self.calculate_modulus_basic( data, i, max_index )    1657 
            if modulus > max_mod: 1658 
                max_mod = modulus 1659 
                max_mod_i = [i,max_index] 1660 
# Now see how good of linear fit that provides - try to maximize R^2 by adding or 1661 
removing data points. 1662 
        line_fit, r2 = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, max_mod_i[0], 1663 
max_mod_i[1] ) 1664 
        updated_low_index = True 1665 
        updated_high_index = True 1666 
        iterations = 0 1667 
         1668 
        while ( updated_low_index or updated_high_index ) and ( iterations < 1669 
MODULUS_MAX_ITERATIONS ): 1670 
            iterations += 1 1671 
            updated_low_index = False 1672 
            updated_high_index = False 1673 
         1674 
# Start by altering bottom point - try earlier points to see if that improves linear 1675 
regression fit 1676 
            lowindex = max( max_mod_i[0] - 1,0 ) 1677 
            line_fit_update, r2_update = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, 1678 
lowindex, max_mod_i[1] ) 1679 
            while r2_update >= r2 and lowindex > start_index: 1680 
                updated_low_index = True 1681 
                lowindex = max( 0, lowindex - 1 ) 1682 
                line_fit_update, r2_update = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( 1683 
data, lowindex, max_mod_i[1] ) 1684 
            max_mod_i[0] = lowindex+1 1685 
            line_fit, r2 = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, max_mod_i[0], 1686 
max_mod_i[1] ) 1687 
         1688 
# Now try to move top point - try later points to see if that improves linear regression 1689 
fit 1690 
            highindex = max_mod_i[1] + 1 1691 
            line_fit_update, r2_update = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, 1692 
max_mod_i[0], highindex ) 1693 
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            while r2_update >= r2 and highindex < maxstress_index: 1694 
                updated_high_index = True 1695 
                highindex =  min( highindex + 1, maxstress_index ) 1696 
                line_fit_update, r2_update = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( 1697 
data, max_mod_i[0], highindex ) 1698 
            max_mod_i[1] = highindex-1 1699 
            line_fit, r2 = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, max_mod_i[0], 1700 
max_mod_i[1] ) 1701 
 1702 
# Extensibility is defined as the x-intercept of the extended Young's modulus fit. 1703 
        extensibility = -line_fit[1] / line_fit[0] 1704 
 1705 
# Final line fit and R^2 will be returned  - along with the indices of the max and 1706 
minimum parts to calculate.         1707 
        return {"line_fit":line_fit, "R2":r2, "fit_indices":max_mod_i, 1708 
"plot_indices":[start_index,maxstress_index], "extensibility":extensibility} 1709 
# End of find Young's modulus 1710 
 1711 
# Calculate the Young's modulus using fixed starting and ending strain locations in the 1712 
data. 1713 
    def calculate_youngs_modulus_fixed_strains( self, data, start_strain, end_strain ): 1714 
        start_index = 0 1715 
        maxstress_index = self.find_ultimate_stress_index( data ) 1716 
        start = self.find_index_strain( data,start_strain ) 1717 
        end = self.find_index_strain( data,end_strain ) 1718 
        line_fit, r2 = self.calculate_modulus_linear_regression( data, start, end ) 1719 
# Extensibility is defined as the x-intercept of the extended Young's modulus fit. 1720 
        extensibility = -line_fit[1] / line_fit[0]         1721 
        return {"line_fit":line_fit, "R2":r2, "fit_indices":[start, end], 1722 
"plot_indices":[start_index,maxstress_index], "extensibility":extensibility} 1723 
 # End of find Young's modulus 1724 
  1725 
# Calculate the hysteresis 1726 
# For each point the area is assume to be a trapezoid between that point and the last 1727 
point. 1728 
# Calculate the area under the loading and unloading curves and subtract to get the 1729 
hysteresis 1730 
    def calculate_hysteresis( self, data ): 1731 
        ret = {} 1732 
        max_strain_index = np.argmax( data['strain'] ) 1733 
        start_index = self.find_index_strain( data, START_DELTA_TOL ) 1734 
        end_index = self.find_index_strain( data, START_DELTA_TOL, '-' ) 1735 
        area_under_loading = 0.0 1736 
        area_under_unloading = 0.0 1737 
        min_stress = 1000.0 1738 
        for i in range( start_index, end_index ): 1739 
            if data['stress'][i] < min_stress: 1740 
                min_stress = data['stress'][i] 1741 
        for i in range( start_index, max_strain_index): 1742 
            area_under_loading += ( ( data['stress'][i-1] + data['stress'][i] ) / 2.0 - 1743 
min_stress ) * ( data['strain'][i]-data['strain'][i-1] ) 1744 
        for i in range( max_strain_index+1, end_index ): 1745 
            area_under_unloading += ( ( data['stress'][i-1] + data['stress'][i] ) / 2.0 - 1746 
min_stress ) * ( data['strain'][i-1]-data['strain'][i] ) 1747 
        ret['hysteresis'] = area_under_loading - area_under_unloading 1748 
        ret['hysteresis_pct'] = ret['hysteresis'] / area_under_loading 1749 
 1750 
        return ret 1751 
# End of hysteresis calculation 1752 
 1753 
# Calculate toughness = area under stress-strain curve 1754 
    def calculate_toughness( self, data, start_strain = 0.01, end_strain = 1755 
TOUGHNESS_STRAIN_END ): 1756 
        ret = {} 1757 
        start_index = self.find_index_strain( data, start_strain ) 1758 
        end_index = self.find_index_strain( data, end_strain ) 1759 
        area_under_loading = 0.0 1760 
        min_stress = 1000000.0 1761 
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        for i in range( start_index, end_index ): 1762 
            if data['stress'][i] < min_stress: 1763 
                min_stress = data['stress'][i] 1764 
        for i in range( start_index, end_index ): 1765 
            area_under_loading += ( ( data['stress'][i-1] + data['stress'][i] ) / 2.0 - 1766 
min_stress ) * ( data['strain'][i]-data['strain'][i-1] ) 1767 
        ret['toughness'] = area_under_loading 1768 
 1769 
        return ret 1770 
# End toughness calculation 1771 
 1772 
    def stress_relax_func( self, x,a,b,c,d,e ): 1773 
        return a+b*np.exp( -x/c) + d*np.exp( -x/e ) 1774 
    1775 
# Perform the stress relaxation analysis 1776 
    def stress_relaxation( self, data ):            1777 
        ret = {} 1778 
        stress = np.array([]) 1779 
        t = np.array([]) 1780 
        for i in range( 0, len( data['time'] ) ): 1781 
            if data['time'][i] >= 0.0: 1782 
                t = np.append( t,data['time'][i] ) 1783 
                stress = np.append( stress,data['stress'][i] ) 1784 
        end_time=t[-1] 1785 
        min_stress = stress[np.argmin( stress )] 1786 
        max_stress = stress[np.argmax( stress )] 1787 
        s, pconv = curve_fit( self.stress_relax_func, t, stress, [min_stress,(max_stress-1788 
min_stress)/2.0, end_time/ 2.0, (max_stress-min_stress)/4.0,end_time / 40.0], 1789 
maxfev=10000 ) 1790 
        ret['fit'] = s         1791 
        return ret 1792 
# End of stress relaxation analysis 1793 
 1794 
# Perform the frequency analysis 1795 
# Evaluate the stress response - solve for Acos(wt+w0) and compare to input 1796 
    def freq_analysis( self, data ): 1797 
        ret = {} 1798 
        start_index = self.find_index_strain( data, START_DELTA_TOL ) 1799 
        end_index = self.find_index_strain( data, START_DELTA_TOL, '-' ) 1800 
        max_disp = 0.0 1801 
        for i in range( start_index, end_index ): 1802 
            if ( data['displacement'][i] > max_disp ): 1803 
                min_disp = data['displacement'][i] 1804 
        for i in range( start_index+1, end_index-1 ): 1805 
            pass 1806 
        return ret 1807 
# End of frequency analysis 1808 
 1809 
# Compute the R^2 (coefficient of determination) value for a least squares polynomial fit 1810 
    def r_squared(self,x,y,polyfit): 1811 
        n = len(x) 1812 
        a = len(polyfit) 1813 
        f = np.array([]) 1814 
        for i in range( 0, n ): 1815 
            val = 0.0 1816 
            for coef in range( 0,a ): 1817 
                val += polyfit[coef]*x[i]**(a-1-coef) 1818 
            f = np.append( f, val ) 1819 
        ybar = np.average( y ) 1820 
        sstot = 0.0 1821 
        sserr = 0.0 1822 
        for i in range( 0, n ): 1823 
            sstot += ( y[i]-ybar )*( y[i]-ybar ) 1824 
            sserr += ( y[i]-f[i] )*( y[i]-f[i] ) 1825 
        try: 1826 
            R2 = 1.0 - sserr/sstot 1827 
        except ZeroDivisionError: 1828 
            R2 = 1.0 1829 
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        return R2 1830 
# End of calculation class 1831 
############################################  1832 
 1833 
######## 1834 
# Function to show the user how to use the command line options 1835 
# 1836 
def usage(): 1837 
    ERR( "\nusage: modulus.py [options] [input_files]\n" ) 1838 
    ERR( "    This program will post-process data from the Bose Electroforce 3200 1839 
mechanical tester.\n" ) 1840 
    ERR( "    If a file with the cross-sectional area and length is given, but no input 1841 
files are given,\n" ) 1842 
    ERR( "    then all of the cases listed in that file will be run. A subset of cases 1843 
listed in that file\n" ) 1844 
    ERR( "    can be run by giving which input files to run on the command line.\n" ) 1845 
    ERR( "  Options:\n" ) 1846 
    ERR( "      -h = display this help message.\n" ) 1847 
    ERR( "      -a = initial cross sectional area of the sample.\n" ) 1848 
    ERR( "      -r = initial radius of circular sample. Program will calculate cross 1849 
sectional area\n" ) 1850 
    ERR( "           There is no need to specify both an area and a radius.\n" ) 1851 
    ERR( "      -l = initial length (or thickness) of the sample for the strain 1852 
calculation.\n" ) 1853 
    ERR( "      -f = file that contains the initial cross sectional areas and lengths for 1854 
several samples\n" ) 1855 
    ERR( "           if no file is specified, than all samples will be assumed to have 1856 
the same initial\n" ) 1857 
    ERR( "           cross sectional area and length.\n" ) 1858 
    ERR( "           Input file should be either comma or space/tab separated file which 1859 
contains at least 3 columns.\n" ) 1860 
    ERR( "           Columns should be labeled to indicate what they are. If the units 1861 
are given in millimeters instead\n" ) 1862 
    ERR( "           of meters, the column title should also have a '(mm)' with no space 1863 
after the label name.\n" ) 1864 
    ERR( "           Possible column labels are as follows:\n" ) 1865 
    ERR( "               Title - this is the name of the data file to apply this size 1866 
data to (without an extension)\n" )  1867 
    ERR( "               Area or Area(mm) - the cross-sectional area of the sample  1868 
(width and thickness should not be given if area is given)\n" ) 1869 
    ERR( "               Width or Width(mm) - the cross-sectional width of the sample\n" 1870 
) 1871 
    ERR( "               Thickness or Thickness(mm), - the cross-sectional thickness of 1872 
the sample\n" ) 1873 
    ERR( "                   note: width or thickness can also be given as the diameter 1874 
of a circular cross-section\n" ) 1875 
    ERR( "               Length or Length(mm) - the initial length of the sample\n" ) 1876 
    ERR( "               Program - the program name, to override what is listed in the 1877 
constants\n" ) 1878 
    ERR( "               Order - the order in which to process the sample (if you want to 1879 
comparison plot samples in a specific color order for example)\n" ) 1880 
    ERR( "           The input file can also have a section at the top that overrides the 1881 
settings set in the script. The start of these setting should\n" ) 1882 
    ERR( "           begin with a <SETTINGS> tag and end with a </SETTINGS> tag.\n" ) 1883 
# 1884 
# End of usage 1885 
######## 1886 
 1887 
######## 1888 
# Entry point into program 1889 
# 1890 
if __name__ == '__main__': 1891 
    opts,args = getopt.getopt( sys.argv[1:], 'ha:r:l:f:' ) 1892 
 1893 
# Default settings 1894 
    input_fname = '' 1895 
    A0 = 0.0 1896 
    L0 = 0.0 1897 
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    data_processor = Data() 1898 
    calculator = Calculations() 1899 
    size_data = [] 1900 
    size_data_file = '' 1901 
 1902 
# Process command line options 1903 
    for o,a in opts: 1904 
        if o == "-h": 1905 
            usage() 1906 
            sys.exit(0) 1907 
        elif o == "-u": 1908 
            uncon_compress = 1 1909 
        elif o == "-r": 1910 
            try: 1911 
                radius = float( a ) 1912 
                A0 =  pi*radius*radius 1913 
            except: 1914 
                ERR( "\nError converting radius input into a float value.\n" ) 1915 
                sys.exit(1) 1916 
        elif o == "-a": 1917 
            try: 1918 
                A0 = float( a ) 1919 
            except: 1920 
                ERR( "\nError converting cross sectional area input into a float 1921 
value.\n" ) 1922 
                sys.exit(1) 1923 
        elif o == "-l": 1924 
            try: 1925 
                L0 = float( a ) 1926 
            except: 1927 
                ERR( "\nError converting length input into a float value.\n" ) 1928 
                sys.exit(1) 1929 
        elif o == "-f": 1930 
            size_data, size_data_file, settings_import = data_processor.parse_input_file( 1931 
a )    1932 
            if settings_import: 1933 
                from settings import * 1934 
 1935 
# Collect and process the command line input data     1936 
    data_unsorted = [] 1937 
    for arg in args: 1938 
        for ff in glob.glob( arg ): 1939 
            this_data = {} 1940 
            this_data['filename'] = ff 1941 
            this_data['A0'] = A0 1942 
            this_data['L0'] = L0 1943 
            title = os.path.basename(ff).rsplit('.',1)[0] 1944 
            this_data['title'] = title 1945 
            this_data['order'] = '' 1946 
            this_data['program'] = SELECTED_PROGRAM 1947 
            data_unsorted.append( this_data ) 1948 
             1949 
# If no input file given, then prepare to use files specified in the size data file             1950 
    path = '' 1951 
    use_size_data_cases = False 1952 
    if len( data_unsorted ) == 0: 1953 
        path = os.path.dirname( size_data_file ) 1954 
        use_size_data_cases = True 1955 
     1956 
# If used an input file, load that data for each case 1957 
    data_unsorted = data_processor.assign_size_data( data_unsorted, size_data ) 1958 
    if use_size_data_cases: 1959 
        for i in range( 0, len(data_unsorted) ): 1960 
            data_unsorted[i]['filename'] = '%s\%s' % ( path, data_unsorted[i]['title'] ) 1961 
     1962 
# Sort the data in the order requested 1963 
    data = sorted( data_unsorted, key=itemgetter('order') ) 1964 
    plotter = Plotter() 1965 
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    results_to_save = {} 1966 
    cyclic_results_to_save = {} 1967 
 1968 
# Read the data from each file and calculate things            1969 
    for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 1970 
        if 'filename' in data[i].keys(): 1971 
            sensor_data = data_processor.read_data_file( data[i]['filename'] ) 1972 
            data[i].update( sensor_data ) 1973 
            if 'zero_ref_pos' in data[i].keys(): 1974 
                start_disp = data[i]['displacement'][0] 1975 
                data[i]['L0'] = start_disp - data[i]['zero_ref_pos'] 1976 
                OUT( "%s initial length/thickness = %f\n" % ( data[i]['title'], 1977 
data[i]['L0'] ) ) 1978 
            if ( data[i]['A0'] ) > 0.0 and (  data[i]['L0'] > 0.0 ): 1979 
# Now go through each test run and calculate the results. 1980 
# First figure out the times in between each test was run 1981 
                title = data[i]['title'] 1982 
                results_to_save[title] = {} 1983 
                if 'zero_ref_pos' in data[i].keys(): 1984 
                    results_to_save[title]['L0'] = data[i]['L0']  1985 
                for test in PROGRAMS[data[i]['program']]: 1986 
                    start_time = data[i]['time'][0] 1987 
                    end_time = data[i]['time'][-1] 1988 
                    if 'start_time' in test.keys(): 1989 
                        start_time = max( start_time, test['start_time'] ) 1990 
                    if 'end_time' in test.keys(): 1991 
                        end_time = min( end_time, test['end_time'] ) 1992 
                         1993 
# This section defines each of the tests that might have been run. 1994 
# 1995 
#   Constant tensile strain rate is just pulling once at constant strain. Will evaluate 1996 
results to ultimate stress and calculate a modulus 1997 
                    if test['name'] == 'constant_tensile_strain_rate': 1998 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\nconstant_tensile_strain_rate calculations: 1999 
start %7.2f end %7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time) ) 2000 
                        dataslice = data_processor.get_data_slice( data[i], start_time, 2001 
end_time )                       2002 
                        dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2003 
                         2004 
                        dataslice = data_processor.remove_after_index( dataslice, 2005 
calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice ) ) 2006 
                        if 'dispE' in dataslice.keys(): 2007 
                            dataslice = data_processor.dispE_to_displacement( dataslice ) 2008 
                        if FIND_GAUGE_LENGTH: 2009 
                            gauge_len, gauge_len_R2 = calculator.find_gauge_length( 2010 
dataslice, data[i]['L0']  ) 2011 
                        else: 2012 
                            gauge_len = 0.0 2013 
                            gauge_len_R2 = 0.0 2014 
                        data[i]['modulus_data'] = 2015 
data_processor.remove_before_gauge_length( dataslice, gauge_len ) 2016 
                        data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'], 2017 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2018 
data[i]['modulus_data'], data[i]['A0'],  gauge_len + data[i]['L0']  ) 2019 
                        if TENSION_USE_FIXED_STRAINS: 2020 
                            modulus_results = 2021 
calculator.calculate_youngs_modulus_fixed_strains( data[i]['modulus_data'], 2022 
MODULUS_STRAIN_START, MODULUS_STRAIN_END ) 2023 
                        else: 2024 
                            modulus_results = calculator.calculate_youngs_modulus( 2025 
data[i]['modulus_data'] ) 2026 
                        data[i]['modulus_data'].update( modulus_results ) 2027 
                        OUT( "%s modulus = %f\n" % ( data[i]['title'], 2028 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] ) ) 2029 
                        results_to_save[title]['gauge_len'] = gauge_len 2030 
                        results_to_save[title]['gauge_len_R2'] = gauge_len_R2 2031 
                        results_to_save[title]['modulus'] = 2032 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] 2033 
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                        results_to_save[title]['modulus_R2'] = 2034 
data[i]['modulus_data']['R2'] 2035 
                        results_to_save[title]['extensibility'] = 2036 
data[i]['modulus_data']['extensibility'] 2037 
                        ult_stress_index = calculator.find_ultimate_stress_index( 2038 
data[i]['modulus_data'] ) 2039 
                        results_to_save[title]['ultimate_stress'] = 2040 
data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'][ult_stress_index] 2041 
                        results_to_save[title]['ultimate_strain'] = 2042 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'][ult_stress_index] 2043 
     2044 
#Constant compressive strain rate is just a single compression. Will evaluate up to 2045 
ultimate stress and calculate a modulus 2046 
                    elif test['name'] == 'constant_compressive_strain_rate': 2047 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\nconstant_compressive_strain_rate 2048 
calculations: start %7.2f end %7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time) ) 2049 
                        dataslice = data_processor.get_data_slice( data[i], start_time, 2050 
end_time )                         2051 
                        dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2052 
                        data[i]['modulus_data'] = data_processor.remove_after_index( 2053 
dataslice, calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice ) ) 2054 
                        data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'], 2055 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2056 
data[i]['modulus_data'], data[i]['A0'], data[i]['L0']  ) 2057 
                        data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] = abs( 2058 
data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] ) 2059 
                        data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] = abs( 2060 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] ) 2061 
                        modulus_results = 2062 
calculator.calculate_youngs_modulus_fixed_strains( data[i]['modulus_data'], 2063 
MODULUS_STRAIN_START, MODULUS_STRAIN_END ) 2064 
                        data[i]['modulus_data'].update( modulus_results ) 2065 
                        if TOUGHNESS_STRAIN_END > 0.0: 2066 
                            toughness_results = calculator.calculate_toughness( 2067 
data[i]['modulus_data'] )  2068 
                            data[i]['modulus_data'].update( toughness_results )     2069 
                        else: 2070 
                            data[i]['modulus_data']['toughness'] = 0.0 2071 
                        OUT( "%s modulus = %f\n" % ( data[i]['title'], 2072 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] ) ) 2073 
                        results_to_save[title]['gauge_len'] = 0.0 2074 
                        results_to_save[title]['gauge_len_R2'] = 0.0 2075 
                        results_to_save[title]['modulus'] = 2076 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] 2077 
                        results_to_save[title]['modulus_R2'] = 2078 
data[i]['modulus_data']['R2'] 2079 
                        results_to_save[title]['extensibility'] = 2080 
data[i]['modulus_data']['extensibility'] 2081 
                        max_stress_index = np.argmax( data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] ) 2082 
                        results_to_save[title]['ultimate_stress'] = 2083 
data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'][max_stress_index] 2084 
                        results_to_save[title]['ultimate_strain'] = 2085 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'][max_stress_index] 2086 
                        results_to_save[title]['toughness'] = 2087 
data[i]['modulus_data']['toughness'] 2088 
                         2089 
# Stress relaxation is a pull to a certain strain and hold. Will calculate two 2090 
exponential time constants to fit the stress relatation data 2091 
                    elif test['name'] == 'stress_relaxation': 2092 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\nstress_relaxation calculations: start = 2093 
%7.2f  end = %7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time ) )                        2094 
                        data[i]['stress_relax_data'] = data_processor.get_data_slice( 2095 
data[i], start_time, end_time ) 2096 
                        data[i]['stress_relax_data'] = data_processor.tare_displacement( 2097 
data[i]['stress_relax_data'] ) 2098 
                        data[i]['stress_relax_data']['stress'], 2099 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2100 
data[i]['stress_relax_data'], data[i]['A0'], data[i]['L0']  ) 2101 
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                        if 2102 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['stress'][calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice )] 2103 
< 0.0: 2104 
                            data[i]['stress_relax_data']['stress'] = -2105 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['stress'] 2106 
                        data[i]['stress_relax_data']['strain'] = abs( 2107 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['strain'] ) 2108 
                        max_stress_index = np.argmax( 2109 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['stress'] ) 2110 
                        tare_time = 2111 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['time'][max_stress_index] 2112 
                        for j in range( 0,len( data[i]['stress_relax_data']['time'] ) ): 2113 
                            data[i]['stress_relax_data']['time'][j] = 2114 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['time'][j] - tare_time 2115 
                        stress_relax_results = calculator.stress_relaxation( 2116 
data[i]['stress_relax_data'] ) 2117 
                        data[i]['stress_relax_data'].update( stress_relax_results ) 2118 
                        results_to_save[title]['stress_relax_tc1'] = 2119 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['fit'][2] 2120 
                        results_to_save[title]['stress_relax_tc2'] = 2121 
data[i]['stress_relax_data']['fit'][4] 2122 
                         2123 
# Hysteresis test is a compressive or tensile test and back to the original state. Will 2124 
calculate area between the loading and unloading curve 2125 
                    elif test['name'] == 'hysteresis': 2126 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\nhysteresis calculations: start %7.2f end 2127 
%7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time) ) 2128 
                        dataslice = data_processor.get_data_slice( data[i], start_time, 2129 
end_time ) 2130 
                        dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2131 
                        if 'dispE' in dataslice.keys(): 2132 
                            dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2133 
                            data[i]['hysteresis_data'] = 2134 
data_processor.dispE_to_displacement( dataslice ) 2135 
                        else: 2136 
                            data[i]['hysteresis_data'] = 2137 
data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2138 
                        data[i]['hysteresis_data']['stress'], 2139 
data[i]['hysteresis_data']['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2140 
data[i]['hysteresis_data'], data[i]['A0'], data[i]['L0']  ) 2141 
                        if 2142 
data[i]['hysteresis_data']['stress'][calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice )] < 2143 
0.0: 2144 
                            data[i]['hysteresis_data']['stress'] = -2145 
data[i]['hysteresis_data']['stress'] 2146 
                        data[i]['hysteresis_data']['strain'] = abs( 2147 
data[i]['hysteresis_data']['strain'] ) 2148 
                        hysteresis_results = calculator.calculate_hysteresis( 2149 
data[i]['hysteresis_data'] ) 2150 
                        data[i]['hysteresis_data'].update( hysteresis_results ) 2151 
                        results_to_save[title]['hysteresis_pct'] = 2152 
data[i]['hysteresis_data']['hysteresis_pct'] 2153 
 2154 
# Tension and compression are simple tests where all the data will be converted stress 2155 
and strain and plotted vs time 2156 
                    elif ( test['name'] == 'tension' ) or ( test['name'] == 'compression' 2157 
): 2158 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\nstress_strain calculations: start %7.2f end 2159 
%7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time) ) 2160 
                        dataslice = data_processor.get_data_slice( data[i], start_time, 2161 
end_time )                         2162 
                        dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( dataslice ) 2163 
                        if 'dispE' in dataslice.keys(): 2164 
                            dataslice = data_processor.dispE_to_displacement( dataslice ) 2165 
                        data[i]['modulus_data'] = 2166 
data_processor.remove_before_gauge_length( dataslice, 0.0 ) 2167 
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                        data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'], 2168 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2169 
data[i]['modulus_data'], data[i]['A0'],  data[i]['L0']  ) 2170 
                        if test['name'] == 'compression': 2171 
                            data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] = -2172 
data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] 2173 
                        data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] = abs( 2174 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain'] ) 2175 
                        if ANIMATED_PLOT: 2176 
                            plotter.cyclicPlotAnimation( data[i]['modulus_data'], 2177 
data[i]['title'] ) 2178 
                        elif STRESS_STRAIN_VS_TIME: 2179 
                            plotter.plotStressStrain_vs_Time( data[i]['modulus_data'], 2180 
data[i]['title'] ) 2181 
                             2182 
# Cyclic tests 2183 
                    elif test['name'] == 'cyclic': 2184 
                        if DIAG > 0: ERR( "\ncyclic test calculations: start %7.2f end 2185 
%7.2f\n" % (start_time, end_time) ) 2186 
                        if 'freq' not in test.keys(): 2187 
                            OUT( 'Warning: must define a frequency for cyclic test. 2188 
Skipping cyclic for %s\n' % data[i]['title'] ); 2189 
                        else: 2190 
                            cyclic_results_to_save[title] = {} 2191 
                            cyclic_results_to_save[title]['time'] = np.array( [] ) 2192 
                            cyclic_results_to_save[title]['modulus'] = np.array( [] ) 2193 
                            cyclic_results_to_save[title]['extensibility'] = np.array( [] 2194 
) 2195 
                            cyclic_results_to_save[title]['hysteresis_pct'] = np.array( 2196 
[] ) 2197 
                            test_time = end_time-start_time 2198 
                            num_tests = int( ceil( test_time*test['freq'] ) ) 2199 
                            time_per_test = test_time / num_tests 2200 
                            data[i]['cyclic_data'] = [] 2201 
                            gauge_len = 0.0 2202 
                            tens_test = 1 2203 
                            for j in range( 0, num_tests ): 2204 
                                data[i]['cyclic_data'].append( {} ) 2205 
                                test_start_t = start_time + j*time_per_test 2206 
                                test_end_t = test_start_t + time_per_test 2207 
                                dataslice = data_processor.get_data_slice( data[i], 2208 
test_start_t, test_end_t ) 2209 
                                if len( dataslice['time'] ) > 1: 2210 
                                    dataslice = data_processor.tare_displacement( 2211 
dataslice ) 2212 
                                    if 'dispE' in dataslice.keys(): 2213 
                                        dataslice = data_processor.dispE_to_displacement( 2214 
dataslice ) 2215 
                                    dataslice = data_processor.remove_after_index( 2216 
dataslice, calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice ) ) 2217 
                                     2218 
# Find gauge length for tension tests only                                     2219 
                                    if 2220 
dataslice['force'][calculator.find_ultimate_force_index( dataslice )] < 0.0: 2221 
                                        tens_test = 0 2222 
                                    if tens_test: 2223 
                                        if FIND_GAUGE_LENGTH: 2224 
                                            gauge_len, gauge_len_R2 = 2225 
calculator.find_gauge_length( dataslice, data[i]['L0']  ) 2226 
                                        else: 2227 
                                            gauge_len = 0.0 2228 
                                            gauge_len_R2 = 0.0 2229 
                                    data[i]['cyclic_data'][j] = 2230 
data_processor.remove_before_gauge_length( dataslice, gauge_len ) 2231 
                                    data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['stress'], 2232 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['strain'] = calculator.calculate_stress_strain( 2233 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j], data[i]['A0'],  data[i]['L0']  ) 2234 
                                    if not tens_test: 2235 
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                                        data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['stress'] = -2236 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['stress'] 2237 
                                    data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['strain'] = abs( 2238 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['strain'] ) 2239 
                                    if not tens_test or TENSION_USE_FIXED_STRAINS:  2240 
                                        modulus_results = 2241 
calculator.calculate_youngs_modulus_fixed_strains( data[i]['cyclic_data'][j], 2242 
MODULUS_STRAIN_START, MODULUS_STRAIN_END ) 2243 
                                    else: 2244 
                                        modulus_results = 2245 
calculator.calculate_youngs_modulus( data[i]['cyclic_data'][j] ) 2246 
                                    hysteresis_results = calculator.calculate_hysteresis( 2247 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j] ) 2248 
                                    data[i]['cyclic_data'][j].update( modulus_results ) 2249 
                                    data[i]['cyclic_data'][j].update( hysteresis_results 2250 
) 2251 
                                    cyclic_results_to_save[title]['time'] = np.append( 2252 
cyclic_results_to_save[title]['time'], test_start_t ) 2253 
                                    cyclic_results_to_save[title]['modulus'] = np.append( 2254 
cyclic_results_to_save[title]['modulus'], data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['line_fit'][0] ) 2255 
                                    cyclic_results_to_save[title]['extensibility'] = 2256 
np.append( cyclic_results_to_save[title]['extensibility'], 2257 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['extensibility'] ) 2258 
                                    cyclic_results_to_save[title]['hysteresis_pct'] = 2259 
np.append( cyclic_results_to_save[title]['hysteresis_pct'], 2260 
data[i]['cyclic_data'][j]['hysteresis_pct'] ) 2261 
            else: 2262 
                if DIAG: ERR( "\nWARNING: Cross sectional area and/or gauge length not 2263 
given for %s. Not processing this case\n" % data[i]['title'] ) 2264 
        else: 2265 
            if DIAG: ERR( "\nWARNING: Cross sectional area and/or gauge length not given 2266 
for %s. Not processing this case\n" % data[i]['title'] ) 2267 
 2268 
# Make output plots 2269 
    for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 2270 
        if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 2271 
            if STRESS_STRAIN_MODULUS_PLOT: 2272 
                plotter.plotStressStrain( data[i]['modulus_data'], data[i]['title'] ) 2273 
        if 'hysteresis_data' in data[i].keys(): 2274 
            if HYSTERESIS_PLOT: 2275 
                plotter.plotHysteresis( data[i]['hysteresis_data'], data[i]['title'] ) 2276 
        if 'stress_relax_data' in data[i].keys(): 2277 
            if STRESS_RELAX_PLOT: 2278 
                plotter.plotStressRelax( data[i]['stress_relax_data'], data[i]['title'], 2279 
calculator ) 2280 
        if 'cyclic_data' in data[i].keys(): 2281 
            for j in CYCLIC_STRESS_STRAIN_PLOTS_TO_MAKE: 2282 
                    plotter.plotStressStrain( data[i]['cyclic_data'][j], data[i]['title'] 2283 
+ ' cycle %d' % (j+1) ) 2284 
            for j in CYCLIC_HYSTERESIS_PLOTS_TO_MAKE: 2285 
                    plotter.plotHysteresis( data[i]['cyclic_data'][j], data[i]['title'] + 2286 
' cycle %d' % (j+1) ) 2287 
            if CYCLIC_MODULUS_PLOT: 2288 
                plotter.plotCyclicData( cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['time'], 2289 
cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['modulus'], data[i]['title'], 'Modulus', 'Pa' ) 2290 
            if CYCLIC_EXTENSIBILITY_PLOT: 2291 
                plotter.plotCyclicData( cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['time'], 2292 
cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['extensibility']*100.0, data[i]['title'], 2293 
'Extensibility', '%' ) 2294 
            if CYCLIC_HYSTERESIS_PLOT: 2295 
                plotter.plotCyclicData( cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['time'], 2296 
cyclic_results_to_save[data[i]['title']]['hysteresis_pct']*100.0, data[i]['title'], 2297 
'Hysteresis', '%' ) 2298 
    if len( data ) > 0: 2299 
        if STRESS_STRAIN_COMPARISON_PLOT: 2300 
            plotter.compareStressStrain( data ) 2301 
        if PLOT_AVERAGE_STRESS_VS_STRAIN: 2302 
            ret_data = plotter.plotAvgStressStrain( data ) 2303 
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            avg_file = open( 'average_plot_data.csv', 'w' ) 2304 
            avg_file.write( 'strain,avg_stress,stderr_stress\n' ) 2305 
            for i in range(0,len( ret_data['strain'] ) ): 2306 
                avg_file.write( '%f,%f,%f\n' % ( ret_data['strain'][i], 2307 
ret_data['avg_stress'][i], ret_data['stderr_stress'][i] ) ) 2308 
            avg_file.close() 2309 
        if PLOT_AVERAGE_STRAIN_VS_STRESS: 2310 
            ret_data = plotter.plotAvgStrainStress( data )                    2311 
            avg_file = open( 'average_plot_data.csv', 'a' ) 2312 
            avg_file.write( 'stress,avg_strain,stderr_strain\n' ) 2313 
            for i in range(0,len( ret_data['stress'] ) ): 2314 
                avg_file.write( '%f,%f,%f\n' % ( ret_data['stress'][i], 2315 
ret_data['avg_strain'][i], ret_data['stderr_strain'][i] ) ) 2316 
            avg_file.close() 2317 
        if PLOT_MULTIPLE_STRESS_VS_STRAIN or PLOT_MULTIPLE_STRAIN_VS_STRESS: 2318 
            groups = collections.OrderedDict() 2319 
            pat = re.compile( '(.*)_[0-9]+' ) 2320 
            for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 2321 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 2322 
                    m = pat.match( data[i]['title'] ) 2323 
                    if m: 2324 
                        tt = m.groups()[0] 2325 
                        if tt not in groups.keys():  groups[tt] = {} 2326 
                        if 'stress' not in groups[tt].keys(): groups[tt]['stress'] = {} 2327 
                        if 'strain' not in groups[tt].keys(): groups[tt]['strain'] = {} 2328 
                        if 'modulus' not in groups[tt].keys(): groups[tt]['modulus'] = {} 2329 
                        groups[tt]['stress'][data[i]['title']] = 2330 
data[i]['modulus_data']['stress'] 2331 
                        groups[tt]['strain'][data[i]['title']] = 2332 
data[i]['modulus_data']['strain']  2333 
                        groups[tt]['modulus'][data[i]['title']] = 2334 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] 2335 
            multiple_avg_file = open( 'average_plot_data.csv', 'w' ) 2336 
            if PLOT_MULTIPLE_STRESS_VS_STRAIN: 2337 
                ret_data = plotter.plotAvgStressStrain_multipleGroups( groups ) 2338 
                for key in ret_data.keys(): 2339 
                    multiple_avg_file.write( '%s\n' % key ) 2340 
                    multiple_avg_file.write( 'strain,avg_stress,stderr_stress\n' ) 2341 
                    for i in range(0,len( ret_data[key]['strain'] ) ): 2342 
                        multiple_avg_file.write( '%f,%f,%f\n' % ( 2343 
ret_data[key]['strain'][i], ret_data[key]['avg_stress'][i], 2344 
ret_data[key]['stderr_stress'][i] ) ) 2345 
                    multiple_avg_file.write('\n')                         2346 
            else: 2347 
                ret_data = plotter.plotAvgStrainStress_multipleGroups( groups ) 2348 
                for key in ret_data.keys(): 2349 
                    multiple_avg_file.write( '%s\n' % key ) 2350 
                    multiple_avg_file.write( 'stress,avg_strain,stderr_strain\n' ) 2351 
                    for i in range(0,len( ret_data[key]['stress'] ) ): 2352 
                        multiple_avg_file.write( '%f,%f,%f\n' % ( 2353 
ret_data[key]['stress'][i], ret_data[key]['avg_strain'][i], 2354 
ret_data[key]['stderr_strain'][i] ) ) 2355 
                    multiple_avg_file.write('\n') 2356 
            multiple_avg_file.close() 2357 
 2358 
        if GROUP_PLOT_STAT: 2359 
            groups = {} 2360 
            pat = re.compile( '(.*)_[0-9]+' ) 2361 
            for i in range( 0, len( data ) ): 2362 
                if 'modulus_data' in data[i].keys(): 2363 
                    m = pat.match( data[i]['title'] ) 2364 
                    if m: 2365 
                        tt = m.groups()[0] 2366 
                        if tt not in groups.keys():  groups[tt] = {} 2367 
                        if 'modulus' not in groups[tt].keys(): groups[tt]['modulus'] = 2368 
np.array([]) 2369 
                        if 'extensibility' not in groups[tt].keys(): 2370 
groups[tt]['extensibility'] = np.array([]) 2371 
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                        groups[tt]['modulus'] = np.append( groups[tt]['modulus'], 2372 
data[i]['modulus_data']['line_fit'][0] ) 2373 
                        groups[tt]['extensibility'] = np.append( 2374 
groups[tt]['extensibility'], data[i]['modulus_data']['extensibility'] ) 2375 
                if 'hysteresis_data' in data[i].keys(): 2376 
                    m = pat.match( data[i]['title'] ) 2377 
                    if m: 2378 
                        tt = m.groups()[0] 2379 
                        if tt not in groups.keys(): groups[tt] = {} 2380 
                        if 'hysteresis_pct' not in groups[tt].keys(): 2381 
groups[tt]['hysteresis_pct'] = np.array([]) 2382 
                        groups[tt]['hysteresis_pct'] = np.append( 2383 
groups[tt]['hysteresis_pct'], data[i]['hysteresis_data']['hysteresis_pct'] ) 2384 
                if 'stress_relax_data' in data[i].keys(): 2385 
                    m = pat.match( data[i]['title'] ) 2386 
                    if m: 2387 
                        tt = m.groups()[0] 2388 
                        if tt not in groups.keys(): groups[tt] = {} 2389 
                        if 'stress_relax_tc1' not in groups[tt].keys(): 2390 
groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc1'] = np.array([]) 2391 
                        if 'stress_relax_tc2' not in groups[tt].keys(): 2392 
groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc2'] = np.array([]) 2393 
                        groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc1'] = np.append( 2394 
groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc1'], data[i]['stress_relax_data']['fit'][2] ) 2395 
                        groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc2'] = np.append( 2396 
groups[tt]['stress_relax_tc2'], data[i]['stress_relax_data']['fit'][4] ) 2397 
            plotter.plotGroupComparisons( groups ) 2398 
                 2399 
            if len( TABULATE ) > 0: 2400 
                write_header = True 2401 
                if os.path.exists( 'group_comparison.csv' ): write_header = False 2402 
                comp_file = open( 'group_comparison.csv', 'a' ) 2403 
                if write_header: 2404 
                    comp_file.write( '%s,' % 'title' ) 2405 
                    for tab_key in TABULATE: comp_file.write( '%s avg,%s stderr,' % 2406 
(tab_key,tab_key) ) 2407 
                    comp_file.write( '\n' ) 2408 
                for key in groups.keys(): 2409 
                    comp_file.write( '%s,' % key ) 2410 
                    try: 2411 
                        for tab_key in TABULATE: comp_file.write( '%f,%f,' % ( 2412 
np.average( groups[key][tab_key] ), np.std( groups[key][tab_key] ) / sqrt( len( 2413 
groups[key][tab_key] ) ) ) ) 2414 
                    except: 2415 
                        pass 2416 
                    comp_file.write( '\n' ) 2417 
    plt.show() 2418 
    if len( TABULATE ) > 0: 2419 
        write_header = True 2420 
        if os.path.exists( 'modulus_output.csv' ): write_header = False 2421 
        output_file = open( 'modulus_output.csv', 'a' ) 2422 
        if write_header: 2423 
            output_file.write( '%s,' % 'title' ) 2424 
            for key in TABULATE: output_file.write( '%s,' % key ) 2425 
            output_file.write( '\n' ) 2426 
        for case in results_to_save.keys(): 2427 
            output_file.write( '%s,' % case ) 2428 
            for key in TABULATE:  2429 
                if key in results_to_save[case].keys(): 2430 
                    output_file.write( '%s,' % results_to_save[case][key] ) 2431 
                else: 2432 
                    output_file.write( '%s,' % 'N/A' ) 2433 
            output_file.write( '\n' ) 2434 
        output_file.close() 2435 
         2436 
    if len( CYCLIC_TABULATE ) > 0: 2437 
        output_file = open( 'cyclic_data.csv', 'w' ) 2438 
        titles = cyclic_results_to_save.keys() 2439 
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        output_file.write( 'cycle, ' ) 2440 
        for key in titles: 2441 
            for measure in CYCLIC_TABULATE: 2442 
                output_file.write( '%s %s,' % ( key,measure ) ) 2443 
        output_file.write( '\n' ) 2444 
        if len( titles ) > 0: 2445 
            for j in range(0,len( cyclic_results_to_save[titles[0]][CYCLIC_TABULATE[0]] ) 2446 
): 2447 
                output_file.write( '%d,' % j ) 2448 
                for key in titles: 2449 
                    for measure in CYCLIC_TABULATE: 2450 
                        output_file.write( '%s,' % 2451 
cyclic_results_to_save[key][measure][j] ) 2452 
                output_file.write( '\n' ) 2453 
        output_file.close()2454 
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Materials and Methods 

The command to run the Python script is: 

>python tension_compress_modulus.py -f input_file.csv 

where input_file.csv is a file that defines the settings for the script, the Bose files to 

process, and the cross-sectional area and initial lengths for each sample so that 

stress and strain can be calculated from force and displacement. The input_file.csv is 

most easily created and edited in Excel, so a sample Excel rendition of the input file 

is given below. The file must be saved as a .csv so that the Python script can parse 

the data from it. 

<SETTINGS>    
TABULATE=['modulus','extensibility']  
PROGRAMS={}    
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz']=[]   
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 'start_time':19.0, 'end_time':20.0} ) 
PROGRAMS['tension_1Hz'].append( { 'name':'cyclic', 'start_time':0.0, 'end_time':20.0,'freq':1.0 } ) 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test']=[]  
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'].append( { 'name':'stress_relaxation', 'start_time':0.0,'end_time':70.0} ) 
PROGRAMS['dsp_tension_test'].append( { 'name':'constant_tensile_strain_rate', 'start_time':143.4,'end_time':151.4} ) 
STRESS_STRAIN_MODULUS_PLOT=1  
EXTENSIBILITY=1    
MODULUS_MIN_STRAIN=0.05   
LEGEND_ON_PLOTS=0   
</SETTINGS>    
Title Area(mm) zero_ref_pos(mm) Program order 

circum_1_cyclic 2.941 -9.776 tension_1Hz 2 
circum_4_cyclic 1.962 -10.006 tension_1Hz 2 
circum_01 1.37 -14.988 dsp_tension_test 1 
circum_02 2.88 -13.988 dsp_tension_test 1 
circum_05 3.09 -12.988 dsp_tension_test 1 
#circum_07 3.5 -12.988 dsp_tension_test 1 
#circum_08 4.22 -12.988 dsp_tension_test 1 

 

The input file starts with a <SETTINGS> tag, which indicates specific settings to 

be used for this particular analysis. Any of the software constants defined in all 

capital letters at the beginning of the tension_compress_modulus.py script can be 

overwritten by the user in between the <SETTINGS> and </SETTINGS> tags in the 
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.csv input file. This is the section where the user can also define the testing regime, 

by listing task and start and end times for each task (the PROGRAMS dictionary). 

The possible tasks that can be used for a program are:  

constant_tensile_strain_rate 

constant_compressive_strain_rate 

tension 

compression 

stress_relaxation 

hysteresis 

cyclic 

The user is referred to the code for specific details of each task and for all of the 

available settings. 

After the settings header, a table listing the files to process follows. There must 

be a row with column labels. Column 1 must be “Title”. The title is the file name of 

mechanical tester data without the .txt or .csv extension. The script will search in the 

directory of the input file for a file with the name defined in title. If a ‘#’ precedes 

any titles, these will be skipped for processing. Column 2 must be “Area” or 

“Area(mm)” - with no space after Area and before the parenthesis. This column 

designates the cross-sectional area used for force to stress conversion. If the (mm) is 

used, then the cross-sectional area is given in mm2, otherwise, m2 is assumed. 

Column 3 can either be “Length” or “zero_ref_pos”, again with or without the “(mm)” 

to indicate units. When length is given, this is the initial length used to convert from 
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displacement to strain. However, when a zero_ref_pos is given, the script will 

calculate the initial length of each sample from its starting position in the data file. 

The zero_ref_pos is the hypothetical position of the axial mover if there was zero 

distance between the testing grips/platens. On the newer Bose machine, this 

position also assumes the extension mover is located at position 0, so the 

zero_ref_pos value can be adjusted to accommodate the extension mover position if 

it is non-zero. Column 3 is the chosen program for each sample. Note, as in the 

example given above, different samples can have different testing programs 

assigned to them. Finally, the order column is optional, but is especially useful when 

trying to produce graphs which have the same color arrangement for similar 

samples. Python dictionaries are not ordered, so this field can be used to designate 

which samples are processed and plotted first. Once the input .csv file is created, it 

should be placed in the same directory as the input mechanical testing data files and 

the tensile_compress_modulus.py script can be run as indicated. 
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Results 

The tension_compress_modulus.py script was used to produce data and graphs 

for the following manuscripts: 

Published: 

Chen Y, Terajima M, Yang Y, Sun L, Ahn Y, Pankova D, Puperi DS, Watanabe T, Kim M, Blackmon S, 
Rodriguez J, Liu H, Behrens C, Wistuba I, Minelli R, Scott K, Sanchez-Adams J, Guilak F, Pati D, 
Thilaganathan N, Burns A, Creighton C, Martinez E, Zal T, Grande-Allen KJ, Yamauchi M, Kurie J “Lysyl 
hydroxylase 2 induces a collagen cross-link switch in tumor stroma.”  The Journal of Clinical 
Investigation. 2015 Mar;125(3):1147-1162. 
 
Puperi DS*, Balaoing LR*, O’Connell RW, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. “3-dimensional spatially 
organized PEG-based hydrogels for an aortic valve co-culture model.” Biomaterials. 2015;67:354-
364. * authors contributed equally to this manuscript 
 

Puperi DS, O’Connell RW, Punske ZE, Wu Y, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. “Hyaluronan hydrogels for a 
biomimetic spongiosa layer of tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds.” Biomacromolecules. In press. 
 

In review: 

Vukicevic M, Puperi DS, Grande-Allen KJ, Little SH. “3D printed modeling of the mitral valve for 
catheter-based structural interventions.” Annals of Biomedical Engineering. In review. 
 

In preparation: 

Puperi DS*, Kishan A*, Punske ZE, Wu Y, Cosgriff-Hernandez E, West JL, Grande-Allen KJ. 
“Electrospun polyurethane and hydrogel composite scaffolds as biomechanical mimics for aortic 
valve tissue engineering,” * authors contributed equally to this manuscript 

Sapp MC, Krishnamurthy VK, Puperi DS, Bhatnagar S, Fatora G, Mutyala N, Grande-Allen KJ. “Mitral 
valves show altered expression of angiogenic factors compared to aortic valves when exposed to 
hypoxia in 3D culture and tissue models.” 
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Appendix B – Automated processing of 
three-point bending testing data 

Introduction 

Bending is an important mode of motion and mechanical characterization 

required for heart valves and any tissue engineered replacement. The flexural 

characteristics of valve tissue and biomaterials were determined using a custom 3-

point bending mechanical testing system designed and built by a previous graduate 

student[222].  The 3-point bending tester is pictured in Figure B- 1A. The output of 

the 3-point bending test is video of the test, which is then analyzed to calculate an 

effective bending modulus. Previous, MATLAB-based analysis, took several hours 

per sample so a need for efficient processing of the video data was needed. The 

system was revamped and a Python-based video processing and modulus 

calculation script was developed that has streamlined the analysis of 3-point 

bending data using the test system. This system was used to test mitral valve tissue 

(Figure B- 1B), PEG hydrogels (Figure B- 1C), TangoPlus 3D printed flexible material 

(Figure B- 1D), and Arabidopsis plant stems (Figure B- 1D) in 3-point bending. The 

current version of the Python script, brief user guide, and some results follow. 
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Figure B- 1 – Custom bending tester applications. (A) Picture of bending tester which 
has been used to calculate the effective bending modulus of (B) Mitral valve tissue; 
(C) PEGDA hydrogels (stained with FITC for contrast); (D) 3D printed mitral valve 
leaflets made from TangoPlus thermoplastic; (E) Arabidopsis plant stems. 
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bending_modulus.py 1 

#!/bin/env python 2 
 3 
############################################ 4 
# Script to process flexural testing video data from custom tester. 5 
#  - uses FFMPEG program to manipulate video and export a cropped video to frames. 6 
#  - detects edges of sample and then fits a 2nd or 3rd order polynomial to the edges. 7 
#  - calculates flexural modulus by using curvature and displacement of sample 8 
# 9 
# Typical command line to run script: 10 
# python bending_modulus.py -t -s 00:01:00 -e 00:03:00 -b 5.0 -h 1.5 11 
dir_to_mov/MVI_123.mov 12 
# 13 
# or if you already extracted the image files and just want to  14 
# reprocess to calculate the modulus: 15 
# python bending_modulus.py -t -b 5.0 -h 1.5 -d directory_to_image_files 16 
# 17 
# Version 2.0 18 
# 19 
# Update history 20 
# 1.0  01/31/2013   Dan Puperi  Initial release of script 21 
# 1.1  02/05/2013   Dan Puperi  Add ability to use bottom edge curve fits  22 
#                                  for modulus calculation 23 
# 1.1a 02/06/2013   Dan Puperi  Make sure x_zero_slope falls within bounds of sample.  24 
#                               Make output plot nicer ylabel. 25 
# 1.2  02/08/2013   Dan Puperi  Keep the same x_zero_slope point throughout movie.  26 
#                               Make sure curvature and displacement are only increasing. 27 
# 1.3  02/16/2013   Dan Puperi  Add the option for the user to pick the delfection bar 28 
#                                  and use that point for the calculations 29 
# 1.4  03/12/2013   Dan Puperi  Add option to output the edges of the sample in each 30 
         frame to a file. 31 
# 1.5  06/13/2014   Dan Puperi  Fix an error with the crop video section. 32 
#                               User can choose to start crop box on any corner. 33 
# 1.6  04/14/2015   Dan Puperi  Added 4th order polynomial fit option.  34 
#                               Fixed length of flexure bar. Settings for smaller posts.  35 
#                               Color settings for white fibers. 36 
# 1.7  12/29/2015   Dan Puperi  Options to output final plot with resolution 37 
#                                  and font size 38 
# 1.8  01/10/2016   Dan Puperi  Fixed the pixel to meter calculation and display  39 
#                                  (input is per mm, but internal calc is per m) 40 
# 1.9  01/22/2016   Dan Puperi  Fixed status bar at bottom of window 41 
# 2.0  02/05/2016   Dan Puperi  Option to use the average/middle position as the 42 
#                               neutral plane. 43 
# 44 
# This script can be run from the command line or has a GUI interface. 45 
# 46 
# Dependencies: 47 
#   Python2.7  32-bit 48 
# 49 
# Python Packages - minimum versions 50 
#   Matplotlib  v1.2.0  32-bit 51 
#   PIL  v1.1.7  32-bit 52 
#   Numpy  v1.6.2rc1  32-bit 53 
#   Scipy v0.13.2 32-bit 54 
#   wxPython  v2.8  32-bit 55 
#  56 
#   FFMPEG  v0.7.1 57 
############################################ 58 
 59 
import getopt, glob, os, sys, re, subprocess, shlex, datetime, math, wx 60 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 61 
import matplotlib.patches as patches 62 
import matplotlib.widgets as widgets 63 
from matplotlib import animation 64 
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import wx.lib.imagebrowser as ib 65 
import numpy as np 66 
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d 67 
from PIL import Image, ImageChops, ImageEnhance 68 
 69 
ERR = sys.stderr.write 70 
OUT = sys.stdout.write 71 
 72 
# For diagnostic purposes... 73 
DIAG = 0 74 
DIAG_PLOTS = 0 75 
DIAG_STAT = 0 76 
 77 
############################################ 78 
# Define all the constants 79 
# 80 
PIX2M = 0.0                     # the scale in the image...user can input or will be 81 
calculated from know sizes, like thickness of sample. 82 
OUTPUT_FPS_DEF = 2      # The default output rate in frames per second 83 
# 84 
# Some assumptions about sample size if not provided by user. 85 
SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF = 0.005          # 5 millimeters 86 
SAMPLE_THICK_DEF = 0.001         # 1 millimeter thick 87 
SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF = 0.020         # 20 millimeters between posts for larger width posts 88 
#SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF = 0.008         # 8 millimeters between posts for smaller width posts 89 
# 90 
# The rod has the following properties: E=164.351 GPa;  L=74 mm;  diameter = 0.508 mm 91 
# Note that the rod itself is 81 mm long, but to the bottom of the "supports" where it 92 
first touches the sample 93 
# is only 74 mm long, so that is the value I am using from now on. 94 
# There are not user options to change these, so they must be changed here if desired. 95 
E_ROD_DEF = 164351000000.0   # Pa 96 
LENGTH_ROD_DEF = 0.074        # m 97 
DIAMETER_ROD_DEF = 0.000508   # m 98 
DIAMETER_ROD_DEF = 0.00080     # m   (larger rod) 99 
#  100 
# Image enhancement / processing constants 101 
FLUOROSCEIN = False      # For electrospun fibers (or anything white in color) 102 
#FLUOROSCEIN = True 103 
CONTRAST_ENHANCE = 1.0 104 
CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA = 2.0 105 
EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM = 100 106 
EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 = 0.90 107 
PIXEL_CUTOFF = 30.0 108 
# 109 
# For high contrast / well lit videos 110 
CONTRAST_ENHANCE = 2.0 111 
CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA = 1000.0 112 
EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM = 30 113 
EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 = 0.925 114 
PIXEL_CUTOFF = 30.0 115 
PIXEL_CUTOFF = 180.0      # For bright/white 116 
PIXEL_CUTOFF = 100.0      # For tissue/pinkish 117 
# 118 
# Order of the polynomial fit. Can only be 2-4 at this time 119 
POLYFIT_ORDER=3 120 
#POLYFIT_ORDER=4           # For electrospun fibers 121 
# 122 
# Define which edge of the sample to use for all of the calculations 123 
# If BOTTOM_EDGE is set to 1, the bottom edge will be used. 124 
# If TOP_EDGE is set to 1, the top edge will be used. 125 
# Otherwise if both are set to zero, the code will average the top and bottom position to 126 
# use middle as an estimate of the neutral plane. 127 
# Mathematically most correct to use the neutral plane most of the time, but if one of 128 
edges is too 129 
# wavy or hard to detect, can select to use other edge 130 
TOP_EDGE=0 131 
BOTTOM_EDGE=0 132 
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# 133 
# Set option to limit the curvature and displacement to only increasing values 134 
ONLY_INCREASE = 1 135 
# 136 
# Normally the median zero slope point (throughout the whole movie) is used for the 137 
conisitant x-position 138 
# If the flag below is set, it will allow the use to set the x-position by clicking on 139 
the middle in the cropped images. 140 
USER_PICK_X = 0 141 
# 142 
# Normally, to be consistant, the curvature will still be calculated at each point where 143 
the slope is zero.  144 
# If the flag below is set, the curvature will be calculated at the x-position used for 145 
the displacement calculation. 146 
USE_CONST_X_FOR_CURVATURE = 0 147 
# 148 
# To output all the pixels detected on the edge of the gels for further analysis, set 149 
OUTPUT_EDGES = 1 150 
OUTPUT_EDGES = 0 151 
EDGEDATA_FNAME = 'output_pixels.csv' 152 
# 153 
# Plot settings 154 
SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS = 1 155 
PLOT_RES = 600 156 
FONT_SIZE=20 157 
TITLE_ON_PLOTS = 1 158 
# 159 
# End of canstants 160 
#        161 
############################################ 162 
 163 
############################################ 164 
# The main window class is for when the GUI mode of the program is used 165 
# 166 
class MainWindow( wx.Frame ): 167 
     168 
# __init__ is called when a new instance of the class is created    169 
    def __init__(self, parent, title): 170 
        wx.Frame.__init__(self,parent,title=title,pos=(0,0),size=(630,250)) 171 
         172 
# Initialize some variables that are part of this class 173 
        self.movieInfo = {} 174 
        self.status = None 175 
        self.start_time_txt = None 176 
        self.end_time_txt = None 177 
        self.fname_txt = None 178 
        self.output_dir_txt = None 179 
        self.fps_txt = None 180 
        self.pix2m_txt = None 181 
        self.sample_width_txt = None 182 
        self.sample_length_txt = None 183 
        self.sample_thick_txt = None 184 
        self.cropButton = None 185 
        self.processButton = None 186 
        self.output = Output() 187 
        self.ffmpeg = FFMPEG() 188 
        self.image_processor = ImageProcess() 189 
        self.calculator = MechCalcs() 190 
         191 
        self.initUI() 192 
        self.Show() 193 
         194 
# The initUI function defines all the components that appear on the main user interface 195 
window. 196 
    def initUI(self): 197 
 198 
# Set up the menu bar and menu options 199 
        menuBar = wx.MenuBar() 200 
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        fileMenu = wx.Menu() 201 
        imagesMenu = wx.Menu() 202 
        loadMovieItem = wx.MenuItem( fileMenu, wx.ID_ANY, 'Load movie of flexural test' ) 203 
        loadImageDirItem = wx.MenuItem( fileMenu, wx.ID_ANY, 'Load a directory with 204 
already cropped images' ) 205 
        exitItem = wx.MenuItem( fileMenu, wx.ID_EXIT, 'Exit\tCtrl+Q', 'Quit processing 206 
data' ) 207 
        fileMenu.AppendItem( loadMovieItem ) 208 
        fileMenu.AppendItem( loadImageDirItem ) 209 
        fileMenu.AppendItem( exitItem  ) 210 
        menuBar.Append( fileMenu, '&File' ) 211 
        inspectImageItem = wx.MenuItem( imagesMenu, wx.ID_ANY, 'Check to see how an image 212 
edge was fit' ) 213 
        setEdgeDetectParams = wx.MenuItem( imagesMenu, wx.ID_ANY, 'Change image edge 214 
detection parameters' ) 215 
        imagesMenu.AppendItem( inspectImageItem ) 216 
        imagesMenu.AppendItem( setEdgeDetectParams ) 217 
        menuBar.Append( imagesMenu, '&Image Processing' ) 218 
         219 
# Bind actions to the different menu selections 220 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_MENU, self.onExit, exitItem ) 221 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_MENU, self.onLoadMovie, loadMovieItem ) 222 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_MENU, self.onLoadImageDir, loadImageDirItem ) 223 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_MENU, self.onInspectImage, inspectImageItem ) 224 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_MENU, self.onEdgeDetectSettings, setEdgeDetectParams ) 225 
         226 
        self.SetMenuBar( menuBar ) 227 
     228 
# Set up the text fields 229 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Movie file: ", pos=(10,6) ) 230 
        self.fname_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, " ", pos=(110,4), size=(250,20), 231 
style=wx.TE_READONLY ) 232 
        self.fname_txt.SetBackgroundColour( (200,200,200) ) 233 
        self.fps_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "0 fps ", pos=(375,4), size=(50,20), 234 
style=wx.TE_READONLY  ) 235 
        self.fps_txt.SetBackgroundColour( (200,200,200) ) 236 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Output directory: ", pos=(10,30)) 237 
        self.output_dir_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, " "         , pos=(110,28), 238 
size=(350,20) ) 239 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Start and end times to crop:", pos=(10,74) ) 240 
        ttime = datetime.datetime.strptime( "00:00:00.0", "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 241 
        self.start_time_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, ttime.strftime( "%H:%M:%S.%f" 242 
)[:-4], pos=(160,72), size=(70,20) ) 243 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "-->", pos=(232,74) ) 244 
        self.end_time_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, ttime.strftime( "%H:%M:%S.%f" 245 
)[:-4], pos=(250,72), size=(70,20) ) 246 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Rate to crop:", pos=(380,74) ) 247 
        self.rate_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, ( "%6.2f" % OUTPUT_FPS_DEF ), 248 
pos=(450,72), size=(50,20) ) 249 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "fps", pos=(510,74) ) 250 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Pixel to millimeter conversion in video:", 251 
pos=(10,113) ) 252 
        self.pix2m_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.2f" % ( PIX2M/1000.0 ) , 253 
pos=(215,111), size=(50,20) ) 254 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "(if left zero, this will be calculated from 255 
thickness of sample)", pos=(270,113) ) 256 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Sample size (mm):      Width=", pos=(10,137) ) 257 
        self.sample_width_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%5.2f" % 258 
(SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF*1000.0), pos=(170,135), size=(50,20) ) 259 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Thickness=", pos=(230,137) ) 260 
        self.sample_thick_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%5.2f" % 261 
(SAMPLE_THICK_DEF*1000.0), pos=(292,135), size=(50,20) ) 262 
        wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Length between posts=", pos=(360,137) ) 263 
        self.sample_length_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%5.2f" % 264 
(SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF*1000.0), pos=(485,135), size=(50,20) ) 265 
        self.status = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Welcome to the 3 point bending movie 266 
processor. Use file menu to load a movie or image directory.", pos=(10,161), 267 
size=(590,20), style=wx.TE_READONLY ) 268 
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         269 
# Set up the buttons 270 
        self.cropButton = wx.Button( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Crop Video", pos=(500,2) ) 271 
        self.processButton = wx.Button( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Process Images", pos=(500,32) ) 272 
        self.processButton.SetSize( self.processButton.GetBestSize() ) 273 
        self.cropButton.SetSize( self.processButton.GetBestSize() ) 274 
         275 
#    The buttons are not initially enabled because there is no movie loaded 276 
        self.cropButton.Enable( False ) 277 
        self.processButton.Enable( False ) 278 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_BUTTON, self.cropButtonClick, self.cropButton ) 279 
        self.Bind( wx.EVT_BUTTON, self.processButtonClick, self.processButton ) 280 
         281 
# When the user chooses "Load movie" from the menu 282 
    def onLoadMovie( self, e ): 283 
        fname = None 284 
        dlg = wx.FileDialog(self, message="Choose a file with movie of 3 point bending 285 
test", defaultDir=os.getcwd(), defaultFile="*.*",style= (wx.OPEN | wx.CHANGE_DIR) ) 286 
        if dlg.ShowModal() == wx.ID_OK: fname = dlg.GetFilename() 287 
        dlg.Destroy() 288 
        if fname: 289 
            self.movieInfo = self.ffmpeg.movieInfo( fname ) 290 
            self.fname_txt.SetValue( fname ) 291 
            self.end_time_txt.SetValue( self.movieInfo['duration'].strftime( 292 
"%H:%M:%S.%f" )[:-4] ) 293 
            self.fps_txt.SetValue( "%4.1f fps" % self.movieInfo['fps'] ) 294 
            self.output_dir_txt.SetValue( self.output.make_dir( fname, False ) ) 295 
            self.cropButton.Enable( True ) 296 
            self.status.SetValue( "Set start and end times and frame rate. Press Crop 297 
Video button to proceed." ) 298 
             299 
# When the user chooses "Load directory of images" from the menu 300 
    def onLoadImageDir( self, e ): 301 
        dirname = None 302 
        dlg = wx.DirDialog(self, message="Choose a directory with cropped images of 3 303 
point bending test", defaultPath=os.getcwd(), style=(wx.DD_DEFAULT_STYLE | 304 
wx.DD_CHANGE_DIR | wx.DD_DIR_MUST_EXIST) ) 305 
        if dlg.ShowModal() == wx.ID_OK: dirname = dlg.GetPath() 306 
        dlg.Destroy() 307 
        if dirname: 308 
            image_files = glob.glob( dirname + "/frame_*.png" ) 309 
            if len( image_files ) > 0: 310 
                outdir = os.path.dirname( image_files[0] ) 311 
                self.output_dir_txt.SetValue( outdir  ) 312 
                self.output.set_output_dir( outdir ) 313 
                self.processButton.Enable( True ) 314 
                self.status.SetValue( "Set size values above and press Process Images 315 
button to proceed." ) 316 
            else: 317 
                self.status.SetValue( "Could not find image files in directory 318 
%s...Please try again" % dirname ) 319 
                ERR( "ERROR: could not find image files in directory %s\n" % dirname ) 320 
                 321 
# When the user chooses "Check image for fit" from the menu 322 
    def onInspectImage( self,e ): 323 
        dlg = ib.ImageDialog(self, self.output.get_output_dir()) 324 
        dlg.Centre() 325 
        if dlg.ShowModal() == wx.ID_OK: 326 
             ( tpn, bpn, tr2, br2, x_bounds  ) = self.image_processor.fit_edges( 327 
dlg.GetFile(), True, os.path.basename( dlg.GetFile() ), output_edges = 0 )            328 
        else: 329 
            pass 330 
        dlg.Destroy() 331 
 332 
# When the user chooses "Set edge detect parameters" from the menu 333 
    def onEdgeDetectSettings( self,e ): 334 
        dlg = self.EdgeDetectSettingsFrame( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Set parameters for edge 335 
detection", self.image_processor ) 336 
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        dlg.Show( True ) 337 
         338 
# When the user chooses "Exit" from the menu 339 
    def onExit( self, e ): 340 
        self.Close() 341 
 342 
# When the user presses the cropButton 343 
    def cropButtonClick( self, e ): 344 
         345 
#   Make sure that start time and end time inputs are correctly formatted      346 
        st = time_input( self.start_time_txt.GetValue() ) 347 
        if st == None: 348 
            ERR( '\nWARNING: start time must be in format hh:mm:ss.s\n' ) 349 
            ERR( '         Using 00:00:00.00 for start\n' ) 350 
            st = datetime.datetime.strptime( "00:00:00.0", "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 351 
        et = time_input( self.end_time_txt.GetValue() ) 352 
        if et == None: 353 
            ERR( '\nWARNING: end time must be in format hh:mm:ss.s\n' ) 354 
            ERR( '         Using one second from end of video for end time\n' ) 355 
            dt = datetime.timedelta(seconds=1) 356 
            et = self.movieInfo['duration']-dt 357 
             358 
#   If the path to the output already exists, ask whether or not to proceed. Create 359 
directory if it doesn't exist. 360 
        outdir = self.output_dir_txt.GetValue() 361 
        if os.path.exists( outdir ): 362 
            dlg = wx.MessageDialog(self, 'The output directory already exists with 363 
previous data. Continue?', 'Are you sure?', wx.YES_NO | wx.ICON_QUESTION ) 364 
            answer = dlg.ShowModal() 365 
            dlg.Destroy() 366 
            if answer != wx.ID_YES: return False 367 
        self.output.set_output_dir( outdir, True ) 368 
             369 
#   Use ffmpeg to find first and last video frames, display them in a new window and wait 370 
for user to select cropped area 371 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Please wait...finding first and last video frame...' ) 372 
        self.cropButton.Enable( False ) 373 
        self.ffmpeg.extractFrame( self.fname_txt.GetValue(), st,outdir+"/first.png" ) 374 
        self.ffmpeg.extractFrame( self.fname_txt.GetValue(), et,outdir+"/last.png" ) 375 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Choose rectangle to crop video to...' ) 376 
        cropper = CropVideo( outdir+"/first.png", outdir+"/last.png" ) 377 
        crop = cropper.get_bounds() 378 
        for i in range(0,len(crop)): 379 
            if crop[i] == None: 380 
                ERR( 'ERROR: did not get cropped image.\n' ) 381 
                self.status.SetValue( 'Did not get cropped image...Please try again.' ) 382 
                self.cropButton.Enable( True ) 383 
                return False 384 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Please wait...cropping video to size...' ) 385 
        video_file, frames = cropper.crop( 386 
self.fname_txt.GetValue(),st,et,float(self.rate_txt.GetValue()),outdir,self.ffmpeg ) 387 
         388 
# Now extract the frames from the newly cropped video 389 
        digits = math.floor( math.log10( frames ) ) + 1 390 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Please wait...extracting frames from cropped video...' ) 391 
        self.ffmpeg.extractAllFrames( video_file, outdir+ ("/frame_%%0%dd.png" % digits ) 392 
) 393 
         394 
        self.cropButton.Enable( True ) 395 
        self.processButton.Enable( True ) 396 
        self.status.SetValue( "Set size values above and press Process Images button to 397 
proceed." ) 398 
         399 
# When the user presses the processButton 400 
#     Note that start time, end time and rate are all still able to be changed, those are 401 
all for cropping the video and so 402 
#     are nuot used by the processButton. They remain active in case the user wishes to 403 
re-crop the video. 404 
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    def processButtonClick( self, e ): 405 
         406 
 407 
# If the use wishes to pick an x-value for the calculations, display the first frame in a 408 
window and let the user click 409 
# where the x-value should be. 410 
        image_files = glob.glob( self.output.output_dir + '/frame_*.png' ) 411 
        if len( image_files ) == 0: 412 
            self.status.SetValue( "Did not find any image files in output directory. 413 
Please try again." ) 414 
            return 415 
             416 
        xval = None 417 
        if USER_PICK_X: 418 
            picker = PickX( image_files[0] ) 419 
            xval = picker.get_xval() 420 
         421 
# Process each image and save arrays of curve fit coeficients 422 
        top_coeffs = [] 423 
        bot_coeffs = [] 424 
        neutral_coeffs = [] 425 
        x_bounds = [] 426 
        x_zero_slopes = np.array([]) 427 
 428 
        top_R2 = [] 429 
        bot_R2 = [] 430 
        neutral_R2 = [] 431 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Please wait...processing images to calculate flexural 432 
modulus...' ) 433 
        if OUTPUT_EDGES and os.path.exists( EDGEDATA_FNAME ): os.remove( EDGEDATA_FNAME ) 434 
        for ff in image_files: 435 
            ( top_polyfit_pix, bot_polyfit_pix, neutral_polyfit_pix, r2_top, r2_bot, 436 
r2_neutral, xb  ) = self.image_processor.fit_edges( ff, DIAG_PLOTS, os.path.basename(ff), 437 
OUTPUT_EDGES ) 438 
             439 
# Save the coefficients for the animation 440 
# Save coefficient of determinations for any analysis of goodness of fit. 441 
            top_coeffs.append( top_polyfit_pix ) 442 
            bot_coeffs.append( bot_polyfit_pix ) 443 
            neutral_coeffs.append( neutral_polyfit_pix ) 444 
            x_bounds.append( xb ) 445 
            top_R2.append( r2_top ) 446 
            bot_R2.append( r2_bot ) 447 
            neutral_R2.append( r2_neutral ) 448 
             449 
# Want to use the same x point across the entire sequence, so first find the place where 450 
most of the curves are bottoming out and use that as x_zero_zlope 451 
            if BOTTOM_EDGE: 452 
                polyfit = bot_polyfit_pix 453 
            elif TOP_EDGE: 454 
                polyfit = top_polyfit_pix 455 
            else: 456 
                polyfit = neutral_polyfit_pix 457 
            x_zero_slopes = np.append( x_zero_slopes, self.calculator.find_x_zero_slope( 458 
polyfit, xb ) ) 459 
        if USER_PICK_X and ( xval != None ) : 460 
            x_zero_slope = xval 461 
        else: 462 
            x_zero_slope = np.median( x_zero_slopes ) 463 
 464 
# Find the curvature, displacement, and thickness of the sample - update array to include 465 
those values 466 
        curvature = np.array([]) 467 
        displacement = np.array([]) 468 
        thickness = np.array([]) 469 
        for i in range( 0, len( top_coeffs ) ): 470 
            ( curv, disp, th ) = self.calculator.motion_calc( top_coeffs[i], 471 
bot_coeffs[i], neutral_coeffs[i], x_bounds[i], x_zero_slope, TOP_EDGE, BOTTOM_EDGE ) 472 
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             473 
# The curvature cannot be less than the previous curvature and the displacement cannot be 474 
less than the previous displacement. 475 
# If these are the case, then its because the polynomial fit was slighty wrong. Try to 476 
fix that here. 477 
            if ONLY_INCREASE: 478 
                if len( curvature ) == 0: 479 
                    prev_curv = 0.0 480 
                    prev_disp = 0.0 481 
                else: 482 
                    prev_curv = curvature[-1] 483 
                    prev_disp = displacement[-1]             484 
                if BOTTOM_EDGE: 485 
                    ( bot_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = self.calculator.check_increase( 486 
curv, disp, bot_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 487 
                elif TOP_EDGE: 488 
                    ( top_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = self.calculator.check_increase( 489 
curv, disp, top_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 490 
                else: 491 
                    ( neutral_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = self.calculator.check_increase( 492 
curv, disp, neutral_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 493 
            else: 494 
                curvf = curv 495 
                dispf = disp 496 
                 497 
            curvature = np.append( curvature, curvf ) 498 
            displacement = np.append( displacement, dispf ) 499 
            thickness = np.append( thickness, th ) 500 
                 501 
# Create animation of all of the frames with the top and bottom edge curve fits. 502 
        self.output.create_animation( top_coeffs, bot_coeffs, neutral_coeffs, 503 
x_zero_slope, TOP_EDGE, BOTTOM_EDGE ) 504 
 505 
# Calculate the modulus of the sample using all the images 506 
        E = self.calculator.modulus_calc( curvature, displacement, thickness, float( 507 
self.sample_length_txt.GetValue() )/1000.0, float( self.sample_width_txt.GetValue() 508 
)/1000.0, float( self.sample_thick_txt.GetValue() )/1000.0, float( 509 
self.pix2m_txt.GetValue() )*1000.0, os.path.basename( self.output_dir_txt.GetValue() ) )    510 
        self.status.SetValue( 'Done processing. Load a new movie or image sequence or 511 
reprocess this one.' ) 512 
          513 
          514 
# The dialog box used to edit the image enhancement numbers - this box contains some 515 
constants that the user can tweak to get the 516 
# optimal image edge detection.  517 
    class EdgeDetectSettingsFrame(wx.Frame): 518 
        def __init__( self, parent, ID, title, I ): 519 
            wx.Frame.__init__( self, parent, ID, title, pos=wx.DefaultPosition, 520 
size=(280,250) ) 521 
            self.img_proc = I 522 
            self.contrast_txt = None 523 
            self.contrast_sigma_txt = None 524 
            self.edge_pixels_txt = None 525 
            self.edge_r2_txt = None 526 
            self.pixel_cutoff_txt = None 527 
            self.polyfit_txt = None 528 
            self.updateButton = None 529 
            self.initUI() 530 
             531 
#    Initialize the frame 532 
        def initUI(self): 533 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Contrast Enhancement: ", pos=(10,6) ) 534 
            self.contrast_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.2f" % 535 
self.img_proc.CONTRAST_ENHANCE, pos=(180,2), size=(60,20) ) 536 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Contrast cutoff sigma: ", pos=(10,30) ) 537 
            self.contrast_sigma_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.2f" % 538 
self.img_proc.CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA, pos=(180,26), size=(60,20) ) 539 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Pixel cutoff value: ", pos=(10,54) ) 540 
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            self.pixel_cutoff_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.1f" % 541 
self.img_proc.PIXEL_CUTOFF, pos=(180,50), size=(60,20) ) 542 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Edge pixels R^2 min: ", pos=(10,78) ) 543 
            self.edge_r2_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.2f" % 544 
self.img_proc.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2, pos=(180,74), size=(60,20) ) 545 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Edge max 'bad' pixels to remove: ", 546 
pos=(10,102) ) 547 
            self.edge_pixels_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%6.1f" % 548 
self.img_proc.EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM, pos=(180,98), size=(60,20) ) 549 
            wx.StaticText( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Polynomial fit order: ", pos=(10,126) ) 550 
            self.polyfit_txt = wx.TextCtrl( self, wx.ID_ANY, "%1d" % 551 
self.img_proc.POLYFIT_ORDER, pos=(180,122), size=(40,20) ) 552 
  553 
            self.updateButton = wx.Button( self, wx.ID_ANY, "Update Values", pos=(40,160) 554 
) 555 
            self.updateButton.SetSize( self.updateButton.GetBestSize() ) 556 
            self.Bind( wx.EVT_BUTTON, self.updateButtonClick, self.updateButton ) 557 
             558 
#    When the user clicks the "update" button. 559 
#    Don't want the program to crash if the number the user typed in can't be converted 560 
to a float, 561 
#    so just ignore that fact and leave a message. 562 
        def updateButtonClick( self, e ): 563 
            try: 564 
                self.img_proc.CONTRAST_ENHANCE = float( self.contrast_txt.GetValue() ) 565 
                self.img_proc.CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA = float( 566 
self.contrast_sigma_txt.GetValue() ) 567 
                self.img_proc.EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM = float( 568 
self.edge_pixels_txt.GetValue() ) 569 
                self.img_proc.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 = float( self.edge_r2_txt.GetValue() ) 570 
                self.img_proc.PIXEL_CUTOFF = float( self.pixel_cutoff_txt.GetValue() ) 571 
                self.img_proc.POLYFIT_ORDER = int( self.polyfit_txt.GetValue() ) 572 
                OUT( "Image processing values updated.\n" ) 573 
            except:   574 
                OUT( "Image processing values not updated because of some input error.\n" 575 
) 576 
# 577 
# End of the main window class 578 
############################################ 579 
 580 
############################################ 581 
# class FFMPEG - uses system calls to execute ffmpeg commands to deal with video 582 
# 583 
class FFMPEG(): 584 
    def __init__(self): 585 
        pass   # Nothing to do here.... 586 
             587 
# Use ffmpeg to get some basic information about the video 588 
    def movieInfo( self, fname ): 589 
        ret = {} 590 
        command = 'ffmpeg -i "%s"' % fname 591 
        if DIAG: ERR( 'command = %s\n' % command ) 592 
        a,b,c = os.popen3( command )             593 
        out = c.read() 594 
        duration_pat = re.compile( 'Duration: (.*), start' ) 595 
        fps_pat = re.compile( 'Stream .*: Video: .* kb/s, (.*) fps' ) 596 
        m = duration_pat.search( out ) 597 
        m1 = fps_pat.search( out ) 598 
        if m: 599 
            dur = m.group(1) 600 
            parts = dur.split(':') 601 
            ret['duration_str'] = dur 602 
            ret['duration'] = datetime.datetime.strptime( dur, "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 603 
            if DIAG: ERR( "duration_str = %s\n" % ret['duration_str'] ) 604 
        if m1: 605 
            fps = float( m1.group(1) ) 606 
            ret['fps'] = fps 607 
            if DIAG: ERR( "fps = %s\n" % ret['fps'] )  608 
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        return ret 609 
         610 
# Extract a frame to an image from the movie at a specific time 611 
    def extractFrame( self, movie_file, time, out_file ): 612 
        command = 'ffmpeg -i "%s" -ss %s -vframes 1 %s' % ( movie_file, time.strftime( 613 
"%H:%M:%S.%f" ), out_file ) 614 
        if DIAG: ERR( 'command = %s\n' % command ) 615 
        subprocess.call( shlex.split(command) ) 616 
         617 
# Extract all frames to images 618 
    def extractAllFrames( self, movie_file, out_file ): 619 
        command = 'ffmpeg -i "%s" "%s"' % ( movie_file, out_file ) 620 
        if DIAG: ERR( 'command = %s\n' % command ) 621 
        subprocess.call( shlex.split(command) ) 622 
         623 
# Crop the video down to a given size and length 624 
    def cropVideo( self, movie_file, start_time, rate, frames, width, height, topleft_x, 625 
topleft_y, out_file ): 626 
        command = 'ffmpeg -i "%s" -an -ss %s -r %f -vframes %d -vf crop=%d:%d:%d:%d %s' % 627 
( movie_file, start_time.strftime( "%H:%M:%S.%f" ), rate, int(frames), int(width), 628 
int(height), int(topleft_x), int(topleft_y), out_file ) 629 
        if DIAG: ERR( 'command = %s\n' % command ) 630 
        subprocess.call( shlex.split(command) )                  631 
# 632 
# End of class FFMPEG 633 
############################################ 634 
 635 
############################################ 636 
# CropVideo class displays a window where the user is exected to make a rectangle of the 637 
important parts of the video 638 
# The rest of the video will be left out as it is unnecessary 639 
# 640 
class CropVideo(): 641 
    def __init__(self,image1_fname, image2_fname): 642 
        self.pressed = False 643 
        self.initUI(image1_fname,image2_fname) 644 
        crop_bounds = [None, None, None, None] 645 
         646 
    def initUI(self,image1_fname,image2_fname): 647 
        self.im_first = Image.open( image1_fname ) 648 
        self.im_last = Image.open( image2_fname ) 649 
         650 
        self.figure = plt.figure() 651 
        self.ax1 = self.figure.add_subplot( 121 ) 652 
        plt.imshow(self.im_first) 653 
        plt.axis('off') 654 
        plt.title('first image', fontsize=20) 655 
         656 
        self.ax2 = self.figure.add_subplot( 122 ) 657 
        plt.imshow(self.im_last) 658 
        plt.axis('off') 659 
        plt.title('last image', fontsize=20) 660 
        plt.subplots_adjust( wspace=0.02, hspace=0.02, top=0.95, 661 
                                    bottom=0.02, left=0.02, right=0.98 ) 662 
                                     663 
        self.rect1 = patches.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, facecolor='None', edgecolor='green') 664 
        self.rect2 = patches.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, facecolor='None', edgecolor='green') 665 
        self.x0 = None;  self.y0 = None;  self.x1 = None;  self.y1 = None 666 
        self.x0_save = None;  self.y0_save = None;  self.x1_save = None;  self.y1_save = 667 
None 668 
        self.ax1.add_patch(self.rect1) 669 
        self.ax2.add_patch(self.rect2) 670 
 671 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.mpl_connect('button_press_event', self.on_press) 672 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.mpl_connect('button_release_event', self.on_release) 673 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.mpl_connect('motion_notify_event', self.on_motion) 674 
        btnaxes = plt.axes( [0.4, 0.1, 0.2, 0.07] ) 675 
        btn = widgets.Button( btnaxes, 'Crop to selected' ) 676 
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        btn.on_clicked( self.btn_pressed ) 677 
        plt.show() 678 
         679 
    def update_rect( self, rect, style ): 680 
        rect.set_width(self.x1 - self.x0) 681 
        rect.set_height(self.y1 - self.y0) 682 
        rect.set_xy( (self.x0, self.y0) ) 683 
        rect.set_linestyle(style) 684 
       685 
    def on_press(self, event): 686 
        self.pressed = True 687 
        self.x0_save = self.x0 688 
        self.y0_save = self.y0     689 
        self.x1_save = self.x1 690 
        self.y1_save = self.y1 691 
        self.x0 = event.xdata 692 
        self.y0 = event.ydata     693 
        self.x1 = event.xdata 694 
        self.y1 = event.ydata 695 
        if ( self.x0 == None ) or ( self.y0 == None ):  696 
            self.pressed = False 697 
            return 698 
        self.update_rect( self.rect1, 'dashed' ) 699 
        self.update_rect( self.rect2, 'dashed' ) 700 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 701 
        self.ax2.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 702 
         703 
    def on_motion(self,event): 704 
        if self.pressed == False: return 705 
        if ( self.x0 == None ) or ( self.y0 == None ): return 706 
        self.x1 = event.xdata 707 
        self.y1 = event.ydata 708 
        if ( self.x1 == None ) or ( self.y1 == None ): return 709 
        self.update_rect( self.rect1, 'dashed' ) 710 
        self.update_rect( self.rect2, 'dashed' ) 711 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 712 
        self.ax2.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 713 
         714 
    def on_release(self, event): 715 
        self.pressed = False 716 
        self.x1 = event.xdata 717 
        self.y1 = event.ydata 718 
        if ( self.x1 == None ) or ( self.y1 == None ) or ( self.x0 == None ) or ( self.y0 719 
== None ): 720 
            self.rect1.set_xy((0,0)) 721 
            self.rect1.set_width(1) 722 
            self.rect1.set_height(1) 723 
            self.rect2.set_xy((0,0)) 724 
            self.rect2.set_width(1) 725 
            self.rect2.set_height(1) 726 
            self.ax1.figure.canvas.draw() 727 
            return 728 
        self.update_rect( self.rect1, 'solid' ) 729 
        self.update_rect( self.rect2, 'solid' ) 730 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 731 
        self.ax2.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 732 
         733 
    def btn_pressed(self,event): 734 
        self.crop_bounds = ( self.x0_save, self.y0_save, self.x1_save, self.y1_save ) 735 
        plt.close() 736 
         737 
    def get_bounds(self): 738 
        return self.crop_bounds 739 
         740 
    def crop(self,ff,st,et,rate,outdir, ffmpeg_inst): 741 
        new_length = et - st 742 
        new_length_sec = new_length.seconds + new_length.microseconds / 1000000.0 743 
        frames = int( math.floor( new_length_sec * rate ) ) 744 
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        if self.crop_bounds[2] > self.crop_bounds[0]: 745 
            width = int( self.crop_bounds[2] - self.crop_bounds[0] ) 746 
            start_x = int( self.crop_bounds[0] ) 747 
        else: 748 
            width = int( self.crop_bounds[0] - self.crop_bounds[2] ) 749 
            start_x = int( self.crop_bounds[2] ) 750 
        if self.crop_bounds[3] > self.crop_bounds[1]: 751 
            height = int( self.crop_bounds[3] - self.crop_bounds[1] ) 752 
            start_y = int( self.crop_bounds[1] ) 753 
        else: 754 
            height = int( self.crop_bounds[1] - self.crop_bounds[3] ) 755 
            start_y = int( self.crop_bounds[3] ) 756 
        video_file = outdir+"/cropped.mov" 757 
        ffmpeg_inst.cropVideo( ff, st, rate, frames, width, height, start_x, start_y, 758 
video_file ) 759 
        return video_file, frames 760 
# 761 
# End of class CropVideo 762 
############################################ 763 
 764 
############################################ 765 
# PickX class displays a window where the user is exected to choose the point they wish 766 
to use for the x-values 767 
# 768 
class PickX(): 769 
    def __init__(self,image_fname): 770 
        self.pressed = False 771 
        self.initUI(image_fname) 772 
         773 
    def initUI(self,image_fname): 774 
        self.im = Image.open( image_fname ) 775 
        (self.width,self.height) = self.im.size 776 
         777 
        self.figure = plt.figure() 778 
        self.ax1 = self.figure.add_subplot( 111 ) 779 
        plt.imshow(self.im) 780 
        plt.axis('off') 781 
         782 
        plt.subplots_adjust( wspace=0.02, hspace=0.02, top=0.95, 783 
                                    bottom=0.02, left=0.02, right=0.98 ) 784 
        self.xval = None; self.x0 = None  785 
        self.yval = None; self.y0 = None 786 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.mpl_connect('button_press_event', self.on_press) 787 
        btnaxes = plt.axes( [0.4, 0.1, 0.2, 0.07] ) 788 
        btn = widgets.Button( btnaxes, 'Use this x-value' ) 789 
        btn.on_clicked( self.btn_pressed ) 790 
        plt.show() 791 
       792 
    def on_press(self, event): 793 
        self.xval = self.x0 794 
        if self.xval != None: self.xval = self.xval - self.width / 2.0 795 
        self.yval = self.y0 796 
        self.x0 = event.xdata 797 
        self.y0 = event.ydata     798 
        self.ax1.plot( self.x0, self.y0, 'ro' ) 799 
        self.ax1.figure.canvas.draw_idle() 800 
         801 
    def btn_pressed(self,event): 802 
        plt.close() 803 
         804 
    def get_xval(self): 805 
        return self.xval 806 
# 807 
# End of class PickX 808 
############################################ 809 
 810 
############################################ 811 
# Output - the Output class handles all of the output functions 812 
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# 813 
class Output(): 814 
    def __init__( self ): 815 
        self.output_dir = '' 816 
         817 
#   Creates the output directory based on movie filename 818 
    def make_dir( self, fname, make_it=True ): 819 
        title = os.path.basename(fname).rsplit('.',1)[0] 820 
        self.output_dir = title+"_modulus_calcs" 821 
        i = 1 822 
        while os.path.exists( self.output_dir ): 823 
            self.output_dir = title +"_modulus_calcs_%d" % i 824 
            i += 1 825 
        if make_it: os.mkdir( self.output_dir ) 826 
        return self.output_dir 827 
         828 
#   Get the output directory name 829 
    def get_output_dir(self): 830 
        return self.output_dir 831 
         832 
# Set the output directory -- if provided rather than created 833 
    def set_output_dir( self, outdir, make_it=False ): 834 
        self.output_dir = outdir 835 
        if ( make_it and ( not os.path.exists( self.output_dir ) ) ) : os.mkdir( 836 
self.output_dir ) 837 
         838 
    def create_animation( self, top_coeffs, bot_coeffs, neutral_coeffs, x_zero_slope, 839 
USE_TOP=TOP_EDGE, USE_BOT=BOTTOM_EDGE ): 840 
        images = [] 841 
        numimages = len(glob.glob(self.output_dir+ "/frame_*") ) 842 
        digits = math.floor( math.log10( numimages) ) + 1 843 
        for i in range( 1,numimages+1 ): 844 
            images.append( Image.open( self.output_dir+ ("/frame_%%0%dd.png" % digits ) % 845 
i ) ) 846 
        (width,height) = images[0].size 847 
        fig = plt.figure() 848 
        ax = plt.axes(xlim=(-width/2.0, width/2.0), ylim=(0, height)) 849 
        line_top, = ax.plot( [], [], lw=2.5, color="blue" ) 850 
        line_bot, = ax.plot( [], [], lw=2.5, color="red" ) 851 
        line_neutral, = ax.plot( [], [], lw=2.5, color='green' ) 852 
        x_pt, = ax.plot( [], [], 'wo' ) 853 
        shownimg = plt.imshow(images[0],extent=[-width/2.0,width/2.0,0,height]) 854 
        plt.axis('off') 855 
        x_vals = np.linspace( -width,width,2.0*width ) 856 
         857 
        def init(): 858 
            line_top.set_data([], []) 859 
            line_bot.set_data([], []) 860 
            line_neutral.set_data([], []) 861 
            x_pt.set_data([],[]) 862 
            shownimg.set_data( images[0] ) 863 
            return shownimg, line_top, line_bot, line_neutral, x_pt,  864 
             865 
        def animate(i): 866 
            y_top_vals = np.polyval( top_coeffs[i], x_vals ) 867 
            line_top.set_data( x_vals, y_top_vals ) 868 
            y_bot_vals =np.polyval( bot_coeffs[i], x_vals ) 869 
            line_bot.set_data( x_vals, y_bot_vals ) 870 
            y_neutral_vals =np.polyval( neutral_coeffs[i], x_vals ) 871 
            line_neutral.set_data( x_vals, y_neutral_vals ) 872 
            if USE_BOT: 873 
                y_zero_slope = np.polyval( bot_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope ) 874 
            elif USE_TOP: 875 
                y_zero_slope = np.polyval( top_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope ) 876 
            else: 877 
                y_zero_slope = np.polyval( neutral_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope ) 878 
            x_pt.set_data( [x_zero_slope], [y_zero_slope] ) 879 
            shownimg.set_data( images[i] ) 880 
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            return shownimg, line_top, line_bot, line_neutral, x_pt, 881 
             882 
        anim = animation.FuncAnimation( fig, animate, init_func=init, frames=numimages, 883 
interval=20,blit=True ) 884 
        anim.save( self.output_dir+'/curve_anim.mov', fps=30  ) 885 
        if DIAG_PLOTS: plt.show() 886 
        fig.clf() 887 
        plt.close() 888 
# 889 
# End of class Output 890 
############################################ 891 
 892 
############################################ 893 
# ImageProcess - the ImageProcess class handles all image processing routines as well as 894 
edge detection and curve fitting 895 
# 896 
class ImageProcess(): 897 
     898 
# Initializes some constants for the image processing.  899 
# These can be modified to improve the process if things aren't working. 900 
    def __init__(self): 901 
        self.CONTRAST_ENHANCE = CONTRAST_ENHANCE 902 
        self.CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA = CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA 903 
        self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM =  EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM 904 
        self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 = EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 905 
        self.PIXEL_CUTOFF = PIXEL_CUTOFF 906 
        self.POLYFIT_ORDER = POLYFIT_ORDER 907 
       908 
# Enhances the image so that the edges can be detected 909 
#   - assumes that the relevant part of the image is colored green 910 
#   - the returned numpy array contains the enhanced image data 911 
#   Process: 912 
#       1) load image and split into R,G,B channels 913 
#       2) subtract blue channel from green channel (to remove white areas) 914 
#       3) Uses PIL to enhance the contrast so that background pixels are removed 915 
#       4) Makes all pixel values less than a threshold equal to zero 916 
#              - this was done using the average of all non-zero and non-saturated pixel 917 
values and the standard deviation of all the data 918 
#   919 
    def image_enhance( self, ff, color="green", display_images = False ): 920 
        im = Image.open( ff ) 921 
        im.load() 922 
        width, height = im.size 923 
        r,g,b = im.split() 924 
        if color == "green": 925 
            res = ImageChops.subtract( g, b ) 926 
        else: 927 
            res = im.convert('L') 928 
        res2 = ImageEnhance.Contrast( res ).enhance( self.CONTRAST_ENHANCE ) 929 
        data = np.array( res2 ) 930 
        cutoff = data.sum() / ((data != 0) & (data != 255)).sum() - 931 
self.CONTRAST_CUTOFF_SIGMA*data.std() 932 
        data[(data < cutoff)] = 0 933 
         934 
#   If the user wants to see the progress of the processed images, it will be shown in a 935 
window. 936 
        if display_images: 937 
            img2 = Image.fromarray(data, mode = 'L') 938 
            self.show_enhance( g, res, res2, img2 ) 939 
             940 
        return data 941 
         942 
# Do edge dection of top and bottom edges of material. 943 
# The first pixel in each column that is in not zero starting from the top and bottom of 944 
the image is used as the edge. 945 
# After that there is some logic to make sure the pixel found is within a reasonable 946 
distane to other pixels around it. 947 
# If not, then the data point is rejeted. 948 
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    def find_edge( self, data ): 949 
        data_t = data.transpose()     # Transpose data so that row of the matrix 950 
represents a column of pixels 951 
        x = np.array([]) 952 
        y_top = np.array([]) 953 
        y_bot = np.array([]) 954 
        height = len( data ) 955 
        width = len( data_t ) 956 
             957 
# Go through each column of pixels 958 
        for i in range(0,width): 959 
            x = np.append( x,[i] )  960 
 961 
# Find the first pixel in each column of the image that is not equal to zero - this 962 
should be the top edge of the material 963 
            j = 0 964 
            z = -1 965 
            while z == -1 and j < height: 966 
                if data_t[i][j] > self.PIXEL_CUTOFF: z = j 967 
                j += 1 968 
            y_top = np.append(y_top,[height-z]) 969 
                 970 
# Find the first pixel in each column from the bottom of the image that is not equal to 971 
zero - this should be the bottom edge of the material 972 
            j = height-1 973 
            z = -1 974 
            while z == -1 and j >= 0: 975 
                if data_t[i][j] > self.PIXEL_CUTOFF: z = j 976 
                j = j - 1 977 
            y_bot = np.append(y_bot,[height-z]) 978 
 979 
# Now adjust results of edge detection by making sure that data points are within range 980 
of points around it and fit well to expected 2nd or 3rd order curve             981 
        return self.sanity_check( x, y_top, y_bot ) 982 
 983 
# Define a function which makes sure all points are valid - are close enough to being on 984 
a polynomial curve. 985 
# If not, just leave them out  (thus the x values might be different for top or bottom 986 
edge) 987 
# Also uses the midpoint of the x values to set the zero on the curve - x value to the 988 
left of middle with be negative 989 
    def sanity_check( self, x, y_top, y_bot ): 990 
        xmid = np.max(x) / 2.0 991 
        xf_top = np.subtract( x, xmid ) 992 
        xf_bot = np.subtract( x, xmid ) 993 
         994 
# Do top of sample first 995 
        stay_in_loop = True 996 
        count = 0 997 
        while stay_in_loop: 998 
            count += 1 999 
            pf_top = np.polyfit( xf_top, y_top, self.POLYFIT_ORDER ) 1000 
            r2  = r_squared( xf_top, y_top, pf_top ) 1001 
            if r2 <  self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2: 1002 
                f_top = np.polyval( pf_top, xf_top ) 1003 
                diff = np.subtract( y_top, f_top ) 1004 
                ss = np.multiply( diff, diff ) 1005 
                ind = np.argmax( ss ) 1006 
                xf_top = np.delete( xf_top, ind ) 1007 
                y_top = np.delete( y_top, ind ) 1008 
            if ( count > self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM ) or ( r2 > 1009 
self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 ): stay_in_loop = False 1010 
             1011 
        stay_in_loop = True 1012 
        count = 0 1013 
        while stay_in_loop: 1014 
            count += 1 1015 
            pf_bot = np.polyfit( xf_bot, y_bot, self.POLYFIT_ORDER ) 1016 
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            r2  = r_squared( xf_bot, y_bot, pf_bot ) 1017 
            if r2 <  self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2: 1018 
                f_bot = np.polyval( pf_bot, xf_bot ) 1019 
                diff = np.subtract( y_bot, f_bot ) 1020 
                ss = np.multiply( diff, diff ) 1021 
                ind = np.argmax( ss ) 1022 
                xf_bot = np.delete( xf_bot, ind ) 1023 
                y_bot = np.delete( y_bot, ind ) 1024 
            if ( count > self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_MAX_PIXELS_TO_REM ) or ( r2 > 1025 
self.EDGE_ON_CURVE_R2 ): stay_in_loop = False 1026 
             1027 
        return xf_top, y_top, xf_bot, y_bot 1028 
     1029 
# The wrapper routine that will use the above functions to find the edges of the sample 1030 
and fit  1031 
    def fit_edges(self, ff, display_plots=False, img_name='', output_edges=OUTPUT_EDGES 1032 
): 1033 
         1034 
 # Assuming that the material has been stained with fluoroscein, enhance the green image 1035 
so that finding the edge is easier 1036 
        color="white" 1037 
        if FLUOROSCEIN: color = "green" 1038 
        data = self.image_enhance( ff, color=color, display_images=display_plots ) 1039 
         1040 
# Find width and height by simply sizing up data array or pixel values 1041 
        width = len( data[0] ) 1042 
        height = len( data ) 1043 
             1044 
# x_top_pix and y_top_pix are the pixels of the top edge 1045 
# x_bottom_pix and y_bottom_pix are the pixels of the bottom edge 1046 
        ( x_top_pix, y_top_pix, x_bot_pix, y_bot_pix ) = self.find_edge( data ) 1047 
 1048 
# Calculate the pixels for the neutral plane by averaging the top and middle edges 1049 
# Note, have to be a little tricky with the interp1d function from scipy because the 1050 
edges might not have same x points 1051 
        x_neutral_pix = np.union1d( x_top_pix,x_bot_pix ) 1052 
        ftop = interp1d( x_top_pix, y_top_pix ) 1053 
        fbot = interp1d( x_bot_pix, y_bot_pix ) 1054 
        y_neutral_pix = [] 1055 
        for pt in x_neutral_pix: 1056 
            if pt < x_top_pix[0]: 1057 
                topval = y_top_pix[0] 1058 
            elif  pt > x_top_pix[-1]:  1059 
                topval = y_top_pix[-1] 1060 
            else: 1061 
                topval = ftop(pt) 1062 
            if pt < x_bot_pix[0]: 1063 
                botval = y_bot_pix[0] 1064 
            elif  pt > x_bot_pix[-1]:  1065 
                botval = y_bot_pix[-1] 1066 
            else: 1067 
                botval = fbot(pt) 1068 
            y_neutral_pix.append( ( topval + botval ) / 2.0 ) 1069 
         1070 
        if OUTPUT_EDGES: 1071 
            fname = open( EDGEDATA_FNAME, 'a' ) 1072 
            fname.write( ff + '\n' ) 1073 
            fname.write( 'top\n' ) 1074 
            for i in range( 0, len( x_top_pix) ): 1075 
                fname.write( "%d,%d\n" % (x_top_pix[i], y_top_pix[i] ) ) 1076 
            fname.write( 'bottom\n' ) 1077 
            for i in range( 0, len( x_bot_pix) ): 1078 
                fname.write( "%d,%d\n" % (x_bot_pix[i], y_bot_pix[i] ) ) 1079 
            fname.close() 1080 
  1081 
# Fit given order polynomial curves to the top edge and bottom edge. The equation for 1082 
beam under 3 point bending is: 1083 
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# w(x) = P/(48*E*I) * [4x^3 - 3L^2x - 8*<x-L/2>^3] - so a 3rd order fit should work well 1084 
- but may induce some issues, so a 2nd order 1085 
# fit may actually work better from a practical point.  Units of equation is pixels. 1086 
        top_polyfit_pix = np.polyfit( x_top_pix, y_top_pix, self.POLYFIT_ORDER ) 1087 
        bot_polyfit_pix = np.polyfit( x_bot_pix, y_bot_pix, self.POLYFIT_ORDER ) 1088 
        neutral_polyfit_pix = np.polyfit( x_neutral_pix, y_neutral_pix, 1089 
self.POLYFIT_ORDER ) 1090 
        top_R2 = r_squared(x_top_pix, y_top_pix, top_polyfit_pix) 1091 
        bot_R2 = r_squared(x_bot_pix, y_bot_pix, bot_polyfit_pix) 1092 
        neutral_R2 = r_squared(x_neutral_pix, y_neutral_pix, neutral_polyfit_pix) 1093 
         1094 
# Calculate the minimum and maximum x values used for the edge definitions 1095 
# This will be returned so that when the curvature is calculated, its actually calculated 1096 
on the sample and not  1097 
# outside the sample in the x direction. 1098 
        x_min = min( np.min(x_top_pix), np.min(x_bot_pix) ) 1099 
        x_max = max( np.max(x_top_pix), np.max(x_bot_pix) ) 1100 
         1101 
# If requested, plot the edge detection and the corresponding 3rd order polynomial fits. 1102 
        if display_plots: 1103 
            figure = plt.figure() 1104 
            ax = figure.add_subplot( 111 ) 1105 
            ax.plot( x_top_pix,y_top_pix ) 1106 
            ax.plot( x_bot_pix,y_bot_pix ) 1107 
            ax.plot( x_neutral_pix,y_neutral_pix ) 1108 
            if img_name != '': plt.title( img_name ) 1109 
            x_vals = np.linspace( -width,width,2.0*width ) 1110 
            y_top_vals = np.polyval( top_polyfit_pix, x_vals ) 1111 
            y_bot_vals = np.polyval( bot_polyfit_pix, x_vals ) 1112 
            y_neutral_vals = np.polyval( neutral_polyfit_pix, x_vals ) 1113 
            ax.plot( x_vals, y_top_vals ) 1114 
            ax.plot( x_vals, y_bot_vals ) 1115 
            ax.plot( x_vals, y_neutral_vals ) 1116 
            ax.set_ylim([0.0,height]) 1117 
            ax.set_xlim([-width/2.0,width/2.0]) 1118 
            mc = MechCalcs() 1119 
            if BOTTOM_EDGE: 1120 
                x_zero_slope = mc.find_x_zero_slope( bot_polyfit_pix, np.array( [x_min, 1121 
x_max] ) ) 1122 
            elif TOP_EDGE: 1123 
                x_zero_slope = mc.find_x_zero_slope( top_polyfit_pix, np.array( [x_min, 1124 
x_max] ) ) 1125 
            else: 1126 
                x_zero_slope = mc.find_x_zero_slope( neutral_polyfit_pix, np.array( 1127 
[x_min, x_max] ) ) 1128 
            curv, disp, thick = mc.motion_calc( top_polyfit_pix, bot_polyfit_pix, 1129 
neutral_polyfit_pix, np.array( [x_min, x_max] ), None, TOP_EDGE, BOTTOM_EDGE ) 1130 
            ax.plot( x_zero_slope, disp, 'ro' ) 1131 
            ax.text( 0.3, 0.22, "Top %s = %5.3f" % ( r'$R^2$', top_R2 ), transform = 1132 
ax.transAxes ) 1133 
            ax.text( 0.3, 0.17, "Bottom %s = %5.3f" % ( r'$R^2$', bot_R2 ), transform = 1134 
ax.transAxes ) 1135 
            ax.text( 0.3, 0.12, "Neutral %s = %5.3f" % ( r'$R^2$', neutral_R2 ), 1136 
transform = ax.transAxes ) 1137 
            ax.text( 0.3, 0.07, "Curvature = %9.4f pixels" % curv, transform = 1138 
ax.transAxes ) 1139 
            ax.text( 0.3, 0.02, "Displacement = %6.1f pixels" % disp, transform = 1140 
ax.transAxes ) 1141 
            plt.show() 1142 
                   1143 
        return top_polyfit_pix, bot_polyfit_pix, neutral_polyfit_pix, top_R2, bot_R2, 1144 
neutral_R2, np.array( [x_min, x_max] ) 1145 
         1146 
# Create plot of the images demonstrating the ability to enhance the gel outline 1147 
    def show_enhance( self, img1, img2, img3, img4 ): 1148 
        figure = plt.figure() 1149 
        figure.add_subplot( 221 ) 1150 
        plt.imshow(img1) 1151 
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        figure.add_subplot( 222 ) 1152 
        plt.imshow(img2) 1153 
        figure.add_subplot( 223 ) 1154 
        plt.imshow(img3) 1155 
        figure.add_subplot( 224 ) 1156 
        plt.imshow(img4) 1157 
        plt.axis('off') 1158 
        plt.show() 1159 
# 1160 
# End of class ImageProcess 1161 
############################################ 1162 
 1163 
############################################ 1164 
# MechCalcs - the MechCalcs class handles all of the calculations for the mechanics and 1165 
bending moment of the sample 1166 
# 1167 
class MechCalcs(): 1168 
    def __init__(self, order=POLYFIT_ORDER): 1169 
        self.POLYFIT_ORDER = order 1170 
       1171 
# Use the polynomial fit to evaulate the motion of the sample over time    1172 
    def motion_calc( self, top_polyfit, bot_polyfit, neutral_polyfit, x_bounds, 1173 
x_zero_slope=None, USE_TOP=TOP_EDGE, USE_BOT=BOTTOM_EDGE ): 1174 
 1175 
# Want to find the curavature at lowest deflection of the beam - where the slope is zero.  1176 
# We are assuming that is where the force is being applied. 1177 
# The curvature, k, is simply d2y/dx2, (because the slope where we are concerned = zero)  1178 
# Generically k = (d2y/dx2) / ( 1+(dy/dx)^2)^(3/2) -- so when dy/dx = 0, k = dy2/dx2 1179 
# Process: 1180 
#    1) slope = d( ax^3+bx^2+cx+d )/dx = 3ax^2 + 2bx + c 1181 
#        a) solve for where the slope equals zero 1182 
#        b) choose the root that is closest to x=0 because that is where we expect the 1183 
deflected beam to be zero slope. 1184 
#        c) but also want a value that is within  reason --- ie withing the bounds of the 1185 
sample video 1186 
#    2) curvature = d2( ax^3+bx^2+cx+d )/dx2 = 6ax+2b.  - use x value when slope = 0 1187 
# 1188 
 1189 
# User can choose to use the bottom of the sample rather than the top to do all the 1190 
calculations (in case having trouble detecting the top edge) 1191 
        if USE_BOT: 1192 
            polyfit = bot_polyfit 1193 
        elif USE_TOP: 1194 
            polyfit = top_polyfit 1195 
        else: 1196 
            polyfit = neutral_polyfit 1197 
             1198 
# We know the 2nd derivative analytically 1199 
        if self.POLYFIT_ORDER == 4: 1200 
            dydx_coeffs =  np.array( [4.0*polyfit[0], 3.0*polyfit[1], 2.0*polyfit[2], 1201 
polyfit[3]] ) 1202 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [12.0*polyfit[0], 6.0*polyfit[1], 2.0*polyfit[2]] ) 1203 
        elif self.POLYFIT_ORDER == 3: 1204 
            dydx_coeffs =  np.array( [3.0*polyfit[0], 2.0*polyfit[1], polyfit[2]] ) 1205 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [6.0*polyfit[0], 2.0*polyfit[1]] ) 1206 
        else: 1207 
            dydx_coeffs = np.array( [2.0*polyfit[0], polyfit[1]] ) 1208 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [2.0*polyfit[0]] ) 1209 
        if x_zero_slope==None: 1210 
            x_zero_slope = self.find_x_zero_slope( polyfit, x_bounds ) 1211 
             1212 
# When the user sets the flag USE_CONST_X_FOR_CURVATURE, it will mean that the curvature 1213 
will be calculated from the consistant x-value used 1214 
# throughout the entire test. In this case the derivative is not necessarily zero, so the 1215 
more complete equation for curvature will be used. 1216 
# Otherwise, always use the zero slope point for curvature, which means that k = d2y/dx2 1217 
because the slope is zero. 1218 
# The curvature is then just the 2nd derivative when the slope=0. 1219 
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        if USE_CONST_X_FOR_CURVATURE: 1220 
            ypp = np.polyval(  d2ydx2_coeffs, x_zero_slope ) 1221 
            yp = np.polyval(  dydx_coeffs, x_zero_slope ) 1222 
            c = ypp / ( 1.0+yp**2.0 )**( 3.0/2.0) 1223 
        else: 1224 
            x_actual_zero_slope = self.find_x_zero_slope( polyfit, x_bounds ) 1225 
            c = np.polyval(  d2ydx2_coeffs, x_actual_zero_slope ) 1226 
             1227 
# The displacement of the meauring rod is the y direction offset of the top of the gel.  1228 
# Also find displacement of bottom to estimate thickness of gel - the trick here is want 1229 
to use the same x values for both top and bottom to get a true thickness. 1230 
# This will also be calculated as the value of y when the slope=0.  1231 
        top_d = np.polyval( top_polyfit, x_zero_slope ) 1232 
        bot_d = np.polyval( bot_polyfit, x_zero_slope ) 1233 
        neutral_d = np.polyval( neutral_polyfit, x_zero_slope ) 1234 
        if USE_BOT: 1235 
            d = bot_d 1236 
        elif USE_TOP: 1237 
            d = top_d 1238 
        else: 1239 
            d = neutral_d 1240 
        thick = top_d - bot_d 1241 
         1242 
        return c, d, thick 1243 
         1244 
# Calculate the curvature and displacement where the slope of the polynomial fit is zero. 1245 
# This ensures the "bottom" of the curve, which is the point we are interested in 1246 
    def find_x_zero_slope(  self, polyfit, x_bounds ): 1247 
        if self.POLYFIT_ORDER == 4: 1248 
            dydx_coeffs =  np.array( [4.0*polyfit[0], 3.0*polyfit[1], 2.0*polyfit[2], 1249 
polyfit[3]] ) 1250 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [12.0*polyfit[0], 6.0*polyfit[1], 2.0*polyfit[2]] ) 1251 
            roots = np.roots( dydx_coeffs ) 1252 
             1253 
# There are 3 spots where the slope of the line could = 0 (because it is a 4th order fit) 1254 
#  Choose the one that is closest to zero, but the curvature also has to be the right 1255 
direction - ie positive. 1256 
#  Otherwise that can't be the correct root because the sample is bending the wrong way 1257 
(ie opposite of how the load is applied) 1258 
# There can be 2 imaginary roots and only one real root, so need to investigate that 1259 
possibility first -- use the only real root 1260 
            reality = np.isreal(roots) 1261 
            num_real = np.count_nonzero(reality) 1262 
            if num_real == 1: 1263 
                x_zero_slope = abs( roots[np.where(reality)] )[0] 1264 
            else: 1265 
                if abs( roots[0] ) == min(abs(roots)): 1266 
                    if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) < 0.0 ): 1267 
                        if abs( roots[1] ) < abs( roots[2] ): 1268 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1269 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[2] ) > 0.0 ): 1270 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[2] 1271 
                            else: 1272 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[1]         1273 
                        else: 1274 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[2] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1275 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) > 0.0 ): 1276 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1277 
                            else: 1278 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[2] 1279 
                    else: 1280 
                        x_zero_slope = roots[0] 1281 
                elif abs( roots[1] ) == min(abs(roots)): 1282 
                    if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) < 0.0 ): 1283 
                        if abs( roots[0] ) < abs( roots[2] ): 1284 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1285 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[2] ) > 0.0 ): 1286 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[2] 1287 
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                            else: 1288 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[0]         1289 
                        else: 1290 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[2] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1291 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) > 0.0 ): 1292 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[0] 1293 
                            else: 1294 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[2] 1295 
                    else: 1296 
                        x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1297 
                else: 1298 
                    if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[2] ) < 0.0 ): 1299 
                        if abs( roots[0] ) < abs( roots[1] ): 1300 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1301 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) > 0.0 ): 1302 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1303 
                            else: 1304 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[0]         1305 
                        else: 1306 
                            if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) < 0.0 ) and ( 1307 
np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) > 0.0 ): 1308 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[0] 1309 
                            else: 1310 
                                x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1311 
                    else: 1312 
                        x_zero_slope = roots[2] 1313 
 1314 
        elif self.POLYFIT_ORDER == 3: 1315 
            dydx_coeffs =  np.array( [3.0*polyfit[0], 2.0*polyfit[1], polyfit[2]] ) 1316 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [6.0*polyfit[0], 2.0*polyfit[1]] ) 1317 
            roots = np.roots( dydx_coeffs ) 1318 
             1319 
# There are two spots where the slope of the line = 0 (because it is a 3rd order fit) 1320 
#  Choose the one that is closest to zero, but the curvature also has to be the right 1321 
direction - ie positive. 1322 
#  Otherwise that can't be the correct root because the sample is bending the wrong way 1323 
(ie opposite of how the load is applied) 1324 
            if abs( roots[0] ) < abs( roots[1] ): 1325 
                if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) < 0.0 ) and ( np.polyval( 1326 
d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) > 0.0 ): 1327 
                    x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1328 
                else: 1329 
                    x_zero_slope = roots[0] 1330 
            else: 1331 
                if ( np.polyval( d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[1] ) < 0.0 ) and ( np.polyval( 1332 
d2ydx2_coeffs, roots[0] ) > 0.0 ): 1333 
                    x_zero_slope = roots[0] 1334 
                else: 1335 
                    x_zero_slope = roots[1] 1336 
        else: 1337 
             1338 
# Things are simpler for a 2nd order fit -- there is only one spot where the slope = 0. 1339 
            dydx_coeffs = np.array( [2.0*polyfit[0], polyfit[1]] ) 1340 
            d2ydx2_coeffs = np.array( [2.0*polyfit[0]] ) 1341 
            x_zero_slope = np.roots( dydx_coeffs )[0]  1342 
         1343 
# Need to do something in case the root solver can't find a real x value with zero slope. 1344 
Set x=0 if this is the case. 1345 
        if np.iscomplex( x_zero_slope ):   1346 
            if DIAG: ERR( 'Found complex root for zero slope point. Using x=0.\n' ) 1347 
            x_zero_slope = 0.0 1348 
         1349 
# Also need to do something if the x value at the zero slope point is not even on the 1350 
sample measurement. 1351 
# This can result in a very unrealistic value for the displacement. Set x where y is a 1352 
mimumum for the range of the sample x. 1353 
        if ( x_zero_slope < x_bounds[0] ) or ( x_zero_slope > x_bounds[1] ): 1354 
            if np.polyval( polyfit, x_bounds[0] ) < np.polyval( polyfit, x_bounds[1] ): 1355 
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                x_zero_slope = x_bounds[0] 1356 
            else: 1357 
                x_zero_slope = x_bounds[1] 1358 
            if DIAG:  1359 
                ERR( 'Found x_zero_slope outside x bounds of sample. Setting x_zero_slope 1360 
= %f\n' % x_zero_slope ) 1361 
         1362 
        return x_zero_slope 1363 
 1364 
         1365 
# Calculate the modulus of the sample from the curvature and displacement of the sample 1366 
over time 1367 
    def modulus_calc(self, curvature, displacement, t, L_sample=SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF, 1368 
b_sample=SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF, h_sample=SAMPLE_THICK_DEF, pix2m = PIX2M, title="Moment vs 1369 
curvature" ): 1370 
         1371 
# Calculate moments of interia for both the sample in bending and the rod used to measure 1372 
the force against the sample. 1373 
# The sample is assumed to be a retangular beam so I = 1/12 * b*h^3 ) 1374 
# The rod is a cylinder so I = (pi*r^4)/4 1375 
# 1376 
        E_rod = E_ROD_DEF 1377 
        L_rod = LENGTH_ROD_DEF 1378 
        D_rod = DIAMETER_ROD_DEF 1379 
        I_rod = ( np.pi*D_rod**4 ) / 64.0 1380 
        I_sample = b_sample*(h_sample**3) / 12.0 1381 
     1382 
# If the pixel to physical length scale has not yet been defined, define it by using the 1383 
average of the thickness of the sample over all the frames 1384 
        if pix2m == 0.0:  1385 
            thickness_pix = np.average( t ) 1386 
            pix2m = thickness_pix / h_sample 1387 
 1388 
# Solve for mechanical properties 1389 
# M = EI k     where M = bending moment,  1390 
#                           I = moment of inertia  1391 
#                           E = the apparent flexural modulus of the beam 1392 
#                           k = the curvature. 1393 
# For three point bending, we know that the moment at the center of the beam = (P/2)(L/2) 1394 
= PL/4 1395 
#     L is the distance between the posts of the 3 point bending tester.  1396 
#     P is the force applied at the center and corresponds to the maximum moment along 1397 
the beam. 1398 
# 1399 
# The movement of the top of the beam corresponds to the bending of the tip of the 1400 
flexural bar. 1401 
# Based on cantilever bending its defection at the end is related to the force applied by 1402 
w = PL^3/(3EI). 1403 
# 1404 
# To solve for each discrete timestep in the video: 1405 
#  Use the derviative with respect to time of the M = EIk equation. EI are constant to 1406 
that becomes dM = EI dk. 1407 
# dK is simply the change in curvature since the start of the movie. 1408 
# dM is calculated from dP which is calculated from dW  (easily done because all other 1409 
values are constants) 1410 
# 1411 
        dw = np.subtract( displacement ,displacement[0] ) / pix2m 1412 
        dk = np.subtract( curvature, curvature[0] ) * pix2m 1413 
        dP = ( 3.0*dw*E_rod*I_rod ) / ( L_rod**3 ) 1414 
        dM = dP*L_sample / 4.0 1415 
 1416 
# Can solve for each E_apparent by rearranging equation 1417 
# Find first dk > 0 to avoid divide by zero 1418 
        first_index = np.where( dk > 0 )[0][0] 1419 
        E_apparent = dM[first_index:] / ( I_sample*dk[first_index:] ) 1420 
         1421 
# But in order get a better estimate of the true E_apparent, will plot dM versus dK and 1422 
solve for the slope of the best fit line - which equals EI 1423 
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        line_fit = np.polyfit( dk, dM, 1 )  1424 
        E_slope = line_fit[0] / I_sample 1425 
        R2 = r_squared( dk, dM, line_fit ) 1426 
         1427 
        font = { 'family' : 'Calibri', 'weight' : 'normal','size'   : FONT_SIZE } 1428 
        plt.rc( 'font', **font ) 1429 
        figure = plt.figure() 1430 
        ax = figure.add_subplot( 111 ) 1431 
        ax.plot( dk, dM*1.0e6, 'ro' ) 1432 
        ax.plot( dk, np.polyval( line_fit, dk )*1.0e6, 'b' ) 1433 
        ax.set_ylabel( 'Moment (N m) %s' % r'$*10^{-6}$' ) 1434 
        ax.set_xlabel( 'Curvature (1/m)' ) 1435 
        ax.text( 0.5, 0.07, "E = %7.2f kPa" % ( E_slope/1000.0 ), transform = 1436 
ax.transAxes ) 1437 
        ax.text( 0.5, 0.02, "%s = %5.3f" % ( r'$R^2$', R2 ), transform = ax.transAxes ) 1438 
        if title != None and TITLE_ON_PLOTS: 1439 
            ax.set_title( title ) 1440 
        if SAVE_HI_RES_PLOTS: 1441 
            figure.savefig('bending_modulus.png', format='png', dpi=PLOT_RES) 1442 
        plt.show() 1443 
         1444 
        return E_slope, R2      1445 
 1446 
# Function to make sure that curvature and displacement are increasing at every step 1447 
# Logic is fairly simply: 1448 
# 1) Curvature cannot be less than zero - it may be, but there is no moment from the flex 1449 
bar doing this, so safe to ignore it. 1450 
# 2) If the curvature or displacement is less than previous values, set them equal to the 1451 
previous values. 1452 
# 3) Resolve the polynomial fit based on these values at x_zero_slope 1453 
#        for 2nd order: 1454 
#             y(x) = ay^2 + by + c = D 1455 
#             dy/dx = 2ay + b = 0 1456 
#             d2y/dx2 = 2a = K 1457 
#             Therefore a = K/2.0   b = -K*x_zero_slope, c = D + K/2*x_zero_slope^2 1458 
#        for 3rd order:  1459 
#              not entirely sure, so skipping that.... 1460 
# 1461 
    def check_increase( self, curv, disp, coeffs, x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ): 1462 
        dispf = disp 1463 
        if self.POLYFIT_ORDER == 2: 1464 
            curvf = max( 0.0, curv ) 1465 
            if curvf < prev_curv: curvf = prev_curv 1466 
            if dispf < prev_disp: dispf = prev_disp 1467 
            new_coeffs = np.array( [curvf/2.0, -curvf*x_zero_slope, 1468 
dispf+curvf/2.0*x_zero_slope*x_zero_slope] ) 1469 
        else: 1470 
            curvf = curv 1471 
            new_coeffs = coeffs 1472 
        return new_coeffs, curvf, dispf 1473 
# 1474 
# End of class MechCalcs 1475 
############################################        1476 
 1477 
############################################ 1478 
# These are just a collections of functions that don't really belong in a class... 1479 
 1480 
# How the program should be used 1481 
def usage(): 1482 
    ERR( "\nusage: bending_modulus.py [options] [input_file]\n" ) 1483 
    ERR( "    This program will post-process video data from the custom bending testing 1484 
in the Grande-Allen lab.\n" ) 1485 
    ERR( "    It will calculate the apparent bending modulus of the material based on the 1486 
analysis of the video.\n" ) 1487 
    ERR( "    The program can be run in GUI mode or text mode.\n\n" ) 1488 
    ERR( "  Options:\n" ) 1489 
    ERR( "      -? = display this help message.\n" ) 1490 
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    ERR( "      -t = text mode (without GUI.)  If using the GUI, the rest of these 1491 
options are not useful.\n" ) 1492 
    ERR( "      -x = use top edge of sample for calculations\n" ) 1493 
    ERR( "      -y = use bottom edge of sample for calculations\n") 1494 
    ERR( "      -d = images are already cropped and stripped from video and are stored in 1495 
a directory.\n" ) 1496 
    ERR( "           Must provide directory name with this option, rather than video 1497 
file.\n" ) 1498 
    ERR( "      -s = time in video to start processing. Must be in hh:mm:ss format. Not 1499 
used if -d specified. Default = 00:00:00\n" ) 1500 
    ERR( "      -e = time in the video to stop processing. Must be in hh:mm:ss format. 1501 
Not used if -d specified. Default = 1 second before end.\n" ) 1502 
    ERR( "      -r = rate to evaluate video. Not used if -d specified. Default = 1 fps\n" 1503 
) 1504 
    ERR( "      -l = sample length (between posts) in mm. Default = 20.0 mm\n" ) 1505 
    ERR( "      -b = sample width in mm. Default = 5.0 mm\n" ) 1506 
    ERR( "      -h = sample thickness in mm. Default = 1.5 mm\n" ) 1507 
    ERR( "      -p = pixel to millimeter conversion\n" )     1508 
# 1509 
# End of usage 1510 
######## 1511 
 1512 
######## 1513 
# Check time format function to make sure the input times are 1514 
def time_input( input ): 1515 
    pat1 = re.compile( '([0-9]+):([0-9]+):([0-9]+)' ) 1516 
    pat2 = re.compile( '([0-9]+):([0-9]+):([0-9]+\.[0-9]+)' ) 1517 
    m1 = pat1.search( input ) 1518 
    m2 = pat2.search( input ) 1519 
    if m2: 1520 
        return datetime.datetime.strptime( input, "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 1521 
    elif m1: 1522 
        return datetime.datetime.strptime( input, "%H:%M:%S" ) 1523 
    else: 1524 
        return None 1525 
# 1526 
# End of time_input 1527 
######## 1528 
 1529 
######## 1530 
# Compute the R^2 (coefficient of determination) value for a least squares polynomial fit 1531 
def r_squared(x,y,polyfit): 1532 
    n = len(x) 1533 
    a = len(polyfit) 1534 
    f = np.array([]) 1535 
    for i in range( 0, n ): 1536 
        val = 0.0 1537 
        for coef in range( 0,a ): 1538 
            val += polyfit[coef]*x[i]**(a-1-coef) 1539 
        f = np.append( f, val ) 1540 
    ybar = np.average( y ) 1541 
    sstot = 0.0 1542 
    sserr = 0.0 1543 
    for i in range( 0, n ): 1544 
        sstot += ( y[i]-ybar )*( y[i]-ybar ) 1545 
        sserr += ( y[i]-f[i] )*( y[i]-f[i] ) 1546 
    try: 1547 
        R2 = 1.0 - sserr/sstot 1548 
    except ZeroDivisionError: 1549 
        R2 = 1.0 1550 
    return R2 1551 
# 1552 
# That's all the misc functions 1553 
############################################ 1554 
 1555 
############################################ 1556 
# Entry point into the program 1557 
if __name__ == '__main__': 1558 
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    opts,args = getopt.getopt( sys.argv[1:], '?txys:e:r:d:l:b:h:p:' ) 1559 
     1560 
# Defaults 1561 
    gui_mode = 1 1562 
    pre_cropped = 0 1563 
    start_time = datetime.datetime.strptime( "00:00:00.0", "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 1564 
    end_time = '9999' 1565 
    output_dir = '' 1566 
    rate = OUTPUT_FPS_DEF 1567 
    L_sample = SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF 1568 
    b_sample = SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF 1569 
    h_sample = SAMPLE_THICK_DEF 1570 
    pix2m = PIX2M 1571 
     1572 
    output = Output() 1573 
    1574 
# Parse command line options 1575 
    for o,a in opts: 1576 
        if o == "-?": 1577 
            usage() 1578 
            sys.exit(0) 1579 
        elif o == "-t": 1580 
            gui_mode = 0 1581 
        elif o == "-x": 1582 
            TOP_EDGE = 1 1583 
        elif o == "-y": 1584 
            BOTTOM_EDGE = 1 1585 
        elif o == "-d": 1586 
            pre_cropped = 1 1587 
            image_files = glob.glob( a + "/frame_*.png" ) 1588 
            if len( image_files ) > 0: 1589 
                output_dir = os.path.dirname( image_files[0] ) 1590 
                output.set_output_dir( output_dir ) 1591 
            else: 1592 
                ERR( "ERROR: could not find image files in directory %s\n" % a ) 1593 
                ERR( "       check directory or don't use -d option\n" ) 1594 
                sys.exit(1) 1595 
        elif o == "-s": 1596 
            start_time = time_input( a ) 1597 
            if start_time == None: 1598 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: start time must be in format hh:mm:ss.s\n' ) 1599 
                ERR( '         Using 00:00:00.00 for start\n' ) 1600 
                start_time = datetime.datetime.strptime( "00:00:00.0", "%H:%M:%S.%f" ) 1601 
        elif o == "-e": 1602 
            end_time = time_input( a ) 1603 
            if end_time == None: 1604 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: end time must be in format hh:mm:ss.s\n' ) 1605 
                ERR( '         Using one second from end of video for end time\n' ) 1606 
                end_time = '9999' 1607 
        elif o == "-r": 1608 
            try: 1609 
                rate = float( a ) 1610 
            except: 1611 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: input rate not converted to float. Using default of 1612 
%4.1f frame/sec.\n' % OUTPUT_FPS_RATE ) 1613 
                rate = OUTPUT_FPS_RATE 1614 
        elif o == "-l": 1615 
            try: 1616 
                L_sample = float( a ) / 1000.0 1617 
            except: 1618 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: sample length not converted to float. Using default of 1619 
%4.1f frame/sec.\n' % SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF ) 1620 
                rate = SAMPLE_LENGTH_DEF 1621 
        elif o == "-b": 1622 
            try: 1623 
                b_sample = float( a ) / 1000.0 1624 
            except: 1625 
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                ERR( '\nWARNING: sample width not converted to float. Using default of 1626 
%4.1f frame/sec.\n' % SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF ) 1627 
                rate = SAMPLE_WIDTH_DEF 1628 
        elif o == "-h": 1629 
            try: 1630 
                h_sample = float( a ) / 1000.0 1631 
            except: 1632 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: sample thickness not converted to float. Using default 1633 
of %4.1f frame/sec.\n' % SAMPLE_THICK_DEF ) 1634 
                rate = SAMPLE_THICK_DEF 1635 
        elif o == "-p": 1636 
            try: 1637 
                pix2m = float( a ) * 1000.0 1638 
            except: 1639 
                ERR( '\nWARNING: pixel to distance conversion not converted to float. 1640 
Using conversion from thickness measurement in images.\n' ) 1641 
                pix2m = PIX2M 1642 
     1643 
# Start the GUI if run in GUI mode 1644 
    if gui_mode: 1645 
        theApp = wx.App(redirect=False) 1646 
        mainDlg = MainWindow( None, "Flexural Testing Calculations" ) 1647 
        theApp.SetTopWindow(mainDlg) 1648 
        theApp.MainLoop()     1649 
         1650 
# Command line mode 1651 
    else: 1652 
        ffmpeg = FFMPEG() 1653 
        image_processor = ImageProcess() 1654 
        calculator = MechCalcs() 1655 
        if not pre_cropped: 1656 
             1657 
# Crop video to size and time and convert each frame to individual pictures 1658 
            for arg in args: 1659 
                for ff in glob.glob( arg ): 1660 
                 1661 
# Use ffmpeg to grab the first and last frames to display for cropping the image 1662 
                    output_dir = output.make_dir( ff ) 1663 
                    OUT( 'Processing %s into output directory %s\n' % (ff, output_dir ) ) 1664 
                    OUT( 'Please wait...finding first and last video frame...' ) 1665 
                    info = ffmpeg.movieInfo( ff ) 1666 
                    if end_time == '9999': 1667 
                        dt = datetime.timedelta(seconds=1) 1668 
                        end_time = info['duration']-dt 1669 
                    ffmpeg.extractFrame( ff, start_time,output_dir+"/first.png" ) 1670 
                    ffmpeg.extractFrame( ff, end_time,output_dir+"/last.png" ) 1671 
                    OUT( 'done.\n' ) 1672 
                     1673 
# Display the first and last frames of the video and get the bounds of the selected 1674 
cropped area 1675 
                    cropper = CropVideo( output_dir+"/first.png", output_dir+"/last.png" 1676 
) 1677 
                    crop = cropper.get_bounds() 1678 
                    for i in range(0,len(crop)): 1679 
                        if crop[i] == None: 1680 
                            ERR( 'ERROR: did not get cropped image.\n' ) 1681 
                            sys.exit(1) 1682 
                             1683 
# Use ffmpeg to cut video to correct size, length, and remove the audio stream 1684 
                    OUT( 'Please wait...cropping video to size...' ) 1685 
                    video_file, frames = cropper.crop(  1686 
ff,start_time,end_time,rate,output_dir,ffmpeg ) 1687 
                    OUT( 'done.\n' ) 1688 
                     1689 
# Now extract the frames from the newly cropped video 1690 
                    digits = math.floor( math.log10( frames ) ) + 1 1691 
                    OUT( 'Please wait...extracting frames from cropped video...' ) 1692 
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                    ffmpeg.extractAllFrames( video_file, output_dir+ ("/frame_%%0%dd.png" 1693 
% digits ) ) 1694 
                    OUT( 'done.\n' ) 1695 
                     1696 
# If the use wishes to pick an x-value for the calculations, display the first frame in a 1697 
window and let the user click 1698 
# where the x-value should be. 1699 
        image_files = glob.glob( output_dir + '/frame_*.png' ) 1700 
        xval = None 1701 
        if USER_PICK_X: 1702 
            picker = PickX( image_files[0] ) 1703 
            xval = picker.get_xval() 1704 
             1705 
# Process each image and save arrays of curve fit coeficients 1706 
        top_coeffs = [] 1707 
        bot_coeffs = [] 1708 
        neutral_coeffs = [] 1709 
        x_bounds = [] 1710 
        x_zero_slopes = np.array([]) 1711 
        top_R2 = [] 1712 
        bot_R2 = [] 1713 
        neutral_R2 = [] 1714 
         1715 
        if OUTPUT_EDGES and os.path.exists( EDGEDATA_FNAME ): os.remove( EDGEDATA_FNAME ) 1716 
        for ff in image_files: 1717 
            ( top_polyfit_pix, bot_polyfit_pix, neutral_polyfit_pix, r2_top, r2_bot, 1718 
r2_neutral, xb  ) = image_processor.fit_edges( ff, DIAG_PLOTS, os.path.basename(ff), 1719 
OUTPUT_EDGES ) 1720 
             1721 
# Save the coefficients for the animation 1722 
            top_coeffs.append( top_polyfit_pix ) 1723 
            bot_coeffs.append( bot_polyfit_pix ) 1724 
            neutral_coeffs.append( neutral_polyfit_pix ) 1725 
            x_bounds.append( xb ) 1726 
            top_R2.append( r2_top ) 1727 
            bot_R2.append( r2_bot ) 1728 
            neutral_R2.append( r2_neutral ) 1729 
             1730 
# Want to use the same x point across the entire sequence, so first find the place where 1731 
most of the curves are bottoming out and use that as x_zero_zlope 1732 
            if BOTTOM_EDGE: 1733 
                polyfit = bot_polyfit_pix 1734 
            elif TOP_EDGE: 1735 
                polyfit = top_polyfit_pix 1736 
            else: 1737 
                polyfit = neutral_polyfit_pix 1738 
            x_zero_slopes = np.append( x_zero_slopes, calculator.find_x_zero_slope( 1739 
polyfit, xb ) ) 1740 
        if USER_PICK_X and ( xval != None ) : 1741 
            x_zero_slope = xval 1742 
        else: 1743 
            x_zero_slope = np.median( x_zero_slopes ) 1744 
   1745 
# Find the curvature, displacement, and thickness of the sample - update array to include 1746 
those values         1747 
        curvature = np.array([]) 1748 
        displacement = np.array([]) 1749 
        thickness = np.array([]) 1750 
        for i in range( 0, len( top_coeffs ) ): 1751 
            ( curv, disp, th ) = calculator.motion_calc( top_coeffs[i], bot_coeffs[i], 1752 
neutral_coeffs[i], x_bounds[i], x_zero_slope, TOP_EDGE, BOTTOM_EDGE ) 1753 
         1754 
# The curvature cannot be less than the previous curvature and the displacement cannot be 1755 
less than the previous displacement. 1756 
# If these are the case, then its because the polynomial fit was slighty wrong. Try to 1757 
fix that here. 1758 
            if ONLY_INCREASE: 1759 
                if len( curvature ) == 0: 1760 
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                    prev_curv = 0.0 1761 
                    prev_disp = 0.0 1762 
                else: 1763 
                    prev_curv = curvature[-1] 1764 
                    prev_disp = displacement[-1] 1765 
                if BOTTOM_EDGE: 1766 
                    ( bot_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = calculator.check_increase( curv, 1767 
disp, bot_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 1768 
                elif TOP_EDGE: 1769 
                    ( top_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = calculator.check_increase( curv, 1770 
disp, top_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 1771 
                else: 1772 
                    ( neutral_coeffs[i], curvf, dispf ) = calculator.check_increase( 1773 
curv, disp, neutral_coeffs[i], x_zero_slope, prev_curv, prev_disp ) 1774 
            else: 1775 
                curvf = curv 1776 
                dispf = disp 1777 
                 1778 
            curvature = np.append( curvature, curvf ) 1779 
            displacement = np.append( displacement, dispf ) 1780 
            thickness = np.append( thickness, th )  1781 
                 1782 
# Create animation of all of the frames with the top and bottom edge curve fits. 1783 
        output.create_animation( top_coeffs, bot_coeffs, neutral_coeffs, x_zero_slope, 1784 
TOP_EDGE, BOTTOM_EDGE ) 1785 
         1786 
# Calculate the modulus of the sample using all the images 1787 
        E, R2 = calculator.modulus_calc( curvature, displacement, thickness, L_sample, 1788 
b_sample, h_sample, pix2m, output_dir  ) 1789 
        OUT( "Effective Bending Modulus, E= %7.2f kPa\n" % (E/1000.0) ) 1790 
        OUT( "Coeffient of determination, R^2 = %5.3f\n\n" % R2 ) 1791 
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Materials and Methods 

The system works by pulling the sample against a steel rod of know length, 

cross-sectional area, and modulus. As the sample moves, it will bend around the rod, 

but also pull the rod with it some distance. The translation of the tip of the rod can 

be used to calculate the force applied to the middle of the sample (simple cantilever 

beam theory with a force on the end): 

𝑤(𝐿) =
𝑃𝐿3

3𝐸𝐼
 or  𝑃 =

3𝑤𝐸𝐼

𝐿3   equation B.1  

The bending moment of the sample being tested is calculated using Euler-

Bernoulli beam theory. For a homogeneous, isotropic linear elastic material, the 

equation relating moment to the curvature of the beam is: 

𝑀 = −𝐸𝐼
𝑑2𝑤

𝑑𝑥2      equation B.2 

Where M is the applied bending moment, E is the elastic modulus, I is the second 

moment of area of the cross section, w is the deflection of the beam from the neutral 

plane, and x is the distance along the beam.  In the 3-point bending system, we know 

the force applied to the middle of the sample (P; calculated from the deflection of 

the steel rod with equation B.1), therefore we can calculate the moment,  

𝑀 =
𝑃𝐿

4
      equation B.3 
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The second moment of area is calculated from the cross-section.  Note that the 

bending_modulus script assumes a rectangular cross-section.  This can be easily 

changed in the code in one place for other cross-sections (as was done for 

cylindrical Arabidopsis stems). For 3-point bending the deflection of the beam, w(x), 

is known to be a polynomial from theory: 

𝑤(𝑥) =  −
𝑃𝑥(4𝑥2−3𝐿2)

48𝐸𝐼
   equation B.4 

Where P is the applied load in the middle of the beam and L is the total length 

between outer edge supports. The bending_modulus.py script does not use equation 

B.4 directly, but rather uses the knowledge that the bent material theoretically 

should be a 3rd order polynomial. The script will find the edges of the sample and 

then fit the edges to a 3rd order polynomial. From this cubic polynomial, the 

curvature (
𝑑2𝑤

𝑑𝑥2 ) is calculated.  Therefore, in the middle of the sample/beam: M is 

known, I is known, and curvature is known, so E can be easily calculated from 

equation B.2. 

 However, most samples are not homogeneous, isotropic, and linear elastic.  

Therefore, the script uses video of the entire test to plot curvature vs. moment and 

solve for EI over the time recorded by linear regression, with EI calculated by 

maximum likely estimate of the slope. The slope is divided by I to calculate Eeff. The 

modulus is labeled “effective bending modulus”, rather than elastic modulus, to 

avoid confusion due to the assumptions in the model. 
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Use of bending_modulus.py script 

The bending_modulus.py script can either be run from the command line or a 

GUI has been developed to make experimenting with settings easier. Instructions to 

run from the command line are listed in the comments section at the beginning of 

the Python script, therefore a brief instruction to use the GUI interface follows. 

To analyze bending data, the following steps are used: 

1) Determine starting and ending times by watching the video. Select times 

where bending has definitely started and there is generally smooth 

motion throughout. Any obvious jumps or slips should be avoided. 

2) Run the bending_modulus.py script 

>python bending_modulus.py 

3) Load the video file using the “Load” command under the file menu 

4) Set start time, stop time, and output frames per second (red box area in 

Figure B- 2A). The start and stop times were chosen in step 1 from the 

video. Frames per second ultimately indicates how much disk space to 

consume. 1-2 frames per second is plenty of data to fit the modulus line. 

The user can also choose to change the output directory from the default 

at this time. 

5) Press the Crop Video button 
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6) When the window with the first and last video frame appears (Figure B- 

2B), draw a rectangle (in either picture) that encompasses the sample, 

but not the support mechanism in both the first and last video frames 

(white arrows in Figure B- 2B). This will help with finding the edges, and 

will eliminate unnecessary video data. Making the rectangle as small as 

possible is advised. 

7) After the video is cropped, fill in the bottom half of the GUI (red boxed 

area in Figure B- 2C). It is recommended is to use either the first or last 

frame picture in the output directory to set the pixel to mm conversion. 

Measure the distance between posts in ImageJ.  The wider posts are 20.0 

mm from outside edge to outside edge. The narrower posts are 8.0 mm 

from middle of posts (measure between outside edges and inside edges of 

posts to find middle).  Set the sample width and thickness (for a 

rectangular cross-section, but can change code to alter cross-section and 

meaning of these fields). Set length between posts – either 20.0 mm or 8.0 

mm. 

8) Press the Process Images button 

9) Enjoy the results 
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Additional notes: 

 Bonus feature: The Crop Video function can be used to crop length or size or 

fps of any video for any purpose. 

 All of your videos can be cropped first, (steps 3-6) and then images processed 

at a later time (steps 7-8). To process images later, use the “Load a directory of 

already cropped images” from the File menu. 

 If the script is having difficulty locating the edges of your sample, the Imaging 

Processing menu can be used to better understand how the edges are being 

detected. Some edge detection parameters can be changed on the fly using the 

commands in that menu. Additional image options are available in the script 

itself, but the script will have to be re-run if the code is altered. 

 Finally, by default, a neutral plane is assumed in the exact middle between the 

top edge and the bottom edge.  However, sometimes one edge can throw off 

this calculation (like chordae on a mitral valve leaflet), and therefore the user 

may want to edit the script to use either the top edge or bottom edge of the 

sample only to calculate curvature. 
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Figure B- 2 – Use of bending_modulus.py script (A) Initial setup to crop the video (B) 
Crop video to small size (C) Calculate the effective bending modulus from cropped 
images. 
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Results 

Output from the script is the effective bending modulus, which is calculate by 

linear regression of the curvature of the sample vs. the bending moment applied to 

the middle of the sample. Materials that are stiffer in bending require a larger 

bending moment to induce curvature, so the slope of this line will be greater. If the 

plot appears curved, it indicates nonlinear effects. Some of these may be resolved by 

choosing a range in the video which is representative of truer 3-point bending with 

no uneven slippage. Less bending also fits the model better as 3-point bending 

theory is based on small deflections. At higher curvatures, the results become non-

linear. Finally, if viscoelasticity is a concern, slowing down the test may also help. 

Example output is shown in Figure B- 3. The TangoPlus material in Figure B- 3A was 

unusually consistent in bending. Figure B- 3B shows data from a very good test of 

mitral valve tissue. Unfortunately, most data from soft materials do not fit as well as 

these examples. 

The script also creates a video animation with overlay demonstrating how 

the edges of the sample were fit. A beginning and ending frame of the video 

animation from TangoPlus material is shown in Figure B- 3C,D. Poor edge fits will 

result in a poor curvature vs. moment graph, so the video will help diagnose 

problems. 
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Figure B- 3 – Results from bending testing (A) Effective bending modulus calculated 
from slope of TangPlus material and (B) Mitral valve leaflet. (C-D) First and last 
cropped images used to calculate TangoPlus modulus. Top edge (blue), bottom edge 
(red), and neutral plane used for calculation (green) are shown. 

 

While the software has been developed and validated using many different 

materials, the only results described in a manuscript to date are still in review: 

Vukicevic M, Puperi DS, Grande-Allen KJ, Little SH. “3D printed modeling of the mitral valve for 
catheter-based structural interventions.” Annals of Biomedical Engineering. In review. 
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Appendix C – Design and construction of 
cyclic uniaxial tension bioreactor 

Introduction 

Bioreactors are needed to order to apply in vitro mechanical loading to tissue 

engineered constructs. Mechanical conditioning is especially important for very 

mechanically active tissues like heart valves. However, the complex mechanical 

environment in the heart renders it difficult to isolate specific stimuli as causes of 

specific cell responses. A cyclic uniaxial tension bioreactor was designed and 

constructed in order to study cell response to scaffold properties to cyclic tension. A 

brief description of the design and use of the bioreactor follows. 

Design constraints 

 Cyclic tension of least 1 Hz for 10% strain of a 10mm sample 
 Run 4 samples at a time 
 Ability to easily change media and maintain sterility in long term culture 
 Low cost (<$500) 
 Not have to be hooked up to a computer to run (cost and space issue) 
 Ease of setting up and reconfiguring 
 Smaller samples (5 mm x 15 mm), but flexible with size of the sample 
 Compact so that multiple systems can fit in an incubator 
 Ability to supply custom air into the system for hyper- or hypoxia studies 
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Materials and Methods 

Raw materials and parts were purchased from McMaster-Carr and were 

machined by hand. Polypropylene was chosen as the main material for the device 

based on machinability, ability to sterilize many times in the autoclave, and cost. A 

glass window enables the user to view samples in the bioreactor. Stainless steel 

screws and shaft were used in the wetted portions. Silicon (0.5 mm thick) was used 

for gasket materials. Arduino Uno Rev 2 was used for the microcontrollers, with 

NEMA 17 stepper motors powered by Polulu A4988 stepper motor drivers. Four 

systems were built with each Arduino capable of controlling 2 systems 

simultaneously. The four systems can easily fit into a single incubator, giving the 

ability to mechanically condition up to 16 samples at the same time. The custom 

built controller box that houses the Arduino and electronics is less than 3.5 inches 

on each side and is powered by a 12V 5A transformer. The total cost of the 4 

systems was $1100. 

The system was designed to maintain sterility. Most other cyclic tension 

devices utilize a shaft that moves in and out of the sterile field, which I wanted to 

avoid. Therefore, the device is designed with a rotating shaft, which passes through 

a sealed bearing. Ultimately, sterility around the shaft is maintained by application 

of autoclavable grease between the shaft and the polypropylene housing and the 

glass viewing window and gasket. Linear motion is achieved by rotating a threaded 

rod in a threaded bracket which holds one end of the sample. Air exchange occurs 
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through two ports on either side which have an autoclavable sterile filter. Custom 

gas could be supplied through one air filter to study cells under varying oxygen 

conditions. Media is changed by opening the media drain port at the bottom, and 

refilling by temporary removing an air filter (in a sterile laminar flow hood). 

Pictures of the system design are shown in Figure C- 1.  

The current clamping system is the simplest design that can accommodate a 

wide range of sample types.  However, the most likely area for improvement is the 

clamping mechanism. It is difficult and time consuming to set up all four samples 

using the screw down clamps. A better design might be a spring loaded system that 

easily accept four samples outside of the chamber. Then all four clamped samples 

can be screwed into the cyclic stretching chamber as one piece with only a few (4?) 

screws.  

The microcontroller code is supplied below. It has been extensively tested 

and the only parameters than need changed are at the top, depending on user needs. 

The AccelStepper library will need to be installed for the user to compile and upload 

the program. The AccelStepper library is used for the non-blocking functionality in 

order to run two motors asynchronously. For each system, the user will enter the 

unstrained length of the samples (L0) in mm, how much strain to apply (in %), and 

the cyclic rate to apply strain (in Hz). Note that strain will be applied as a triangle 

waveform. The capabilities / limitations of the motor are described in the comments 

of the code. The motors can handle 2.0 mm of linear translation at 1 Hz, but can 
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tradeoff distance for frequency as indicated in the code comments. The software 

below will maintain constant strain and strain rate with time, but the user may also 

want to develop new/similar code which can handle more complex tasks as 

changing loading conditions with time. For example, the user can program a ramp 

from low strain to high strain over the course several days, or change strain rate 

with time. 

 

 

Figure C- 1 – Schematic of cyclic uniaxial tension bioreactor 
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Bill of Materials 

Part Piece to purchase Supplier P/N Cost Quantity Total cost Total cost per bioreactor

Main body 1 1/2" thick x 4" wide polypropylene (per ft) McMaster 8782K77 14.88$       2 29.76$                             7.44$                                         

Lid 3/8" thick x 4" wide polypropylene (per ft) McMaster 8782K71 3.52$         2 7.04$                                1.76$                                         

Hold everything together M4x0.7 x 18mm stainless screws (25) McMaster 92290A161 4.10$         4 16.40$                             4.10$                                         

Electronics box fan M4x0.7 x 25mm strainless screws (25) McMaster 92290A176 8.54$         1 8.54$                                2.14$                                         

Electronics box M3x0.5 x 10mm stainless screws (50) McMaster 92290A115 9.99$         2 19.98$                             5.00$                                         

Hold sample down M3x0.5 x 8mm stainless screws (50) McMaster 92290A113 9.63$         1 9.63$                                2.41$                                         

Electronics box M3 stainless hex nuts (50) McMaster 94150A325 3.08$         1 3.08$                                0.77$                                         

Electronics box fan M4 stainless hex nuts (50) McMaster 94150A335 3.42$         1 3.42$                                0.86$                                         

Washers M3 stainless washers (100) McMaster 90965A130 1.76$         1 1.76$                                0.44$                                         

Washers M3 stainless split lock washers (100) McMaster 92153A416 2.71$         1 2.71$                                0.68$                                         

Washers M4 stainless washers (100) McMaster 90965A150 2.43$         1 2.43$                                0.61$                                         

Washers M4 stainless split lock washers (100) McMaster 92153A418 2.91$         1 2.91$                                0.73$                                         

Bearings 3/8" ID stainless bearing, sealed McMaster 6138K66 13.27$       4 53.08$                             13.27$                                      

Coupling 3/4" aluminum rod (2 ft) McMaster 8974K11 8.87$         1 8.87$                                2.22$                                         

Shaft 1/2" stainless steel rod (2 ft) McMaster 89095K94 13.35$       1 13.35$                             3.34$                                         

Sample clamps 1/8" thick PTFE sheet 6"x6" McMaster 8545K15 20.06$       1 20.06$                             5.02$                                         

Glass lid 7/32" clear glass 3" x 2 7/8" LoneStar glass 6.00$         4 24.00$                             6.00$                                         

Hold shaft rod tight M5x0.8 stainless low profile nuts (50) McMaster 93935A330 3.36$         1 3.36$                                0.84$                                         

Shaft rod M5x0.8 300mm threaded rod McMaster 94185A584 5.21$         1 5.21$                                1.30$                                         

Air filter and media ports 1/4" tube barb - 1/4"  hose adapter (10) McMaster 5463K445 5.00$         2 10.00$                             2.50$                                         

Air filters Acrovent 50 filters - stepped barbed (18) VWR 28143-558 268.60$     1 268.60$                           67.15$                                      

L-bracket rides on these M4x0.7 x 25mm low friction shoulder screws McMaster 98621A133 11.88$       8 95.04$                             23.76$                                      

Arduino microcontroller Arduino Uno R3 Karlsson Robotics / Amazon 25.29$       2 50.58$                             12.65$                                      

Motor Nema 17 2A Bipolar Stepper Motor StepperOnline / Amazon 17HS19-2004S 16.99$       4 67.96$                             16.99$                                      

Heat sink to stepper motor driver Artic Alumina Thermal Adhesive Amazon 7.49$         1 7.49$                                1.87$                                         

Power 12V 5A power supply EPO 32.95$       2 65.90$                             16.48$                                      

Switches Mini SPST toggle switches EPO 2.15$         4 8.60$                                2.15$                                         

Wiring 18g hook up wire (100ft) - red EPO 13.25$       1 13.25$                             3.31$                                         

Wiring 18g hook up wire (100ft) - black EPO 13.25$       1 13.25$                             3.31$                                         

Wiring 18g hook up wire (100ft) - blue EPO 13.25$       1 13.25$                             3.31$                                         

Wiring 18g hook up wire (100ft) - green EPO 10.25$       1 10.25$                             2.56$                                         

Power conditioning 100 uF capacitor EPO 0.60$         4 2.40$                                0.60$                                         

Wiring Male header pins for motor plug EPO 0.20$         4 0.80$                                0.20$                                         

Wiring Crimp housing 4x0.1" EPO 2.50$         1 2.50$                                0.63$                                         

Wiring Crimp housing 2x0.1" EPO 2.50$         1 2.50$                                0.63$                                         

Wiring Female crimp pins EPO 8.95$         1 8.95$                                2.24$                                         

Wiring Male crimp pins EPO 8.95$         1 8.95$                                2.24$                                         

Wiring 10k Ohm Resistors EPO 0.15$         4 0.60$                                0.15$                                         

Wiring 330 Ohm Resistors EPO 0.15$         4 0.60$                                0.15$                                         

Wiring LED holder Radio Shack 276-0079 1.99$         1 1.99$                                0.50$                                         

Wiring LED lights Radio Shack 276-0304 1.99$         2 3.98$                                1.00$                                         

Wiring 22g solder (0.6 oz) EPO 3.75$         1 3.75$                                0.94$                                         

Electronics Arduino UNO prototyping shield Best Choices/Amazon 13.00$       2 26.00$                             6.50$                                         

Stepper motor drivers Polou A4988 stepper motor drivers Hobby Power/Amazon 13.20$       1 13.20$                             3.30$                                         

Print electronics boxes 3mm Printer Filament PLA MakerGeeks 27.95$       1 27.95$                             6.99$                                         

L-brackets 1"x1" Polypropylene rectangular bar (per ft) McMaster 8782K16 2.23$         2 4.46$                                1.12$                                         

Electronics Fan EPO 2.75$         2 5.50$                                1.38$                                         

Electronics Fan grill EPO 1.25$         2 2.50$                                0.63$                                         

Trays 13.5"x9.75" stainless steel utility tray Cole Parmer 07277-13 62.00$       2 124.00$                           31.00$                                      

Total 1,100.39$                       275.10$                                    
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uniaxial_tension_driver.ino 1 

#include <AccelStepper.h> 2 
 3 
// Adjust these parameters to get speed and stretch desired 4 
// The maximum capability of the motor is speed of ~4000 steps per second 5 
// Therefore the system can only pull 2.0 mm at 1 Hz. 6 
// However, you can tradeoff speed for distance, so it can pull 4.0 mm at 0.5 Hz 7 
// or 1.0 mm at 2.0 Hz 8 
 9 
// Motor 1 10 
const float L0_1 = 10.0;           // mm 11 
const float STRAIN_1 = 10.0;       // pct 12 
const float CYCLIC_RATE_1 = 2.0;   // Hz 13 
 14 
// Motor 2 15 
const float L0_2 = 10.0;          // mm 16 
const float STRAIN_2 = 20.0;      // pct 17 
const float CYCLIC_RATE_2 = 0.5;  // Hz 18 
 19 
// Constants of the system 20 
const int MICRO_STEP = 2; 21 
const int STEPS_PER_REV = 200; 22 
const float THREAD_PITCH = 0.8; 23 
 24 
// Arduino pin setup 25 
const int switchPin1 = 3; 26 
const int switchPin2 = 4; 27 
const int motor1_dirPin = 11; 28 
const int motor1_stepPin = 10; 29 
const int motor2_dirPin = 9; 30 
const int motor2_stepPin = 8; 31 
const int motor1_LED = 13; 32 
const int motor2_LED = 12; 33 
 34 
// Initialize global variables 35 
int switchState1 = 0; 36 
int switchState2 = 0; 37 
int stepper1_dir = 0; 38 
int stepper2_dir = 0; 39 
int steps_to_move1 = 0; 40 
int steps_to_move2 = 0; 41 
 42 
// Initialize stepper motor instances 43 
AccelStepper stepper1(AccelStepper::DRIVER,motor1_stepPin,motor1_dirPin);             44 
AccelStepper stepper2(AccelStepper::DRIVER,motor2_stepPin,motor2_dirPin);             45 
 46 
void setup() 47 
{   48 
  Serial.begin(9600); 49 
  pinMode(switchPin1, INPUT); 50 
  pinMode(switchPin2, INPUT); 51 
  pinMode(motor1_LED, OUTPUT); 52 
  pinMode(motor2_LED, OUTPUT); 53 
   54 
// Calculate the number of steps needed for each motor   55 
  float linear_dist1 = L0_1*STRAIN_1/100.0; 56 
  float rotations1 = linear_dist1 / THREAD_PITCH; 57 
  steps_to_move1 = int( rotations1*float(MICRO_STEP)*float(STEPS_PER_REV) ); 58 
  float linear_dist2 = L0_2*STRAIN_2/100.0; 59 
  float rotations2 = linear_dist2 / THREAD_PITCH; 60 
  steps_to_move2 = int( rotations2*float(MICRO_STEP)*float(STEPS_PER_REV) ); 61 
   62 
// Now calculate speeds and accelerations 63 
  float seconds_per_cycle1 = 1.0/(2.0*CYCLIC_RATE_1); 64 
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  float speed1 = 2.0*float(steps_to_move1)/seconds_per_cycle1; 65 
  float seconds_per_cycle2 = 1.0/(2.0*CYCLIC_RATE_2); 66 
  float speed2 = 2.0*float(steps_to_move2)/seconds_per_cycle2; 67 
  Serial.println( "Stepper1 setup:" ); 68 
  Serial.print( "Linear dist: " ); 69 
  Serial.println( linear_dist1 ); 70 
  Serial.print( "Rotations: " ); 71 
  Serial.println( rotations1 ); 72 
  Serial.print( "Steps to move: " ); 73 
  Serial.println( steps_to_move1 ); 74 
  Serial.print( "Seconds per half waveform: " ); 75 
  Serial.println( seconds_per_cycle1 ); 76 
  Serial.print( "Speed: " ); 77 
  Serial.println( speed1 ); 78 
  Serial.println(); 79 
  Serial.println( "Stepper2 setup:" ); 80 
  Serial.print( "Linear dist: " ); 81 
  Serial.println( linear_dist2 ); 82 
  Serial.print( "Rotations: " ); 83 
  Serial.println( rotations2 ); 84 
  Serial.print( "Steps to move: " ); 85 
  Serial.println( steps_to_move2 ); 86 
  Serial.print( "Seconds per half waveform: " ); 87 
  Serial.println( seconds_per_cycle2 ); 88 
  Serial.print( "Speed: " ); 89 
  Serial.println( speed2 ); 90 
  Serial.println(); 91 
 92 
// CHANGE THESE TO SET THE CYCLIC RATE 93 
// (note these are just empirically determined until I can calculate them correctly)  94 
  stepper1.setMaxSpeed( speed1/MICRO_STEP );          // Speed is steps/sec 95 
  stepper1.setAcceleration( 100000000000 );      // Acceleration is steps/sec^2   96 
  stepper2.setMaxSpeed( speed2/MICRO_STEP );          // Speed is steps/sec 97 
  stepper2.setAcceleration( 100000000000 );      // Acceleration is steps/sec^2   98 
} 99 
 100 
void loop() 101 
{  102 
    switchState1 = digitalRead(switchPin1); 103 
    switchState2 = digitalRead(switchPin2); 104 
     105 
    if (switchState1 == HIGH) { 106 
        digitalWrite(motor1_LED, HIGH);     107 
        if ( stepper1_dir == 0 ) { 108 
            Serial.print( "Stepper1: " ); 109 
            Serial.println( millis() ); 110 
            stepper1.moveTo( steps_to_move1 ); 111 
            stepper1_dir = 1; 112 
        } else if ( stepper1_dir == 1 ) {  113 
            if (stepper1.distanceToGo() == 0) { 114 
                stepper1.moveTo(0); 115 
                stepper1_dir = -1; 116 
                Serial.print( "Stepper1: " ); 117 
                Serial.println( millis() );      118 
            } 119 
        } else { 120 
            if (stepper1.distanceToGo() == 0) { 121 
                stepper1.moveTo(steps_to_move1); 122 
                stepper1_dir = 1; 123 
                Serial.print( "Stepper1: " ); 124 
                Serial.println( millis() ); 125 
            } 126 
        } 127 
        stepper1.run(); 128 
    } else { 129 
        digitalWrite(motor1_LED, LOW); 130 
        stepper1.runToPosition(); 131 
        stepper1.stop(); 132 
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        stepper1.runToPosition(); 133 
    } 134 
     135 
    if (switchState2 == HIGH) { 136 
        digitalWrite(motor2_LED, HIGH);     137 
        if ( stepper2_dir == 0 ) { 138 
            Serial.print( "Stepper2: " ); 139 
            Serial.println( millis() ); 140 
            stepper2.moveTo( steps_to_move2 ); 141 
            stepper2_dir = 1; 142 
        } else if ( stepper2_dir == 1 ) {  143 
            if (stepper2.distanceToGo() == 0) { 144 
                stepper2.moveTo(0); 145 
                stepper2_dir = -1; 146 
                Serial.print( "Stepper2: " ); 147 
                Serial.println( millis() );      148 
            } 149 
        } else { 150 
            if (stepper2.distanceToGo() == 0) { 151 
                stepper2.moveTo(steps_to_move2); 152 
                stepper2_dir = 1; 153 
                Serial.print( "Stepper2: " ); 154 
                Serial.println( millis() ); 155 
            } 156 
        } 157 
        stepper2.run(); 158 
    } else { 159 
        digitalWrite(motor2_LED, LOW); 160 
        stepper2.runToPosition(); 161 
        stepper2.stop(); 162 
        stepper2.runToPosition(); 163 
    } 164 
} 165 
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Results 

PEGDA hydrogels with no cells were first used to validate the long term cyclic 

tension of soft materials in the bioreactor (Figure C- 2A). Initial tests went well, and 

the bioreactor remained contamination free for 2 weeks with a media change and 

no antibiotics in the media.  However, cell-seeded tissue engineered samples did not 

work well. PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels were simply too weak to load into system 

without damaging. Cells seeded in BPUR/PEG composite scaffolds were mostly dead 

after 1 week in culture. The issue may have been the amount of strain at high 

frequency (10% at 1 Hz) on cells that had not yet been able attach to the scaffold. 

Static samples that were left floating in the chamber showed good cell viability, so 

cytotoxicity from the components in the system was not a concern.  

The system has also been used to cyclically tension mitral valve tissue at 10% 

strain and 1 Hz. Figure C- 2C shows cells throughout the entire scaffold after 7 days 

in cyclic culture. This preliminary test is a promising demonstration of the ability of 

this bioreactor system to apply controlled mechanical forces to a large number of 

samples, which will give researchers the ability to study changes in valve cell 

behavior and ECM remodeling as a function of different types of tensile loading. 
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Figure C- 2 – Cyclic uniazial tension bioreactor results. (A) PEGDA hydrogels were 
used to validate operation of system. (B) Mitral valve leaflet strips being 
mechanically conditioned in assembled bioreactor in incubator. (C) Movat 
pentachrome stain of mitral valve leaflet after being conditioned in bioreactor for 7 
days demonstrates even cellularity throughout (image courtesy of D. Vekilov). 
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